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Abstract 

This thesis presents a methodology that enables the modelling and simulation of dy-

namically interacting belt models in Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations. 

In conventional DEM simulation setups, belt models are typically modelled as rigid 

surfaces, which are further applied with a contact model that induces a movement 

into bulk material particles that contact with these belt-representing surfaces. Ac-

cordingly, such rigid belt models are not able to depict dynamic interactions – neither 

with bulk material particles conveyed on the belt nor with system components that 

further interact with the belt, such as idlers and pulleys. Particularly for the numerical 

simulation of conveyor systems comprising belts that significantly influence system 

characteristics due to dynamic belt behaviour, however, the consideration of belts as 

dynamically interacting objects is required. Such systems are, for example, sandwich 

or pipe conveyors. Furthermore, such dynamically interacting belt models are also 

required for simulations in which the analysis of particular effects are of interest, 

such as belt deformation/deflection effects. 

The belt simulation methodology developed and presented in this thesis explicitly 

addressed the simulation of such complex systems where dynamic belt behaviour is 

inevitable. This methodology is generally based on using a bonded-particle belt 

model (BP belt), which is furthermore initialised with a specific geometrical shape, 

more specifically relating to belt initialisation in almost-final state. These two areas 

– the general setup of a BP belt and its initialisation in almost-final state – form the 

major parts of the methodology. 

The general setup of a BP belt is defined fundamentally to show a single layer of 

rectangularly arranged/bonded cuboidal particles. The bondings that connect those 
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belt particles are further defined by an enhanced bonding model, which is explicitly 

extended to enable the representation of belt-typical flexibility characteristics. 

The essential method with which such a BP belt is initialised is introduced as belt 

initialisation in almost-final state. This method comprises the computation of a BP 

belt with a specific complex shape approximating an assembled belt within a specific 

belt system. Therefore, an algorithm was developed that enables the conversion of 

such a given belt geometry, provided as a CAD model, into a corresponding BP belt. 

This developed conversion algorithm was also implemented into a software tool 

(BeltConverter), allowing convenient use via a GUI. As a further enhancing feature, 

initial belt velocity can be applied to the converted BP belt, thus allowing the initial-

isation of an already running BP belt. Especially noteworthy in terms of using this 

initialisation principle is the significantly reduced pre-simulation effort required for 

assembling such a belt model, which is generally reduced to imperceptible levels. 

Illustrations of applying the presented methodology on several different exemplary 

industry-relating applications highlight the various benefits of the methodology, such 

as in terms of computational efforts required, and ultimately reveal the methodol-

ogy’s favourable suitability for DEM simulations comprising dynamically interact-

ing belt models.
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Introduction 

This thesis resides principally in the field of computational mechanics. In terms of 

application, this thesis relates primarily to bulk material handling, and in particular 

to belt conveying technology and numerical simulation by means of the Discrete El-

ement Method (DEM). 

The methodology developed and described within this thesis presents a technique for 

modelling conveyor belts or similar structures in non-rigid form for the use in DEM 

simulations to enable their consideration as components with dynamically deforma-

ble behaviour. The application of this methodology is specifically suitable for DEM 

simulations of systems in which belts or similar structures significantly influence the 

analysed processes due to effects resulting from such behaviour. 

In the following context, the application of the developed methodology is mainly 

focused on belt conveyor technologies, but it is also transferable to other fields of 

application. In principle, any object with dynamically deformable behaviour is con-

ceivable. Typical examples of such flexible objects are ropes, fibres, nets, fabrics/tex-

tiles, and similar. 
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1.1 Motivation 

The initial background of the methodology’s development lies in its necessity for the 

development process of complex or novel types of belt conveyor systems. 

Proper consideration of the behaviour of belts and resulting influences on the total 

conveyor system is of utmost importance for the evaluation of the functionality and 

the suitability of belt conveyor systems in development. This applies especially to 

early phases of the development process, such as conception, design and dimension-

ing. For novel belt conveyor developments, and also for a lot of already existing 

complex belt conveyor types, e.g. pouched belt conveyors, an estimation of the belt 

behaviour based on existing knowledge or analytical methods is usually not possible 

or at least very limited. In general, the use of numerical simulation as a supporting 

tool for engineering work is useful to allow the analysis of belt conveyor systems. 

However, the simulation of complex belt conveyor systems for bulk material trans-

portation with consideration of belts as dynamically deformable objects in an appli-

cation-orientated, engineering-friendly and efficient way proves to be very challeng-

ing. 

DEM simulations (numerical simulations based on the DEM) are widely used and 

established for digital examinations of all kinds of bulk material processes. The DEM 

can consequently be chosen as a basic computation method for the simulation of belt 

conveyors transporting bulk materials. But, as conventional DEM only allows the 

modelling of conveyor belts as rigid surfaces, further methods are necessary to ena-

ble the consideration of belts as flexible and dynamically deformable objects. These 

methods, which are explained in detail within the course of this thesis, constitute the 

basis of the developed methodology for the simulation of dynamically deformable 

conveyor belts using the DEM. 

Also, the development, the implementation/realisation, and the applicational testing 

of the developed methods revealed further potential adaptations/extensions and sup-

plementary approaches that complement the methodology. These concern, for exam-

ple, enhancements in usability and thus efficiency, expansions to further areas of 

application, and additional features that extend the scope of the developed method-

ology. 
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1.2 Objectives 

The general objective pursued within the context of this thesis is to provide ap-

proaches and methods in the form of a consistent methodology for the consideration 

of conveyor belts and similar belt-like objects in DEM simulations as dynamically 

deformable/interacting structures. 

A primary purpose is to set the focus on application-oriented and especially applica-

tion-scale use in engineering practice. Therefore, the application on industry-related 

systems and, moreover, keeping additional efforts within reasonable limits is of in-

terest. In that respect, the belts are set up as idealised digital models with a sufficient 

level of detail, whereby dynamically deformable belt behaviour is depictable with 

adequate approximation. This affects the computational effort required. Another em-

phasis lies on the ease of use regarding the preparation and the requirements to set 

up the basics for performing a simulation. Therefore, the use of a single simulation 

environment is preferred instead of complex software coupling with additional sim-

ulation environments that also needs further linking via additional coupling inter-

faces. Also, no disproportionate additional knowledge, such as in programming, 

manual modelling techniques, etc., is assumed. 

One major benefit for practical application of the developed methodology is the im-

plementation of methods, or more precisely, the implementation of developed algo-

rithms, into software programs. Such programs are then able to be used as supporting 

tools for users in engineering practice. Applicational demonstrations of DEM simu-

lations of various exemplary systems with deformable belt models, such as specific 

and also unconventional belt conveyors, are additionally presented to illustrate the 

practice-oriented application of the methodology and of the respective developments, 

such as to prove the use of the developed techniques, methods and software tools. 

Regarding the overall efficiency for performing DEM simulations, especially of sys-

tems with deformable belt models, enhancements are feasible on three basic levels: 

modelling/preparation, pre-simulation and actual simulation. It is a general intention 

to keep the necessary efforts at all three of these levels relatively low. Moreover, in 

terms of computational power, it is ideally intended to enable an effective and pur-

poseful use of typical hardware, commercially available for numerical simulations. 
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The methodology focuses on digital aspects and methods to enable virtual numerical 

simulation of belt conveyor systems with consideration of deformable belt behaviour. 

Therefore, specific material parameter determinations are not dealt with in detail 

within the course of this thesis. 

The objectives set out above relate in particular to issues pertaining to the current 

state of the art in this field of numerical simulation, which principally covers methods 

for setting up belt objects as deformable objects – on the one hand, on a rather small-

scale level and generally for relatively simple applications only – and on the other 

hand, with requiring a considerable amount of effort, in terms of preparation as well 

as computation (and typically also analysis). 

In summary, the addressed objectives concern: 

• enabling belt-like objects in DEM simulations as dynamically deformable/in-

teracting models; 

• supporting application-scaled usage, also of application-oriented (relatively 

complex) systems; 

• keeping the efforts – in terms of modelling/preparation and simulation – 

within reasonable limits, especially regarding required pre-simulation efforts; 

thus, keeping required resources within limits, i.e.: 

○ in software-related terms (with omitting software/solver coupling and 

associated efforts) 

○ in hardware-related terms (with using typical/commercially available 

hardware systems; relating to computational efforts) 

○ in modelling/preparation-related terms (with providing adequate tech-

niques/methods and also additional supporting (software) tools) 
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1.3 Contents of the methodology 

The developed methodology comprises several methods and approaches. Thereby, 

the two fundamental subjects concern the structural setup of belt models and the in-

itialisation of belt models with a specific geometrical shape. 

The structural belt model setup describes how dynamically deformable belt models 

are composed according to this methodology and how such belt models are defined 

in detail for use in DEM simulations. This includes basics, such as regarding the 

linking of particles (discrete elements) via bonding elements, as well as specific setup 

details, such as for the modelling of anisotropic belt behaviour. 

An essential key element of the methodology is the belt initialisation method. It al-

lows the initialisation of a belt, according to the structural setup principles, as a de-

formable belt model with a specific geometrical shape, thus ready to be used in the 

DEM simulation of a given belt conveyor system. For this purpose, the initialisation 

method, presented in the form of an algorithm, which was also implemented in a 

software program, enables the conversion of CAD1 belt models into DEM belt mod-

els. Existing belt conditions due to local belt deformations are thereby taken into 

account. Due to the resulting substantial reduction of the necessary modelling and 

pre-simulation efforts, this initialisation method is primarily responsible for signifi-

cant efficiency enhancements of the overall simulation process. 

Additionally, an enhancing method for the initialisation of smooth cylindrical parts 

in DEM simulation setups is also presented. This enhancing method addresses the 

use of numerically smooth cylinders (as mathematical primitive shapes) instead of 

DEM-typical triangulated cylindrical parts. This method is especially intended to be 

used for idlers and drums, which form essential (cylindrically-shaped) system com-

ponents as interacting with the belt (accordingly modelled and initialised following 

the two major subjects outlined above). 

 

1 computer-aided design 
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1.4 Thesis outline 

The following description provides an overview of the general structure and the con-

tents presented in this thesis. 

The following Chapter 2 contains relevant basics – on the one hand regarding the 

DEM in general (Chapter 2.1), and on the other hand, regarding belt conveying tech-

nology (Chapter 2.2), where after a general system/component description, the focus 

is set towards the simulation of such systems, and therefore especially regarding con-

sidering belts in DEM simulations. Furthermore, specific belt (conveyor) systems are 

presented, which in particular relate to dynamic belt behaviour, and which are con-

sequently relevant to dynamic belt simulation, as further dealt with in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 presents approaches and methods for the modelling and also for the ini-

tialisation of dynamically deformable belts in DEM simulations. 

In terms of deformable belt modelling (Chapter 3.1), two fundamental approaches 

are explained (as relating to the systematics with which a belt is modelled): FEM2-

based and DEM-based belt modelling. This section generally presents a reappraisal 

of the state-of-the-art concerning methods allowing the modelling of deforma-

ble/flexible (especially but not exclusively belt-like) objects for use in DEM simula-

tion. 

Regarding belt initialisation (Chapter 3.2), two approaches are introduced: state-of-

rest initialisation and almost-final state initialisation, basically relating to the geo-

metrical shape with which a specific belt is initialised in a DEM simulation setup. 

The approaches that are set to form the basis of the developed methodology are fur-

thermore concludingly summarised in approach evaluations: DEM-based belt mod-

elling, i.e. using a bonded-particle belt model (BP belt) and almost-final state belt 

initialisation, according to which a BP belt is initialised based on a geometry pro-

vided as a CAD model. 

 

2 Finite Element Method 
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In Chapter 4, the developed methodology for dynamic belt simulation is presented. 

Thereby, the two major parts of the methodology – structural belt setup and belt ini-

tialisation – are described in detail, and an additional methodology-extending method 

for using smooth-surfaced cylinders is also introduced. 

The structural belt setup (Chapter 4.1) regards the modelling of a BP belt in general 

as consisting of a systematically arranged network of bonded particles, forming a 

surface-like deformable object. This subject regards specific modelling details, on 

the one hand, relating to the BP-belt-forming particles, and on the other hand, to the 

BP-belt-forming bondings; especially to allow belt-typical behaviour, such as flexi-

bility characteristics (deviating bending/tension behaviour) or anisotropic character-

istics (deviating belt behaviour in longitudinal and transverse belt directions). 

The belt initialisation (Chapter 4.2) explicitly presents the method for almost-final 

state initialisation. This method forms an essential part of the methodology, as it al-

lows the initialisation of a BP belt (according to the modelling principles from the 

previously outlined chapter) with a particular geometry – based on a provided CAD 

model. By providing this CAD belt geometry closely approximated to the intended 

geometry of the belt in its operating state, pre-simulation efforts can be reduced to 

almost a minimum, as the initialisation of a pre-deformed/pre-tensioned BP belt is 

enabled. Even already running BP belts can be simulated by applying initial belt ve-

locity. Therefore, the provided CAD belt model (containing the belt geometry) is 

converted into a BP belt model (DEM data) via the developed algorithm. This algo-

rithm is implemented into a software tool (BeltConverter; explained in Chapter 4.2.5) 

for convenient use. Especially for the purpose to allow reproduction and implemen-

tation, this algorithm is explained in close detail, including all relevant numerics. The 

application of the developed algorithm/software tool is furthermore illustrated on 

various belt-representing geometries, which demonstrate and furthermore prove its 

use (Chapter 4.3). 

The additional method regarding smooth-surfaced cylinders (Chapter 4.4) presents 

an extension that allows the initialisation of numerically smooth cylinders – such as 

to represent idlers and pulleys in belt (conveyor) systems – instead of triangulated 

parts as commonly used in DEM simulation. In this context, a supportive software 

tool (PartConverter; explained in Chapter 4.4.3) is presented, which (in similar form 
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to the BeltConverter) allows convenient conversion of CAD data containing cylin-

drical geometries into such smooth-surfaced cylinders. 

In Chapter 5, the application of the developed methodology is illustrated with prac-

tice-oriented case studies. These examples are given explicitly to indicate character-

istics and capabilities that stand in context with applying the developed methodology 

for dynamic belt simulation. 

The final chapters, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, provide an outlook on further potentials 

and a conclusion on the topics dealt with in the presented methodology. 

1.5 Prior Publications 

Several contents of this thesis have previously been published, especially in confer-

ence papers and corresponding presentations, such as in the course of the following 

conferences and congresses: (starting from the most recent event) 

• 14th WCCM&ECCOMAS3 2020 (2021), Virtual Congress [100] 

• 13th ICBMH4, 2019, in Gold Coast, Australia [86, 98] 

• NAFEMS5 World Congress 2019, in Quebec City, Canada [88, 97] 

• REMA TIP TOP International Sales Meeting, 2019, in Munich, Germany [89] 

• 15th Conference on Belt Conveyors and their Components, 2019, in Essen, 

Germany (15. Fachtagung Gurtförderer und deren Elemente) [87, 96] 

• 23th Conference on Bulk Material Handling 2018, in Garching (Munich), 

Germany (23. Fachtagung Schüttgutfördertechnik 2018) [82, 93] 

• 8th Colloquium on Conveying Technology in Mining, 2018, in Clausthal, 

Germany (8. Kolloquium Fördertechnik im Bergbau) [84, 92] 

 

3  World Congress on Computational Mechanics & European Congress on Computational Methods in  

Applied Sciences and Engineering 

4  International Conference on Bulk Materials Storage, Handling and Transportation 

5  International Association for the Engineering Modelling, Analysis and Simulation Community 
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Further contents have also been published in papers/articles, abstracts, and posters, 

such as published in: 

• BHM (ASMET Research GmbH, BVÖ; Springer) Vol. 166, 2021 [91] 

• SimuLand 2020 (Hochschule Düsseldorf), 2020 [90] 

• Schüttgut (Vogel Communications Group) Nr. 6, 2018 [83]. 

The contents of this present thesis include topics, which have already been discussed, 

illustrated or mentioned in these previous publications. In the following, various con-

tents, referencing to these publications, are discussed again and described in more 

detail. In this respect, general reference is made to these publications at this point. 

The first official public releases of the developed software tools (BeltConverter [94] 

and PartConverter [95]; presented in Chapter 4.2.5 and Chapter 4.4.3) were launched 

and published in 2019 on GitHub [107]. 
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DEM & Belt Conveying Technology 

In the development of bulk material handling systems, it is vital to take the bulk 

material flows and the resultant effects on the systems into account in order to design 

those systems properly. This requires the understanding of bulk material physics, 

especially of the interaction effects related to the bulk materials. These interactions 

occur as effects inside of bulk materials, and also as interactions of bulk materials 

interacting with various other system components, such as floors, walls, chutes, etc. 

Both, material-internal and also interactional effects with system components, are 

depending on a large variety of influencing factors, mainly of material- and structure-

related nature, such as bulk material composition, material densities, frictional prop-

erties due to particle geometries or surface properties, etc. 

When analysing conveyor systems, it is also important to consider that bulk material 

handling processes are always evoked by external influences on the handled bulk 

materials. Some examples herefore are shovel movements in excavators, rotating 

screws in screw conveyors, or even gravity effects in chutes. In these examples, the 

resulting influences on the bulk materials are furthermore fundamentally responsible 

for the general movement of the bulk material. In order to enhance and to optimise a 

bulk material system or process, it is of great interest to respectively design those 

parts and to tune those system parameters that are responsible for such influences on 

the handled bulk materials. 

For a lot of bulk material systems, especially beyond a certain level of complexity, 

detailed analytical examinations are not possible in a reasonable manner. In such 
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cases, computer-aided engineering (CAE), and more specifically using the Discrete 

Element Method (DEM; also Distinct Element Method), provides the possibility to 

replicate physical systems as digital prototypes for virtual testing and analysis, espe-

cially at an early stage of the development process. In comparison to conventional 

prototyping, the use of such digital prototypes provides testing without the need for 

physical prototypes and their related efforts. Also, digital design studies and virtual 

insights into systems, such as bulk material flow analyses, are made possible, as well 

as iterative optimisations. Further advantages are that adaptions and adjustments are 

easy to implement on virtual system models, and that critical system parameters and 

operating states can be tested without risking physical and cost-intense damage. 

The DEM is based on numerical approaches and methods that are able to depict bulk 

material physics in approximated form. These physics include, as abovementioned, 

the bulk material interactions and also further effects related to influences on the bulk 

materials. As a particle-based method, the DEM is a well-established tool in the bulk 

material conveying technology. Some common examples for its usage in this tech-

nology are, for example, for analyses of material flows (e.g. at transfer points), for 

design studies (e.g. of chutes), for material observations (e.g. wear or impact evalu-

ations), etc. As in these cases, the analyses of calculated simulation results relate to 

various criteria, such as design suitability (e.g. bulk guidance in chutes), dimensional 

aspects (shape and size of components), performance-related parameters (effi-

ciency), or bulk material behaviour (fracture, mixing or segregation). In the follow-

ing Chapter 2.1, further relevant basics of the DEM, in particular in terms of the 

developed methodology for the simulation of conveyor belts, are given. 

In belt conveyor systems, which are of particular interest for this thesis, the moving 

conveyor belts are the central parts of those systems. They are primarily responsible 

for the handling of the bulk materials, and therefore, when analysing such systems, 

their decisive influences on the conveying processes and further on the entire systems 

need to be taken into account accordingly. In order to describe evolutionary devel-

opments in conveyor belt analysis, and to clarify the usage of the DEM for belt con-

veyor simulation, a transition from basic conventional approaches for the analysis of 

conveyor belts, such as with the help of various standards, up to numerical DEM 

simulation is given in Chapter 2.2. Especially for belt conveyor systems in which the 

dynamic effects and the deformational behaviour of the belts have significant influ-

ences on the analysed processes or systems, it is necessary to consider the belts as 
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flexible, deformable objects. This aspect is in contrast to conventional approaches 

for DEM simulations of belt conveyors, where the belts are typically defined as rigid 

surfaces (see also Chapter 2.2.3). In Chapter 3.1, a general overview and an evalua-

tive comparison are given on several basic approaches that principally allow a con-

sideration of conveyor belts as dynamically deformable objects to be used in DEM 

bulk material simulations. According to a promising basic approach, such a belt 

model can be set up within the DEM environment by connecting particles via bond-

ing elements to a net-like structure (bonded-particle belt or BP belt). The developed 

methodology, as described in Chapter 4, and as also used in the subsequent chapters, 

builds on this general approach of using such a BP belt model. 

2.1 Basics of the DEM 

The fundamentals of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) were initially set by 

Cundall and Strack (1979) [43] to depict the behaviour of granular media. In general, 

it is an explicit, mesh-free, particle-based numerical method for the digital modelling 

and simulation of bulk solids and similar material setups. Cundall and Hart (1992) 

[42] later also set the term Distinct Element Method, which is also widely used in 

technical literature alongside the term Discrete Element Method. 

The basics of the DEM are related to the principles of Molecular Dynamics (MD), 

such as described by Alder and Wainwright (1959) [4], with which systems of atoms 

or molecules are analysed for use in chemical physics etc. Further related to the DEM 

is the method of Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), initialised by Gingold 

and Monaghan (1977) [106] and Lucy (1977) [164]. This method, also based on a 

mesh-free approach using particles to represent continuum media, is particularly suit-

able for the numerical simulation of fluids, whereas the conventional DEM is typi-

cally related to applications with bulk solids. 

In the following, a short introduction regarding the fields of application for using the 

DEM is given. Further on, the focus is set on aspects that are of major relevance in 

the context of this thesis, which proposes a methodology for the numerical modelling 
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of deformable objects based on the DEM; therefore, comprising relevant basics in 

terms of general DEM modelling as well as computation. 

As this thesis focuses on general numerical modelling techniques (as highlighted), 

details regarding specific material parameter values, such as typically concerning a 

particular application with a certain and specifically defined material type, are not 

explicitly covered in the context of this thesis (ref. material calibration). Details on 

this specific topic of DEM calibration can be found in pertinent literature, such as 

also in (or further concluding from) references given in the following subchapters (or 

also within the general course of this thesis, e.g. in Chapter 3.1.2, as specifically 

regarding bonded particle structures). 

Additional DEM-related details can further be found in corresponding references and 

in pertinent literature, to name representatives, such as in “Discrete Element 

Methods: Basics and Applications in Engineering” by Wriggers and Avci [257], or 

“Discrete element method to model 3D continuous materials” by Jebahi, et al. [134]. 

2.1.1 Fields of application for using the DEM 

As state of the art, the DEM became an established tool in various areas of applica-

tion in which large numbers of interacting particles, or comparable material setups, 

need to be analysed. Thereby, such represented bulk solids typically range from fine 

powders to coarse boulders. Some major ones of various areas of application are 

listed in the following, including also some corresponding representative examples 

of goods that can be handled/characterised as a bulk material. For additional illustra-

tion purposes, some examples of those bulk solids or granular media materials are 

also shown in Figure 2-1. 

• Mining and rock technology (ore, coal, potash…) 

• Soil and sand handling (gravel, limestone…) 

• Food industry (fruits, vegetables, grains, nuts, cereals, sweets, chips, sugar…) 

• Agriculture (crops, seeds, wood chips, fertilisers…) 

• Pharmaceutical and chemical industry (pills, tablets…) 

• Waste management (plastic waste, glass sand, scrap metal…) 

• Mass products handling (nuts, bolts, screws, washers etc., toys parts…) 
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• Manufacturing (powder metallurgy materials, plastic granulates…) 

• Various powder handling applications (cement, ash…) 

 

Figure 2-1: Various examples for bulk solids/granular media; e.g. dry stones (top right), wood 

chips (bottom left), hay/straw (top left), coffee beans (below hay/straw) [204] 

Regarding the overall purpose of applying DEM simulation/analysation, Becker 

(2020) [15] describes the general use of the DEM for engineers and academics as 

follows: 

• Reduce the need for physical prototypes 

• Troubleshoot operational problems 

• Expedite product development 

• Indicate possible problems during the design process 

• Obtain information on bulk and particle-scale behaviour that cannot be meas-

ured easily 

• Investigate the effects of changes to process machinery and operating condi-

tions 

In that respect, the purpose of simulations/analyses using the DEM is often in context 

with the bulk material flow and corresponding resulting effects, such as comparing 

the flow behaviour in various setups using design or parameter studies, or predicting 

loads on system components for dimensioning purposes. But also further effects, 

such as surface wear, particle loads, coating or temperature effects, as well as even 

more complex effects, for example particle breakage, are able to be analysed using 

appropriately configured DEM simulations. 

A few selected applications for typical use of the DEM are, for example, in bulk 

materials handling/transportation (e.g. for chute design analyses, as by Katterfeld, et 

al. [141]), in soil/rock mechanics (e.g. geotechnical investigations, such as stability 
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assessments, as by Donze, et al. [57]), or in process engineering (e.g. for screen-

ing/sieving analyses, as by Peng, et al. [197]). Further applications can also be found 

within the contents of references given in the following chapters, describing espe-

cially more belt-simulation related application of the DEM. Much more applications 

can be found in respective literature, even unusual or unconventional applications, 

for example, the analysis of relatively complex phenomena, such as of snow, as by 

Hagenmuller, et al. [113], to perform studies on avalanches. 

2.1.2 Respective basics for setting up DEM simulations 

A primary intention behind conventional DEM bulk material simulation/analysation 

for bulk solids is to represent not every single particle of a bulk material precisely as 

it appears in reality (with its exact shape, size, roughness etc.) but to digitally repre-

sent the behaviour of a large number of those particles in sum. This means that a 

certain amount of DEM particles is used to represent the behaviour of bulk material 

as a whole. 

Such a digital bulk material model is defined by using specific simplifications and 

modelling techniques with the aim to approximate the behaviour of physical bulk 

material in a specific system setup. In the following subchapters, general DEM fun-

damentals for this modelling of bulk material systems are described. In that regard, 

the focus is also set on those DEM aspects that are of significant relevance to this 

thesis, such as the connection of particles by using bonding elements. Subsequently, 

concise insights into the DEM computation process is given in the next Chapter 2.1.3. 

2.1.2.1 DEM particles 

Typical in conventional DEM simulation is the digital modelling of discrete elements 

(DE), referred to as particles, with an ideal-spherical geometry as particle shape and 

specific contact models to define characteristics regarding their interacting behav-

iour. A digital bulk material model consisting of a multitude of such particles is then 

used to approximate the behaviour of physical bulk material, even with not ideally 

round-shaped physical particles. Such a multitude of spherical particles representing 

a bulk material poured through a cone and onto a plane using LS-DYNA [160] is 

shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Simple example of a DEM simulation; pouring multiple spherical particles through 

a cone and onto a plane [136] 

As the simplest three-dimensional volume geometry to be described mathematically 

and to be handled in computation, spherical-shaped particles are preferred for com-

mon DEM applications. Although, other types of particle geometries can be defined 

as well. Therefore, various approaches for the modelling of non-spherical particles 

exist, including multi-spherical setups (multispheres, clumps), primitive geometrical 

shapes (primitives), compound particles (by combining multiple primitives), or even 

defining complex-shaped particle geometries as three-dimensional meshed/triangu-

lated objects. On that topic, Becker describes more details in the user guide [13] (and 

further also shows related use cases in the examples overview [11]) for the use of 

complex particles in ThreeParticle/CAE [17]. For further illustration of the men-

tioned approaches, Figure 2-3 exemplarily shows several different particle geome-

tries for the use in DEM simulations: 

                          
 

                                  
 

                                        

Figure 2-3: Some representative examples for possible particle geometries; simple sphere and 

multispheres (top), primitives (middle), and complex shapes (bottom) 
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• Sphere and sphere-based (multipsheres): (top, from left to right) 

○ typical sphere (common particle shape) 

○ multi-sphere; stone-representing shape consisting of five spheres 

○ multi-sphere; peanut shape consisting of a dozen spheres 

• Single primitives: (middle, from left to right) 

○ ellipsoid 

○ cylinder (relatively flat) 

○ capsule 

○ cuboid 

• More-complex particle shape setups: (bottom, from left to right) 

○ compound of cylinders, representing a socket head bolt (cf. DIN EN 

ISO 4762 [56]) 

○ compound of cylinders and a cone, representing a bottle 

○ complex meshed shape of an external circlip (cf. DIN 6799 [55]) 

○ complex meshed shape of a wing nut (cf. DIN 315 [54]) 

Similar to a simplified particle shape, the particle sizes may also differ between a 

digital model and a physical bulk material, resulting in the typical simplification that 

a single particle size in the DEM model is often used to represent a physical particle 

size distribution. The modelling of a bulk material mixture consisting of particles of 

more than one size is possible, but if applied typically done by representing a size 

distribution with a few different particle sizes (e.g. two different particle sizes repre-

senting a complex bulk material size distribution). 

Furthermore, especially to enhance the level of efficiency related to the required 

computation effort in applications with very large numbers of particles, a reduction 

of the amount of particles by increasing their individual size is feasible and reasona-

bly common. This upscaling technique, also known as coarse-graining, requires ad-

justments with regard to the resulting effects of oversized particles on the overall 

bulk material behaviour. For more details, this technique is proposed, described, and 

applied, for example, by Kuwagi, et al., using the term similar particle assembly 

[152], by Bierwisch, as described in the course of his PhD thesis [26], and in further 

related work on coarse grain modelling, such as by Sakai and Koshizuka (2009) 

[219], etc. 
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Such particles are generally rigid objects. In some specific cases, complex particle 

behaviour may be required (e.g. allowing flexible or breakable abilities for deform-

able fibres or breakable agglomerates, etc.). For that purpose, advanced modelling 

techniques can be applied, such as using bondings to set up bonded-particle structures 

to represent complex-behaving particles. Some of these setups are covered in Chapter 

2.1.2.6.1. 

2.1.2.2 Material properties 

For the material definition, main properties such as the density, the shear modulus 

and the Poisson’s ratio need to be set. 

When defining the solid density of particles, the deviation from this density to the 

desired bulk density must be considered. This is also in close connection to the shape 

of the particles and, if applied, to the particle size distribution used. To obtain a spe-

cific bulk density, the density of particles is correspondingly adjusted (which gener-

ally refers to density calibration, cf. [212] (by Aldrich (ed.), regarding Rocky [76]). 

Furthermore, adaptations on the shear modulus may be applied in order to enhance 

the computational efficiency of DEM simulations. This topic was discussed by 

Lommen, et al. (2014) [161], analysing stiffness effects on bulk material behaviour 

in terms of a DEM speedup approach. Using this approach by lowering the stiffness 

of particles can significantly enhance a DEM simulation process without notably af-

fecting the macroscopic behaviour of the bulk material in total. 

2.1.2.3 Contact handling 

Contact models are responsible for interactional behaviour, such as when particles 

collide with each other. The classical DEM is in general based on a soft contact ap-

proach, which means that particles are able to overlap and therefore penetrate each 

other during contact. In contrast to that, hard contact basically corresponds to con-

ventional impact kinetics. Furthermore, particles do not deform during contact, as it 

is the case according to the FDEM (Finite-Discrete Element Method) approach, 

which is also further outlined in Chapter 3.1.1.3. 
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In Figure 2-4, a simple illustration shows two contacting particles with their overlap 

distinctive in the contact area between them; referring to the soft contact approach. 

The symbolic contact model between those two particles represents a specific ap-

proach (as an algorithm), defining the contact handling that further results in specific 

forces/torques on those particles. 

 

Figure 2-4: Two overlapping particles with a symbolic contact model that is representing the 

handling of contact effects between these two particles 

The exact details behind such contact models are defining specific interactional be-

haviour and are therefore decisive for the behaviour of a digital bulk model in total. 

A common and widely used DEM contact model is the Hertz-Mindlin contact model 

(based on the Hertzian contact theory by Hertz (1882) [117] for normal, and on work 

by Mindlin (1949) [176] / Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) [177] for tangential con-

tact), as further described with respective numerics in the course of the contact force 

calculation in Chapter 2.1.3.2. Also, further models, for example, as given by Di 

Renzo and Di Maio (2005) [52], are advanced versions, principally based on the 

Hertz-Mindlin contact model. Such a typical Hertz-Mindlin contact model can be 

defined with frictional coefficients (static, dynamic and rolling friction) and a damp-

ing factor (restitution), as, for example, to be used in the DEM software environment 

of ThreeParticle/CAE [17]. Further examples for basic contact models, as also im-

plemented in ThreeParticle/CAE and accordingly described in the User Guide by 

Becker [13], are corresponding to a Hooke, a Linear Spring, or an Elasto-Plastic ap-

proach. In Figure 2-5, a classificational overview of various particle interaction mod-

els is shown by Yeom, et al. [260], also describing further contact model details. 
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Figure 2-5: Categorised overview of various particle interaction models [260] 

These principles regarding the handling of interactions as described, apply accord-

ingly to interactions between particles and other system components, such as surfaces 

of parts (particle-wall-contacts). 

Further details, especially related to the numerics of contact handling mechanisms, 

are described in Chapter 2.1.3.2, in the respective contact force section. 

Furthermore, as it is possible to lock particles in their ability to rotate individually, 

this locking, when enabled, needs to be considered in the interactional behaviour, as 

such particles are incapable of spatial rotation. In that matter, it needs to be consid-

ered that this locking option is unsuitable when angular particle movements are es-

sential, such as for complex particle shapes, complex contact models or applications 

with (beam-based) bonded particle structures (bondings see Chapter 2.1.2.6.1; 

bonded particle structures see Chapter 3.1.2). 

2.1.2.4 Particle generation/initialisation 

There are several ways to create particles in a DEM environment, which can, in gen-

eral, be in the form of a single positioning or an ongoing generation of particles. 

Furthermore, such a creation can be based on random distribution approaches or pre-

determined initialisation. 

For simulations with bulk material flows, as typical in a lot of applications for DEM 

simulations, an ongoing generation of particles is useful. Therefore, the use of a kind 
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of source is common, with which a particle flow is continuously generated. This 

source can be modelled, for example, as a plane (generator plane) with specific di-

mensions on which particles are generated in a defined way, such as with a given 

mass flow rate, or an initial velocity. Further contents herefore can also be found in 

several DEM simulation software applications, such as ThreeParticle/CAE [17], 

EDEM [51], or Rocky [76], etc. 

Furthermore, as for example also supported by ThreeParticle/CAE, filling of specific 

volumes with particles is also possible. Accordingly, a volume, such as a given box, 

can be filled up with particles, either randomly but also precisely defined, such as in 

a grid-type arrangement. 

For the initialisation of particles in a precise predetermined way, it is necessary to set 

the respective parameters herefore, which are: 

• general particle type information (corresponding to a defined particle type; 

with shape, size, material, etc.) 

• position and alignment (as coordinates and spatial orientation) 

• time (when does a particle should be added to the simulation) 

• velocities (translatory and rotatory) 

• further definitions (such as particle ID) 

Especially to set up specific bonded-particle structures in the form of bonded particle 

assemblies (as explained in more detail in the approaches for DEM-based belt mod-

elling in Chapter 3.1.2; and as used for the belt initialisation in almost-final state, 

described in Chapter 4.2) this initialisation by positioning particles in a precisely de-

fined way is of great importance. 

2.1.2.5 System environment 

In this context, the system environment is seen as the virtual setup, in which particles 

are handled during a DEM simulation. This setup comprises general conditions, such 

as gravity and system limits, and also system components as parts, in particular those, 

that are responsible for the handling of the bulk material. 
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Gravity 

The definition of gravity is an essential global environment setting, as it acts on each 

particle in the simulation and results in the corresponding mass-related forces. 

Domain 

A three-dimensional domain is used as a virtual space, in which particles are able to 

be handled. Typically, a domain can be determined with specific limits, such as in 

the three main axes (x, y, z) and if a particle gets outside of this defined domain, it is 

removed from the simulation. Thus, exceeding of domain limits can be useful to de-

lete particles in the form of a particle sink, which in principle corresponds to the 

opposite of particle generation (using a generator plane as a particle source), as de-

scribed in the previous Chapter 2.1.2.4. 

Another useful way of treating the domain can be the use of periodic boundaries. As 

also explained in an illustrative application by Wang, et al. (2017) [250], a periodic 

boundary condition enables the simulation of a form of infinite space by connecting 

opposite sides of a finite domain with each other. If a particle exits one side of the 

domain, it is accordingly reentered on the opposite side. 

Parts 

For most applications, the use of various system components in the form of parts is 

substantial to perform a DEM simulation. Therefore, floors, walls, pipes, but above 

all also geometrically complex components, such as conveyor screws, sieves, mixing 

arms, etc., are represented as three-dimensional objects that are able to interact with 

particles (accordingly similar to the principles of contact handling between particles, 

as described in the previous Chapter 2.1.2.3). Such parts are typically modelled as 

rigid surfaces, as later also described in the rigid belt modelling technique in Chapter 

2.2.3, in a triangulated form. Triangulation means that any general surface is approx-

imated with multiple triangular surfaces (see Figure 2-6, left), which is also common 

for some forms of 3D model data, such as in STL format (originally documented by 

3D Systems, Inc. (1988 and 1989) [1, 2]). Thus, respective surface triangulation tech-

niques, and also using such triangulated (STL) model data for the import of parts are 

relatively common in applications of DEM simulations. 
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Beyond that, modern DEM software, such as ThreeParticle/CAE, also supports the 

modelling of selected parts, specifically of such with mathematically primitive 

shapes, in non-triangulated form. Since the surface of such simple-shaped parts, for 

example cylinders, can accordingly be represented as ideally-smooth surfaces instead 

of approximations consisting of multiple triangles, advantages regarding the simula-

tion accuracy, as well as regarding computational aspects (due to minimising the 

number of surface elements and correspondingly their edges and vertices) can be 

gained. A simple illustration of such a primitive part in comparison to a triangulated 

model is shown in Figure 2-6, where the same cylindrical part is once modelled in a 

typical triangulated form (on the left; with 16-edge polynomials for the base circles) 

and as a smooth primitive part (on the right). Further insights into this topic, espe-

cially regarding the use of such primitives for the modelling of smooth-surfaced cy-

lindrical parts to represent idlers and pulleys in conveyor belt applications, are also 

given in Chapter 4.4. 

                 

Figure 2-6: A cylindrical part, modelled in triangulated form (left) and as a primitive (smooth) 

cylinder (right) 

In addition to parts that are able to interact with particles, the modelling of virtual 

(non-interacting) parts is also possible. Such virtual parts can be useful to enhance 

the comprehensibility of systems by visualising entire system structures and sur-

roundings. 

2.1.2.6 Extending models and methods 

The above-described aspects comprising the basics of DEM particles, materials, con-

tacts, particle generation/initialisation and environmental definitions are the funda-

mental basis of a general DEM simulation. In addition to that, many other specific 

methods, modelling techniques, and extensions are available for different kinds of 

simulation applications, whereby their usage is strongly depending on individual pur-

poses. 
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With particular reference to the contents of this thesis, the methods listed below are 

outlined in more detail in the next subchapters: 

• Bondings 

• Movements 

Further methods, techniques and extensions also refer (amongst others) to those as 

listed in the following (including corresponding examples/references): 

• Advanced contact models, e.g. as: 

○ Cohesive/adhesive models (e.g. based on the Johnson-Kendall-Rob-

erts model of elastic contact (JKR) [138]) 

○ Capillary (or pendular liquid) bridge models (e.g. cf. Weigert and 

Ripperger [253], Mikami, et al. [175], or Lambert, et al. [154] (im-

proving Rabinovich, et al. [207])) 

• Loads and fields (individual forces/torques and velocity/force fields) 

• Wear (part and particle wear) 

• Processes (e.g. coating, drying) 

• Thermal characteristics (e.g. thermal conductivity) 

• Electrical characteristics 

• Chemical characteristics 

2.1.2.6.1 Bondings 

A bonding element (bonding; bond; joint) is referring to a defined type of virtual 

connection between two particles. Therefore, bondings can technically be catego-

rised as a specific type of contact model, as it defines the interactional behaviour 

between two (bonded) particles. In ThreeParticle/CAE [17], for example, bondings 

are implemented as slave contact models, which means, that they are defined in ad-

dition to a master contact model, which is defining general contact interactions be-

tween particles, as described in Chapter 2.1.2.3. The additional bonding model is 

then applied in superposition principle to the master contact model, resulting in a 

specific linking of two particles in the form of a beam-like connection. The purpose 

of the bonding is to define this connection in a specific way. Therefore, such bond-

ings are typically represented as virtual connection models without surface, volume 
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or mass (just like other general contact models; also explained in various references, 

such as by André, et al. (2012) [5]). 

In general, bonding mechanisms can be useful to depict complex behaviour in DEM 

simulations, not only regarding particle modelling, to set up particles that are con-

sisting of several bonded sub-particles, but also regarding the modelling of entire 

structures (as system components) with multiple bonded particles. Therefore, bond-

ings considerably extend the range of possibilities for DEM simulation, for example, 

to allow the modelling of flexible or breakable bonded particle setups (cf. bonded-

particle model; BPM). As relevant to this thesis, further details on complex bonded-

particle structures, especially regarding belt modelling, are also given in Chapter 

3.1.2. 

The fundamental idea behind the mechanics of a bonding element is related to the 

mechanical approach of a (one-dimensional) beam element (which is generally also 

related to approaches as in the FEM; as further described in Chapter 3.1.2, and as 

addressed in relation to the DEM in Chapter 3.1.1). Similar to classical contact mod-

els, also a large variety of different variants and adaptions of bonding models can be 

found in the literature or also implemented in software. In the following, some gen-

eral bonding approaches and corresponding basics are outlined. Early applications 

reach back to Lorig and Cundall (1989) [163], applying bonding for the modelling 

of reinforced concrete. 

Longitudinal-only bondings 

Simple longitudinal-only bondings can be used to handle and further transmit only 

longitudinal loads, such as tension or compression. The stress-strain relation of such 

bondings can be considered, for example, in a linear form by using a Youngs’s mod-

ulus and a cross-sectional bonding area. A very simple type of such a longitudinal-

only bonding can be a connection between two particles at a fixed distance, which 

relates to an absolute rigid beam. In contrast to a multi-spherical particle compound, 

such bonded particles are accordingly allowed to rotate individually, as no loads, 

except for longitudinal forces, are transmittable. 
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Beam-theory-based bondings 

In order to handle and transmit general load cases via bondings, it is necessary to 

consider a complex load system that includes tension/compression, shear, torsion, 

and bending. Such a general load system at a bonding between two bonded particles 

is illustrated in Figure 2-7. 

 

Figure 2-7: Bonding model between two bonded particles that allows the consideration of 

different types of loads [252] 

This figure also shows the fact that a bonding is typically modelled as a homogenous 

one-dimensional beam element with a constant circular cross-section. This is com-

mon for bonding models, as a circular cross-section does not require an additional 

orientation, which is in particular beneficial for the handling of shear and bending 

effects. 

For the consideration of such load cases via bondings, the use of beam theory ap-

proaches, such as based on the Timoshenko (also Timoshenko-Ehrenfest [73]) beam 

theory [240, 241], has been proven to be suitable in DEM bonding applications. A 

scientific comparison of linear beam theories, including Euler-Bernoulli, Timo-

shenko and two-dimensional elasticity, is further given by Labuschagne, et al. (2009) 

[153] (from a basic, not explicitly DEM-related point of view). In the literature, var-

ious specific beam-theory based bonding models and corresponding applications can 

be found. For example, a cohesive beam bond model is presented by André, et al. 

(2012) [5], showing the relaxation state in comparison to the loading state of a cor-

respondingly beam-theory-based bonding, as illustrated in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8: Bonding as a virtual beam element between two particles, in the relaxed (left) and in 

a loaded state (right) [5] 

As another representative example, an adapted Timoshenko beam bond model 

(TBBM) for cementitious materials and deformable structures is given by Brown, et 

al. (2014) [28]. In this context, Brown is also insightfully describing the basics of the 

Timoshenko beam approach, and further explaining the implementation of this model 

in a DEM software (EDEM [51]) in a subsequent publication (Brown, et al. (2015) 

[29]). Further relevant reference regarding to beam-theory-based bonding techniques 

can also be made to Obermayr, et al. (2013) [189]. 

To further enhance the capabilities and the behaviour of bondings, advancements and 

specific adaptions were developed for various purposes, as also described in the fol-

lowing: 

Breakage and further stress-strain related behaviour 

Breakage is a very common capability of bonding models. It allows the fracture of 

continuous structures that are modelled as a multitude of bonded-particles. Deleting 

of a bonding between two particles, if a certain criterion applies, corresponds to such 

a breakage. For these criteria, various stress hypotheses can typically be useful, such 

as based on the von Mises yield criterion (introduced by von Mises (1913) [247]). In 

lots of applications with bonded-particles, breakage is a central aspect, such as also 

in the work of the previously mentioned authors, Lorig and Cundall (1989) [163], 

Potyondy and Cundall (2004) [203], Brown, et al. (2014) [28], etc. 

Further bonding model adaptions can also apply to specific stress-strain behaviour, 

such as hysteretic stress-strain effects, or to represent complex effects, such as accu-

mulated or specific damage/failure mechanisms (e.g. as in work by Dau, et al. (2016) 

[45] or Tavares, et al. (2020) [233]). 
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Inhomogeneous bonding model (bonding reduction factor) 

A specific bonding model adaption, which is forming an essential part of this meth-

odology (as already described by Fimbinger in corresponding publications, see Chap-

ter 1.5), was developed and further implemented to be used in the DEM simulation 

software ThreeParticle/CAE in exclusive cooperation with Becker 3D (cf. [16]). 

In general, this model adaption extends the capabilities of a typical bonding (with a 

circular cross-section, as indicated in Figure 2-7) to behave like an inhomogeneous 

beam. Even though this inhomogeneous bonding model still consists of a single and 

uniform connection element only, it can be used to represent complex inhomogene-

ous characteristics. Therefore, an additional (bonding) reduction factor is introduced, 

which defines this specific behaviour. As this type of bonding is essential for the 

modelling of inhomogeneous material behaviour of bonded particle structures (see 

Chapter 3.1.2), such as conveyor belts modelled according to the developed method-

ology, further details and specifically the use of this bonding model are given within 

the methodology’s description in Chapter 4.1.2. In particular, the implementation of 

the reduction factor is shown in this course (see Eq. (24)-(27)), as proposed in col-

laboration with Becker (Becker and Fimbinger [16]; collaborative development 

study in early 2017 with bonding numerics based on work by Obermayr, et al. (2013) 

[189]) and in this form initially implemented in an early release of 

ThreeParticle/CAE (R1.1, released March 19, 2017) as an undocumented feature, 

intended for testing and evaluation purposes. After a successful evaluation phase, 

this advanced bonding model was officially released in the following software ver-

sions, initially as a simple documented keyword option (R1.3, released on June 12, 

2017) and later also as an available embedded model option, accessible within the 

software’s graphical user interface (GUI) (R3.1, released July 19, 2018). 

Besides conveyor belts and belt-like structures, further practical applications of this 

inhomogenous bonding model refer to structures which are typically flexible in bend-

ing while stiff regarding tension, such as ropes, wires, steel cords, or textiles, etc. 

Vice versa, the modelling of structures with lower resistance in tension/compression 

than in bending is also conceivable in principle, but there are fewer practical exam-

ples for models that require this type of behaviour compared to soft-bending struc-

tures. 
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Bond modelling with more complex bonding elements 

To even further increase the complexity of bonding models, advanced bonding struc-

tures are conceivable, such as by using specific (non-circular) bonding cross-sec-

tions. It should be noted that the use of such complex bonding structures requires 

correspondingly high demands of computing power. A representative example for a 

complex bonding structure is the flat-joint contact model by Potyondy (2012) [202], 

developed for the modelling of structures in complex rock mechanics. Therefore, this 

model is using a cross-sectional bonding area that is sub-divided in individual sub-

bondings, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2-9. In contrast to using a simple 

(single) circular cross-section, as earlier indicated in Figure 2-7, this setup allows the 

definition of various advanced effects, for example, the breakage of only a few sub-

bondings instead of the whole connection. 

 

Figure 2-9: Scheme of a flat-joint model as a complex bonding structure [30] (based on 

Potyondy [202]; illustration referred to Itasca [128]) 

Further bonding-related techniques are specifically shown and referenced in Chapter 

3.1.2 on bonded particle models (structures comprising multiple bonded particles). 

2.1.2.6.2 Movements 

Typically, modern DEM software allows the modelling of parts, as described within 

Chapter 2.1.2.5, as objects with the advanced ability to be movable, which allows the 

simulation of dynamic systems with moving components. Thereby, translatory and 

rotatory part movements are possible, as well as a combination of both. In general, 

part movements in DEM simulations can be seen in two major forms: in the form of 
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a specifically defined movement, or in the form of a resulting movement that is in-

duced and influenced by various interactions. Furthermore, multibody dynamics can 

be useful to define complex movement behaviour of parts. 

More details regarding these methods for part movements, as also addressed in the 

following subsections, are further given in the user guide and in respective tutorials 

by Becker [11, 13] especially to be used in the DEM software ThreeParticle/CAE 

[17]. 

Specific movement definition 

A specifically defined movement of a part, such as with a certain speed in a certain 

direction, is not affected by retroactive effects. Therefore, there is no need to define 

further mass-related part characteristics, such as part mass or moments of inertia, 

when moving a part in this specifically defined form. The definition of a drive pulley 

of a belt conveyor (described in Chapter 2.2.2) with a certain rotational speed around 

the pulley’s axis corresponds to such a defined movement. Furthermore, complex 

velocity amplitudes, such as to perform a soft start-up or a sinusoidal movement, or 

complex path definitions, such as the guidance of a part along a specific route, are 

typically possible. 

In some modern DEM codes, such as in ThreeParticle/CAE, it is also possible to 

define specific particle movements in the same manner as described above for parts. 

This option allows several possibilities towards complex DEM simulation, as for 

custom applications in which defining specific particle movements are more conven-

ient (and exact) than using moving parts (which are further moving the desired par-

ticles via contacts); as in particular regarding the movements of bonded particle 

structures (which are representing parts but are consisting of a multitude of particles). 

Another movement type, which is by now relatively common in DEM software pro-

grams, is the definition of a virtual movement. This virtual movement can be used to 

induce certain effects in particles that get in contact with a virtual moving part (or 

more specifically: with this part’s surface). Thereby, the relevant part is actually not 

moving, but contacting particles react as if it does. An illustrative and typical appli-

cation example herefore is the use of a virtual moving plane to represent a moving 
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conveyor belt. This application is in more detail explained in the rigid belt modelling 

technique in Chapter 2.2.3. 

Six degrees of freedom 

A simple way that allows a part to be moved by influencing effects is the movement 

definition based on the part’s six degrees of freedom (6DoF). This 6DoF correspond 

to the three translatory and the three rotatory degrees of freedom (DoF) of the part’s 

local coordinate system (three-dimensional (3D); x, y, z). Each DoF can be individ-

ually locked or unlocked to define a moveability of a part in a specific way, whereby 

unlocking a certain DoF enables a corresponding movement of the part. As such an 

unlocked part is then moved by influencing effects, such as by impacting particles, 

the part needs to be defined with mass-related properties, such as mass and moment 

of inertia, to act accordingly. Furthermore, the definition of damping behaviour could 

be useful. An illustrative example herefore could be a bucket wheel, such as in the 

form of a conventional water wheel, which is allowed to rotate when a particle flow 

is turning the wheel. Therefore, the rotational DoF of this wheel in reference to its 

main centre axis (e.g. rotatory z) is unlocked. All the other DoFs are locked to keep 

the wheel in position (translatory x, y, z) and to prevent the wheel from tilting side-

ways (rotatory x, y). Similarly, rotatable idlers of belt conveyor systems (see Chapter 

2.2.2) can be defined, as in some exemplary applications of BP belt simulations of 

belt conveyors later described in Chapter 5. 

Principally, a combination of part movements with specifically defined movements 

and also 6DoF is conceivable under certain circumstances. Both movements must be 

defined in respect to each other so that they do not interfere with each other. Such a 

combination would then allow a part, which is primarily moving with a defined 

movement (e.g. fixed translatory movement), to react to some influencing effects 

additionally (e.g. resulting rotation around an axis). 

Multibody dynamics 

Using enhanced movement definitions, as basically categorised in the field of multi-

body dynamics (MBD), can be useful to enable the definition of highly complex 

movement behaviour, which is not possible to be depicted with the relatively simple 

methods of specifically defined movements or 6DoF. This enhancement of the DEM 
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with MBD capabilities also relates to a type of multi-physics simulation (later de-

scribed in Chapter 3.1.1.3). 

Generally, MBD in this use case allows the linking of multiple parts to a dynamic 

system by using various types of linking joints. Simple types of such joints are, for 

example, revolute joints or ball joints, and more complex types are, for example, 

spring-damper connections or even angular or linear actuators. More details regard-

ing such joints, and for example, specifically their use in ThreeParticle/CAE, are 

further given in the respective User Guide by Becker (2019) [13]. 

In Chapter 5.6, MBD is used to set up a complex system of moveable idlers in the 

DEM simulation of a round hay baler. This general application is also described in 

Chapter 2.2.5.5, where the principles of this system are also explained. For the sim-

ulation of this complex (belt/idler) system, methods of the MBD module are used, 

such as to define rotating and even pre-tensioned arms on which several (and again 

rotating) idlers are mounted. 

2.1.3 The DEM computation scheme 

The overall computation process of a DEM simulation can be exemplified as a repet-

itive loop, according to which a series of subordinate system modules are computed 

iteratively. This loop, simplified to the two major core fundamentals that are forming 

the computation process, is shown in Figure 2-10 by Itasca [129]. 

 

Figure 2-10: Simplified schematics of a basic DEM simulation loop [129] 

These two fundamentals (law of motion (Newton’s second law) and force-displace-

ment law (contact mechanics)) regard the basic handling of particle-related effects 
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during the ongoing (dynamic) changes in a numerical particle conglomeration, typi-

cally consisting of a large number of particles (discrete elements), under considera-

tion for DEM computation. Thereby, the changes of particle positions result in 

changes of their respective contact conditions, and consequently in changing of re-

sulting contact forces/moments – and vice versa. 

2.1.3.1 Time handling 

The dynamic computation process is typically performed in an explicit form (in con-

trast to implicit approaches, as, for example, implicit Finite Element Method (FEM) 

simulations, in which multiple iterations for a single time step are computed until a 

convergency criterion is met). Therefore, the simulated time is discretised into mul-

tiple time steps, a series of successive time increments. As indicated in the scheme 

provided by O'Sullivan (2011) [192] and given in Figure 2-11, after each computa-

tion loop, the current simulation time (t) gets increased by a time step (∆t), which 

results in moving one step further in computed time. In addition to this time depend-

ency, the illustrated computation loop again shows the above-addressed force/dis-

placement calculation steps, similar to the basic procedure as already described by 

means of Figure 2-10. Typically, the simulation is finished when a defined time to 

stop the simulation (tend) is reached/exceeded. [168, 192] 

 

Figure 2-11: DEM Computation cycle overview indicating time dependency [192] 
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Itasca [133] describes the time incrementation scheme as follows: “The dynamic be-

haviour is represented numerically using a time-stepping algorithm in which it is 

assumed that the velocities and accelerations are constant within each time step. The 

solution scheme is identical to that used by the explicit finite-difference method for 

continuum analysis. The DEM is based upon the idea that the time step chosen may 

be so small that during a single time step, disturbances cannot propagate further 

from any particle than its immediate neighbours. Then the forces acting on any par-

ticle are determined exclusively at all times by its interaction with the particles with 

which it is in contact.” 

The size of the time step (∆t) has a significant influence when performing a DEM 

simulation, and can be seen as a compromise between stability and accuracy aspects 

on the one side, and computational efficiency on the other side. Therefore, on the one 

hand, the time step must be small enough so that numerical instabilities are avoided. 

Such instabilities may occur from too large time steps, as those can lead to large 

particle displacements, which may further lead to large particle overlaps and proba-

bly unstable force/moment effects as a consequence. But on the other hand, smaller 

time steps require higher computational effort, as more (smaller) time steps need to 

be computed to reach a specific simulation time. Consequently, performing DEM 

simulations with too small time steps can require relatively long computation time, 

corresponding to a negative aspect regarding the overall simulation efficiency. 

Especially for determining a suitable time step, the Rayleigh time step (TRayleigh) 

(referencing to Rayleigh wave propagation, based on work by Rayleigh (1885) [208]) 

is commonly used to represent a critical and comparable reference value, typically 

applicable for simple DEM applications, e.g. with spherical particles and common 

conditions. The given Equation (1) (e.g. as by Becker [14] embedded in 

ThreeParticle/CAE [17], or by Marigo and Stitt (2015) [166] regarding EDEM [51]) 

shows the Rayleigh time step dependence to major simulation model parameters 

(particle radius (R), density (ρ), shear modulus (G), Poisson’s ratio (υ)). Thus, by 

indicating direct/indirect influence on this reference time step, the equation also ex-

plains the resulting advantages of enlarging radii (see coarse-graining, Chapter 

2.1.2.1) or of common approaches that use shear moduli reduction to enhance com-

putational efficiency (see Chapter 2.1.2.2). 
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TRayleigh =  

π R √
ρ
G

0.1631 υ +  0.8766
 

(1) 

Further work relating to the general topic of time dependency in DEM, such as to 

find critical or further suitable (stable) time step sizes, is dealt with in continuative 

literature, for example by O'Sullivan and Bray (2004) [191]. 

In general, it can also be stated that in addition to the typical parameters mentioned 

above, especially in complex DEM simulation setups, much more aspects influence 

the critical or suitable time step sizes. This concerns, for example, when using com-

plex-shaped particle geometries or complex bonding models, which is thus of im-

portance in the context of this thesis, as it regards the belt modelling technique further 

described in Chapter 4. 

2.1.3.2 Basic computation modules 

Looking at Figure Figure 2-11, the fundamental steps of the basic computation loop 

can further be described as follows. 

Contact detection 

The contact identification step (also termed contact or collision detection) finds each 

contact pair of two contacting particles (or respectively particle contact with walls). 

Various algorithms can principally be used for that purpose, reaching from simple 

brute-force approaches (checking all particle-particle combinations for possible con-

tacts), to typical cell-based contact detection methods (subdividing the domain 

(Chapter 2.1.2.5) into a grid of cells and checking only potential particles within a 

smaller cell-based area), up to more complex collision detection algorithms. A closer 

look into that topic in general is further given by Kockara, et al. (2009) [145]. Re-

garding the computational effort required, O'Sullivan (2011) [192] also notes that in 

general DEM codes, these contact detection steps can account for a significant (even-

tually even a predominant) amount of computational effort. 
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Contact forces (shown on a typical contact model) 

The subsequently executed contact force calculation is linked to the general topic of 

contact handling, as already described in Chapter 2.1.2.3. In numerical context, the 

forces (and torques) resulting in each contact pair, detected in the previous step, are 

calculated using the particle overlap (δ) as the primary parameter. (Refers accord-

ingly to the common soft contact approach.) 

As addressed also in Chapter 2.1.2.3, Hertz-Mindlin-based contact models are com-

mon standards and thus often available as default contact models in many DEM 

codes. Therefore, the basic numerics of such a simple Hertz-Mindlin contact model 

are shown in the following, representing typical contact force calculation of two 

overlapping particles (with spherical geometry). Figure 2-12 (as an extension of Fig-

ure 2-4) visualises a schematic diagram of the contact handling mechanism, specifi-

cally for this Hertz-Mindlin contact model. The components indicate stiffness (k), 

damping (γ), and friction (μs); and also show the affiliation in normal (index n) and 

tangential (index t) direction. 

 

Figure 2-12: Contact model schematics (ref. Hertz-Mindlin (no slip)) 

Initially, equivalent parameter values (indicated with  ∗; e.g. Y∗) are calculated by 

merging the respective properties of the two contacting particles (particle i and par-

ticle j; where the affiliations are each indicated with index i and j), as according to 

Equations (2)-(5), concerning these (particle) parameters: Young’s modulus (Y), 

shear modulus (G), radius (R), and mass (m). (Note: The relation between Young’s 

modulus (Y) and shear modulus (G) via the Poisson’s ratio (υ) is known with: 

Y    = 2 (1 + υ) G.) 
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In general, the contact force (𝐅contact) acting between the two contacting particles is 

composed of two main parts: the force in the normal direction and the force in the 

tangential direction. (With directions respecting the particle-particle contact, where 

the centre-centre direction represents normal.) According to Equation (6), the com-

ponent in the normal direction is formed by a normal force (𝐅n; Eq. (7)) and a normal 

damping force (𝐅n,d; Eq. (12)). Similarly, the component in the tangential direction 

is formed by a tangential force (𝐅t; Eq. (10)) and a tangential damping force (𝐅t,d; 

Eq. (14)), with the supplement that the tangential force is typically considered using 

a “history effect” (further described subsequently). 

 𝐅contact =  (𝐅n −  𝐅n,d) +  (𝐅t −  𝐅t,d) (6) 

Equation (7) explains the normal force (𝐅n) as a function of the normal overlap (δn), 

with the elastic constant for normal contact (kn) and the contact normal vector (𝐧). 

The numerical details of the elastic constant (kn) are further given in Equation (8) 

(acc. Hertzian contact theory, Hertz (1882) [117]). For comprehensibility, the normal 

overlap (δn) is explained in Equation (9) as a function of the distance of the centres 

(d) of the two contacting particles with their radii (see also Figure 2-12). 

 𝐅n =  kn δn 𝐧 (7) 

with 
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 kn =  
4

3
 Y∗ √R∗ δn (8) 

and 

 δn =  Ri +  Rj −  d (9) 

In similar form, the tangential force (𝐅t) is calculated, according to Equation (10), as 

a function of the tangential overlap (𝛅t), with the elastic constant for tangential con-

tact (kt) expressed in Equation (11) (acc. work by Mindlin (1949) [176] / Mindlin 

and Deresiewicz (1953) [177]). Earlier addressed as “history effect”, the tangential 

overlap (𝛅t), more specifically the tangential displacement vector between the two 

contacting particles, is computed with respect to the duration of the contact. For that 

purpose, previous time steps are taken into account for the computation (if enabled; 

otherwise set to zero). In that regard, Becker [14] (concerning ThreeParticle/CAE 

[17]), for example, describes two methods, termed “single-step” and “multi-step”. 

 𝐅t =  kt 𝛅t (10) 

with 

 kt =  8 G∗ √R∗ δn (11) 

The normal damping force (𝐅n,d) and the tangential damping force (𝐅t,d) are calcu-

lated according to Equations (12) and (14), as functions of the relative velocities, 

respectively in the normal and in the tangential direction (vn,rel and vt,rel). The visco-

elastic damping constants for normal and tangential contact (γn and γt) are further 

given in Equations (13) and (15) (e.g. ref. work by Tsuji (1992) [242]). 

 𝐅n,d =  γn vn,rel (12) 

with 

 γn =  − 2 √
5

6
 β √Sn m∗ ≥  0 (13) 
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and 

 𝐅t,d =  γt vt,rel (14) 

with 

 γt =  − 2 √
5

6
 β √St m

∗ ≥  0 (15) 

Equations (16) and (17) further express the normal stiffness (Sn) and the tangential 

stiffness (St), and the constant value for damping (β) is calculated according to Equa-

tion (18) from the coefficient of restitution (𝜀). 

 Sn =  2 Y∗ √R∗ δn (16) 

 St =  8 G∗ √R∗ δn 
(17) 

 β =  
ln(𝜀)

√ln2(𝜀)  +  π2
 (18) 

In addition, a tangential limitation is set, based on simple Coulomb friction, as ac-

cording to Statement (19), using the coefficient of static friction (μs). 

 𝐅t ≤  μs 𝐅n (19) 

Moreover, rolling friction can also be implemented, which is typically used as a sim-

ple approach for adjusting the contact behaviour of spherical particles to represent 

more complex (non-spherical-like) behaviour. The Constant Directional Torque 

(CDT) model after Ai, et al. (2011) [3]), for example, is such a rolling friction model. 

Accordingly, a rolling resistance torque can be calculated by respecting the (normal-

ised) relative angular velocity, a rolling friction coefficient, the respective radius and 

the normal force. 

(Note regarding the formulations/descriptions in this Chapter: These correspond to a 

general Hertz-Mindlin (no slip) model, such as implemented in ThreeParticle/CAE 

and therefore in this form described in the according theory provided by Becker [14], 
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in which additional details can be found. Further, the described model is a typical 

default, such as also used in EDEM [51], hence in similar form described in the re-

spective theory guide [50], in which also more details, models and literature refer-

ences can be found; same applies to various other DEM codes.) 

Further details of contact numerics can also be found in relevant literature, for exam-

ple, by Kruggel-Emden, et al. (2009) [149], reviewing contact force models for 

spherical particles, or (especially regarding complex-shaped (non-spherical) particle 

contacts) in work by Matuttis and Chen (2014) [170] (and respetively in the related 

thesis by Chen (2012) [31]). 

Particle forces 

The resulting force (and torque) acting on each particle (𝐅particle) gets calculated as 

given in Equation (20), as a sum considering the contact forces from the previous 

step (𝐅contact) and also various additional forces (summarised as 𝐅additional), such as 

a gravitational force or forces induced from fields (e.g. defined in certain system 

areas, such as to represent streams as velocity fields, resulting in drag forces acting 

on particles). 

 𝐅particle =  ∑𝐅contact  +  ∑𝐅additional (20) 

(Torque/moment in equivalent form.) 

Particle accelerations and time integration (velocities and positions) 

Using Newton’s second law (of motion), according to Equation (21), on each particle 

allows the determination of each particle’s acceleration (�̈�) with the previously cal-

culated particle force (𝐅particle) and the particle’s mass (m). 

 m �̈� =  𝐅particle (21) 

(Angular acceleration in equivalent form.) 
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Subsequently, according to Equations (22) and (23), dual time integration leads to 

each particle’s velocity (�̇�) and displacement (𝐱). This integration results in the 

change of each particle’s state within a time step. 

 �̇� =  ∫ �̈� dt (22) 

 𝐱 =  ∫ �̇� dt (23) 

(Angular velocity and rotation in equivalent form.) 

Update of particle states and repeat loop 

At the end of one cycle of this computation loop, an update is applied on each particle 

regarding each particle’s individual state (i.e. position, spatial orientation, transla-

tional velocity, angular velocity). In general, also further system updates are typically 

required, such as regarding parts in motion, which are also changing their posi-

tion/orientation during a time step. 

If the calculation is to be continued after the update (not finished, neither aborted), 

the described computation loop is restarted – beginning again with the contact detec-

tion in the updated system, containing updated particle states. 

2.1.3.3 Extending/advanced modules in an overview 

In the previous chapter, the basic modules as the main steps of a general DEM com-

putation loop were described, but modern DEM codes typically offer much more 

features, each for specific purposes. Listed in the following are several such exten-

sions, as components of the computation loop, and as further extensions towards 

multi-physics, which consequently require the implementation of additional modules 

(based on Becker (2020) [15], thus regarding ThreeParticle/CAE [17]). 

• General computation loop extending components 

○ Further contact models; also as master/slave setup (e.g. Hertz-Mindlin 

master with additional liquid bridge slave model) (Chapter 2.1.2.3) 

○ New particle creation (generation) (Chapter 2.1.2.4) 
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○ Bonding creation and handling (Chapter 2.1.2.6.1) 

○ Fields (force, velocity) … 

• Further extensions and methods towards multi-physical system simulation 

○ Complex particle shapes (Chapter 2.1.2.1) 

○ Part movements, six degrees of freedom (6DoF) (Chapter 2.1.2.6.2) 

○ Multibody dynamics (MBD) (Chapter 2.1.2.6.2) 

○ Heat transfer 

○ Wear analysis 

○ Fluid Dynamics (SPH) 

○ Co-Simulation (coupling) … 

2.2 Basics of belt conveyor systems 

After the following overview regarding the development of belt conveyor systems 

from an evolutionary perspective, in which the use of DEM simulation in this context 

of belt conveyor system development is generally introduced, the overall setup and 

the main components of common conventional belt conveyor systems are described. 

Subsequently, the introduced use of DEM simulation for belt conveyor applications 

is dealt with in more detail, specifically focusing on the belt – and in this regard, 

particularly on dynamic belt behaviour to be considered in DEM simulations, which 

ultimately forms the general subject addressed by the methodology presented in this 

thesis. 

2.2.1 Evolutionary overview of belt conveyor 

development 

For relatively simple conventional types of belt conveyor systems, it is usually pos-

sible to estimate the belt behaviour and the resulting effects on the conveying process 

due to existing knowledge. The engineering work, especially designing and dimen-

sioning, for such conventional systems is typically supported by available guidelines, 
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such as various standards, norms or design rules. According to these guidelines, the 

required system details, such as design aspects, material definitions, conveying pa-

rameters, etc. are adjusted in order to avoid errors for the operation of the conveyor 

system. CEMA [38] and DIN 22101 [53], as the two major standards, and corre-

sponding specific guidelines, such as according to ContiTech [35], Dubbel [148], 

etc., offer various design guidelines and dimensioning methods for this purpose. (A 

setup overview of a conventional belt conveyor system, according to the guideline 

by ContiTech is given in the following Chapter 2.2.2.) 

On complex belt conveyor systems, however, those conventional guidelines cannot 

be readily applied in a proper way, as they usually do not allow the consideration of 

highly complex effects that arise in unconventional and complex belt conveyor sys-

tems. This concerns systems for which design fundamentals are not yet available, as 

especially complex systems that are based on novel concepts or those involving novel 

adaptions. In such sophisticated systems, the behaviour of the belts and further ef-

fects are difficult to assess in an adequate approximation, so that the use of computer-

aided engineering in the form of numerical simulation is advantageous and promis-

ing. In particular, DEM simulation and analysis is commonly used as a well-estab-

lished supporting tool in the development of systems for handling and processing 

bulk materials, thus also specifically for belt conveyor systems. 

For the use in belt conveyance, conventional DEM modelling techniques typically 

offer a limited possibility for the modelling of conveyor belts, where rigid surfaces 

are defined in order to represent the belts. Accordingly, this means that belt defor-

mations cannot be simulated and that the modelling of dynamically deformable belts 

is not possible nor supported by default. However, in certain cases, particularly those 

of a complex nature, it is necessary to take such dynamic belt behaviour into account. 

Therefore, an appropriate modelling technique is required that allows a belt model to 

be considered as a dynamically deformable object that is capable of interacting ac-

cordingly with bulk materials as well as other system components, such as idlers or 

drums. Principles of the rigid belt modelling technique and moreover the aspects re-

garding the consideration of belts as deformable objects are explained in more detail 

in the chapters further below (Chapter 2.2.3 and following). 
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2.2.2 Basic setup of conventional belt conveyors 

In Figure 2-13, the schematic structure and the functional principle of a simple belt 

conveyor system according to a design guideline provided by ContiTech [35] are 

shown. The main component of this conventional type of belt conveyor system is the 

endless conveyor belt (solid black; 1 and 2), which is in motion (as indicated with 

the white arrow), and on which the bulk material (dotted) is consequently transported 

from the feeding point (3) to the discharge point (4) of the conveyor. While the tail 

pulley (5) keeps the belt under tension, the head/drive pulley (6) drives the belt end-

lessly around. Along the conveyor line, which can range from a few meters to a few 

kilometres, the belt is supported and guided by arranged idlers (7 and 8). A surround-

ing steel frame usually forms the basic structure for supporting/mounting these com-

ponents (not explicitly shown in the figure). 

 

 1 … conveyor belt – carry strand/side 5 … tail pulley with tensioning system 

 2 … conveyor belt – return strand/side 6 … head/drive pulley 

 3 … feeding point (loading of bulk material) 7 … idlers (at idler station on carry side) 

 4 … discharge point (discharging of bulk material) 8 … idlers (at idler station on return side) 

Figure 2-13: Principle setup of a simple conventional belt conveyor system, adapted from [35] 

Especially on the carry strand/side (or top run; the belt section on which the bulk 

material is transported; (1)), the belt is formed to a troughed u-shape, as shown in the 

cross-sectional view of the conveyor line in Figure 2-14, by inclined idlers (7). The 

figure shows an idler station (as a specific setup of idlers to be positioned along the 

conveyor line) containing such inclined idlers with distinctive inclination angle (on 

the left and right). This angle further corresponds to the belt’s inclination angle and 

is therefore commonly referred to as troughing angle. Furthermore, a cross-sectional 

area of transported bulk material (A), as formed on top of the belt, is indicated in this 

view. Details in that regard are further depending on system properties, such as of 
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the actual bulk material in use (such as corresponding to frictional or cohesive ef-

fects). For calculation purposes or also for representation in 3D models, this area is 

commonly approximated/idealised/simplified as a symmetric shape, typically with 

two straight flanks, resulting in a simple triangular shape as the top part of the bulk 

material cross-section. 

 

Figure 2-14: Cross-section of a troughed belt on inclined idlers, with bulk material cross-section 

area (A) on the belt [234] 

On the return strand/side (or bottom run; the belt section for returning the belt from 

the discharge point back to the feeding point; (2)), where the belt is generally not 

loaded with bulk material (except for some rare special cases), the belt can simply be 

supported by idler stations containing only a single idler, resulting in a flat-shaped 

belt, or can also be slightly troughed, such as for centred belt guiding reasons (as also 

indicated in Figure 2-13, (8)). 

Conveyor belts form the central components of belt conveyor systems – and are ac-

cordingly also the central system elements to be considered in respective DEM sim-

ulations (further discussed in the subsequent chapters (2.2.3 – 2.2.5); and also refer-

ring to the general topic of this thesis). Thus, relevant basics regarding conveyor belts 

are described in the following. Furthermore, the overall function of conveyor belts 

to carry conveyed material along a conveyor line is fundamentally enabled by idlers 

and pulleys (as illustrated in Figure 2-13), making them essential system components 

for supporting/driving conveyor belts. Consequently, idlers and pulleys are also ad-

dressed subsequently. 

More details, such as additional component descriptions, related computation 

schemes, parameter specifications, reference values/recommendations, or various 

other general information, can further be found in pertinent literature, such as in 

guidelines (cf. ContiTech [35], CEMA [38], Dunlop [67] Goodyear [108], etc.), or 

in corresponding documents as by manufacturers or system developers. 
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2.2.2.1 Conveyor belts 

Fundamentally, the functionality of a conveyor belt is ensured by the principal capa-

bility of the belt to allow high flexibility (in terms of bending) whilst also providing 

high tensile strength (further referring to low elongation under tension); i.e.: combin-

ing relatively low bending resistance with relatively high tensile resistance. Specific 

structural belt setups, as described in the following, enable this capability. 

Generally, conventional conveyor belts show a flat shape, with a constant width and 

thickness in their cross-section, and are typically formed to an endless (ring-like) 

belt. Their structural composition commonly shows a multi-material setup, in which 

specific reinforcements, as traction elements (carcass), are embedded within a rub-

ber-based volume (matrix). The basic type of this inner reinforcement further cate-

gorises belts into two major groups: textile (or fabric) belts – and steel cord belts. 

Based on this general categorisation, several standards define corresponding details, 

such as ISO 251 [125] (ref. textile belts) and ISO 15236-1 [124] (ref. steel cord belts). 

In Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16, the general inner structures of a textile belt and a 

steel cord belt are illustrated and described, furthermore highlighting the multi-ma-

terial/multi-layer structure of conveyor belts. 

 

Figure 2-15: Principal composition of a textile conveyor belt [110] (ed.; adapted from [34]) 
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Figure 2-16: Principal composition of a steel cord conveyor belt [109] (ed.) 

Based on these structural elements shown, numerous variants of belt types are avail-

able, for example relating to: 

• the base materials used (top, bottom, inner (core) rubber); 

• regarding textile belts: the fabric materials used (Nylon, Polyester, etc.), their 

woven structure, or the number of layers (plies); 

• and regarding steel cord belts: the type and number/arrangement of steel 

cords, or if additional weft reinforcements (either in textile, but also in steel 

cord form) are applied. 

(Note: Warp/weft relates to longitudinal/transverse orientation in relation to the 

lengthwise direction of the belt.) 

Such specific belt types, with their detailed characteristics, typical parameter values, 

etc., can commonly be found in the previously referenced guidelines and in docu-

ments/datasheets as commonly provided by belt manufacturers/vendors, such as by 

Rema Tip Top [209], Continental (cf. [35]), Sempertrans (cf. [222]), etc. 

In terms of overall differences between the two basic belt types, it can be conclud-

ingly noted that textile belts principally show benefits in terms of flexibility, whereas 

steel cord belts are generally able to withstand higher tensions. Furthermore, in terms 

of elongation characteristics, steel cord belts are typically significantly stiffer in ten-

sion, which in turn results in a lower relative operational elongation of such steel 

cord belts compared to textile belts in general. 
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2.2.2.2 Idlers and pulleys 

Idlers and pulleys are important components of belt conveyor systems, which are 

(besides the conveyed materials) strongly interacting with the conveyor belt. In that 

regard, their individual purposes are mainly supporting and guiding – and respec-

tively driving, tensioning and deflecting – a belt to allow a conveyor system to run 

as intended. 

In general, idlers and pulleys are cylindrically shaped rigid steel mantle components, 

which are mounted rotatably around their centre axes. Apart from the tensioning pul-

ley (and some specific applications), those parts are typically mounted stationary and 

are thus only capable of rotational movement. 

Idlers (or also termed rollers) are typically installed in larger quantities, as they are 

arranged with the main purpose to support the belt along the conveyor line. Com-

monly, idlers are mounted/combined on idler stations, as exemplarily shown in Fig-

ure 2-17, comprising three idlers (in red) in a typical idler station as to be used for 

belt troughing (cf. Figure 2-14; e.g. with common troughing angles [°] of 

20/30/35/40/45; acc. ContiTech [35]) 

 

Figure 2-17: A typical idler station setup comprising three idlers ([66]; adapted from [217]) 

Common idlers are typically available in several specified diameters and shell 

lengths (e.g. according to standards/guidelines as already referenced), and addition-

ally, extended types are also available, e.g. with improved damping characteristics, 

such as to be used at the feeding point. Also, different types of idler station setups 

are further used for different purposes, such as basically allowing various troughing 

forms, but also regarding enhanced aspects, such as garland, or self-aligning idlers – 

or further even more-complex, application-specific types (such as for pipe convey-

ors, as later described in Chapter 2.2.5.2). (Further details in that regard can be found 
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in the previously referenced guidelines or also in further industry-related sources, 

e.g. Rulmeca [217], DYNA Engineering [68], etc.) 

Pulleys (or also termed drums) are, in contrast to common idlers, typically individu-

ally positioned and generally larger in diameter (especially concerning head and tail 

pulleys). The operation of a belt conveyor system, specifically driving a belt and thus 

moving the conveyed material along the conveyor line, is fundamentally ensured by 

pulleys. In that context, and as already mentioned, pulleys pursue some specific pur-

poses: tensioning, driving, and (if applied) also specifically deflecting a belt. 

Tensioning (pre-tensioning) of the belt is induced by a tensioning system, often ap-

plied at the tail pulley (as in Figure 2-13), or alternatively in the return strand as an 

additional pulley system. Belt tensioning is essential to ensure a functioning power 

transmission for driving a belt by the driving (head) pulley. Besides this pre-tension-

ing, also the friction coefficient between the belt and the driving pulley, as well as 

the wrap angle of the belt around the driving pulley, are relevant in terms of success-

ful power transmission. In that relation, advanced driving pulley surfaces can be used 

to enhance friction; or also, to increase the wrap angle above the default 180°, an 

additional deflection pulley can be added (see Figure 2-13, pulley to the left of the 

driving pulley). (See also basics in the referenced guidelines for more details.) 

2.2.3 Rigid belt modelling – usage and limits 

In conventional DEM simulation of belt conveyor systems, it is a typical approach 

to model a conveyor belt as a rigid body with an additional contact condition, which 

is capable of moving the bulk material on the belt and along the conveyor line as 

required when operating the belt conveyor. This specific contact condition is induc-

ing relative movements, or further forces, in those bulk material particles that get in 

contact with the belt’s non-deformable surface (Moving Plane model by/for EDEM 

[51], further described in the corresponding theory guide [50]). Overlying bulk ma-

terial particles are consequently carried along by the lower, moving particles. This 

technique is also referred to as virtual movement, as, for example, according to 

Becker [13] (User Guide, corr. ThreeParticle/CAE [17]). In Figure 2-18 this ap-

proach is also simplified for illustrative purposes, whereby the arrows symbolise the 
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definition of the described virtual movement as a movement induction in those bulk 

material particles that hit the belt’s surface. 

 

Figure 2-18: Rigid belt modelling with movement induction into the bulk material via a contact 

condition (symbolised as arrows), cf. [82] 

According to this approach, the belts are considered as quasi-static objects. As such 

a rigid belt model is not affected by other system components, such as idlers and 

pulleys, those other components are consequently not required in such simulation 

setups. Accordingly, this technique requires relatively low modelling and simulation 

effort; and its application is sufficient under certain circumstances, as for the simu-

lation of relatively simple belt conveyor systems where dynamic belt effects are a 

minor factor and where the focus of the analysis lies on non-belt related aspects. A 

representative example for this could be the material flow inspection at a transfer 

point between two belt conveyors, in which the actual belt behaviour does not sig-

nificantly affect the material flow within the analysed section. Figure 2-19 shows 

such an exemplary DEM simulation, given by Jenike & Johanson [135], where the 

bulk material is guided by a chute system from one upper belt conveyor to a lower 

one. In cases such as this, the dynamic belt behaviour is not further relevant for the 

simulation as the focus of the analysis is set on other aspects, such as those relating 

to the chute, for example, its specific design etc. 
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Figure 2-19: Bulk material flow analysis through a chute at a transfer point between two belt 

conveyors; DEM simulation with belts modelled as rigid surfaces [135] 

Major disadvantages of using rigid belt models are that dynamic belt deformations, 

dynamic belt behaviour, and consequently, the resulting effects on the conveying 

process or system cannot be taken into account in the simulation. It is necessary to 

consider that such belt models are not able to deform, for example, under bulk mate-

rial loads and due to a certain idler arrangement, nor react to any kind of influences 

on the belt, for example, bulk material impacts, etc. Hence, this rigid belt modelling 

technique is not suitable for all types of DEM simulation applications. Belts, which 

are modelled as rigid bodies, cannot be used for simulations of belt conveyor systems 

in which dynamic belt behaviour is significantly influencing the analysed processes 

or systems. The same applies to simulations in which the focus of the analysis re-

quires dynamically deformable belts, such as for analyses of belt-related effects. 

2.2.4 Aspects for the consideration of dynamic belt 

behaviour 

When it comes to DEM simulation of belt conveyor systems, two general terms affect 

the modelling of the belts upfront, concerning whether simple rigid belt modelling is 

sufficient or an advanced belt modelling technique, that is able to consider dynamic 

belt behaviour, is necessary: 
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• Does the belt in its dynamic behaviour significantly influence the analysed 

process or system? 

• Does the focus of the analysis require a belt with dynamic behaviour? 

If both expressions can be negated for a considered case, rigid belt modelling is prin-

cipally sufficient, as described in Chapter 2.2.3 and correspondingly explained in 

Figure 2-18. 

In other cases, in which the consideration of belts with dynamic behaviour is neces-

sary, an appropriate modelling technique is needed that allows an accordant behav-

iour of the digital belts in DEM simulations with adequate approximation. General 

approaches that allow this type of dynamic belt consideration are subsequently out-

lined in Chapter 3.1. One specific approach for the modelling of a belt with bonded 

particles (as a BP belt; according to the DEM-based approach as described in Chapter 

3.1.2) is further building a basis for the developed methodology. Therefore, further 

details are given in the methodology’s description, specifically in the structural belt 

setup description in Chapter 4.1. 

Compared to the conventional approach, where belts are modelled as simple, non-

deformable rigid bodies (as scc. Chapter 2.2.3), DEM simulations of belt conveyor 

systems with dynamically deformable belts are more demanding. In general, such 

dynamic belt simulations are more expensive to perform in terms of requirements 

and necessary efforts, in particular regarding the required software tools, the model-

ling and preparation efforts, and the computing power related to pre-simulation and 

actual simulation efforts. (See also approaches as described in Chapter 3.1.) 

Using belt models with dynamic behaviour enable the consideration of dynamic belt 

interactions in DEM simulations. In particular, these interactions concern the effects 

between the belts and conveyed bulk materials, as well as between the belts and other 

system components, such as idlers or drums. The dynamic effects, especially local 

belt deformations, are thereby strongly depending on the relatively high deforma-

tional flexibility of typical belts. 

In the following overview, various application examples of such systems, in which 

dynamic belt behaviour significantly characterises and further influences the ana-

lysed process or system, are listed. A concise description of some of these major 
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systems, with emphasis on the belts and their dynamic behaviour, is given in the next 

Chapter 2.2.5, especially in reference to the simulation examples given in Chapter 5. 

• Sandwich conveyors 

• Pipe conveyors 

• Pouched belt conveyors 

• Belt trippers 

• Multibody dynamic systems with belts, such as 

○ Round hay balers with belts 

○ Dynamic belt centring/steering units for belt conveyors 

(e.g. self-guiding idler stations) 

○ Dynamic curve-guiding systems for belt conveyors 

(e.g. bico-TEC by Kessler, et al. [143]) 

and further similar applications. 

Also, regarding analyses in which dynamic belt-related effects are relevant, include 

as listed in the following (with a short description given in Chapter 2.2.5.6). 

• Effects regarding the belt  –  belt loads/deformations/stresses, e.g. belt sag 

• Effects regarding further system components  –  e.g. loads on idlers/pulleys 

• Effects on bulk materials  –  e.g. bulk material compression from belts 

• Various other consequential/related effects  –  e.g. belt breakage 

2.2.5 Overview of systems related to dynamic belt 

behaviour 

In the following subchapters, descriptions of belt systems and also of analyses re-

garding certain effects, which are relevant to be considered in terms of dynamic belt 

behaviour, are given. Especially belt systems shown in exemplary simulations in 

Chapter 5 are explained further. In applications such as these, the proper considera-

tion of belts as dynamically deformable objects, and further the interactions between 

belts and handled/processed bulk materials, as well as between belts and other system 

components, such as idlers or pulleys, are of crucial importance. Accordingly, the 
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digital belt models in simulations of such applications need to be appropriately mod-

elled in order to represent such dynamic belt behaviour (leading on to the next Chap-

ter 3, focusing on approaches for modelling and initialising such belt models). 

2.2.5.1 Sandwich conveyors 

Sandwich conveyors and similar systems, in which bulk material is handled between 

two belts (e.g. Snake Conveyors, as according to a design type by Dos Santos [58, 

59]), are strongly depending on the deformational behaviour of those belts. In such 

unconventional belt conveyor systems, the pressures/forces on the bulk material that 

is clamped between the two belts, and the resulting frictional-related effects enable a 

steep inclined or even vertical bulk material conveyance. The setup and the working 

principle of an inclined sandwich conveyor are shown in Figure 2-20, whereby the 

conveyed bulk material clamped between the cover and the carrying belt is shown in 

the cross-sectional view. 

 

Figure 2-20: Sandwich conveyor system principle (by Dos Santos) [58] 

In Figure 2-21, the two belts of a sandwich conveyor, a Snake Conveyor by Dos 

Santos International [60] (DSI), are shown at an inclined section of the conveyor line 

with bulk material between the belts. As can be seen, the covering belt is bulged by 

the bulk material that is clamped and thus conveyed between the two belts. 
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Figure 2-21: Belt deformations caused by the bulk material in a sandwich conveyor (Snake 

Conveyor by DSI) [60] 

Further details and insights in various types of sandwich conveyors and similar sys-

tems are also given, for example, by VHV Anlagenbau GmbH (category: steep in-

cline conveying) [245, 246] or by Doubrava GmbH (category: double belt convey-

ors) [61, 62]. 

In Chapter 5.4, an exemplary simulation of such an application of a vertically con-

veying sandwich conveyor using the developed methodology for the simulation of 

dynamically deformable conveyor belts is also described and analysed in detail. 

2.2.5.2 Pipe conveyors 

Pipe conveyors, or also termed tubular belt conveyors, are based on the principle that 

a conveyor belt is formed into the shape of a tube along the conveyor line by bringing 

the two edges of the belt together. The belt’s cross-section is therefore not only 

troughed to a U-shape, as in conventional belt conveyors (see Figure 2-14), but 

formed to a circle using circularly arranged idlers. A small overlap of the belt edges 

prevents the closed tube from opening and from forming gaps. The conveyed bulk 

material gets transported inside of the tube, and for loading/unloading purpose, the 

tube is opened and closed again at the transfer points. A major advantage of a tube-

formed belt is its enhanced curve-guiding flexibility, as both sides of the conveyor, 

the carrying and the return side, are formed to a tube. These described principles are 

shown in Figure 2-22 by Overland Conveyor Co., Inc. [193]. 
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Figure 2-22: Pipe conveyor system principle [193] 

At transfer points, especially for forming a flat belt to a tube and vice versa, but also 

for curve-guiding purposes, the deformational characteristics of the conveyor belt are 

of significant importance for the functionality of a pipe conveyor system. In Fig-

ure 2-23, the belt at a transfer point of a pipe conveyor system by Beumer Group 

GmbH & Co. KG [23] in operation is shown, whereby the guidance of the two belt 

edges and also their overlap at the tube-shaped belt section can be seen. 

 

Figure 2-23: Belt forming at a transfer point of a pipe conveyor (by Beumer) [23] 

More pipe conveyor systems and their applications are further given by Continental 

AG, described in a corresponding press release [33], or by Takraf GmbH (category 

tube conveyors) [231, 232]. Design aspects of pipe belt conveyors are given in the 

thesis by Zamiralova (2017) [261], and further research studies and analyses on pipe-

formed belts are also given, for example, in various work by Hötte [119] or by 

Fedorko and Molnar [79]. 

An exemplary simulation of a representative pipe conveyor application, performed 

according to the developed methodology, is also described and analysed in detail in 

Chapter 5.5. 
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2.2.5.3 Pouched belt conveyors 

Similar as in pipe conveyor systems, in pouched belt conveyor systems, the two belt 

edges of the conveyor belt are also brought together along the conveyor line. There-

fore, there are principal similarities to pipe conveyors, such as regarding loading/dis-

charging aspects at conveyor start/end points, and the closed belt cross-section along 

the conveyor line. But in contrast to pipe conveyors, the belt cross-section is formed 

to a pouched, bag-like shape instead of a circular, tube-like belt cross-section. 

Such a pouched belt cross-section of a system termed SICON® by ContiTech [36, 

37] is shown in Figure 2-24. This cross-sectional view also illustrates the guiding 

system for the pouched belt, by using adaptions to the belt edges in combination with 

special idlers. The resulting principle of hanging the belt on its two edges instead of 

supporting it on its underside (which is typical for conventional belt conveyor, as 

well as for pipe conveyor systems) is distinctive in the figure. 

 

Figure 2-24: Cross-section of a pouched belt conveyor (SICON® by ContiTech), adapted from 

[36] 

The overall functionality of such a system strongly relies on the belt’s flexibility, 

especially regarding the behaviour of the pouched belt interacting with the trans-

ported bulk material. Also, the curve-guidance, as well as further adaptions, such as 

intermediate transfer points, are relying on the belt’s deformable characteristics. Fig-

ure 2-25 (after ContiTech [37]) illustrates system-specific adaptions, such as a curve-
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guidance through relatively low curve-radii using curve guiding stations with deflec-

tion pulleys (left), an intermediate feeding station (middle) and an intermediate dis-

charge station (right). 

           

Figure 2-25: System-specific sections of a pouched belt conveyor (SICON® by ContiTech), 

adapted from [37] 

Similar belt conveyor systems using a pouched belt are, for example, the Enerka 

Becker® System by Fenner Dunlop [81], the belt conveyor system by Innovative 

Conveying System (ICS) / Pietsch and Wheeler [201], or the SafeBelt System by 

Starclean [228, 229]. Further details of such systems using a pouched belt are also 

described, for example, in work by Hastie, et al. [116]. As a pioneering system in the 

field of rail-guided pouched belt conveyors, a patent by Mau (1952) [171] can be 

referenced. 

2.2.5.4 Belt trippers 

Belt trippers (or also tripper cars/trolleys) are systems to unload the conveyed bulk 

material from the belt of a conventional belt conveyor at a chosen point; therefore, 

as mobile versions, able to move along the conveyor line. This unloading is done by 

lifting the belt off the idlers and guiding it through the intermediate discharge station 

of the tripper. A mobile belt tripper lifting a conveyor belt in full operation from the 

idlers to convey the transported material into the chute of the discharge station is 

shown in Figure 2-26. 
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Figure 2-26: Lifting and unloading a conveyor belt with a belt tripper [236] 

The belt’s dynamic deformation is effecting the vertical curve of the belt during its 

lifting, depending on various operational related aspects, such as loading conditions, 

or performing start/stop processes etc. This aspect also generally applies to non-mo-

bile vertical curves of belt conveyors, such as the unintentional lifting of a belt from 

the idlers in concave curves, for example, when the conveyor is not loaded or when 

the conveyor is started up. 

Belt tripper systems are provided by various manufacturers, for example, by FEECO 

International [80] or Waconia Manufacturing Inc. [248]. Furthermore, specific de-

tails on concave belt curves, their design and their dimensioning are typically given 

by guidelines, such as by CEMA [38]. 

2.2.5.5 Round hay balers with belt systems 

Belt systems of round hay balers, used to roll and compress hay to bales, are illustra-

tive examples for complex applications of dynamic acting belts in multibody dynam-

ics idler systems in combination with bulk material. In Figure 2-27, the patent sketch 

by Underhill and White (New Holland Belgium N.V.) [187] is describing the setup 

and the function of such a system. Accordingly, the hay at the bottom right section 

of the sketch is picked up by the moving baler from the floor. It is further transported 

into the baling system, where it is rolled to a circulating bale, as visualised in the 

centre of the sketch. A complex system of idlers (visualised in hatched pattern) is 

guiding the driven belt (direction symbolised with arrows next to the belt), whereby 

most of these idlers are translatory moveable, resulting in a highly-complex multi-

body dynamics system. 
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The dynamic belt behaviour and especially the dynamic interactions of the belt with 

the baled material as well as with the moveable idlers are essential requirements to 

enable the baling process. During this process, the increasing amount of baled hay 

affects the belt/idler system by deforming the belt and correspondingly moving the 

idlers. 

 

Figure 2-27: Patent sketch showing the general setup of a round hay baler, specifically 

containing a complex belt system [187] 

At the end of the baling process, the picked-up hay is formed and compressed to a 

cylindrically shaped bale. To then release the finished bale out of the baler’s belt 

system, the system is opened, typically by lifting the rear part of the baler, as shown 

on the round baler by New Holland N.V. in Figure 2-28 [40]. 

         

Figure 2-28: Round hay baler (by New Holland N.V. ) [40] 

Besides the roll-belt balers by New Holland N.V. [185, 186] as shown, similar vari-

ants of hay baling systems that also use flexible belts are used in applications such 

as in round balers by John Deere [137], by Massey Ferguson [169] or by Kuhn S.A.S. 

[151]. More insights in this technology in general, as well as further descriptions of 

round baler systems using belts, are also given, for example, in the thesis on hay 

balers by Renčín (2015) [210]. 
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The simulation of an exemplary round hay baler’s belt system is described and ana-

lysed in Chapter 5.6. In this example, a belt system similar to the one displayed in 

Figure 2-27 is modelled and simulated, applying the developed methodology for the 

simulation of belts with dynamically deformable behaviour. The presented simula-

tion also shows the distinctive interactions of the belt model with the multibody dy-

namics system of the idlers. 

2.2.5.6 Analyses of effects with relevance to dynamic belts 

Some specific analyses cases that require the consideration of belts as interactive 

components are addressed in the following. 

Belt-related effects 

Effects regarding the belt itself (as an interactive component) generally relate to dy-

namic/local belt loads/deformations/stresses, such as typically expressed in belt sag. 

Details regarding belt sag can be found in pertinent literature; representatively refer-

encing Wheeler (ref. [255]); with measurements for example shown in [120, 224] 

(anticipating Chapter 3.1.1, FEM-based belt modelling); (see also general guidelines, 

e.g. CEMA [38]). Furthermore, belt guidance aspects or belt stress analyses also re-

late to these effects. 

Component-related effects 

Component-related effects primarily concern loads from the belt on idlers and pul-

leys – and are of particular relevance to the functionality of a total system when such 

idlers/pulleys are furthermore able to change their position due to these loads. This 

concerns, for example, self-aligning idler stations or dynamic tensioning systems, in 

which the tensioning pulleys are translatory movable (e.g. as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2-13, with the system attached to the tail pulley on the left). Furthermore, trans-

ferred loads into steel frame parts can also be of use for structural analysis of various 

system components, such as for dimensioning purposes. 
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Handled/processed material-related effects 

Effects in that regard generally concern reactions acting on handled/processed mate-

rials from the belt, such as pressure. As a typical example, this generally regards 

inner-bulk movements (e.g. milling effects), but in more complex belt conveyor sys-

tems, certain bulk-relating effects may even be more prominent, for example, in 

sandwich/pipe/pouched belt conveyors (as previously described in the Chapters 

2.2.5.1/2.2.5.2/2.2.5.3). In systems as these, a dynamically deforming belt is typi-

cally strongly acting on the bulk material, as distinctive in Figure 2-21, where con-

veyed bulk material is compressed within two belts. Specific systems in which such 

effects in terms of bulk material compression are explicitly relevant are the belt sys-

tems in round hay balers, as explained in Chapter 2.2.5.5 (on Figure 2-27), in which 

the compressive loads on baled material – provided by the belt – consequently influ-

ences obtained bale structures. 

Other consequential/related effects 

Another effect, which is principally also based on such dynamic/interactive capabil-

ities of belts, is belt breakage. Specific details in that regard can be found in pertinent 

literature; e.g. in the thesis by Markut (2020) [167] (as particularly related to this 

thesis, showing a belt breakage analyses with a belt model according to the method-

ology presented; cf. Chapter 5.7 for a similar example, illustrating the principally 

enabled breakage capability of a DEM-based belt model). 
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General Approaches 

The developed methodology for the simulation of dynamically deformable belts in 

DEM bulk material simulation includes two main methods. The first method regards 

the modelling technique of general belt-like structures to simulate dynamic belt be-

haviour in combination with the DEM. The second method refers to the assembling 

of digital belt models with specific geometries into certain given systems. 

General principles of different approaches regarding these two main methods are 

discussed in the following. Per method, one specific approach is then pursued, thus 

forming the overall basis of the developed methodology. Further details, building on 

these specific approaches, are subsequently also described and determined within the 

methodology’s description in the next Chapter 4. 

3.1 Approaches for modelling deformable belts 

for use in DEM bulk material simulations 

For the consideration of dynamically deformable belt behaviour in DEM simulations, 

an appropriate belt modelling technique is fundamentally necessary. In the following, 
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two general techniques for this type of belt modelling are discussed, accordingly al-

lowing dynamic belt behaviour in principle either by using FEM-based or DEM-

based approaches. 

For each of these two general techniques, relevant basic modelling approaches fo-

cusing in particular on belt-related usage are described, with those descriptions fur-

thermore complemented by respective examples. 

In general, it must be taken into account that the relatively large belt deformations 

and the continuous movements of typically endless conveyor belts during the belt 

conveyor system’s operation lead to an increase in the complexity of such simula-

tions with dynamically deformable belt models. Therefore, all the following ap-

proaches for the modelling and simulation of such dynamically deformable belts are 

accordingly expensive to perform, especially compared to the relatively simple, non-

deformable rigid belt modelling technique, as described in Chapter 2.2.3. However, 

for specific applications, this rigid belt modelling is not sufficient (respective aspects 

already described in Chapter 2.2.4). Thus, a proper technique for the modelling of 

belts that are able to depict such dynamic belt behaviour is needed. General ap-

proaches in that regard are described in the following chapters. 

3.1.1 FEM-based belt modelling 

In general, a FEM-based model can be used to allow the consideration of dynamic 

deformations in numerical simulation. Therefore, respective basics of the Finite El-

ement Method (FEM), in particular for belt-related application, are further outlined 

as an excursus on uncoupled FEM belt modelling, as given in the next initial sub-

chapter, Chapter 3.1.1.1. Although it does not contain DEM-based bulk material sim-

ulation per se, this related (uncoupled FEM) approach is of particular relevance for 

the subsequent approaches, which are using such FEM-based belt models in combi-

nation with DEM bulk material simulation. 

The use of a FEM-based belt is the main principle that these subsequent approaches 

have in common. Besides this general commonality, those approaches are also 

closely related in regard to the basics for coupling FEM with DEM, specifically for 

the handling of interactions between a FEM belt surface with DEM bulk particles. 

Further subdividing aspects relate to software environments / numerical domains, 
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and specifically to their combinations for allowing particular ways to set up FEM-

based belt models accordingly to be used in combination with DEM bulk material 

simulations. 

3.1.1.1 Excursus: On (uncoupled) FEM simulation 

The Finite Element Method (FEM), or also termed Finite Element Analysis (FEA), 

is a state-of-the-art and commonly used numerical simulation method for application 

continuum mechanics, especially for stress-strain analyses in engineering, with roots 

reaching back to the 1940s, as historically summarised by Tenek and Argyris (1998) 

[235]. As the FEM is applicable for the simulation of dynamically deformable bodies 

as continuous objects, the modelling of conveyor belts using the FEM is principally 

possible, as described in particular in the examples at the end of this chapter. 

In the literature, a lot of work can be found regarding (uncoupled6) FEM conveyor 

belt analyses by a large variety of authors. An early application of FEM analyses 

regarding conveyor belts was published by Nordell and Ciozda (1984) [188], focused 

on transient belt stresses during starting and stopping. To simulate three-dimensional 

belt deflection, Wheeler (2003) [255] developed/applied a numerical method (based 

on the Finite Difference Method; FDM), which was further also a basis for Couch 

(2016) [39] in FEM-based conveyor belt analysis (with bulk materials considered as 

continuum media). Further insightful examples for FEM conveyor belt analyses, with 

regard to applications that are of interest in the context of this thesis, can also be 

referred to work by del Coz Díaz, et al. (2007) [49] or Schilling, et al. (2007) [221], 

both analysing tubular pipe conveyors (as described in Chapter 2.2.5.2). As described 

by del Coz Díaz, the bulk material loads on a FEM belt model are thereby defined 

using a load hypothesis according to which manually placed forces/pressures are act-

ing locally on the FEM belt structure. 

This uncoupled and thus relatively simple and effort-efficient approach is thoroughly 

sufficient for some (rather ordinary) applications, particularly when bulk material is 

not required to be specifically considered, such as when no bulk material is applied 

at all, or also, when no interactive effects between a belt and individual bulk material 

 

6 in contrast to coupled simulations (i.e. FEM-DEM), as covered in the next Chapter 3.1.1.2 
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particles are included (this concerns, e.g., using a manually defined load state to rep-

resent a bulk material on a belt, more specifically, the bulk material’s weight effects 

on the belt). 

An example herefore, with no bulk material involved, is the FEM simulation and 

analysis of belt turnover stations as shown in Figure 3-1, which shows the compari-

son of two different design types for belt turnovers (flat and troughed), presented by 

Zhang (2017) [264]. Initial work regarding such analyses was also published by 

Lemmon (2002 and 2009) [157, 158]. Such belt turnovers are used to turn conveyor 

belts 180 degrees as shown in the designs, and they are typically used at the return 

strand of a belt conveyor. The belt guidance through such a turning section can be 

arranged in different variants (e.g. as shown in the figure) to adjust and improve the 

overall performance of the turnover station. General design guidelines for belt turn-

overs are, for example, given by Dunlop [67], Goodyear [108], or CEMA [38]. Fur-

thermore, there are several established design types that have been developed over 

the years, such as Mordstein turnovers (1961) [178, 179], or flat helix turnovers, as 

also discussed by Lemmon (2002; for Conveyor Dynamics Inc.) [157]. 

 

Figure 3-1: Comparison of two different types of belt turnover stations by stress analysis, using 

a FEM belt model/simulation, adapted from [263] 

In Chapter 5.3, an exemplary simulation of such a troughed belt turnover station ac-

cording to the developed methodology (Chapter 4), using a DEM bonded-particle 

belt model, as basically described in Chapter 3.1.2, is shown. 

Further insights into the modelling of conveyor belts using the FEM is also given, 

for example, by Fedorko, et al. (2012) [77, 78], analysing force ratios and effects in 

the troughing (moulding) section and in the area of idler stations of a conventional 

belt conveyor, and also analysing the interactions of the belt of a pipe conveyor with 
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troughing (moulding) rolls that are located between the flat and the tubular belt sec-

tion of this type of belt conveyor. 

3.1.1.2 Coupled (FEM-DEM) simulation 

According to this approach, a belt can be modelled in an additional simulation envi-

ronment such as by using the Finite Element Method (FEM), as described in the 

previous Chapter 3.1.1.1. But to combine such a separate FEM belt simulation with 

a DEM bulk material simulation, an additional link between those both numerical 

simulation software environments is necessary. This link in the form of a software 

interface must provide ongoing data transfer from the DEM into the FEM environ-

ment and vice versa. It is accordingly termed two-way or bidirectional coupling. This 

type of coupling is needed to ensure proper handling of relevant information/data in 

both directions, from DEM to FEM and also from FEM to DEM. 

Unidirectional coupling, in contrast, would allow data transfer in one direction only, 

which would not allow retroactive effects, as due to interactions between the belt and 

the bulk material, to be appropriately considered. This type of unidirectional coupling 

is therefore not suitable for simulations with dynamically deformable FEM belt mod-

els interacting with DEM bulk material particles. Nevertheless, a unidirectional cou-

pling could be useful for other purposes, for example, using a one-way coupling from 

DEM to FEM to analyse loads on rigid FEM objects due to loads from bulk materials. 

In this context, Figure 3-2 shows a transfer chute simulation, in which Ansys 

Mechanical [7] is used in combination with Rocky [76] to analyse the DEM particle 

flow (left) through a FEM-modelled chute with the resulting stresses (middle and 

right) that are consequently occurring on system parts, such as the chute plates or the 

steel frame. 

         

Figure 3-2: FEM-DEM coupling applied for a chute load/stress analysis [20, 216] 
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The required bidirectional FEM-DEM coupling approach is further divided into two 

forms, relating to whether a manually implemented software interface is defined or 

an already existing built-in coupling mechanism can be used. The general basics, 

which are described in the course of manual coupling, correspondingly apply to built-

in coupling mechanisms. 

Generally seen, this coupling approach describes a type of multi-physics simulation. 

Correspondingly, this circumstance is further discussed in Chapter 3.1.1.3, within the 

description of the approach of using multi-physics simulation software, which gen-

erally combines DEM with FEM within one software. 

3.1.1.2.1 Manually coupled simulation 

For the manual coupling of two separate, and more or less non-related DEM and 

FEM software environments, an additional coupling interface needs to be imple-

mented, that is capable of handling/transforming relevant data between those both 

individual environments. This general process, in the form of a data handling cycle, 

is described and also shown further below, in Figure 3-3. 

General methods for FEM-DEM coupling 

For the coupling of discrete and continuum methods, as this coupling of DEM with 

FEM, many approaches for various purposes have been proposed in the literature. 

Belytschko and Xiao (2003) [18], for example, give insights in such general coupling 

methods. Particularly decisive for a specific coupling method are the respective de-

tails regarding the interactions between the DEM and the FEM, appearing in areas 

where discrete and continuum elements meet and interact with each other. In this 

regard, Itasca [131] categorises three forms of coupling types: 

• Structural Element Coupling (1D) 

• Interface Coupling (2D) 

• Domain Bridging (3D) 

Structural Element Coupling (1D) extends DEM particles with one-dimensional 

FEM structures, such as beams or cables. In this context, Interface Coupling (2D) 

does not refer to a software interface but relates to rigid DEM particles interacting 
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with FEM elements without overlapping in a DEM-FEM hybrid zone, such as ac-

cording to Domain Bridging (3D). Also described as overlapping or bridging domain 

method (cf. [18]), Domain Bridging (3D) is used to consider zones as merged DEM-

FEM areas in order to minimise spurious energy discontinuity in specific simulation 

applications [131]. 

In applications related to DEM bulk material conveyance with a FEM belt model, as 

in the context of this thesis, the DEM bulk material particles are impacting on the 

FEM belt structure as loose particles. Accordingly, Interface Coupling (2D) can be 

used to set up such a dynamically deformable conveyor belt in combination with a 

DEM bulk material simulation, which is also applied in a showcase by Itasca [131], 

described in Chapter 3.1.1.2.2 and shown explicitly in Figure 3-7. By now, Itasca 

offers a built-in coupling capability to connect their software solutions for DEM and 

for FEM to be used in one unified program [131], which is why this is described 

closer in the course of the next Chapter 3.1.1.2.2. 

References for developments in FEM-DEM with surface interaction 

For the consideration of solid DEM-FEM interactions, which is fundamentally nec-

essary when DEM bulk material particles get in contact with a FEM belt model, var-

ious authors described general initial methods and techniques regarding an applica-

tion in different fields of research. In that respect, Petrinic (1996) [199] published a 

study on shot peening process simulation using a combination of DEM and FEM, 

further detailed by Han, et al. (2000) [114, 115]. Owen, et al. (2001) [194, 195] pro-

posed strategies and approaches for using a parallelised DEM FEM simulation in 

combination to analyse multi-fracture and multi-contact phenomena. The work of 

Oñate and Rojek (2004) [190] on dynamic analysis of geomechanics problems is 

further including exemplary applications in which DEM particles dynamically inter-

act with FEM structures, such as DEM modelled rock materials interacting with FEM 

modelled tools, projectiles or pipes. Nakashima and Oida (2004) [184] combined the 

DEM and the FEM to solve basic terramechanics problems, specifically dynamic 

soil-tire contact, whereby the soil is modelled using the DEM and the interacting tire 

using the FEM. Further corresponding developments are also given by a large variety 

of authors, for example, regarding specific algorithms and approaches for mathemat-
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ical handling of contacts between DEM particles and FEM structures, such as dis-

cussed by Lei and Zang (2010) [156] and Zang, et al. (2011) [262], Wellmann (2011) 

[254], or Khazaeli and Haj-zamani (2016) [144], etc. 

FEM-DEM coupling for the purpose of conveyor belt simulation 

Extensive research especially focused in the field of conveyor belt simulation based 

on the approach of manually coupling the FEM with the DEM was done by Dratt, 

Katterfeld and Wheeler, summarised and published in the thesis by Dratt (2016) [65]; 

with corresponding details also presented beforehand, such as concerning the predic-

tion of belt deflection (2010) [140] (and further related work). For combining a typ-

ical DEM bulk material simulation with a FEM belt simulation, Dratt developed a 

coupling interface that is capable of bidirectional processing and accordingly ex-

changing necessary data between the two separate software environments of DEM 

and FEM. Therefore, Dratt’s interface, which is although described in general terms, 

covers the specific coupling of two DEM software environments, PFC3D [132] and 

LIGGGHTS [46], each with the FEM software environment of Ansys [6]. For similar 

applicational setups, and also based on that FEM-DEM coupling approach, Shen, et 

al. (2018) [224] coupled Rocky [76] (DEM) with Strand7 [230] (FEM) , and also 

Shen, et al. (2019) [223] set up a coupling of open-source FEM (Code_Aster [72]) 

and DEM (LIGGGHTS) with a coupling interface programmed in Python [206], in 

particular for studies on dynamic belt deflection. 

The fundamental coupling idea behind the approach (as by Dratt) is based on the 

correspondence between the smallest selective elements of both methods. For the 

DEM this refers to the single discrete elements, which are according to Dratt’s ap-

proach modelled with spherical shape only (non-spherical particles may require ap-

propriate reconsideration), and for the FEM this refers to the finite elements forming 

the belt model. The principle coupling strategy as a cyclic process with ongoing data 

exchange between DEM and FEM, according to Dratt (referring in this case to the 

coupling of LIGGGHTS with Ansys (Classic)), is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3: Ongoing data exchange loop representing the interface for bidirectional FEM-DEM 

coupling [63] 

Dratt describes the details behind this principle scheme, such as regarding the afore-

mentioned contacts between DEM particles with FEM structures, as illustrated in 

Figure 3-4. The figure shows DEM particles (top) acting on a FEM structure (bot-

tom) via a derived STL-surface (middle). During the cycle, the geometry of the STL-

surface gets accordingly updated, depending on the loads coming from the DEM 

particles. 

 

Figure 3-4: Particle-structure contact mechanisms in coupled FEM-DEM [63] 

To illustrate the capabilities of the DEM-FEM coupling, especially using this men-

tioned coupling interface, Dratt simulated/analysed an exemplary section of a con-

ventionally troughed conveyor belt, as shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5: Bulk material on a troughed belt model with coupled DEM-FEM [65] 

At this relatively simple section, Dratt discusses various aspects that could be of in-

terest for using this simulation technique, such as for studies on belt deflection (belt 

deformation), bulk behaviour at idler stations, or flexure resistance due to the de-

formable belt. For example, Dratt highlights the vertical (and side) movements/ac-

celerations of bulk material particles at idler stations due to occurring belt defor-

mations, as visualised in Figure 3-6. 

 

Figure 3-6: Analysation of relative bulk particle movements (yz velocities) in four sequential 

sections before the idler station of a troughed belt conveyor [64] ([65]) 

In this analysis, the belt is moving from left to right (in positive x-direction), and as 

can be seen, the bulk material is accelerated upwards (in positive z-direction; corre-

sponding to negative gravity vector) right before the idler station. Actually, this op-

erating condition is comparable to a quasi-static state but to obtain the deformed belt 
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geometry under specific load conditions (with certain bulk material loading, belt 

speed and belt tension), such a deformable belt modelling approach is necessary. The 

determination of this belt deformation without considering a bidirectional interaction 

between the belt and the bulk material would not be possible. 

3.1.1.2.2 Built-in coupled simulation 

The principles of this coupling technique are similar to those described in the previ-

ous Chapter 3.1.1.2.1, but instead of manually coupling two independent software 

packages, enhanced software with existing coupling mechanisms is used. Therefore, 

it is required that the two software programs are able to be coupled with each other, 

such as by using an additional superordinate software platform, for example, in the 

form of a data managing software workbench providing this coupling capability. 

Manual implementation of additional coupling interfaces, as according to the ap-

proach in Chapter 3.1.1.2.1, is thus obsolete. 

Some software packages, often in the form of platforms or workbenches that com-

prise several subordinate software modules, offer pre-implemented coupling capa-

bilities, which eliminate the need for manual implementation of additional interfaces. 

In this regard, Itasca [131], as already mentioned in the previous Chapter 3.1.1.2.1, 

allows three variants of FEM-DEM combination with a built-in coupling mechanism. 

In Figure 3-7, a showcase by Itasca illustrates one of these variants, Interface Cou-

pling (2D), to simulate a dynamically deformable FEM conveyor belt with DEM 

bulk material particles in one software program [131]. In this case, PFC3D [132] for 

DEM and FLAC3D [130] for FEM, both at version 6 by Itasca, are coupled using 

this coupling mechanism. 

 

Figure 3-7: Built-in FEM-DEM coupling for loading bulk particles on a belt [131] 
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The application shows the dynamic interactions of a moving FEM belt model with 

continuously loaded DEM bulk material particles. The bulk material particles are 

deforming the belt, resulting in the belt sag as indicated with colour. Also, the bulk 

material particles are affected by the local belt deformations, but due to the relatively 

small belt deformations that are occurring, these retroactive effects on the bulk ma-

terial particles are correspondingly small. In a dynamic analysation of this applica-

tion, these effects are apparent from small relative particle movements along the con-

veyor belt, which are resulting from the belt’s dynamically deformable behaviour. In 

contrast, with a rigid belt model (according to the technique described in Chapter 

2.2.3), these effects would not be present. 

Another example with an analogous reference is shown in Figure 3-8, in which the 

dynamically deformable FEM structure corresponds to a protection net in rockfall 

simulations. In this showcase by Itasca, the boulders (represented by complex-shaped 

particles) are moving down a hillside towards a barrier, which impedes the rockfall. 

The distinct deformations of the barrier, resulting from the impacting boulders, are 

shown and indicated in colour. 

 

Figure 3-8: Built-in FEM-DEM coupling for the simulation of a rockfall protection net 

interacting with impacting boulders [131] 

Besides Itasca, other software packages are also available, which in principle allow 

the ability to couple DEM and FEM by means of a built-in coupling mechanism. 

Such a coupling is available, for example, using the Ansys Workbench [6], in which 

the Ansys FEM module Ansys Mechanical [7] can be coupled with the DEM soft-

ware Rocky [76]. In Figure 3-9, a coupling structure, set up in the Ansys Workbench, 

is exemplarily shown. In this case, the DEM and the FEM modules can be seen as 
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boxes with interconnecting lines that are representing the built-in coupling mecha-

nism. The highlighted box in the centre is corresponding to the DEM module (Rocky) 

and the box to its right to the FEM module (Ansys Structural Analysis). 

 

Figure 3-9: FEM-DEM coupling within the Ansys Workbench using the built-in mechanism to 

link Rocky (DEM) with Ansys Structural Analysis (FEM) [220] 

A representative example for applying an existing coupling solution on a generally 

neutral base is using the software MpCCI [102] (by Fraunhofer SCAI), specifically 

in a DEM-FEM coupled simulation (co-simulation) with SimPARTIX [101] (for 

DEM) and Abaqus [44] (for FEM). Belt-relating showcases in this context are in 

particular presented by Bierwisch, et al. (2016) [25], for example, the elastic FEM-

based panel interacting with DEM-particles shown in Figure 3-10. 

             

Figure 3-10: DEM-FEM co-simulation of particles falling on an elastic panel clamped on the 

left edge; adapted from [25] 
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Another different model setup of an elastic membrane, also with this DEM-FEM co-

simulation scheme, is shown in Figure 3-11. In contrast to previous models, the sur-

face of this membrane model is represented with multiple DEM-particles, which are 

linked to the mesh nodes of the base FEM model; those particles are responsible for 

the contact handling with additional particles. Also, this multi-particle structure is in 

its appearance generally comparable to later-described bonded-particle structures 

(affiliated to DEM-based modelling, Chapter 3.1.2), specifically regarding mem-

brane-representing models as described in Chapter 3.1.2.3.1 and as shown in Fig-

ure 3-23, etc. (but with those DEM-based models accordingly not based on cou-

pling). 

 

Figure 3-11: DEM-FEM co-simulation of particles falling on an elastic FEM-based membrane, 

modelled with particles linked to the nodes of the FEM mesh [103] 

3.1.1.3 Multi-physics simulation 

According to this approach, an enhanced software environment can be used, that is 

capable of a particular type of multi-physics simulation. In detail, this specific ap-

proach allows the modelling, simulation and analysis of a belt structure in parallel to 

DEM bulk material particles within a uniform software environment. This approach 

and its basics are generally related to the coupling approach as described in Chapter 

3.1.1.2, but because of the already pre-implemented capability to combine the DEM 

with the FEM within one software environment, there is no further need for an addi-

tional coupling mechanism. As in the coupling approach, a FEM-based model is rep-

resenting the belt structure. Such a belt model is thus not directly related to a DEM-

structure (which would be the case for a DEM bonded-particle structure, as described 

in the next Chapter 3.1.2). As a basis for this approach, appropriate software is re-

quired, which is capable of handling both numerical domains, DEM and FEM, within 
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a uniform software environment. And as also similar to the coupling approach, espe-

cially the handling of the interactions between the DEM particles and a FEM-struc-

tured belt is fundamentally crucial. 

As described in the following, this multi-physics approach can further be seen sub-

divided, according to whether the primary focus/purpose (and therefore the basis) of 

the considered software environment is either set on the FEM or the DEM. In this 

context, the approach of using FEM-based software with advanced capabilities re-

garding DEM is further termed DEM-in-FEM. Respectively, FEM-in-DEM relates 

to the approach of using DEM-based software with advanced capabilities regarding 

FEM. 

Combining several physical phenomena, which are also assigned to different physi-

cal domains, in one numerical simulation generally describes the terminus multi-

physics, such as according to Peters, et al. (2015) [198] (describing a specific dis-

crete/continuous numerical approach to multi-physics, referred to as XDEM). Such 

phenomena can refer to, for example, aspects related to various areas of classical 

mechanics (as already mentioned in the context of the DEM and FEM) but also to 

further fields, such as thermodynamics, chemical processes, fluid dynamics, elec-

trics, etc. From this point of view, the coupled approach as in Chapter 3.1.1.2 also 

corresponds, more precisely termed, to a coupled multi-physics approach. In contrast 

to that, the following DEM-in-FEM and FEM-in-DEM approaches require a uniform 

multi-physics simulation software instead of the coupling of two separate software 

environments, each specialised in a specific domain. As an excursus on such general 

multi-physics simulation software, a short illustrative overview on this topic, includ-

ing some exemplary applications, is also given by Picciotto, et al. (2020) [200] using 

the software platform Simcenter STAR-CCM+ [225] (by Siemens PLM Software), 

which is also including DEM and FEM in principle. However, as the primary focus 

is set on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), multi-physics in combination with 

fluid simulation methods are primarily intended in the case of this specific software, 

as also illustrated by Picciotto, et al.. In this context of combining methods (besides 

the already referenced XDEM and the subsequently outlined FDEM (Chapter 

3.1.1.3)), also the Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) (e.g. explained by 

Cremonesi, et al. (2020) [41]) can be mentioned, which combines FEM-based with 

particle methods, introduced initially to deal with free-surface fluid flows and fluid-

structure interactions. 
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DEM-in-FEM 

As described in Chapter 3.1.1.1, a belt model can be set up as a dynamically deform-

able structure in a FEM software environment. According to this DEM-in-FEM ap-

proach, an extending feature, such as an additional DEM software module, can be 

used to additionally model/simulate DEM particles within such a FEM-based soft-

ware environment. This enhances the simulation to a specific type of multi-physics 

simulation, which fundamentally requires appropriate software, that is capable of 

handling specific discrete methods (according to the DEM) in parallel to continuum 

methods (according to the FEM). In principle, this allows the simulation of FEM belt 

models in combination with DEM bulk material particles within one environment. 

Abaqus [44], for example, allows such a DEM-in-FEM simulation, as applied in the 

belt-related application published by Zheng, et al. (2017) [265], analysing effects of 

pipe conveyor belts loaded with granular bulk material. In Figure 3-12, the analysed 

cross-section of this application is showing the resulting transverse belt stresses (in 

Pa) of the simulated FEM belt model on the left, and the apparent normal forces on 

the DEM particles (in N) on the right. The simulation shown was performed with 

specific material data (regarding belt and bulk material parameters) at a given volume 

filling level of about 80%, as can be seen. 

 

Figure 3-12: A (FEM) pipe conveyor belt filled with (DEM) bulk material particles, modelled 

and simulated using Abaqus (DEM-in-FEM multi-physics) [265] 

FEM-in-DEM 

The FEM-in-DEM approach describes the expansion of a DEM-based software to-

wards the FEM. Therefore, this approach is similar to the above described DEM-in-

FEM approach, as both their general basics relate to using one single multi-physics 

software environment, but for FEM-in-DEM, the focus of the base software is set on 

DEM simulation. Consequently, the fundamental software aspect, requiring specific 
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capabilities regarding the appropriate handling of FEM structures in combination 

with DEM particles, is also similar. 

According to the FEM-in-DEM approach, specific FEM capabilities are enabled 

within a DEM-based software with extending features that allow an additional mod-

elling/simulation of FEM-based objects in parallel to the DEM particles. Such ob-

jects can either be in the form of common FEM-based parts but also in the form of 

enhanced particles enabling certain FEM capabilities (FEM-based particles). If such 

a FEM-based object is further able to act deformable, it is principally conceivable to 

use this FEM part/particle to represent a dynamically deformable belt within the 

DEM-based multi-physics environment. 

The implementation of FEM-based parts is principally allowed, for example, with 

ThreeParticle/CAE [17] (as a DEM-focused multi-physics software environment). 

This specific ability is meant to be used mainly for considering small and linear-

elastic deformations of otherwise rigid walls, such as (relatively small) deformations 

of steel plates/frames due to certain bulk material loads (as in similar form also 

shown in Figure 3-2, using a coupling approach for that purpose). 

The use of FEM-based particles (cf. models) in DEM simulations also relates to a 

method termed as combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FDEM), as described 

by Munjiza, et al. (1995, 2004) [181, 183]. Also, as by Munjiza, a typical application 

for the FDEM is the simulation/analysis of masonry structures, in which FEM stone 

bricks are handled as DEM particles. An exemplary demonstration of the FDEM ap-

proach, which can be seen as relating to belts, is shown in Figure 3-13 recently pub-

lished by Munjiza, et al. (2020) [182], showing a stability analysis of an FDEM shell-

modelled cylinder under compression, resulting in buckling effects. 

 

Figure 3-13: FDEM approach applied for the modelling of a cylindrical object (FEM-

based/relating shell structure) [182] 
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In general terms, the FEM-in-DEM approach of modelling a FEM object for use in 

a DEM-based multi-physics simulation, particularly in the form of a deformable 

FEM particle, corresponds basically to aspects of this FDEM approach. 

Although mentioned here (as it can be categorised relating to FEM aspects in gen-

eral), this approach already shows affiliation with the following DEM-based model-

ling approach. (Using an enhanced flexible particle structure, for example, is further 

covered in Chapter 3.1.2.4.3.) Therefore, this concluding chapter of FEM-in-DEM 

connects to the next general chapter (3.1.2) describing DEM-based modelling; espe-

cially as the detailed mechanics within the following DEM-based structures to rep-

resent deformable DEM-based objects (with related methods, e.g. using bonded-par-

ticles) can also be seen as principally relating to FEM basics (as described in Chapter 

2.1.2.6.1). 

3.1.2 DEM-based belt modelling 

Setting up dynamically deformable belt models entirely within a DEM environment, 

specifically by using complex-deformable DEM structures (as bonded particles), 

generally characterises this DEM-based belt modelling approach. Based on methods 

common for the DEM, such as using DEM particles and bonding elements (as de-

scribed in the DEM basics in Chapter 2.1), this modelling technique represents a 

principal contrast to FEM-based belt modelling approaches (as covered in the previ-

ous Chapter 3.1.1). And as an uncoupled DEM approach, this DEM-based belt mod-

elling consequently does not require additional extensions of the DEM to further 

specific FEM environments, neither via coupling interfaces/mechanisms nor by us-

ing some of the earlier outlined multi-physical approaches. 

3.1.2.1 Belt model setup as a bonded particle (BP) belt 

As also described closer in the following chapters, the main principles of this DEM-

based belt modelling approach generally refer to using particle-based belt models. 

Furthermore, the modelling of such belts in this context is principally also based on 

using bonding elements (or at least bonding-related mechanisms). Those are essen-

tial, as they enable the fundamentally required capability of such a particle-based belt 
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model (thus resulting as a bonded-particle structure) to allow dynamically deforma-

ble behaviour. Therefore – as set up as a bonded-particle model (BPM), consisting 

of a multitude of specifically bonded particles – such a belt model can be referred to 

as a bonded-particle belt (BP belt).7 

Relevant basics regarding this modelling approach are described by insights into the 

setup/usage/purpose of BPMs, introductory from a more general perspective, such as 

to be applied for deformable fibres, etc. (in Chapter 3.1.2.2); followed by applications 

specifically for belt-related purposes (in Chapter 3.1.2.3). Furthermore, aspects and 

techniques for resolving surface-related issues are introduced (in Chapter 3.1.2.4), 

specifically explaining general techniques for smoothing the surface of a BPM, 

which is otherwise typically resulting as macroscopically rough. 

As an anticipatory note: This general approach of using BP belts, thus belt models 

consisting of a multitude of bonded particles, constitutes a central core element of 

the developed methodology as presented in this thesis. Therefore, more specific de-

tails on the structural setup of such belt models (according to the developed method-

ology) are further elaborated in Chapter 4.1. 

Further initial aspects 

As introduced, a BP belt is modelled by using a structure of multiple, specifically 

bonded particles. Such a BP belt is thus capable of representing dynamically deform-

able behaviour – but also further belt-related characteristics, such as belt-mass-re-

lated aspects, surface properties, stress-strain behaviour, or even breakage capabili-

ties, are principally depictable by using this bonded-particle belt modelling tech-

nique. 

As also already addressed, such BP belts consist of two main components, which are 

in combined form responsible for the resulting overall behaviour of the belt-repre-

senting model, such as to allow the characteristics mentioned above: (DEM) parti-

cles, in this context termed belt particles, and bonding elements (bondings), which 

are connecting those belt particles. Each with their specific details, the belt particles 

 

7 in previous publications also referred to as Discrete Element belt (DE belt; as particles correspond to dis-

crete elements), cf. references in Chapter 1.5 (from a further perspective generally presenting a particle-

based belt model) 
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and the bondings are defining a BP belt fundamentally. Thereby, the belt particles 

are generally responsible for geometry-related aspects, such as representing a belt’s 

surface, whereas the bondings are generally responsible for the behaviour of the belt 

in terms of deformability, such as regarding stress-strain (load-deformation) behav-

iour. 

Side note on the numerics of bondings: From a certain point of view, DEM bondings 

refer to a type of FEM-based submodel, which has been established as a common 

element to be used in the DEM. Therefore, this bonding technique for connecting 

DEM particles (as non-static particle-particle-linking) can be categorised accord-

ingly as a method corresponding to the DEM. In general, however, this type of con-

nection can also be referenced to a simple (one-dimensional) beam element as typical 

for FEM simulations. This circumstance can also be concluded from the descriptions 

given in the DEM basics for bondings in Chapter 2.1.2.6.1. 

3.1.2.2 Bonded-particle models (BPMs) in general 

For the modelling of a general bonded-particle model (BPM), multiple particles are 

positioned and further connected to each other in a specified way to result in an as-

sembly of bonded particles as desired. The connections used for that purpose are 

defined by bonding elements, where every single bonding within the structure con-

nects exactly two particles via a virtual beam element. (The essential basics behind 

bondings are respectively described in Chapter 2.1.2.6.1.). 

Such BPM are thus able to represent advanced capabilities, such as deformation or 

breakage under certain conditions. In general, typical applications of such models 

refer to, on the one hand, the modelling of complex DEM particle-conglomerates to 

represent advanced material characteristics, and on the other hand, also to the mod-

elling of specific system components. In the following, some representative exam-

ples herefore are addressed to provide insights into the use/purpose of such BPM in 

general. As the focus for using this modelling technique is specifically set in the 

context of DEM-based belt modelling, belt-related bonded-particle applications are 

covered explicitly in the subsequent Chapter 3.1.2.3. Thus, the following introduc-

tory applications for material setups and system components as BPM (asides from 

the mentioned belt-related applications) are outlined more briefly with the purpose 

to give a general overview regarding the intention/scope/usage of BPM. 
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3.1.2.2.1 BPMs for handled/processed materials 

Using BPM in a handled/processed material-related context is typically applied with 

the purpose to add breakage and/or deformability (such as bending) capabilities to 

certain material setups. These material setups concern either forms of unified struc-

tures or also particle conglomerates in bulk materials. 

Fracture 

Allowing structures consisting of a multitude of bonded particles to break with spe-

cific characteristics is a basic intent of using bondings. This concerns, for example, 

typical fracture-related applications in the field of rock mechanics, such as presented 

by Potyondy and Cundall (2004) [203] describing a bonded-particle model for rock, 

and similar applications in related areas, such as in mining or process engineering. 

In this regard of modelling fracturable brittle materials, the application in Figure 3-14 

by Gupta, et al. (2017) [112] illustrates breakage effects within a coal-representing 

sample. The sample is set up as a BPM showing a distinctive breakage behaviour 

under compressive load. 

 

Figure 3-14: Fracture of a bonded-particle model under compressive load (known as Brazilian 

Test; intact (left) and broken (right) sample state) [112] 

There are several advancements for this general purpose of modelling fracturable 

brittle material setups (such as rock masses and similar materials) principally appli-

cable, as concerning, for example, further adapted bonding or complex particle mod-

els (see Chapter 2.1.2.6.1 for relating basics), as can also be found in pertinent liter-

ature (e.g. by Lisjak and Grasselli (2014) [159]). 

In addition to the generally addressed rock-related usage, some more-specific use of 

a BPM for depicting a fracturable (brittle) material also relates to applications with 
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mechanically induced breakage, such as cutting and drilling processes (e.g. as shown 

by Yang, et al. (2020) [259], and by Ubach, et al. (2016) [243]), or applications with 

multi-material/multi-layer setups, such as damage effects in coatings (e.g. as shown 

by Ghasemi and Falahatgar (2020) [105]). Applications as those concern primarily 

setting up unified structures as BPM. 

Furthermore, the modelling of complex bulk material setups consisting of individu-

ally breakable particles as particle conglomerates is further enabled by using many 

separated BPMs, each allowing breakage. In such complex bulk material setups, each 

conglomerate as a BPM holds the capability to break into smaller subfragments under 

certain load conditions (whereby the subfragment size is limited by the sub-particles 

forming the BPM). For the same coal-relating application shown above in Fig-

ure 3-14, Figure 3-15 shows several bonded-particle conglomerates, each represent-

ing one coal particle as a BPM that is thus capable of breaking individually. 

 

Figure 3-15: Bulk material consisting of breakable particles; modelled as several BPM, each 

allowing breakage [112] 

Using bonded-particle modelling is thus an approach that allows particles within bulk 

materials to break individually – and specifically, such as depending on local condi-

tions within a BPM. Another general approach for that purpose of particle breakage 

representation is using particle replacement, as described by de Bono and McDowell 

(2016) [47] in terms of particle breakage criteria (and in an early attempt applied for 

two-dimensional packing by Åström and Herrmann (1998) [8]). According to this 

approach, an individual particle is replaced with several smaller particles when a de-

fined breakage criterion is met. Therefore, suitable definitions for replacing the par-

ticles and for breakage criteria are essential prerequisites. In comparison, this ap-

proach, on the one hand, reveals positive aspects in terms of computation efficiency, 

as fewer elements (particles/bondings) need to be computed in general. But on the 
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other hand, using BPMs for the modelling of breakable particles shows advance-

ments in terms of allowing the depiction of certain (complex) effects, such as crack 

propagation or other specific breakage effects, such as local load-depending or even 

partial fracture. 

Side note: To enhance the use of BPMs, some advancements may also be applied, 

such as disabling redundant contacts (contact detections), especially within BPMs. 

For example, as available in ThreeParticle/CAE [17] (by disabling self-contact for a 

BPM), this option has the effect that other forces than those from bondings are omit-

ted (other forces as from particle overlaps within a BPM conglomerate, resulting 

from common contact models). Consequently, only bonding-related forces are com-

puted for a respective BPM; inner particle contacts are ignored, leading to enhance-

ments in computational terms. (This technique is further described in terms of the 

particle-related belt setup in Chapter 4.1.1.2.) 

Typical applications in which bulk particles need to break into smaller fragments 

under certain load conditions are crushers and mills. Representative examples here-

fore with using BPMs as breakable particles in bulk materials are shown by Cheng, 

et al. (2020) [32], modelling a cone crusher for ore mineral processing, or also by 

Patwa, et al. (2016) [196], simulating the wheat milling process with wheat kernels 

modelled as BPMs. 

In belt-related terms, such breakage mechanisms of a BPM apply to include breakage 

behaviour of an accordingly modelled belt structure, such as further shown in the belt 

breakage analysis application in Chapter 5.7. 

Deformability/Flexibility 

Besides such breakage reactions, bondings are furthermore able to react with defor-

mations to certain load conditions. Basics in that regard are also introduced in Chap-

ter 2.1.2.6.1, describing the setup of a single bonding element as a deformable beam. 

In the context of this thesis, these deformation characteristics of bondings are espe-

cially essential, as those fundamentally allow the representation of a belt as a flexible, 

and thus under load deformable, DEM-based structure (corresponding to a deforma-

ble BPM). 
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From a more general perspective, deformable BPMs are commonly applied to add 

forms of deformability to solid material setups. Regarding the modelling of han-

dled/processed materials, such deformable BPMs are, for example, used to set up 

fibrous structures or to add certain deformation capabilities to complex BPMs, such 

as to combine initial deformability with subsequent breakage. 

A relatively simple and thus common technique for modelling a flexible fibre as a 

BPM is to use single-line arranged bonded particles to represent such a flexible fibre, 

as illustrated by Guo, et al. (2013) [111] in Figure 3-16. 

 

Figure 3-16: Setup of a flexible fibre model consisting of single-line arranged bonded particles 

[111] 

Guo also performed validating tests for applying this modelling technique, specifi-

cally by comparing basic deformation tests (bending, stretching, twisting) with ana-

lytically determined results (acc. beam theory). Respectively, Figure 3-17 shows a 

fibre model in a bending test, in which one end of the fibre is fixed (left particle), and 

the following, via bondings connected particles sag due to the applied transverse load 

(Ft
0) on the other end of the fibre (right particle). The resulting deformation (y0), as 

well as the fibre setup as a BPM consisting of single-line arranged spherical particles, 

are clearly distinctive. 

 

Figure 3-17: Deformed flexible fibre model in a bending test, adapted from [111] 
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Such BPMs for fibrous structures are further applied in numerous publications, for 

example, by Bergström (2018) [21]. From a field-related perspective, many applica-

tions in which the handled/processed materials consist of fibres can be associated 

with the agriculture industry; respectively referring to various stalk goods, such as 

hay/straw. Kemper, et al. (2014) [142], for example, uses a BPM for the purpose of 

simulating the mowing process with a rotary mower. The breakage of bondings that 

follows their initial deformation is thus essential in applications such as these. As a 

reference regarding the modelling of natural fibres using a BPM with a higher level 

of resolution, thus not in a single-line arrangement, Sadrmanesh and Chen (2018) 

[218] presented work on the tensile behaviour/failure of hemp fibres. More complex 

applications of using BPMs in the field of simulating agricultural goods are shown 

by Wang, et al. (2020) [251], modelling branched BPMs for simulating grain thresh-

ing, and further by Kovács, et al. (2017, 2018) [146, 147], modelling corn/maize 

stalks as complex and even inhomogeneous BPMs, including deformation and break-

age capabilities. The distinct deformation of such a complex stalk-representing BPM 

before its breakage, thus representing the relatively tough cutting process of a flexi-

ble maize stalk, is illustrated in Figure 3-18. As a representative example, this appli-

cation highlights the deformation capabilities of BPMs in general. 

 

             

Figure 3-18: Deformation of a BPM representing a maize stalk, showing distinctive deformation 

before breakage (maize harvesting process simulation) [147] 

More examples of selected potential use cases with deformable/breakable fibre mod-

els set up as BPMs are also given in an overview by Rocky (2020) [214], showing 

further exemplary media to be modelled, such as hair, barley, cotton, or even 

branched woods, as for simulating wood chipping processes. 
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These deformability/breakability characteristics – so far described in terms of mod-

elling handled/processed materials, such as to allow particle conglomerates in bulk 

materials to deform/break under certain load conditions – already indicate the main 

principles for setting up DEM-based belt models (as BPMs). In general, the model-

ling of system components as BPMs (covered in the following chapter) is allowed 

by applying these principles on such typically larger-scaled components. This also 

comprises conveyor belts, which are thus capable of interacting/deforming dynami-

cally. In that regard, and specifically referring to such a belt model as the central 

model concerning this thesis (see Chapter 4.1), the single-line fibre model, as shown 

in Figure 3-16, is explicitly emphasised, as the respective belt model can principally 

be referenced to an assembly of multiple fibres in a parallel arrangement. This aspect 

is also described in Chapter 4.1.2.3, specifically concerning the purpose to depict 

anisotropic belt behaviour. 

3.1.2.2.2 BPMs to represent general system components 

Before specific belt-related usage of BPMs is discussed (in the following Chapter 

3.1.2.3), an initial overview of using BPMs for other, more general system compo-

nents is given; belts furthermore represent a particular type of system component 

with specific behaviour/characteristics. 

The basics for modelling various system components as BPMs generally follow the 

same principle and purpose as already explained in the previous section regarding 

handled/processed materials, specifically enhancing initially rigid models towards 

deformation and optionally breakage capabilities. In contrast, this applications con-

cerns the modelling of system components, i.e. typically mechanical parts, which are 

not relating to handled/processed materials (such as rock structures or bulk materi-

als). By applying this modelling technique on walls or similar boundary surfaces, 

such can principally be modelled as BPMs, consequently allowing respective char-

acteristics as already stated (in contrast to common rigid DEM walls, described as 

parts in the DEM basics in Chapter 2.1.2.5, and as used according to the rigid belt 

modelling technique, described in Chapter 2.2.3). Since bonded-particle walls, espe-

cially with planar geometry, already refer to the modelling of belt-like objects, such 

are accordingly covered in the following chapter concerning belt-related BPM mod-
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elling. Besides these later discussed belt-related components (e.g. including mem-

branes and nets), further general system components, which are principally conceiv-

able for the modelling as BPMs, may also include arms, beams, levers, etc. A com-

mon aspect of using BPMs to represent such system components is typically to ena-

ble deformation capabilities. 

As an illustrative example for using BPMs for such general system components, Fig-

ure 3-19 shows a flexible cantilever beam as a BPM (by Obermayr (ed.), in [244], 

using Pasimodo [121]; based on Obermayr, et al. (2013) [189]). The structural setup 

of a model like this is principally also comparable to a parallel arrangement of several 

single-line fibre models (as described in the previous section; cf. Figure 3-16), where 

each fibre is also bonded to its adjacent fibres, resulting in a three-dimensional truss-

structure-like bonding network. 

 

Figure 3-19: Cantilever beam as a BPM in bent state (deformation due to own weight, with the 

left end of the beam fixed) [244] 

This specific beam model is made from regularly arranged close-packing particles. 

Amongst various others, similar beam applications were also published by Wang 

(2020) [249], analysing damping/oscillation effects of a similar beam model (ref. 

simple rectangular/cubic packing), or also by Wolff, et al. (2013) [256], applying a 

three-/four-point bending test on a beam model with particles in random packing. 

Side note on proofing bonded-particle modelling: Evidence for the suitability of 

BPMs in terms of representable behaviour, specifically regarding dynamic deforma-

bility/flexibility, has been shown by several authors, particularly on such beam mod-

els, such as by proofing correlations of the DEM models (BPMs) to corresponding 
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FEM models or analytically determined results. Further details in that context can 

also be found in respective/referenced literature, exemplarily referring to Irazábal, et 

al. (2017) [123] (anticipating following contents of rock protection system model-

ling; showing such correlations using single-line BPMs, which are basically also re-

lating to fibre models as shown previously, cf. Figure 3-16) or Guo, et al. (2013) 

[111] (as mentioned in the previous section, Figure 3-17; using analytically deter-

mined results for BPM validation purposes). 

A more complex beam application with a heterogeneous BPM to represent a com-

plex-structured reinforced concrete beam under four-point bending, including defor-

mation as well as failure, is further shown by Karajan, et al. (2014) [139] (using LS-

DYNA [160]). Figure 3-20 highlights the inner reinforcement structure inside this 

beam, modelled as an embedded BPM within the concrete-representing BPM; the 

figure also indicates the resulting local reinforcement conditions due to the applied 

load. 

 

Figure 3-20: BPM of a reinforced beam under 4-point bending [139] 

A different application representative for using several BPMs as multiple interacting 

system components resulting in an overall deformable setup was shown by Zhu, et 

al. (2019) [266], modelling a flexible ring net barrier for rockfall protection. In Fig-

ure 3-21, the basic model setup, made from several relatively simple single-line ar-

ranged BPMs, e.g. forming the interlocking rings, is shown (left), as well as the re-

sulting deformations at the impact of a boulder, which is represented by a single 

relatively large spherical particle (right). 
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Figure 3-21: Ring net barrier, modelled with several BPMs (left; consisting of rings, shackles 

and a wire rope), and its deformation at boulder impact (right) [266] 

Further potential applications for using BPMs as more complex types of system com-

ponents are, for example, spring/damper components, such as vibration/shock ab-

sorbers, or various forms of brushes, where especially the bristles qualify for the 

modelling as flexible fibres (e.g. for cleaning processes with brushes including com-

plex behaviours, such as regarding brush-bulk material interactions). 

3.1.2.3 Bonding-based modelling approaches for belt-related 

applications 

Commonly, belts as specific types of system components typically are flat geome-

tries, which are, in contrast to various other system components, typically capable of 

reacting relatively flexible, especially in terms of bending. Therefore, belts and sim-

ilar components (as relating to these mentioned characteristics; e.g. membranes, nets) 

are potential objects for using a bonded-particle-based modelling technique, specifi-

cally when belt-typical flexible/deformable behaviour is required to be represented 

by a DEM-based model. 

As a notable introduction specifically into dynamic conveyor belt modelling, Yan 

and He in 2010 [258] used a multitude of connected segments (c.f. bonded particles) 

with the purpose of depicting the dynamics of a conveyor belt. The relatively simple 

system setup is shown in Figure 3-22, showing the deformable belt consisting of sev-

eral single-line arranged and connected segments. The model is set up in the multi-

body dynamics simulation environment of MSC Adams [180] (thus not including 

DEM-related aspects per se, such as additional particles to interact with the belt). For 

the analysis, the pre-tensioned belt model is driven (more specifically accelerated) 

by one pulley due to frictional interactions between the pulley and the belt. 
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Figure 3-22: Endless conveyor belt model consisting of multiple connected segments [258] 

3.1.2.3.1 BPMs to represent closed-surface structures (ref. membranes) 

In more general terms, regarding not directly conveyor belt modelling as introductory 

shown, but relating to principles relevant to belt modelling, an early approach was 

presented by Kuhn in 1995 [150] for the modelling of flexible boundary structures 

to be used in three-dimensional DEM simulations. The presented particle network 

forms a flexible flat geometry (cf. membrane); thus basically relating to belt model-

ling. Although not explicitly stated as a BPM, the model shows fundamental similar-

ities, such as regarding the contact handling (of wall particles with bulk particles via 

common DEM contact mechanisms) as well as the particle connection characteristics 

within the wall structure, which is enabling flexibility (cf. bondings). 

Continuing this flexible structure modelling, an approach of DEM-based modelling 

concerning belt-like objects was, for a representative example, applied by Lorentz 

(2007) [162], setting up a deformable flat (initially plane) object as a single layer of 

connected particles. This respective model, a flat rectangular object formed by spher-

ical particles arranged/bonded in a rectangular pattern, is shown in Figure 3-23. The 

figure further shows a specific load applied to the model causing it to bend charac-

teristically. 

 

Figure 3-23: Initially plane, rectangular BPM deforming under load; particles arranged in a 

single layer in rectangular pattern [162] 

In Figure 3-24, the specific application of this model within a more complex system 

setup is shown. Dynamic interactions with additional particles (above and beyond 

the deformable model itself) are causing the in-between placed model to deform as a 
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flexible object. From a belt-related perspective, this situation can already be trans-

ferred to interactions as required for conveyor belt models capable of dynamic be-

haviour: with idlers on the lower side and with bulk materials on the upper side of 

such a belt. 

 

Figure 3-24: The rectangular BPM deforming dynamically in a given use case, resulting from 

contacts with further DEM-modelled objects above and below [162] 

Another representative reference application for the modelling of a surface-like ob-

ject as a single-layer BPM was also published by de Bono, et al. (2012) [48], model-

ling a flexible cylindrical membrane with the purpose of containing bulk material 

particles. In this work, particles are positioned as shown in Figure 3-25 (left), form-

ing a cylinder instead of a planar object (as previously shown in Figure 3-23). Fur-

thermore, on a more detailed level, shown in Figure 3-25 on the right, the particles 

are thereby triangularly arranged/bonded, thus corresponding to a tight two-dimen-

sional pattern (which contrasts to the previously shown rectangular pattern). 

 

                

Figure 3-25: Cylindrical membrane BPM (left), in detail modelled with triangularly arranged 

bonded particles (right), adapted from [48] 
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Aspects regarding these two types of basic particle arrangement patterns (rectangu-

lar/triangular) are also discussed in more detail within Chapter 4.1.1.1 regarding the 

basic pattern to be used for belt modelling in the context of this thesis (rectangular). 

Also, the cylindrical model as shown can already be referenced to a simple, relatively 

short version of an endless belt model. 

Further applications of BPMs for flexible structures are also shown in the showroom 

of the DEM software Pasimodo [121], applied at the University of Stuttgart [244]. 

Besides examples of two-dimensional flexibles (ref. fibres), also surface-represent-

ing BPMs are demonstrated, such as the flat membrane shown in Figure 3-26 (by 

Fleißner (ed.), in [244]). Formed with triangularly arranged spherical particles, this 

membrane model is structurally similar to the one in Figure 3-25. The colour coding 

represents the tensile forces in the bondings resulting from an impacting torus. 

 

Figure 3-26: Torus impacting and deforming a flat membrane BPM [244] 

3.1.2.3.2 BPMs to represent open-surface structures (ref. nets) 

In addition to the modelling with the purpose to represent closed surfaces, as shown 

so far and as also regarding common belt modelling, the modelling of open-surface 

structures based on bonded-particle techniques is generally also relevant in belt-re-

lated terms. Such objects with open surfaces generally correspond to nets/grids/wire-

meshes, etc., in various forms, as outlined subsequently in selected references. The 

connecting link from modelling such open-surface structures to belt modelling is due 

to similarities in dynamic model characteristics, such as enabling certain defor-

mations/flexible behaviour. 

A common field for applying bonding-based net structure modelling is the numerical 

simulation of rockfall protection nets and fences. For such applications, the net-rep-

resenting models fundamentally require dynamic deformation capabilities allowing 
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relatively large deformations and including damping characteristics to depict the ef-

fects resulting from impacting rocks/boulders. 

A commonly used technique to model large-scale nets for such applications using 

the DEM is visualised in Figure 3-27, after Bertrand, et al. (2008) [22], showing the 

detail of a hexagonal wire mesh setup. The principle shown is to place particles at 

intersecting points of the net (a) and bondings to connect them, thus representing the 

wires (b). Representatively for a bonding-like connection, especially in this context 

of relatively distant bonded particles, the term remote interaction is also found in the 

literature (e.g. Bertrand), indicating a contrast to conventional contacting particle in-

teraction at overlapping particles. 

 

Figure 3-27: Detail of a BPM forming a hexagonal net structure; particles (a) connected via 

wire-representing bondings (b), adapted from [22] 

Illustrative applications for rock protection net simulations based on this technique 

are shown in the following (published by Thoeni, et al. (2011, 2014) [238, 239]; 

further applications can also be found in pertinent literature, e.g. by Previtali, et al. 

(2020) [205]). 

A rectangular net model centrally loaded by a mass block, resulting in a net defor-

mation as to be expected, is shown in Figure 3-28. 

 

Figure 3-28: Hexagonal wire net as a BPM, deformed by a mass block, adapted from [239] 
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Furthermore, a larger net model applied for the analysis of dynamic effects from 

impacting boulders in a specific application is shown in Figure 3-29. The relatively 

strong deformation of the net model resulting from the impacting boulder is clearly 

distinctive (right). 

              

Figure 3-29: Practice-oriented, large-scale application of a wire net as a BPM, with an 

impacting boulder resulting in relatively large model deformations (right) [238] 

From the perspective of belt modelling, these applications/models underline the ca-

pabilities in terms of deformability and flexibility, as well as regarding large-scale 

applicability, which is principally made possible by using this technique of bonded 

particles. 

3.1.2.4 Surface-related issues & associated techniques 

A detailed look at the BPMs shown so far reveal a characteristic, which is attributable 

to the applied arrangement of multiple spherical particles: a macroscopically rough 

surface representation (further referred to as rough surface). Usually, it is intended 

that the surface of a BPM represents a flat/smooth surface, but as further explained 

in the following subsection, a rough surface – generally comparable to a nubby sur-

face – is typically resulting. 

After the following overview chapter on rough surface aspects, basic approaches are 

outlined that are principally conceivable/suitable to address the issues of rough sur-

face representation. These are basically techniques to obtain a kind of continu-

ous/gap-free surface to cover a bonding-based structure, i.e. creating a BPM with a 

merged/seamless surface. 
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As important to the belt modelling technique presented in this thesis, these surface-

related aspects are also dealt with in more detail in the methodology’s description, 

specifically in Chapter 4.1.1, explaining the particle structure proposed for DEM-

based belt modelling – hence particularly regarding a smooth surface representation 

as required for common conveyor belts. Anticipating, these specifications regard the 

use of overlapping cuboidal particles to obtain a smoothened belt surface, thus relat-

ing to the approach introduced in Chapter 3.1.2.4.2; the subsequent and as evident 

more complex approach of using flexible (particle) surfaces is additionally presented 

in the form of an introductory/basic overview into this alternative technique, with 

further aspects in that context also addressed in the evaluation/selection of the ap-

proaches to belt modelling that follows in Chapter 3.1.4. 

3.1.2.4.1 Rough surface – origin & resulting effects 

The microscopically rough surface as addressed is evident from the previously shown 

BPM setups, such as clearly distinctive in the fibre model setup in Figure 3-17. In-

stead of representing the fibre with a smooth surface, the model structure resembles 

a chain of spherical particles. These surface characteristics also affect belt-related 

flat BPMs, as previously shown in Figure 3-23 of a BPM forming a flat membrane 

with a rough surface resulting from rectangularly arranged spherical particles. Even 

with a higher resolution, thus with more (and consequently smaller) particles repre-

senting the surface of a BPM, this effect is still apparent (e.g. Figure 3-19; BPM of a 

cantilever beam). 

Specifically considering a smooth surface representation, as usually intended, corre-

sponding surface-related issues are the major consequences from this type of rough 

surface representation, mainly manifesting in unintended contact effects. These ef-

fects typically affect surface-related characteristics, such as friction or rebound be-

haviour (of additional BPM-contacting particles). Therefore, the macroscopical 

roughness must be taken into account when determining characteristics, such as the 

frictional behaviour of particles moving/sliding over such a surface (which affects as 

a superimposition to the already applied contact model, see Chapter 2.1.2.3). 

To conclude those surface-related issues: The larger the contacting particles, com-

pared to the surface-forming particles of the BPM, the more attenuated these surface-

related issues take effect. 
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Side note derived from this statement: Especially when relatively large contacting 

particles are in use – such as regarding rock protection net applications in which the 

impacting boulders are typically large in comparison to the net-forming particles (cf. 

Figure 3-28/Figure 3-29) – such simplified surface modelling/representation (cf. Fig-

ure 3-27) is basically sufficient. Thus, in cases as these, the mentioned issues are of 

a rather subordinate level. For general applications, however, in which the contacting 

particles are not of such large sizes – such as regarding common belt conveyor sys-

tems for bulk materials – those surface aspects need to be adequately considered. 

3.1.2.4.2 Using overlapping & non-spherical particles 

A basic and relatively simple approach to smoothen the surface of a BPM is to use 

overlapping particles, thus more closely arranging particles further resulting in re-

ducing the roughness. Obviously, contacting of overlapping particles must be disa-

bled, as already mentioned within the general BPM descriptions, in Chapter 3.1.2.2.1 

(side note on self-contact). Also, the resulting setup basically refers to multisphere 

particle geometries, as shown in the course of the DEM basics in Chapter 2.1.2.1, but 

as characteristical for BPMs, individual spherical particles are accordingly connected 

with bondings to allow enhanced behaviour. 

With advance reference to the later shown figures in the methodology’s description 

(e.g. Figure 4-2), an example of a flat BPM with overlapping particles is shown in 

Figure 3-30 in advance. The overlaps are set to close the gaps between the particles, 

leading to a smoothened surface, especially compared to the previously shown mem-

brane in Figure 3-23. Nevertheless, a remaining roughness is still apparent. The fig-

ure further includes an exemplary contacting particle, pointing to influences from the 

roughness on characteristics mentioned previously (e.g. friction-related). 

 

                

Figure 3-30: Overlapping particles forming a flat BPM; with an additional contacting particle 

(side/isometric view; left/right) 
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It can be inferred that in order to smoothen the surface increasingly, an increasing 

number of particles and bondings is required. Therefore, smoothing the surface with 

this approach is generally opposed to higher computational efforts due to the higher 

amount of numerical elements to be computed (particles and bondings). 

An enhancement in that regard is using non-spherical particle geometries, which al-

low arranging the particles with larger distances while still forming a smooth (and in 

the case of overlapping particles, an even closed) surface. Exemplarily, fibre model-

ling using overlapping capsule-like particles in a single-line arrangement can be men-

tioned; referencing Langston, et al. (2015) [155] (furthermore connecting those par-

ticles at their spheres to form a flexible fibre model with a smoothened surface). More 

details regarding this approach of using non-spherical particle geometries, specifi-

cally in belt-modelling terms, are additionally covered in work by Fimbinger (2018) 

[82]. 

Especially later shown BP belts modelled according to the methodology presented in 

this thesis, such as shown in the exemplary applications in Chapter 5, can be referred 

to visualise this approach. Representatively, a section of such a model is shown in 

advance in Figure 3-31, illustrating the use of cuboidal-shaped particles in order to 

smoothen the surface of a BPM. 

 

                

Figure 3-31: Cuboidal-shaped particles forming a flat BPM; with an additional contacting 

particle (side/isometric view; left/right) 

Even complex-shaped particles demand a certain increased computational effort, 

compared to simple spherical particles, modelling a smoothened BPM with fewer 

particles and bondings is made possible, affecting the computational efficiency pos-

itively (especially in comparison to using dense overlapping particles). 

As relevant to belt modelling according to the methodology presented in this thesis, 

these outlined techniques (overlapping/non-spherical particles) are in more detail de-

scribed within Chapter 4.1.1, as parts of the particle-related structural belt setup. 
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3.1.2.4.3 Using flexible (particle) surfaces (ref. PFacets) 

In advance: Due to its generally relatively complex nature, especially in contrast to 

the previously introduced method of using overlapping cuboidal particles, which al-

ready indicated a suitable method for belt-related purposes, this approach of using 

flexible particle surfaces is in terms of this presented methodology not further fol-

lowed. (Further details in this regard are also described in the conclusive assessment 

and decisions in Chapter 3.1.4.) Nevertheless, and especially for the purpose of com-

pleteness, this alternative method is also addressed. 

Applying methods that allow a flexible surface to cover a bonding-based particle 

structure principally describes this approach introduced in the following. Further-

more, this approach basically describes a complex surface-smoothening extension to 

be applied on particle structures, specifically by enhancing the structures so far ex-

plained (as made from individually rigid, tough complex-shaped particles) towards 

flexible surface-forming multi-particle structures. 

The approach of adding a covering surface onto a ground structure, which is basically 

comparable to a BPM, is fundamentally attributable to Effeindzourou (using Yade 

[226]), summarising relevant details in this context in the corresponding PhD thesis 

(2016) [71] (comprising several papers; as further referenced in the figures). In this 

course, Effeindzourou established the term PFacet, presenting a deformable triangu-

lar element, which can specifically be applied for the purpose of creating a surface 

as described above. 

Figure 3-32 illustrates the basics of a PFacet; on the left, the resulting closed surface 

covering the model is shown, and on the right, explaining insights into this structure 

are given. The model is basically defined by three nodes as the ground structure, 

correspondingly giving three spheres (in blue) to represent the corners of the model. 

Two triangulated surfaces are formed from these three spheres, one on the upper and 

one on the lower side, as visualised in the figure (right). The spheres further span 

three cylindrical surfaces, forming the rounded edges of the model as smooth cylin-

ders, resulting in the total model as shown. 
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Figure 3-32: PFacet model and contact handling concept with virtual particle [70] 

The contact handling concept, when an additional particle (sphere in red) is contact-

ing this PFacet (in blue), is illustrated with the virtual particle (sphere in green). This 

virtual particle represents the contact partner and is consequently only apparent dur-

ing the contact; effects are distributed accordingly into the nodes, thus into the 

ground structure (which can basically relate to the bonding structure within a BPM). 

(Cf. also Bourrier, et al. (2013) [27].) Side note: By omitting the triangular surfaces, 

the modelling of smooth grid structures, such as for net representation, is made pos-

sible (cf. Thoeni, et al. (2016) [237]). 

By using several concatenated PFacets, it is furthermore possible to assemble larger 

models consisting of more than three nodes. Such a setup of two connected PFacets 

is shown in Figure 3-33 (thus comprising four nodes). Thereby, two nodes corre-

spond to both PFacets, resulting in two shared spheres and one shared cylinder. The 

figure further indicates aspects in terms of multi-contact, which is required to be 

handled appropriately. 

 

Figure 3-33: Two PFacets in convex (left) and concave (right) configuration; also indicating 

multi-contact (each middle particle affecting both PFacets) [69] 

A larger application of this technique is further shown in Figure 3-34, in which the 

pull-out of a flat membrane out of a particle-filled box is shown (left); with the mem-

brane consisting of multiple PFacets as also shown (triangulated surface; right). 
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Figure 3-34: Membrane pull-out of a particle-filled box (a-d); PFacet structure of the membrane 

(right) [69] 

A similar technique with using such flexible surfaces on a particle-based model, spe-

cifically in belt-related terms, is further presented in a recently performed case study 

from 2020 by Rocky [215], shown in Figure 3-35. This exemplary application shows 

a principal approach to simulate the dynamically interacting belt system of a round 

hay baler with the flexible elements available in Rocky [76] (since version 4.1 

(2018), cf. [211]; further details in the Rocky blog [213]). The operating principle of 

this mechanical system was introductory explained in Chapter 2.2.5.5. 

 

Figure 3-35: Round hay baler system modelled using flexible elements, adapted from [215] 

Such a belt system of a round hay baler is also modelled/simulated using the meth-

odology as presented in this thesis, shown in Chapter 5.6, and initially published by 

Fimbinger (2020) [90]. 
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3.1.3 Excursus: On block diagram belt modelling 

Besides these techniques, which are based on the modelling of belts as objects in a 

three-dimensional manner (as typical for DEM simulations), it is also possible to 

perform dynamic belt simulations by using (graphical) block diagramming software. 

Thereby, a belt conveyor is modelled as a dynamic system consisting of multiple 

connected blocks, which each represent physical subsystems, such as specific belt 

sections, driving units, belt tensioning units, etc. Each of these blocks is furthermore 

defined with individual details, such as to represent a specific inclination at a partic-

ular belt section, or to define resistance-related parameters, etc. 

A specific software that offers such a module to model/simulate/analyse the behav-

iour of dynamical belt conveyor systems is, for example, SimulationX by ESI [74]. 

An example of a belt conveyor, set up by using visual modelling in the form of a 

block diagram in the graphical programming interface of SimulationX, is shown in 

Figure 3-36, in which also various block libraries (on the left) and some analysation 

possibilities (on the bottom) are indicated. 

 

Figure 3-36: A belt conveyor block diagram model (centre), consisting of block elements (e.g. 

indicating an inclined conveyor section, a driving unit, etc.) [75] 

Since the modelling of belts as three-dimensional (dynamically deformable) objects 

is not intended when using such block diagram simulations, this technique is only 

mentioned for completeness. It is thus not further covered within the course of this 

thesis. 
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3.1.4 Conclusive assessment and decisions for belt 

modelling 

In conclusion to the previously assessed approaches: DEM-based belt modelling is 

further set as the general approach to be pursued in the context of this thesis. 

In the following, several aspects in this regard are discussed, which were in their 

principles already addressed in prior publications by Fimbinger (as listed in Chapter 

1.5). Generally, the assessment is also made with reference to the objectives stated 

in Chapter 1.2. 

Aspects regarding the decision towards DEM-based belt modelling 

As described in Chapter 3.1.1, FEM-based approaches are principally conceivable 

for belt modelling purposes, and as shown, have in some specific forms also been 

established for the simulation of certain cases/studies regarding conveyor belts, such 

as for depicting conveyor belt sections to analyse specific belt-related effects. Suc-

cessful work in this field has already been demonstrated, especially with bidirectional 

coupling approaches, such as in detail by using a manually implemented coupling 

interface to connect two individual numerical environments (solvers), resulting in a 

FEM-DEM coupled simulation (see Chapter 3.1.1.2). Furthermore, in their mechan-

ics principally similar to FEM-DEM coupling, FEM/DEM multi-physics approaches, 

as basically FEM-DEM combined within one user environment (cf. Chapter 3.1.1.3), 

are theoretically possible but would require specific solutions, particularly regarding 

the intended belt simulation purposes, which are generally limited in the extent re-

quired and desired. In this context with regard to limitations and availability, FEM-

DEM coupling may be favourable, as it principally allows the combination of two 

specific (thus individually suitable) solutions, each for DEM and FEM separately. 

In terms of required efforts and usability, this type of FEM-DEM coupled belt simu-

lation can be considered as relatively complex and costly to be applied in general, as 

asides from the DEM software as a basis, additional FEM software and also an addi-

tional coupling interface are required – further also with compatibility as a crucial 

prerequisite. Furthermore, the interface may also require a customised solution, 

which typically requires additional efforts, such as in programming/implementation, 
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to successfully enable coupling as desired. Furthermore, the use of such a data pro-

cessing coupling interface leads to a potential performance bottleneck because of the 

ongoing data transfer and data conversion between the two separate environments. 

Regarding engineering-related usability, relatively skilled users (appropriately 

trained regarding the specific techniques for setting up this kind of simulation setup, 

as further regarding using particular DEM, FEM and coupling interfaces in combi-

nation) are a fundamental prerequisite for successfully applying this approach in 

practice. Another aspect, which also relates to usability, is that a combined visuali-

sation (such as for combined analyses) of FEM belts together with DEM bulk mate-

rial particles is typically not possible with this approach per se. Further additional 

features are needed to enable such capabilities. 

From these points of view, this approach reveals a rather complex nature, further 

appearing relatively demanding for general use in common engineering practice. 

Nevertheless, particular bidirectional FEM-DEM coupling approaches (as estab-

lished for certain conveyor belt simulations, thus representatively for FEM-based belt 

modelling) generally enabled dynamic conveyor belt simulation and have in the past 

also been proven to be useful for specific purposes, such as regarding cases in which 

the above-associated aspects are not that decisive. 

As a promising alternative to this FEM-based approach, DEM-based belt modelling 

further reveals general potentials in dynamic belt modelling terms – especially with 

regard to the aspects mentioned above. As explained in Chapter 3.1.2, DEM-based 

approaches are principally suitable for belt modelling, whereby the main modelling 

scheme is to form a belt consisting of multiple particles connected to a bonded-par-

ticle model (BPM), which is due to this setup capable of representing complex/dy-

namic belt behaviour. Although not explicitly applied for (conveyor) belt applica-

tions so far, various belt-related applications (e.g. membranes, nets) already indicated 

promising prospects for using these DEM-based techniques for such purposes. 

Several advantages are further associated with this approach, such as particularly 

regarding the aspects mentioned above: 

Since only DEM features are used (to model belts besides bulk materials), it becomes 

possible to set up, perform, and also analyse such a simulation completely within the 
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DEM environment only; thus, without extra efforts in terms of additional soft-

ware/coupling and related issues. Also, in that regard of extra efforts, the contact 

handling mechanisms between the belt and bulk material are relatively simple to be 

considered: common DEM contact handling is applicable due to the fact that a DEM-

based belt is represented as a particle structure. 

Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 3.1.2.3, related simulations with relevance to this 

topic, such as BPMs applied for fibres, membranes, and also net-like structures, 

showed promising aspects. Several applications, such as especially the shown net 

structures for rockfall protections, highlighted this approach as potentially advanta-

geous for belt simulation purposes, such as in terms of large-scale application and 

further deformation capabilities. 

Moreover, advantages of this bonded-particle belt modelling technique in terms of 

computational efficiency aspects were already notable in the early development 

stages of the methodology presented in this thesis. Correspondingly performed sim-

ulations, also with relatively large belt models as BPMs, already revealed beneficial 

aspects in terms of computational efforts required (cf. as referenced in Chapter 1.5); 

thus basically indicating this DEM-based approach as beneficial in this regard. 

The chosen approach of DEM-based belt modelling 

To summarise, this DEM-based approach offers the opportunity to use features es-

tablished in the DEM to set up and conduct simulations of belt conveyor systems 

with consideration of dynamic belt behaviour (in general also concerning relatively 

large applications). It reveals promising aspects to be suitable for engineering-related 

purposes, such as design studies of complex and even relatively large belt conveyor 

systems or also for various belt-related analyses (cf. Chapter 2.2.5 for such applica-

tions/analysis purposes). 

As highlighted, this approach is thus worth to be pursued, and therefore set to form 

an essential basis of the presented methodology. 

To illustrate the basic setup of such a DEM-based belt model as proposed, a concep-

tual illustration of a short endless belt, modelled correspondingly as a BPM, is shown 

in Figure 3-37. The spheres and the lines between indicate the belt particles and their 
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connecting bondings. Generally, this principle belt-representing setup as outlined 

also refers to modelling approaches shown in Chapter 3.1.2.3. 

 

Figure 3-37: Schematic of a simple endless belt model as a BPM (BP belt) 

Further specifications defining this DEM-based / BP belt modelling technique in de-

tail are presented subsequently in Chapter 4.1, thus forming a fundamental part of 

the presented methodology. In general, those specifications relate to, on the one hand: 

the particles forming the belt, and on the other hand: the bondings connecting those 

particles to a BPM. 

Sub-approach regarding surface-related issues (surface representation) 

A general sub-approach, which is relevant to this type of DEM-based belt modelling 

regards the representation of BPM’s surfaces, as described in Chapter 3.1.2.4. A con-

cise consideration in this context is given in the following; anticipating that the de-

veloped methodology presents the representation of belts by means of complex-

shaped (cuboidal) particles with a certain overlap to smoothen the belt model’s sur-

face, which is further also correspondingly explained in Chapter 4.1.1. 

Initially, spherical particles were used for belt modelling, thus resulting in relatively 

rough belt-representing surfaces; even when closer-packed, overlapping particle ar-

rangements were applied (see basically Chapter 3.1.2.4.1, and also initial publica-

tions by Fimbinger as referenced in Chapter 1.5). 

As an improvement, complex-shaped particles were then used instead to represent 

the belt, as shown in works that followed, resulting in a smoothened belt surface 

(according to principles described in Chapter 4.1.1). 
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As presented, specifically the use of relatively flat cuboidal particles with rounded 

edges (see Chapter 4.1.1.3) revealed positive effects, not only regarding directly sur-

face-related effects (as by smoothening the surface), but also in terms of efforts, as 

the number of elements to be computed significantly decreased (fewer particles and 

fewer bondings; even though the particles are complex-shaped). 

Regarding a different approach, the implementation of techniques to dynamically 

reconstruct a DEM-based models’ surface, such as corresponding to PFacets (Chap-

ter 3.1.2.4.3), would principally allow even further smoothing of a belt’s surface. 

However, the additional effort typically to be expected with this approach contrasts 

with the surface-related improvements to be expected (which are rather to be classi-

fied as minor, since previous results with cuboidal-shaped particles already showed 

effectively smoothened surface effects). Furthermore, in that regard, a belt model is 

required to be triangulated when using, for example, such a PFacet technique (as 

shown in Figure 3-34 on the right), which, in contrast to using rectangularly arranged 

cuboidal particles, not only increases the number of elements but further affects the 

base structure, which is intended to be rectangular to provide advantages in terms of 

parameter definition as well as analysation (as closer described in Chapter 4.1.1.1). 

Due to its purposeful characteristics, the sub-approach of using complex-shaped par-

ticles with additional overlapping is pursued in terms of surface-smoothening; thus, 

applied in the context of this thesis and therefore further described/specified in Chap-

ter 4.1. 

3.2 Approaches for initialising and assembling 

belt models for use in specific systems 

Some of the contents of this chapter are generally based on Fimbinger (2019) [88], reproduced in 

respective form and furthermore adapted/supplemented with enhancing content; with the kind 

permission of NAFEMS. (Additionally, see also prior publications as listed in Chapter 1.5). 
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Besides the general belt modelling technique as discussed in the previous chapter, a 

practical and purposeful approach is fundamentally required to get a specific digital 

belt model, such as accordingly modelled in the form of a BP belt, in its correct 

assembled position – thus to be placed as intended within a given (belt conveyor) 

system setup. 

When placed in such a common assembled position, different belt conditions occur 

along the belt, typically resulting from local belt loads and expressing as local belt 

deformations, and further corresponding as local belt stresses. These local conditions 

must be strictly considered to perform a correct belt simulation – independent from 

the actual belt modelling approach, thus, principally regarding FEM- and DEM-

based modelling. However, since DEM-based (BP belt) modelling was set as the 

basis regarding this thesis, the following aspects for belt initialisation are furthermore 

also discussed in terms of assembling such BP belts. 

There are two major approaches to digitally assemble a belt model into a specific 

system, considering these mentioned conditions: 

On the one hand: using commonly simple-shaped belt initialisation of a belt at rest 

(initialisation in minimum-energy state), whereby a subsequent assembling process 

is then required to form the belt from this simple undeformed state (thus without 

complex conditions apparent) into its final assembled state. 

And on the other hand: using more-complex belt initialisation of a belt in a state close 

to the final assembled state (initialisation in almost-final state), which is principally 

based on using CAD belt models, as commonly available. Additional (typically ra-

ther complex) assembling processes are omitted, but enhanced initialisation tech-

niques are fundamentally required, basically to consider the previously outlined belt 

conditions when an already deformed belt is to be initialised. 

Both approaches are explained in the following, and a conclusive assessment is sub-

sequently made, where one of these approaches is proposed to be pursued further. 

This specific approach (anticipating: almost-final state initialisation) is then devel-

oped to be used as a central part of the methodology presented in this thesis, thus in 

more detail covered in the respective section regarding belt initialisation within the 

methodology’s description (Chapter 4.2). 
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3.2.1 Belt initialisation in state-of-rest 

Initialising a belt at rest corresponds to generating a specific belt model in a state of 

equilibrium (thus in minimum energy), which is typically trivial and therefore com-

monly known: For a finite belt, this minimum-energy state would be a completely 

flat and undistorted surface without any elongations or stresses (zero-energy state), 

and an endless belt would form a perfectly circular cylindrical ring. A closer look at 

this circular ring state of an endless belt would further show that every bonding is 

actually preloaded with the same bending stress, originating from the intention that 

the belt would get into the zero-energy state if cut open by further unbending into a 

flat form (which is prevented due to the endless joint of the belt). 

The initialisation of a belt in such a described state-of-rest is relatively simple to 

perform. In either of the two described ways (flats/rings), a belt can be initialised 

with the exact same state-of-rest conditions (zero energy or minimal bending state) 

all over the belt model in a very simple geometric form – as a flat or as a cylindrical 

surface. The challenging problem of this method, however, is the assembling of such 

a flat or cylindrical belt model into a given (conveyor) system after its initialisation. 

At the end of an initialisation-following assembling process, the belt is formed into 

its final assembled position and is commonly held by idlers, drums, or also due to 

gravity. 

This additionally required simulation, prior to the actual simulation of interest – thus 

termed as pre-simulation, is basically required when using this approach of initialis-

ing a belt in state-of-rest. Depending on the actual system to be simulated, the pre-

simulation effort required when using this approach can span from relatively low 

(such as addressed in illustrating examples in the subsequent Chapter 3.2.1.2) to dis-

proportionately high (e.g. when looking at complex conveyor systems, such as de-

scribed in Chapter 2.2.5; e.g. sandwich/pipe conveyors, to be set up in total). 

These aspects of required pre-simulation efforts are also assessed later as critical cri-

teria regarding the usage of this approach, specifically on relatively complex appli-

cations; especially as the alternative approach of initialisation in almost-final state 

promises advantages in that regard (see assessment in Chapter 3.2.3). 
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3.2.1.1 The two ways of assembling state-of-rest initialised belts 

To perform an assembling process, thus, to form a belt from its initialised state at rest 

(flat-/circular-shaped) into a commonly more-complex assembled state, the belt can 

either be pulled (flat belts) or stretched (circular belts) to be formed into an assembled 

state within a conveyor system. 

(Note: The belt conveyor system to illustrate the assembling processes in the follow-

ing relates to the system as initially presented in Figure 2-18, regarding conventional 

belt modelling with using a rigid belt model; it is furthermore also the base system 

relating to Figure 3-41, and also for the exemplary application of the conventional 

belt conveyor system covered in Chapter 5.2, with using belt initialisation in almost-

final state.) 

3.2.1.1.1 Pulling a flat belt 

Pulling can be performed with finite (rectangular flat) belts by dragging one end of 

the belt along the conveying line – through the stationary conveyor – and finally 

connecting this end to the other end of the belt to gain an endless belt model. This 

process is schematically shown in Figure 3-38 at the top; with the final assembled 

BP belt shown at the bottom. 

 

Figure 3-38: Pulling method: assembling a belt initialised in flat shape by pulling through the 

conveyor system 

The endless connection to be made is illustrated at the bottom left, representing the 

completion of the BP belt model by bonding-creation between the two opposite belt 

ends. 
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(Note: This process is principally comparable to the installation of physical conveyor 

belts into typical (rather large) conveyor systems.) 

3.2.1.1.2 Stretching a circular belt 

Stretching can be performed with endless (circular) belts by initialising such a type 

of undeformed belt model among a disassembled conveyor system – and further 

moving the components of this disassembled system (idlers and pulleys) so that the 

belt gets deformed and finally placed inside the completely assembled conveyor. Fig-

ure 3 shows this stretching method to assemble a simple endless belt model into its 

final assembled position (top to bottom; concerning the same setup as shown previ-

ously for pulling a flat belt in Figure 3-39). 

 

Figure 3-39: Stretching method: assembling a belt initialised in cylindrical shape by moving 

several system components (idlers/pulleys) to assemble the system 
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(Note: This process is principally comparable to the installation of physical belts into 

certain rather small belt systems when endless belts are installed, e.g. referring to the 

installation of belts into common flat belt drives; or principally also regarding the 

belt system of the round hay baler, Chapter 2.2.5.5.) 

3.2.1.2 Illustrating usage in belt simulation applications 

In the belt-related applications as shown in the context of approaches for deformable 

belt modelling (FEM-/DEM-based; Chapter 3.1), the applied belt models were typi-

cally initialised in such a state-of-rest as described, as commonly in a flat finite form. 

This is basically due to the fact that in those applications/analyses, the belts were 

able to be assembled with feasible pre-simulation efforts, as the levels of complexity 

in terms of systems and consequently in terms of belt assembling were typically 

within reasonable limits to allow this kind of initialisation. 

Several of the referenced belt simulations in relevant sections within Chapter 3.1 

(belt modelling approaches) relate principally to this initialisation approach. For il-

lustration purposes, Figure 3-40 by Shen, et al. (2018) [224] (actually corresponding 

to a FEM-based approach), representatively shows a belt section of a common belt 

conveyor indicating the undeformed flat belt model (on top), which is further shown 

as placed on two idler stations (bottom; specifically highlighting belt deflection). 

 

Figure 3-40: Conveyor belt model on idlers, also with undeformed state [224] 
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3.2.2 Belt initialisation in almost-final state 

Initialising a belt in a form close to its final (fully) assembled state generally de-

scribes this approach of belt initialisation in almost-final state. 

In the digital design of belt conveyor systems, the belts are usually modelled as dig-

ital CAD models with an idealised geometry; estimated to represent the digital belt 

model in a close-to assembled form. Such a CAD belt model principally offers the 

potential to be used as a basis for the initialisation of a BP belt model and further to 

allow an according belt simulation. This basic CAD-to-DEM principle, as a form of 

belt conversion, describes the general method which is fundamentally required to 

apply this approach. 

The principles of this CAD-to-DEM, representatively for initialisation in almost-fi-

nal state, are shown in Figure 3-41, where a CAD belt model within a simple belt 

conveyor system (left) is used as the basis to be transferred (converted) into a BP belt 

to be used in a DEM simulation (right; again concerning the same application as 

already shown/addressed exemplarily in Chapter 3.2.1.1). 

   

Figure 3-41: CAD model of a simple belt conveyor (left) and corresponding DEM simulation 

setup (right); illustrating CAD-to-DEM with belt conversion 

Benefits and challenges 

Basically, initialising a belt in an almost-final state eliminates the pre-simulation ef-

forts to assemble a belt into the conveyor by an additional (prior) assembling process, 

as described previously in terms of state-of-rest initialised belts (Chapter 3.2.1). Ad-

ditional efforts in assembling the belt, such as pulling the belt along the conveyor 

line or stretching the belt by moving components, is entirely obsolete. 
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When initialised in an almost-final state, only a relatively small final forming is re-

quired, where the belt, as initially present in this almost-final state, is formed into the 

final (fully-assembled) state. This final forming process depends on how accurately 

the CAD belt model is designed in relation to the final state. Final forming effects 

are expected at the beginning of a simulation due to the deviations between an ideal-

ised CAD belt (thus resulting in the initialised belt model) and the final assembled 

belt state, which is resulting at the end of this forming; these forming effects are 

expected as transient oscillations, furthermore representing a marginal pre-simula-

tion as prior to the final belt state ready for actual simulation purposes. Deviations 

between the idealised CAD model and the final belt state are typically present, such 

as in troughed areas, in transitions between flat and troughed sections, or due to belt 

sag, etc. 

In order to ensure a correct simulation with belt behaviour as intended, the occurring 

local belt conditions of a belt initialised in almost-final state must be defined 

properly. Applying these conditions is relatively challenging (especially in contrast 

to the simple condition definition as for state-of-rest initialised belts; cf. Chapter 

3.2.1), as the belt must be initialised with different conditions at every point of the 

belt, depending on the local deformation state. For the computation of such a belt 

model, a complex analysis of the deformed belt geometry must be performed, local 

belt conditions must be considered, and the relevant results must be adapted and ap-

plied to the belt model at initialisation – so that the resulting belt model gets initial-

ised with correct belt conditions as to be appearing in this almost-final state. 

Anticipatory note: To enable this described CAD-to-DEM conversion process, a 

computer algorithm has been developed by Fimbinger to compute and set the belt 

conditions based on a given geometry from a CAD model to result in a corresponding 

DEM belt model as a BP belt; developments in that context are respectively de-

scribed/presented in Chapter 4.2. 

To concludingly give general insights into the subject of belt condition consideration 

at initialisation, a closer look at the BP belt from the relatively simple example shown 

in Figure 3-41 (on the right8) is given in Figure 3-42. In this figure, the following 

characteristics can be seen: on the left: the particle structure of the belt (BP belt with 

 

8 detailed view of the BP belt at the idler station in the carry strand on the right (next to the pulley) 
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simple spherical particles); and on the right: the bonding network connecting those 

particles, showing a rectangular bonding network (with bondings in longitudinal and 

in transverse belt direction). 

             

Figure 3-42: Detailed view on a converted (BP) belt, thus initialised in almost-final state; 

showing its particle structure (left) and inner bonding network (right) 

Additionally, a promising sub-approach regards the consideration of belt velocity by 

adding proper velocity information to each belt particle along the belt model. This 

not only allows a belt to be initialised in almost-final, but further also in operating 

state (with an already running belt). (More details regarding this approach, as imple-

mented into developed conversion algorithm, are further covered in Chapter 4.2, and 

more specifically in Chapter 4.2.4.3). 

3.2.3 Conclusive assessment and decisions for belt 

initialisation 

In conclusion to the previously assessed approaches: belt initialisation in almost-final 

state using CAD-to-DEM conversion is further set as the general approach to be pur-

sued in the context of this thesis. 

Generally, the minimisation of simulation effort is a necessity in every area of nu-

merical simulation. More powerful hardware or changes in software algorithms are 

used to increase the performance of simulations, but in many cases, the simulation 

efforts can be effectively reduced by omitting superfluous computations, such as 

principally avoidable pre-simulations. This aspect especially highlights the conclu-

sive decision to pursue the approach of almost-final state initialisation. 
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In the following, a concise discussion regarding belt initialisation approaches is fur-

ther given, which were in their principles already addressed in prior publications by 

Fimbinger (as listed in Chapter 1.5). Generally, the assessment is also made with 

reference to the objectives stated in Chapter 1.2. 

State-of-rest initialisation 

In short, this initialisation approach principally allows simple application but re-

quires additional assembling efforts to form the initialised belt into its assembled 

state. This additional assembling effort is essentially a negative aspect in more com-

plex applications, as the larger and the more complex a belt system gets, the more 

inefficient the method of initialising a belt in state-of-rest results. 

For relatively small and simple belt applications, where the geometrical deviations 

between the initialised and the assembled form are likewise small and rather simple, 

this approach is principally feasible as assembling is then typically kept within rea-

sonable limits. But for long/complex belt (conveyor) systems, complex movements 

of either the belt (pulling) or of the components (stretching) over correspondingly 

long and complex distances are required, which typically results in a disproportionate 

high pre-simulation effort. This required pre-simulation effort for assembling pro-

cesses as in context with belt initialisation in state-of-rest must be taken into account, 

since, especially for large/complex applications as outlined in Chapter 2.2.5, it is 

quite possible that pre-simulation efforts exceed reasonable limits (e.g. as exceeding 

the effort for the actual simulation of interest, which is following to the pre-simula-

tion). 

The following approach of belt initialisation in almost-final state is expedient in that 

terms, as reducing required pre-simulation efforts drastically, near to a minimum. 

Almost-final state initialisation 

Summarised, this approach is based on converting a CAD belt model into a DEM 

based model, thus allowing initialisation of the belt in a form that is already close to 

the final assembled state (CAD typically provides idealised forms, as without belt 

sag etc.) And as already outlined, this CAD-to-FEM approach thus is highly effective 

in terms of reducing pre-simulation efforts but requires the belt to be initialised in 
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this form accordingly. To allow this conversion properly and furthermore user-

friendly, an algorithm was developed and implemented into an easy-to use software 

tool (BeltConverter by Fimbinger [94]; further details see also Chapter 4.2, and spe-

cifically Chapter 4.2.5). 

Another positive aspect of this CAD-to-DEM conversion approach, in terms of usa-

bility, is that it allows a digital CAD model of a belt to be converted nearly directly 

(almost like drag-and-drop) into a dynamic BP belt model – ready to be initialised 

into a DEM simulation system setup, typically comprising further components 

(idlers/drums) – with consideration of local belt conditions as required. 

From a broader perspective, this specific approach of almost-final state initialisation, 

with computation of conditions by analytically analysing the present state (instead of 

calculating these conditions in demanding pre-simulations) is generally also suitable 

for other problem areas, where costly pre-simulations are commonly performed. 

As an exceptionally effective and high-performant method for initialising digital 

models, the approach of initialisation in almost-final state is thus a fundamental base 

of the methodology developed. Further details on this method are correspondingly 

given in Chapter 4.2. 
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The Methodology 

The core of the methodology for the simulation of dynamically deformable belts in 

DEM bulk material simulation is formed by two major parts: the structural belt setup 

and the belt initialisation. General principles/approaches regarding these two topics 

were discussed in the previous Chapter 3, including the underlying approaches. 

The first method defines a general modelling technique of belt-like structures as 

bonded-particle models (BPM), thus forming a bonded-particle belt (BP belt) to al-

low dynamic belt modelling based on the DEM. (Chapter 4.1.) 

As the second method, the technique to get such BP belts with specific geometries 

into certain given systems, based on belt initialisation in almost-final state, is defined. 

(Chapter 4.2.) Subsequently to that, visualisations and verification principles regard-

ing BP belt initialisation according to these two methods are given. (Chapter 4.3.) 

Besides these two major core methods, further extensions are also related to this de-

veloped methodology in total; in particular, the extending method for modelling nu-

merically smooth-surfaced cylinders, which is specifically relevant to belt conveyor 

applications as regarding the modelling of idlers/pulleys (thus, used in the exemplary 

applications in Chapter 5), is therefore correspondingly covered (in Chapter 4.4). 

The developments presented/elaborated in the following are explicitly introduced us-

ing the DEM software ThreeParticle/CAE [17], on the basis of which the associated 

illustrative figures of DEM simulation setups and further related content are created 

accordingly. Details and motives underlining the use of this software were already 
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indicated in previous sections (such as particularly in terms of DEM simulation ba-

sics described in Chapter 2.1.2) and furthermore reveal within following chapters, 

especially by highlighting features that were exclusively implemented in 

ThreeParticle/CAE as a result of the methodology presented in this thesis (e.g. refer-

ring to the adapted bonding model specifically relevant for BP belt modelling, in 

detail introduced in Chapter 4.1.2.2, or the keyword file (INP) format supporting 

quaternion data, described in Chapter 4.2.3.2). 

4.1 Structural belt setup 

Some of the contents of this chapter are generally based on Fimbinger (2019) [88], reproduced in 

respective form and furthermore adapted/supplemented with enhancing content; with the kind 

permission of NAFEMS. (Additionally, see also prior publications as listed in Chapter 1.5). 

The developed methodology defines a specific setup for the structure of belt models 

as BP belts. This specific setup relates to details regarding the particles and their 

connection via bondings to represent a belt-like structure. In this context of belt mod-

elling, the term “particle” generally refers to “belt particle”, which are the particles 

that are arranged and connected to form such a BP belt as a corresponding BPM. 

(Bondings, as explained in the DEM basics, Chapter 2.1.2.6.1, describe virtual beam 

elements connecting each two particles together in a defined way.) 

Note: With respect to the focus of this thesis, the modelling techniques given in the 

following are developed to allow a virtual belt model to represents belt-typical be-

haviour in general. If a specifically given physical type of conveyor belt is required 

to be represented, the corresponding parameters of the virtual belt model need to be 

appropriately tuned. For such specific purposes, adjustments of these parameters are 

typically required, as by determination using appropriate tests. In that regard, some 

common simple tests include, for example, tensile tests or bending tests, may further 

be complemented by extending scenarios, such as tests on running endless belts, etc. 

In the following, the details regarding the structural belt setup of BP belt models are 

grouped as regarding particles, on the one hand, and bondings, on the other hand; 
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generally referring to the principal setup of BP belts as consisting of those two major 

elements (particles/bondings). 

4.1.1 Particle-related 

The particles forming a belt are specifically relevant in terms of surface and mass 

characteristics; further to represent a belt in total. Especially regarding the surface, 

contacts with further (non-belt) particles, as commonly forming bulk materials, are 

correspondingly handled over those belt particles. 

4.1.1.1 Single-layered structure of rectangularly arranged 

particles 

For the modelling of a belt (in terms of overall behaviour within a system; thus not 

requiring detailed insights into the belt’s inner composition), the use of only one sin-

gle layer of particles is advantageous. The required simulation effort is related dis-

proportionally to the number of particles and the number of bondings, which is why 

a single layer is advisable for computational efficiency reasons. Due to modelling 

and analysing aspects, such a simple belt structure with only one single layer is rec-

ommended. 

For a simple systematic arrangement of particles in a single layer, two principal ways 

are conceivable: arrangement in a rectangular or in a triangular pattern. These two 

different types of particle arrangement are shown in Figure 4-1, where also every two 

adjacent particles are already indicated as bonded, thus illustrating a small section of 

a BP belt with the respective (single-layered) particle pattern (which were generally 

addressed/referenced in Chapter 3.1.2.3.1 regarding the approaches for belt-related 

bonded-particle modelling.) 

                 

Figure 4-1: Principal forms of particle arrangement: rectangular (left) and triangular (right); 

shown in a representative flat belt section 
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Although a triangular pattern represents a close-packed form, this arrangement is 

evaluated as not beneficial for belt simulations, as a rectangular arrangement reveals 

significant advantages in terms of the definition of belt parameters and further also 

in terms of the evaluation of simulation results. This is basically due to the fact that 

a rectangular arrangement allows definition/analysis in this rectangular form, thus 

enabling the representation of longitudinal and transverse belt directions. 

Furthermore, under the condition of modelling with the same particle-particle-dis-

tances, a higher computational effort is also required with triangular patterns, because 

in comparison, this arrangement requires more bondings and also more particles per 

area (general effect of triangular close-packed patterns; cf. Figure 4-1). 

4.1.1.2 Contactless particle overlapping and self-contact abilities 

A technique as an adaption to the belt’s internal contact-handling model is used to 

allow the particles within the belt to penetrate each other without any effects of con-

tact. The particles that overlap in this way neither repel nor rub against each other. 

Generally, using this particle overlapping results in positive effects due to disabled 

belt particle contacting. This refers, on the one hand, to computational aspects, as no 

inner-belt contacts need to be computed, and on the other hand, to beneficial aspects 

in terms of model behaviour in general, as interactions between overlapping belt par-

ticles only depend from the bondings; thus, distorting contact effects from belt parti-

cle contacts with each other are omitted (and only the bondings are responsible for 

the interactional behaviour of the particles within a BP belt as intended). 

With this method of overlapping particles, the particles within a belt model are prin-

cipally able to be arranged more densely, as already discussed in principle regarding 

the surface-related issues of BPMs in Chapter 3.1.2.4.2. Figure 4-2 visualises the 

difference between an arrangement with spacing between particles (left) and a dense 

arrangement with overlapping particles (right). 
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Figure 4-2: Particles with spacing (left) and overlapping particles (right) 

As a consequence (and as already addressed), a dense arrangement of belt particles 

is smoothening the modelled surface, such as to improve surface-related issues, but 

also results in a larger number of required particles per area – in particular with spher-

ical particles, such as shown. Therefore, the use of complex-shaped particles to ad-

dress this issue is described subsequently in Chapter 4.1.1.3. 

The following described method of using contact groups to disable inner-belt contact 

generally allows this contactless overlapping to be applied to a belt model. In addi-

tion to that (as basically derived from this contact group approach), a convenient way 

to disable contacts within a bonded-particle model was also implemented to be avail-

able in the software platform of ThreeParticle/CAE (as an additional option to turn 

on/off self-contact in a BPM, for which particles within a BPM are further assigned 

a bonding ID, which is basically similar to contact group definition as described in 

the following.) 

Contact groups definition & enabling self-contact for certain applications 

As resulting from globally defined belt particle overlapping, all contacts of particles 

that belong to a belt are deactivated, which corresponds to a completely deactivated 

belt contact condition. But in certain cases, specific/partial belt contact is required to 

be activated, for example, between two separate belts that get in contact with each 

other, such as in sandwich conveyors (see Chapter 2.2.5.1), or further, when a belt is 

required to contact itself, such as at the belt edges of a pipe conveyor (see Chapter 

2.2.5.2). 

To implement such enhanced contact-related properties, a basic approach of using 

contact groups is applied. Accordingly, particles within BP belts are assigned to con-

tact groups in order to specifically activate or deactivate contact conditions. 
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As a simple illustration of this approach, the two belts of a sandwich conveyor can 

be defined each with a different contact group. By generally deactivating the contacts 

within each group (thus within each belt), and further activating contact between the 

two groups (thus between the belts), inner-belt contacts are not considered whilst 

both belts are able to allow respectively defined contact when brought together. 

A more complex case concerns self-contact within a belt model, as when two sur-

faces of the belt of a pipe conveyor are brought together; because when contact within 

an entire belt is deactivated, the belt model would accordingly interpenetrate itself 

instead of reacting with contact. For ordinary circumstances and most types of belt 

conveyor systems, a belt usually does not get in contact with itself, and therefore, the 

entire deactivation of contact within a belt is practicable for general applications. 

However, in special applications or under certain conditions, this type of belt self-

contact can’t be ignored and is thus to be considered in belt simulations accordingly. 

As already addressed, this exemplarily concerns pipe conveyors, as shown in Fig-

ure 4-3, where the two edges of the belt are in contact to form the tubular shape 

(green/blue), thus resulting in belt self-contact as to be considered. 

 

Figure 4-3: BP belt for a pipe conveyor system with three different contact groups defined 

(indicated in colour) to allow self-contact at the belt edges (green with blue; cross-sectional 

view) 

On this pipe conveyor, the use of an enhancement to the previously described tech-

nique by using contact group definitions within the belt is further explained. There-

fore, the belt is basically seen in a fibred structure (such as generally used/described 

in terms of applying anisotropic belt behaviour in Chapter 4.1.2.3). In this context, 

fibres refer to the parallel arranged single lines of particles in longitudinal belt direc-

tion, thus principally sectioning the belt. By fibre-based contact group assignment, 

and furthermore, defining pairs of contact groups to act with/without contact, self-
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contact between certain belt areas is made possible. (Areas in that context correspond 

to groups of (typically several adjacent) fibres within the same contact group.). This 

principle is illustrated in Figure 4-3 in the cross-sectional view of the tube-formed 

BP belt, in which every particle refers to a parallel arranged fibre, further used for 

assigning into three different contact groups as indicated in colour. To allow self-

contact as required, the contact groups at the two belt edges (green and blue), are 

required to act with contact; thus contact is activated between those two contact 

groups. All the other contact group pairings are defined with disabled contact, in-

cluding definitions within each group (green-green, blue-blue, orange-oreange), as 

well as between adjacent groups (green-orange, orange-blue). The additional contact 

group (orange) between the two belt edges is defined to separate the two outer contact 

groups that are defined with contact activated. (If only two contact groups would be 

defined with contact activated, contact would consequently result within the belt 

model, at adjacent particles belonging to the different contact groups.) 

A theoretically possible approach that would allow a general form of global self con-

tact within a belt, further with including the advantages of overlapping between ad-

jacent particles would be to deactivate only those contacts between neighbouring 

particles, whilst activating contact between every other particles. This means, that 

for every single particle the contact to its directly surrounding eight particles is de-

activated, but contact to every other particle is activated, which is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-4, with a representative particle in the middle, which is deactivated regarding 

contact to its directly surrounding particles (ring around this centre particle). 

 

Figure 4-4: The eight surrounding particles around a particle of focus (red) 

(A further enhancement would, for example, be to also include the next surrounding 

particles further contacting to these first surrounding particles, to also be set as deac-

tivated regarding contact with the centre particle; etc.) 

Applications for such general self-contact relating to conveyor belt applications, as 

the basic field of interest for this methodology, are rather uncommon and thus not 
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followed in more detail. For an implementation of this general self-contact approach 

a specific definition, for example, based on the particle ID, would be required. If the 

particle IDs within a BP belt follow a systematic pattern (such as according to the 

developed CAD-to-DEM algorithm for belt initialisation as presented in Chapter 

4.2), this pattern could principially be used for such purposes. 

Concluding this matter regarding contact activation/deactivation as described, and 

further referring back to the computational benefits which are related to omitting 

contacts within belts, aspects in this computational respect need to be taken into ac-

count: The more contacts (and more specifically their detections, which fundamen-

tally influence the computational effort; cf. Chapter 2.1.3.2) can be omitted, the lower 

the computational effort. Therefore, deactivated contacts are generally to be aimed 

for; and if required, as due to certain circumstances (such as regarding the addressed 

specific applications), contacts should be defined at an effective level, i.e. with as 

few particles activated for contact as possible. 

4.1.1.3 Cuboidal particle geometry 

To be applied for BP belt modelling, several different particle geometries were eval-

uated (cf. Fimbinger (2018) [82]), whereby cuboidal particles with rounded edges 

proved to be convenient to be applied and also advantageous in several aspects, as 

outlined subsequently. In addition, and to begin with, aspects regarding the default 

spherical particles, which are principally feasible for belt modelling, as also shown 

in the previous chapters, are addressed – furthermore with comparison to cuboidal 

particles. 

Spherical particles 

Generally, spherical particles are advantageous in terms of computational efficiency 

per particle due to their simplest geometrical form. And, unlike all other volume ge-

ometries, spheres show no geometric differences in terms of spatial orientation, so 

that it is not necessarily required to specifically align the orientations of the individ-

ual particles within a belt model when using such spherical particles. 
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For the modelling of a BP belt, it is reasonable to set the sphere diameter of belt 

particles (approximately) equal to the belt thickness, as a single particle layer is to be 

used (as described previously). 

Note on belt thickness upscaling: If a relatively thin belt is to be represented, and 

thus a disproportionally large number of particles would be required to model the BP 

belt, upscaling of the particles by increasing their size within reasonable limits gen-

erally results beneficial, as in terms of lowering the computational efforts in two re-

spects: due to the fewer particles (and thus bondings) required, but also due to larger 

particles in general, as affecting the time step positively (cf. Chapter 2.1.2.1 and 

2.1.3.1). In accordance with the adapted belt thickness, certain effects on the total 

belt system need to be appropriately considered when applying such upscaling. (Cf. 

Chapter 2.1.2.1 on particle upscaling techniques in general DEM modelling terms.) 

A disadvantage of using particles with spherical geometry, in particular compared to 

flatter geometries, is that more particles need to be arranged to form a gap-free and 

smoothened belt surface, especially when the particles overlap (see Figure 3-30; cf. 

Chapter 3.1.2.4.2, surface-related issues). As a consequence, a higher computational 

effort is generally required due to the increased amount of particles (and further their 

connecting bondings). 

An initial adjustment in that regard is to distort the spheres to ellipsoids by enlarging 

the radii in longitudinal and transverse belt direction, which leads to reducing the 

number of particles required. But this adjustment would further require proper align-

ing of particles in their spatial orientation along the belt, especially when general belt 

geometries (non-flat) are to be initialised. 

Another disadvantage of using spherical (or also ellipsoidal) particles is that belt sur-

face parameters, in particular regarding friction, are difficult to be defined properly 

due to the macroscopically rough surface resulting (cf. Chapter 3.1.2.4.1). Moreover, 

this macroscopical roughness is also depending on the distances between adjacent 

particles, which is furthermore not set as constant, as the belt is modelled to be flex-

ible also in terms of lengthening. I.e. this means the roughness is influenced dynam-

ically by the belt’s flexibility, as when belt particle distances change, which is not 

intended. 
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Nevertheless, modelling with spherical particles is principally possible for some ap-

plications, as already shown in related examples as referenced in Chapter 3.1.2.3, 

regarding BPMs for belt-related applications, in which spherical particles were typi-

cally used. 

Cuboidal particles 

By setting up a BP belt model with cuboidal particles, the belt’s surface can be de-

picted in a suitable approximation, as already outlined in the general approaches re-

garding surface-related issues in Chapter 3.1.2.4.2. 

Indispensable to the arrangement of belt particles is the correct spatial orientation of 

each particle within a belt model to be represented properly. In accordance with the 

developed methodology, the coordinate axes (x, y, z) of arranged particles are as-

signed to the belt directions (longitudinal, transverse and thickness direction). There-

fore, the length axis (x) of a cuboidal particle is in each position aligned to the local 

longitudinal direction of the belt, etc. 

Regarding the dimensioning, it is reasonable to set the cuboids thickness to represent 

the belt thickness; the length and the width essentially depend on the expected defor-

mations of the belt. (In terms of belt thickness upscaling, see also the note in the 

previous section regarding spherical particles; correspondingly applicable to cu-

boidal particles as well.) 

Generally, a compromise between computational aspects and the level of approxi-

mation is relating to this length/width dimension. Larger dimensions result in fewer 

particles and, therefore, a lower resolution of the mesh-like belt model, which is ad-

vantageous regarding the computational effort, but may lead to defects whilst de-

forming the belt. Distorting or even falsifying effects may occur with particles set as 

too large (which is strongly dependent on the actual applicational case). Commonly 

reasonable length and width dimensions of about two times the thickness were 

proven successfully on simple test systems (such as further also on the exemplary 

applications as shown in Chapter 5), thus to be used for several common conveyor 

belt models. Also larger ratios of typically up to three or four times the thickness are 
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definitely possible but require individual evaluation. Generally, the fewer the ex-

pected deformations in a belt system, the larger the length/width may be set – to 

increase computational efficiency whilst sufficiently depicting the belt. 

A disadvantage of basic cuboidal particles are sharp edges, as usually affecting the 

stability and thus further the computational efficiency in a negative way. Therefore, 

the cuboids are adapted with rounded edges. These rounded edges are also advanta-

geous due to better smoothening the belt surface whilst deforming (as no sharp cu-

boid edges protrude from the belt surface). 

In Figure 4-5, a particle with cuboidal geometry and rounded edges is shown (right), 

as equivalent to four spherical particles (left). The dimension ratio of the cuboid is 

exemplarily set to two, as previously discussed, thus with the length/width of the 

cuboid twice the sphere diameter (cuboid thickness). This contrasting example 

demonstrates the effective reduction of particles (and therefore also bondings) to en-

hance the efficiency in total by using cuboidal particle geometries. As can be deduced 

from the figure, in this specific example the number of particles (and further the 

number of bondings) is reduced to one quarter. This advantageous effect of cuboids 

in contrast to spheres increases strongly when overlapping of particles is enabled, as 

described in the previous Chapter 4.1.1.1. 

                 

Figure 4-5: Four spherical particles (left) and an equivalent cuboidal particle (right) 

Contactless overlapping is further also applied for cuboidal particles, with principally 

the same techniques and advantages as previously described in Chapter 4.1.1.1. With 

overlapping allowed, thus belt particle contact deactivated, gapping between two ad-

jacent particles can be omitted, as during belt elongation. (This basically requires 

proper considerations, specifically of the size of elongations to be expected). 

But moreover, overlapping allows smoothening of the belt surface whilst applying 

relatively strongly rounded edges, as illustrated in Figure 4-6, showing three adjacent 

cuboidal belt particles (isometric view on top, side view with overlaps indicated on 

bottom). Those particles show strongly rounded edges with deactivated contact at 
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overlap as distinctive – with forming a smooth belt surface. The upper limit of edge 

rounding is trivial: rounding radius equals half the cuboids thickness; which is prin-

cipally beneficial towards the aspects mentioned above (in context with edge round-

ing), but generally requires larger overlaps to smoothen a belt, thus affecting the par-

ticle size in length and width (or the number of particles used), and furthermore re-

sults in correspondingly strongly rounded edges at the belt model edges. Therefore, 

a compromise of rounding radii, set to about one-quarter of the thickness, proved 

effective in several applications. 

 

 

Figure 4-6: Three overlapping cuboidal particles with rounded edges forming a smoothened 

surface (isometric/side view, top/bottom) 

(Note in that regard, proposing a specifically adapted cuboid for belt modelling: A 

cuboid as a primitive particle geometry consists of several elements that regard com-

puting in terms of contact interactions: six planes, and if adapted with rounded edges, 

also twelve quarter-cylindrical edges as well as eight eighth-spherical corners (cf. 

Figure 4-5, right). However, only two planes (representing the two sides of a belt) 

and the rounding elements attached to these two planes are required to handle com-

mon belt surface contact. Consequently, the other elements, which are thus not rele-

vant to contact, are basically possible to be removed/ignored from contact, which 

forms a proposed theoretical particle model adaption. Further aspects regarding par-

ticle geometries as such were also addressed/introduced by Fimbinger (2018) [82].) 

Additionally, regarding cuboids, those are also beneficial in terms of belt visualisa-

tion; even if a belt is modelled as non-cuboidal (e.g. spherical), a solely visualising 

overlay of a cuboidal geometry can be applied as adapted to belt particles so that a 

smoothed belt surface is visualised. 
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In conclusion, cuboids are certainly eligible for the use as particle geometry for the 

modelling of BP belts in many applications. Specifically cuboids with rounded edges 

in a single-layer rectangular arrangement and with contactless overlapping allowed 

are thus proposed to be used for belt modelling purposes (regarding particle aspects). 

Specifications regarding further the connection of such particles with bondings are 

given in the following Chapter 4.1.1.4. 

4.1.1.4 Particle-related parameters 

Parameters that are basically relevant to the BP belt model’s behaviour are, on the 

one hand, belt surface related, and on the other, belt mass related. 

Several other properties of belt particles were also described in the previous sections, 

such as regarding particle dimension-ratios or contact groups (or even particle IDs). 

Belt surface related 

Surface-related aspects concern specifically contact effects as frictional interactions. 

Those regard two fundamental interaction pairs: belt-bulk and belt-components 

(idlers/drums); and as a third specific interaction pair, relevant for certain applica-

tions as previously already addressed: belt self-contact, either between two separate 

belt models (e.g. sandwich conveyor) or even within a single belt model (e.g. pipe 

conveyor). 

With the cuboidal particle setup as proposed, macroscopic surface influences can be 

effectively avoided, which basically allows a relatively convenient determination of 

relevant parameters in this context of contact handling. Typical models/parameters 

as commonly used for such contacts, for example, between the belt and the conveyed 

bulk material, can principally be applied and further determined using established 

methods for that purpose (e.g. Hertz-Mindlin; cf. Chapter 2.1.2.3). 

Belt mass related 

The general mass property of the belt particles is trivial to set, as the sum of the 

individual belt particle masses is required to correspond to the mass of the total belt, 

which is typically known (such as determined using the mass-per-meter property of 
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a given belt). Also, as particle masses are commonly resulting from a defined density 

parameter, particle mass divided by its volume further gives this required belt particle 

density to be set (which is due to the contactless particle overlapping typically 

slightly below the actual physical belt density to be represented). 

4.1.2 Bonding-related 

Bondings are the essential elements to fundamentally enable the dynamically de-

formable behaviour of a BP belt model. 

Generally, the particles to form a BP belt model are arranged according to the prin-

ciples as previously defined in particle-related terms (in Chapter 4.1.1). Within such 

a particle setup, each bonding specifically connects two adjacent particles, resulting 

in the BP belt, as composed of particles and bondings. The applied bondings further 

allow certain behaviour, such as specifically in terms of deformability/flexibility. 

(Several basics in that regard are further addressed in terms of DEM basics in Chapter 

2.1.2.6.1 and in the DEM-based belt modelling approaches in Chapter 3.1.2). 

In the following, further specifications relating to the bonding structure of BP belts, 

specifically to represent belt-typical behaviour (such as basically including flexibility 

and anisotropic behaviour), are given. 

4.1.2.1 Rectangular bonding grid structure 

As presented in the previous Chapter 4.1.1.1, a belt is structured in a rectangular 

pattern, as shown in Figure 4-1 on the right. This rectangular particle arrangement is 

further forming a correspondingly rectangular bonding grid underlying the (cu-

boidal) belt particles, which is specifically beneficial as the bondings are conse-

quently corresponding to the longitudinal and the transverse belt directions. (And 

furthermore, no diagonal bondings are distortingly influencing this orthogonal bond-

ing grid.) This rectangular grid-form as proposed for BP belt bonding structures is 

illustrated in Figure 4-7, where the links between the cross points represent the vir-

tual bondings, thus connecting each particle to one another as shown, respectively in 

the longitudinal and in the transverse belt directions. 
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Figure 4-7: Rectangular bonding grid within a BP belt made of cuboidal particles 

Especially as corresponding to the main directions of a belt (longitudinal/transverse), 

this type of grid structure with length/width oriented continuously arranged bonding 

chains is generally evaluated as beneficial in terms of representation/approximation 

of belts as intended with this methodology for dynamic belt simulation. This struc-

ture is furthermore suitable, especially in terms of defining and analysing such BP 

belts, such as further regarding the methods/techniques and also parameter-related 

aspects that follow. 

Generally, such a rectangular bonding structure as illustrated results in the main 

cross-sectional areas of belts being represented with multiple, parallel arranged bond-

ings (again, regarding the main belt directions: longitudinal/transverse). Further-

more, as already described in bonding-related basics, the general cross-sectional area 

of bondings is simply circular. Consequently, the cross-sections of belts are virtually 

represented with multiple parallel-arranged circular bonding areas, which is illustra-

tively shown in Figure 4-8. 

 

Figure 4-8: Parallel bondings in a BP belt with their virtual circular cross sections visualised 

(hatched areas; cross-sectional view of a BP belt) 
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This aspect is further also dealt with in terms of bonding-related properties in Chapter 

4.1.2.4; such as proposing to set areas as equal (the sum of the circular bonding cross-

sections as equal to the belt cross-section to be represented (which is physically rec-

tangular)) in order to allow a convenient definition of tensile properties (basically 

regards the bonding’s Young’s modulus). In general, however, it is in any case nec-

essary to take aspects relating to this form of bonding structure as described into 

account when modelling BP belts. 

4.1.2.2 Enabling belt-typical flexibility behaviour 

An essential method of this belt simulation methodology to allow a digital BP belt 

model as described to depict belt-typical flexibility behaviour is introduced as fol-

lows. 

Principally, as conveyor belts consist of multiple materials (as described in Chapter 

2.2.2.1: typically consisting of different layers of base (rubber) material with embed-

ded textile plies or steel cords), the belt-representing bondings must fundamentally 

be able to depict certain effects attributable to inhomogeneous material behaviour. 

Due to the material mix (and some further related geometrical influences, e.g. result-

ing from the lay patterns of embedded steel cords), a typical conveyor belt is stiff in 

its tensile behaviour and flexible in its bending behaviour. Therefore, the bonding 

model applied in the BP belt is customised in order to allow this kind of bending/ten-

sion behaviour. For this purpose, a bonding reduction factor (fb,red) as an additional 

bonding property to define a belt’s ratio of bending resistance in relation to tensile 

resistance is introduced. This factor thus generally indicates the bending flexibility 

of a belt in reference to its tensile stiffness. 

The following Equations (24)-(27) show the relevant numerics regarding the imple-

mentation of the adapted bonding model, including the bonding reduction factor 

(fb,red) to adjust a bonding’s flexibility. As elaborated in cooperation (Becker and 

Fimbinger [16]) in 2017 in the course of this methodology’s development, it was 

further implemented in ThreeParticle/CAE initially in 2017 (as an available bonding 

model since version R1.1). (The underlying bonding numerics are generally based 

on common bonding numerics, such as by Obermayr, et al. [189], further relatively 

simple but effectively extended with fb,red.) 
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 Ωrel  fb,red (27) 

(Regarding a bonding element, and correspondingly the two connected particles (indicated with (p)), with: 

Fb … Force (rlt. tension/compression, shear) Yb … Young’s modulus 

Fb,d … Damping force (rlt. tension/compression, shear) Gb … Shear modulus 

Tb … Torque (rlt. bending, torsion) Ab … Cross-sectional area 

Tb,d … Damping torque (rlt. bending, torsion) Ib … Geometrical moment of inertia 

ζb … Strain (YbIb … Bending stiffness) 

vrel … Relative translatory velocity (p) (2GbIb … Torsional stiffness) 

κ … Relative angular displacement (p) αs … Timoshenko shear coefficient 

Ωrel … Relative angular velocity (p) Lb,0 … Initial length 

fb,d … Damping factor mr … Reduced mass (p) 

fb,red … Reduction factor Ir … Reduced mass moment of inertia (p) 

respectively translated, after Becker and Fimbinger (2017) [16].) 
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This bonding model principally allows defining a form of inhomogeneous bonding 

behaviour; more specifically, it enables the capability to represent deviating behav-

iour between tension/compression and bending, as it is required for the flexible be-

haviour of typical belts. 

The effects on the bending/tension behaviour of a bonding model by adjusting the 

introduced reduction factor are further illustrated in Figure 4-9. Thereby, an initial 

bonding model is shown on the left (fb,red = 1), and an adjusted model with a de-

creased reduction factor resulting in an increased bending flexibility is illustrated on 

the right (fb,red = 0.1). Both models have their ends fixed on the left end and are 

applied the same tensile load (top) and bending load (bottom). The colouring indi-

cates the particle displacements representing the elongation (top) and the sag (bot-

tom) of the models under load. 

 

Figure 4-9: Bonded particles under tensile (top) and bending load (bottom), with a reduction 

factor of 1 (left) and 0.1 (right) 

As distinctive, the reduced factor (fb,red from 1 to 0.1) is decreasing the bending 

resistance of the bondings (as resulting when comparing the bending characteristics 

at the bottom), but essentially: without influencing their tensile resistance (shown at 

the top). To summarise the influence in that regard: The divergent reduction factor 

leads to a behaviour that is equal in tension but differs in bending, which is funda-

mentally required for common belt representation. (Typically with fb,red <  1.) 

In the subsequent Chapter 4.1.2.4, several aspects regarding bonding-related param-

eters, as also including this discussed technique that enables the enhanced belt-typi-

cal behaviour (characterised with flexible bending and stiff tensional behaviour), are 

further addressed. 
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4.1.2.3 Fibred belt setup to enable anisotropic behaviour 

Depending on their internal structure, certain types of belts further show different 

behaviour in longitudinal and in transverse belt direction, which is here generally 

referred to as anisotropic belt behaviour. As an illustrative example, conveyor belts 

with longitudinal embedded steel cords but only minor transverse reinforcement con-

sequently react stiffer in longitudinal than in transverse belt direction (e.g. see Fig-

ure 2-16, and generally Chapter 2.2.2.1 for such conveyor belt setups). When such 

anisotropic belt behaviour is required to be considered in belt simulations, such as to 

adequately depict this certain type of belt as mentioned, these characteristics need to 

be depicted by the representing belt model correspondingly. 

For enhancing the capabilities of BP belts as presented, a convenient modelling tech-

nique is introduced that enables different belt characteristics in longitudinal and 

transverse belt directions, further allowing this anisotropic belt behaviour to be de-

pictable. Therefore, this technique is based on using different bonding definitions in 

the longitudinal and the transverse belt directions. To allow such definitions to be set 

individually, the grid that forms a BP belt is further structured into fibres. In this 

context, fibres refer to the rows of bonded particles in the longitudinal direction of a 

BP belt. With this fibred structuring, the following is obtained: The bondings within 

each fibre correspond to the longitudinal direction, whereas the bondings between 

every two adjacent fibres correspond to the transverse direction. In Figure 4-10, this 

structuring is illustrated in a bonding grid underlying a BP belt (fibres and different 

bonding definitions indicated in different colours). 

 

Figure 4-10: Five parallel fibres in the bonding grid of a BP belt; different bonding definitions 

indicated in colour 
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To generally allow this form of individual bonding definition, each fibre is required 

to be made from a particle type different to the ones in its adjacent fibres. This is also 

indicated in Figure 4-10 with the coloured particles (indicated as spheres) forming 

each fibre as a chain of the same type of particle. With this modelling technique, the 

bondings between two particles of the same type represent inner-fibre bonding (thus, 

in longitudinal direction), and accordingly, bondings between two particles of differ-

ent type represent trans-fibre bonding (thus, in transverse direction). 

Various forms of heterogenous belt structuring 

A relatively simple method, which is sufficient for the definition of general BP belts 

with deviating behaviour in longitudinal and transverse belt direction, is using two 

alternating fibre types (correspondingly two different particle types). To illustrate 

this method: With the particle types A and B each forming a fibre type, and those 

fibres further alternatingly arranged side-by-side to form the BP belt, the different 

bonding definitions are set as follows: for longitudinal bondings: A to A and B to B 

(inner-fibre); and for transverse bondings: A to B (trans-fibre). This kind of BP belt 

structuring with two alternating fibre types is also implemented in the developed 

software tool for belt initialisation (BeltConverter; cf. Chapter 4.2.5); and is, for ex-

ample, clearly recognisable in the shown application of the belt turning station in 

Chapter 5.3. 

For several other, typically advanced purposes relating to this BP belt structuring, 

such simple alternating fibre types are probably not sufficient, and other forms of 

structuring are required (e.g. using all induvial fibre types), as outlined in the next 

sections. 

As a further enhancement, to allow even further variations of bonding definitions 

within a BP belt, all individual fibre types principally allow specific bonding defini-

tions in respect to individual fibres. Each series of bondings along the longitudinal 

direction can be defined individually with this type of all individual fibre structuring. 

This structuring can find application, for example, to model fibres individually in 

terms of varying reinforced characteristics (e.g. regarding embedded steel cords). 

Besides the purpose of modelling different bonding behaviour, fibres can further be 

used in terms of self-contact definition, as already addressed in Chapter 4.1.1.2. 
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Therefore, the fibres are meant to be grouped into certain contact groups, to be further 

defined as to act with/without contact with each other (e.g. to allow the two belt edges 

of a pipe conveyor belt to get in contact; see Chapter 4.1.1.2). This grouping requires 

a corresponding fibre setup, basically relating to the contact groups. (E.g., the pipe 

conveyor belt in Figure 4-3 requires fibres in correspondence with the contact groups 

(three types); and, if anisotropic behaviour is to be included as well, alternating fibres 

within each contact group are further required. (Resulting in at least six types in total; 

but using all individual fibres is principally also feasible for such cases, which is 

furthermore convenient in terms of modelling.) 

Other advantages of using this fibre technique are furthermore related to the analy-

sation of the belt. In this regard, fibred BP belts principally allow fibre-based analy-

sations, such as in respect to a specific bonding direction (inter-fibre/trans-fibre anal-

yses; thus to analyse various results in longitudinal/transverse belt directions sepa-

rately), but further also to isolate single fibres for detailed analysation (e.g. to isolate 

belt edges; as demonstrated in Figure 4-11, indicating deviations in elongation 

(bonding strain) along the belt edges of a pipe conveyor belt at the feeding point, thus 

during pipe-unforming/forming; full system, see Chapter 5.5.) For such individual 

isolation of single fibres, BP belt structuring with all induvial fibre types is required. 

 

Figure 4-11: Isolated fibre analyses of the two belt edges of a BP belt at the feeding point of a 

pipe conveyor (bonding strain deviations indicated in colour) [88] 

BP belt structuring with all individual (different) fibres is also implemented in the 

developed software tool for belt initialisation (BeltConverter; cf. Chapter 4.2.5). The 

shown analyses in Figure 4-11, regarding the pipe conveyor presented in Chapter 

5.5, is an illustrative example for using this kind of structuring. 
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Additionally to this longitudinally-oriented fibred structuring of a BP belt, other 

structuring schemes, also based on the same principles of using different bonding 

definitions within a BP belt, are also feasible. By specifically defining certain local 

bondings within a BP belt, more complex belt modelling is principally allowed, such 

as by defining certain types of bondings at belt joints (representing the physical con-

nection of two belt ends to form endless belts) or also to implement specific local 

belt defects. This kind of local BP belt structuring requires that the particles at these 

certain sections are set accordingly in terms of their particle type in order to enable 

very specific local bonding definitions to be applied. For example, the belt breakage 

study shown in Chapter 5.7 illustrates this manual form of BP belt structuring. 

4.1.2.4 Bonding-related parameters 

The numerics as given in Equations (24)-(27) already indicate the influences from 

various parameters for defining a certain bonding behaviour. In the scope of BP belt 

modelling as presented, several major parameters in that bonding-related context are 

discussed subsequently, also including general aspects in terms of their determina-

tion as to depict specific belt-typical characteristics, such as regarding the deviating 

bending/tension behaviour (by means of the introduced reduction factor). 

Generally, some bonding-structure-relevant properties also derive from the particle-

related parameters (Chapter 4.1.1). In particular, this relates to the general particle 

arrangement, which correspondingly gives the geometry of the bonding grid, more 

specifically the longitudinal/transverse-oriented bonding lengths and the number of 

parallel bondings representing a belt cross-section (as described in Chapter 4.1.2.1). 

This resulting bonding grid is the base structure, in which the comprising bondings 

are required to be adjusted to represent belt-like characteristics (as mentioned several 

times: general flexible characteristics, deviating bending/tension behaviour, or also 

anisotropic (length/width-deviating) behaviour). Furthermore, load-related effects 

(interactional as well as from the belt mass) are also attributable to particles, as bond-

ings are virtual (surface- and mass-less) beam elements. Several effects in these re-

gards (contact with bulk or system components, or belt weight effects) act via the 

belt particles, which are further linked to the bonding grid for transferring corre-

sponding loads into the bonding structure as presented. 
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The descriptions given below are explicitly explained on a set of parallel-arranged 

bondings, as illustrated in Figure 4-12, representing a main direction of a BP belt. 

Respectively, especially with regard to anisotropic belt modelling as described in 

Chapter 4.1.2.3, to be considered for longitudinally and transversely oriented bond-

ings separately (or furthermore, if applied, on a more specific level regarding local 

bonding definitions, e.g. to represent individual reinforcement areas or belt joints). 

 

Figure 4-12: Bonding grid of a BP belt with parallel bondings representing a main belt direction 

highlighted 

The properties of these bondings require certain parameter definitions in order to 

represent belt-like behaviour. The major influencing parameters in this regard are the 

bonding’s: (cf. Eq. (24)-(27)) 

• Area (Ab, commonly defined with the bonding radius rb) 

• Young’s modulus (Yb; and respectively the 

shear modulus (Gb), commonly defined via Poisson’s ratio (νb)) 

• Reduction factor (fb,red) 

• Damping factor (fb,d) 

• (Breakage criteria, if applied) 

(Furthermore: the initial bonding length (Lb,0) and the number of parallel bondings 

in the respective cross-section (nb) as derived from the particle-based structure, as 

explained before.) 

These parameters as listed are principally capable of representing specific belt be-

haviour, for which a certain set of parameters has to be determined, typically, by 

adjusting relevant parameters until a desired belt behaviour is digitally reproducible. 

Thereby, mutual influences of parameters need to be considered, for example, be-

tween the area and the Young’s modulus in terms of belt elongation under load. One 

convenient and straightforward approach regarding the definitions of such a bonding 

parameter set is presented in the following. 
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Area and Young’s modulus 

In this context, a start condition is proposed to set the bonding area in relation to the 

belt cross-section area intended to be depicted (Abelt). Therefore, as already an-

nounced in Chapter 4.1.2.1, the cross-section of the parallel bondings (Ab nb) is set 

as equal to this belt cross-section area, which is typically rectangular with the belt’s 

cross-sectional width and thickness (Abelt = wbelt tbelt); resulting in Equation (28) 

(and with the bonding radius rb trivially following from the circular bonding area: 

Ab = rb
2 π 4⁄ ). 

 Ab =  
wbelt tbelt

nb

 (28) 

With this condition, the bonding’s Young’s modulus (Yb) is allowed to be set equal 

with the one to be depicted, regarding the tensile behaviour, as determined from the 

stress-strain relationship, typically from tensile tests on belts (with respect to the con-

dition at which the belt is intended to be used; e.g. worn-in belt). Reference values 

herefore are also provided by manufacturers/vendors, commonly also in width-re-

lated form as the belt modulus (Ybelt
′ = Ybelt wbelt⁄ ). (See Chapter 2.2.2.1 regarding 

references.) From a belt modulus, the bonding’s Young’s modulus follows as: 

 Yb =  Ybelt =  Ybelt
′  wbelt (29) 

With the area (Ab) and the Young’s modulus (Yb) set (as values relating to physical 

values), two major parameters (as unitless factors) define a BP belt’s flexibility char-

acteristics: the bonding reduction factor (fb,red) and also the bonding damping factor 

(fb,d). 

Bonding reduction factor and damping factor 

Regarding the determination of these two factors, it is proposed to perform parame-

ter-finding simulations. Thereby, these factors are adjusted to obtain certain flexibil-

ity characteristics of the BP belt as it is intended. As relatively simple and easy-to-

apply, two possible principles are proposed as useful for this purpose: 

• with one-end-fixed (cantilever beam) 

• with two ends supported (transverse flexibility test, three/four-point bending) 
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Both principles are relatively common. For example, especially cantilever beams are 

already shown/referenced in several applications for bonded particle modelling in 

Chapter 3.1.2, e.g. in Figure 3-17 or also Figure 3-19. According to this one-end-

fixed principle, a section of a BP belt is held at one end and dynamically deformed 

from either only its own weight (as typical), or, if required, also with an additional 

load applied, such as by a weight attached to the other belt end. Due to its common 

nature, this principle is further described in the following. (Generally, the described 

determination process is applicable in a similar form on various other principles, as 

subsequently outlined.) 

(Side note: Initial work on this one-end-fixed principle was covered in a related study 

by Bialowas (2017) [24] (further supervised/supported by Fimbinger) confirmed 

general feasibility in these terms – with the work including comparative observations 

of physically tested belts and FEM simulations, further with DEM-based belt models 

(as specifically provided by Fimbinger; with an applied DEM model relating to a 

simple form of spherically-shaped linear bonded-particles (cf. fibres, etc. in Chapter 

3.1.2.2.1); furthermore covering initial testing of such DEM-based/bonded-particle 

approaches in general, as explained in the basics in Chapter 3.1.2).) 

According to the descriptions before, the simulation of a one-side-fixed BP belt sec-

tion, already deformed under its own weight, is illustrated in Figure 4-13. 

 

Figure 4-13: One-side-fixed BP belt section deforming under its own weight 
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As can be derived, the characteristics of interest in this application are invariant to 

the number of parallel arranged fibres, as those react/deform equally (under the typ-

ical condition that each fibre has the same homogeneous bonding definitions; in this 

regard, see also Chapter 4.1.2.3). Thus, the evaluation of such a single fibre is gen-

erally sufficient in this context (cf. also Figure 3-17 in Chapter 3.1.2.2.1). 

To determine the two factors (fb,red and fb,d) the deformation behaviour of the belt 

(specifically the belt sag) is analysed – in terms of final deformed position, indicating 

the reduction factor (fb,red), and in terms of dynamic oscillation, indicating the damp-

ing factor (fb,d). 

An overview of varying results from varying reduction factors (fb,red) is given in 

Table 4-1 (with fb,d fixed). The resulting belt deformation (at rest, after oscillating in 

this final deformed state) is shown in the side view, as well as indicating the lowering 

(or also the displacement) of BP belt particles in colour. 

     fb,red → 

0.1 0.3 0.5 

 
 

 

Table 4-1: Influence of the reduction factor on the one-side-fixed BP belt 

The influence of the damping factor (fb,d) is illustrated in Table 4-2 (with fb,red 

fixed), showing the velocity of the particle at the unfixed end, plotted in graphs over 

time.9 

 

9 in equally scaled graphs; applies also to the next table 
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fb,d → 

0.05 0.15 0.25 

   

Table 4-2: Influence of the damping factor on the one-side-fixed BP belt (velocity at the unfixed 

end over time) 

Table 4-3 shows a combined version, where both aspects, reduction and damping 

(fb,red and fb,d) are brought together as graphs of the displacement of the particle at 

the unfixed end, plotted over time. 

  fb,red → 

  0.1 0.3 0.5 

←
f b

,d
 

0
.0

5
 

   

0
.1

5
 

   

0
.2

5
 

   

Table 4-3: Influences of reduction factor and damping factor on the one-side-fixed BP belt 

combined (displacement of the unfixed end over time) 
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Considering these results (either in individual or combined form), the factors fb,red 

and fb,d can be set accordingly to represent the shown flexibility behaviour. 

Other determination approaches, such as based on principles with two ends of the BP 

belt supported, require analyses in a similar form: regarding the final deformation 

(fb,red) and time-depending (dynamic) effects (fb,d). Such approaches concern, for 

example, setups as the transverse flexibility test (cf. ISO 703 [126]) or three/four-

point bending setups (e.g. see references in Chapter 3.1.2.2.2). (Especially three/four-

point bending would further allow pre-tensioning of the belt during the determina-

tion, which can be beneficial in terms of respecting this pre-tensioned condition, if 

of interest.) 

Breakage capabilities 

As an advancement, BP belt breakage is generally possible to be considered, as such 

capabilities are principally feasible to be implemented in BP belts by using bonding 

breakage criteria (e.g. typically based on Mises ([247]) stresses; other specific crite-

ria in customised form see also basics in Chapter 2.1.2.6.1). In that regard, several 

BPMs specifically for this purpose of depicting breakage are generally also presented 

in Chapter 3.1.2.2. 

In the example of a belt breakage study in Chapter 5.7, this advancement towards 

bonding breakage is applied. In this specific case, an area of interest is locally mod-

elled according to the manual BP belt structuring proposed in Chapter 4.1.2.3. The 

longitudinal bondings in this area are further set to allow breakage via using the 

bonding model of ThreeParticle/CAE, which further also allows random deviations 

of breakage limits across several bondings to create a form of inhomogeneity within 

BPMs regarding its breakage behaviour (cf. ThreeParticle/CAE User Guide [13]). 
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4.2 Belt initialisation 

Besides the general modelling of BP belts, as described in the preceding Chapter 4.1, 

the developed methodology further comprises a method regarding the initialisation 

of such BP belts, specifically BP belt initialisation in almost-final state 

(in the following generally also referred to as (belt) initialisation). 

In the corresponding approaches in Chapter 3.2, relevant basics in that regard were 

already discussed, explicitly outlining the differences/benefits/challenges of this ap-

proach of almost-final state initialisation, specifically in contrast to state-of-rest ini-

tialisation. 

In the first following subchapter (Chapter 4.2.1), aspects regarding the application of 

this form of belt initialisation (in almost-final state) are further addressed, in partic-

ular concerning the effects that occur during belt forming from almost-final (initial-

ised) state into final (assembled) state, which is typically expressed in the form of 

transient oscillation. 

As a major part of this developed methodology, the belt initialisation (in almost-final 

state) is based on initialising (DEM) BP belt models based on CAD belt models con-

taining the desired (typically deformed) belt shapes. The presented conversion pro-

cedure in this context, further referred to as CAD-to-DEM, forms the basis for this 

belt initialisation technique in general. Various considerations/descriptions, specifi-

cations, and developments relating explicitly to this CAD-to-DEM process as form-

ing a major part of the methodology presented in this thesis are further covered in the 

subsequent chapters. Especially the developed conversion algorithm as described (in 

Chapter 4.2.4) is forming the core of this technique (CAD-to-DEM); as furthermore 

implemented in the software tool BeltConverter (introduced in Chapter 4.2.5) to al-

low convenient conversions of CAD belt models into respective DEM belt models. 

4.2.1 Almost-final state initialisation and transient 

response 

As described, the initialisation of a BP belt is fundamentally based on using a corre-

sponding CAD belt model that contains the desired form of the belt to be initialised. 
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Such belt-representing geometries in CAD data format are typically available from 

the design data of belt systems, in which those belts are embedded, thus modelled, 

commonly in idealised form – specifically approximated/estimated to be relatively 

close to the final assembled form of such a belt. (With the final assembled form in-

cluding belt sag, corresponding troughing, etc.; see also exemplary applications in 

Chapter 5.) Such design-related CAD models are generally not directly applicable to 

the CAD-to-DEM procedure, specifically regarding the BeltConverter, as certain 

preparations to the CAD model are required; as closer described in the respective 

section regarding CAD (input) data in Chapter 4.2.3.1. Generally, these preparations 

concern the transformation of a (usually voluminous) belt model into a surface-mesh 

structure that represents the bonding grid of the final BP belt. 

For further demonstration purposes, Figure 4-14 shows the section of a belt system 

intended to be applied for a dynamic belt simulation according to the developed 

methodology. (This belt section corresponds specifically to the feeding point of the 

pipe conveyor presented in Chapter 5.5). The preparation of the original belt model 

(left) resulting in the prepared surface model in quadrilateral-meshed form of the belt 

(right) is illustrated. The detailed views give further insights, showing the original 

voluminous belt model (left), and the meshed surface of the prepared belt model 

(right). 

     

Figure 4-14: CAD model of the belt system with a voluminous belt model (left), further 

prepared as a quadrilateral-meshed belt model for conversion (right) 

Note: The flat-to-troughed section is intentionally formed showing a rather non-ideal 

geometry (as shown), in order to highlight transient oscillation effects, described in 

the following. Generally: the closer the CAD belt geometry is approximated/esti-

mated to the (final) form of the assembled belt, the lower the efforts required for such 
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a pre-simulation result (which is, e.g., the case for the exemplary application of the 

conventional belt conveyor as shown in Chapter 5.2). 

After the preparation (see also Chapter 4.2.3.1.2), the CAD belt model is converted 

into a BP belt with the developed conversion tool BeltConverter (see also following 

chapters). 

The resulting BP belt initialised within relevant system components (idlers/pulleys) 

is shown in Figure 4-15, on the left. When this simulation with the setup as shown is 

started, the BP belt forms from the almost-final state as initialised into the final (as-

sembled/operating) steady-state, as shown on the right. This simulation basically re-

fers to a pre-simulation, as it compensates for these addressed differences further to 

reach the starting condition of the actual simulation of interest that follows this pre-

simulation. 

    

Figure 4-15: Initialised BP belt (left) in almost-final state, and this BP belt after pre-simulation 

(transient oscillation), thus formed into its final steady-state (right) 

As an extension to the initialisation in almost-final state, the CAD-to-DEM conver-

sion further allows the definition of a belt velocity to be included at initialisation (see 

also Chapter 4.2.4.3). This way, an already running belt, thus in operating state, can 

be initialised, as illustrated in Figure 4-16, where the velocity of each belt particle 

within the BP belt is shown in vector visualisation. 
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Figure 4-16: Initialised belt velocity 

During the relatively short pre-simulation as previously introduced, a BP belt settles 

into a final steady-state, typically by expressing a transient response, which happens 

relatively quickly, typically within fractions (hundredths/tenths) of simulated sec-

onds. In terms of such a transient oscillation of a BP belt, several aspects are to be 

considered. Generally, the entire system – comprising not only the BP belt, but fur-

thermore possible already initialised bulk material particles, and also idlers and pul-

leys, as in this context in more detail also covered in Chapter 4.4, regarding the use 

of smooth-surfaced cylinders for such parts – forms into an equilibrium state by bal-

ancing unstable model states that are initialised. 

A major effect, especially at the very beginning of this oscillation of the BP belt, is 

the occurrence of relatively high belt particle velocities – in translational and also 

rotational form. This effect is shown in Figure 4-17, illustrating several time steps 

during the transient oscillation process (of the belt system shown before) with the 

particle velocities10 of the BP belt visualised in colour. 

 

10 translational velocity magnitudes (and in similar form also regarding rotational velocities, as generally 

showing a very similar picture) 
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Figure 4-17: Transient oscillation of the BP belt (from top left to bottom right) (local particle 

velocities indicated in colour) 

Note: As revealed in the figures, this specific example demonstrates the belt for-

mation process and the related effects more clearly – explicitly due to the rather less 

closely/non-ideal approximated belt geometry introduced/described before (regard-

ing/below Figure 4-14). This base geometry leads to more pronounced effects occur-

ring during the transient oscillation process. Also, more time steps11 are consequently 

required to reach steady-state, compared to cases where belt geometries are approx-

imated in a more favourable form, as it is generally intended (see also other exem-

plary applications in Chapter 5). However, the oscillation shown (Figure 4 18) cor-

responds to only approx. 0.04 simulated seconds, which furthermore emphasises the 

high potential of this presented initialisation method (almost-final state) in terms of 

reducing pre-simulation efforts to a marginal minimum. 

As evident from the figure, a BP belt can react with relative strong oscillation effects, 

resulting in (also irregularly) high particle velocities occurring during the defor-

mation of the BP belt into its steady-state, especially at the beginning of the pre-

simulation process (top right). Such high particle velocities further require relatively 

 

11. 
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small time steps to be set in order to obtain a stable simulation (cf. also Chapter 

2.1.3.1). However, since these initially high particle velocities decrease with pro-

gressing of the transient oscillation, the time step can principally be increased ac-

cordingly. This can either be done conventionally by pausing at certain save intervals 

and changing the time step manually – or alternatively in a convenient way by using 

the “keyword timing” feature available in ThreeParticle/CAE (by defining that the 

time step is changed to an increased value when a certain simulation time is 

reached/exceeded, which does not require a tight save interval as for the method us-

ing manual change at pause; see also Keywords Guide [12] for more information in 

that regard). 

In addition, setting certain particle velocity limits (for translational as well as rota-

tional velocities of the belt particles) can also be used in this context to influence the 

described transient oscillation process advantageously. This specifically relates to 

stabilising the simulation due to keeping velocities within limits, and above all to 

reaching the desired (almost-final/steady) state with fewer time steps, as those can 

accordingly be set to already increased values, and thus, affects to require even lower 

computational effort/time. 

With reaching the final (steady) state, the transient oscillation, thus the pre-simula-

tion, is finished – and the DEM simulation setup, including the BP belt in the desired 

assembled/operational state, is ready to be used for the following simulation as in-

tended. 

Generally, the addressed transient oscillation process forming the pre-simulation re-

quires only a minor effort, compared to the actual simulation of interest that follows, 

and above all, especially compared to the pre-simulation efforts required for triv-

ial/conventional assembling methods of belt models, as by forming them into their 

assembled state with starting from a state-of-rest (see Chapter 3.2.1). 

In conclusion, by decreasing the required efforts in these terms of pre-simulation to 

almost a minimum, this technique of belt initialisation in almost-final state proves 

enormous benefits. 

In the following chapters, details of the essential CAD-to-DEM procedure, as ad-

dressed in the previous sections in terms of using the developed conversion tool 

BeltConverter, are given. 
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4.2.2 The CAD-to-DEM process in general 

As introduced, the presented belt initialisation method is based on using a process, 

further referred to as CAD-to-DEM, that principally describes initialising a DEM 

belt model (a BP belt) based on a given CAD belt model. 

The central core of this CAD-to-DEM process is the developed algorithm for per-

forming the computation from CAD to DEM data, thus presenting a conversion al-

gorithm. The main tasks of this algorithm are the determination of the particles and 

bondings to form the BP belt (accordingly to represent the given (CAD) geometry) 

– but further the consideration of local belt conditions due to this typically deformed 

belt geometry. The developed algorithm is furthermore programmed/implemented to 

be used via a software tool that allows convenient belt conversion via an added graph-

ical user interface (GUI). Details in these regards are specifically given in the chap-

ters after; comprising input/output data specifications (CAD/DEM; Chapter 4.2.3), 

essential modules of the conversion algorithm (Chapter 4.2.4), and finally, the de-

scription of the software tool to be used for belt conversion (BeltConverter; see Chap-

ter 4.2.5). Prior to these detailed elaborations, several aspects, considerations and 

definitions are given in the following subchapters, which are fundamentally relevant 

to the developments made and described. 

4.2.2.1 General requirements on belt models intended for 

conversion 

In general, one CAD-to-DEM process handles the conversion of one belt model from 

CAD to DEM – with the provided CAD data fulfilling specific requirements as de-

fined in detail in Chapter 4.2.3.1, and the computed DEM data resulting as described 

in Chapter 4.2.3.2 and Chapter 4.2.4.4 (further to be used specifically in 

ThreeParticle/CAE). 

According to the almost-final state approach, it is intended that the belt model to be 

converted represents a belt in a particular (close-to assembled) geometry such as to 

fit into a belt (conveyor) system. Therefore, such a belt model typically contains a 

correspondingly deformed/distorted geometry. Also, as a general prerequisite, the 

belt model is required to respect belt-typical geometrical characteristics (as a flat 
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belt-like object with almost constant belt width, without sharp edges within the belt’s 

surface, and without self-penetration). 

Furthermore, the model is allowed to either represent a finite or an endless belt, which 

refers to belts, which in their state-of-rest show either a rectangular (finite) or a ring-

shaped cylindrical (endless) form. Both those types with their state-of-rest are shown 

in the following chapter, in Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19, further indicating their ge-

ometrical characteristics. 

4.2.2.2 Principles for the consideration of deformation states 

As common, the undeformed state of belts is considered flat and undistorted/unten-

sioned. This fundamental consideration is crucial to further account for belt defor-

mations as the differences between this undeformed state and a given deformed state. 

Furthermore, with reference to the previous Chapter 4.1 regarding BP belt modelling, 

a grid is applied as the underlying structure to form a BP belt, which shows a per-

fectly plane, rectangular form in its undeformed state. In any deformed state, on the 

other hand, this grid is correspondingly distorted. The basic principle for considering 

the deformation state of a given belt model is based on the juxtaposition of these two 

grid forms, since both states are to be provided: The deformed grid results when 

applied to the given belt model (principally comparable to meshing techniques; cf. 

Chapter 4.2.3.1.2), and the definition of its undeformed version is trivial (e.g. by the 

grid-cell dimensions in the undeformed state; see Chapter 4.2.4.2.1). Thus, the local 

grid differences that correspond to local deformation conditions, which are to be con-

sidered at the initialisation of the (deformed) BP belt, are principally determinable. 

A further illustration of this principle is also given on the finite belt model in grid 

visualisation in Figure 4-18. Thereby, the deformed grid, as resulting from the given 

geometry in which the BP belt is to be initialised, is shown on the left and its corre-

sponding undeformed state on the right. 
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Figure 4-18: A finite grid in a deformed / in its undeformed state (left/right) 

In other words, this described consideration of grid differences further follows the 

principle that the derived conditions (from these grid differences) added to the de-

formed BP belt at its initialisation result that the BP belt tends to deform into its state-

of-rest – as it is fundamentally intended. Regarding finite belts, the state-of-rest is 

equal to the undeformed state, as illustrated in Figure 4-18. For endless belts, on the 

other hand, the state-of-rest forms a perfectly circular cylindrical ring, such as illus-

trated in Figure 4-19; again, with the grid-visualised belt in a deformed geometry on 

the left and its corresponding state-of-rest on the right. 

  
                     

Figure 4-19: An endless grid in a deformed / in its undeformed state (left/right) 

Note regarding endless belt models: As defined, a plane-rectangular grid forms the 

undeformed state of a belt; thus, the state-of-rest of an endless belt has still a (bend-

ing) deformation remaining in the grid (due to the endless-joint geometry). If cut 

open, the resulting grid would correspond to that of a finite belt and would thus fur-

ther deform as such; ref. Figure 4-18. 

(For further illustrations of these addressed effects on actual initialised BP belts, see 

also Chapter 4.3.) 
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4.2.2.3 An overview of the conversion algorithm 

The essential process steps of the developed algorithm to convert a given geometry, 

including the considerations as laid out previously, are described below. More de-

tailed descriptions of these modules are further given in Chapter 4.2.4, also including 

relevant mathematical/numerical details. 

As already mentioned, the initial prerequisite for the algorithm concerns the given 

CAD data, containing the belt model, which is to be prepared as a grid (see previous 

Chapter 4.2.2.2; e.g. Figure 4-18). Outlining this preparation: the initially given belt 

model, commonly as a volume model, is required to be transferred into a middle 

surface model and further meshed with a rectangular grid. Details in that regard are 

closer described in Chapter 4.2.3.1.2. 

CAD data import 

The first step of the conversion algorithm is the import of the given CAD model data 

(as outlined above: in grid-form). Thereby, this grid data is further prepared for com-

putational use, such as by considering grid-points as corresponding to particles and 

grid-lines as corresponding to bondings, further by adding an identification (number-

ing) scheme in order to perform the subsequent computations. In Chapter 4.2.4.1, 

this data import and the essential data preparation is explained in more detail. 

Particle and bonding computation 

The data import follows the main computation to form a BP belt based on the loaded 

grid data, comprising the computation of particles and bondings. The particles are 

computed in terms of their positions (which is trivial, as equal to the grid-points) and 

their spatial orientations (which is more complex, as depending on the local grid dis-

tortions). Bondings are computed as the connections between particles, based on the 

grid and further including corresponding deformation information, which is added 

via the (local) grid differences from the given deformed state to the ideal undeformed 

(plane-rectangular) state of the grid (see previous Chapter 4.2.2.2). Details on the 

computation of the particles and the bondings to form the BP belt are further de-

scribed in Chapter 4.2.4.2. 
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Applying initial velocity 

An enhancing module allows the adding of initial belt velocity to the computed BP 

belt, further to allow an already moving belt to be initialised. Therefore, the velocity 

is added to each particle as a vector in the respective (local) longitudinal direction of 

the belt. This module is further described in Chapter 4.2.4.3. 

DEM data export 

In the final step of the conversion algorithm, the computed data is exported as DEM 

data, and therefore written into an output file. In order to conform to a specific DEM 

data format (as defined in Chapter 4.2.3.2), the computed raw data, resulting from 

the computation steps prior to this module, is accordingly prepared and formatted. 

As the final result of the conversion algorithm, the exported data contains the com-

puted particles and bondings to form the BP belt – representing the initially given 

CAD belt geometry and also including the deformation conditions as described in 

the chapter before – which can be initialised by loading this created BP belt file into 

the corresponding DEM simulation setup (cf. Chapter 4.2.1). In Chapter 4.2.4.4, this 

DEM data export is dealt with in more detail. 

4.2.2.4 Relevant background information 

The considerations and specifications, given in the following two subchapters, ad-

dress elementary details further related to the contents covered in the following chap-

ters, specifically in terms of computation (particularly with using quaternions), and 

further details regarding the implementation as a program code into a corresponding 

software program. 

4.2.2.4.1 Using quaternions to handle spatial orientations/rotations 

In terms of three-dimensional computations, 3D vectors are customary to repre-

sent/handle 3D spatial positions/distances, thus, correspondingly used in the follow-

ing computations (further, with vectors in this context generally referring to 3D vec-

tors, accordingly.) Regarding the representation/handling of spatial orientations/ro-

tations in such three-dimensional computations, on the other hand, three basic 

forms/notations are principally conceivable: 
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• Euler angles, 

• Rotation matrices, 

• Quaternions. 

As they reveal the most favourable characteristics, quaternions are explicitly used for 

the following computations; which can be concluded from the considerations as fol-

lows: 

Euler angles are relatively simple as representing an orientation with three angles, 

but their use is in this context not sufficient – especially with regard to the bonding 

state computation covered in Chapter 4.2.4.2.3, whereby the handling of the intro-

duced special cases12 would not be possible with Euler angles. As it is further de-

scribed/shown in this referenced Chapter, using quaternions resolves this issue in-

stantly. Also, in terms of numerical operations required, quaternions are preferred 

over Euler angles. In contrast to rotation matrices, which deal with 3D spatial orien-

tations by representing them in 3x3 matrices (thus comprising nine scalars), quater-

nions, which do so by containing a (3D) vector and an additional (rotation-angle-

representing) scalar value (thus comprising only four scalars in total), are conse-

quently more compact and efficient, and overall more stable. (cf. [19]) 

In general, the advantages associated with the use of quaternions can also be seen 

from the computations concerned (as referring to respective equations). 

(More details in these regards of spatial orientation/rotation handling, furthermore 

specifically regarding quaternions, can further be found in pertinent literature, such 

as by Ben-Ari (2017) [19].) 

4.2.2.4.2 Software-specific information regarding the implementation into a 

software program/application 

The developed conversion algorithm forms a major part of the presented thesis for 

belt simulation. It is in this course specifically implemented into a software program 

based on the .NET Framework (VB) by Microsoft [172]. 

 

12 concerning rotations representing more than 180° (cf. somersaulting difference quaternions) 
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Besides several common libraries of the .NET Framework, especially the library Sys-

tem.Numerics is essentially used for the implementation of the algorithm into a pro-

gram code, as in particular concerning the handling of 3D vectors and quaternions 

(cf. [173]). Vectors and quaternions are relevant in terms of dealing with positions 

and orientations in three-dimensional space, thus, specifically for computing parti-

cles/bondings of a BP belt. In this context, and specifically relating to the computa-

tions in Chapter 4.2.4, relevant data types (“Vector3” and “Quaternion”) and their 

related methods, operators, etc. (e.g. regarding vector cross product via “Vec-

tor3.Cross(…)”, quaternion initialisation with “Quaternion.CreateFromAxisAn-

gle(…)”, and further) are provided; see also corresponding documentation [173], and 

specifically the applied operations in Chapter 4.2.4. Generally, the application of 

vectors and quaternions is established in mathematics, especially regarding applica-

tions/computations in three-dimensional space (as relating to this given applicational 

case of implementing the developed conversion algorithm); further details regarding 

the basics of vectors/quaternions can be found in a wide range of related literature. 

In order to allow convenient use via a graphical user interface (GUI), such as to adjust 

several parameters for the conversion process, the programmed code is furthermore 

compiled into a Windows Forms Application (WFA; .NET Framework) as an exe-

cutable .exe-file. This added GUI is introduced in the subsequent Chapter 4.2.5, pre-

senting the developed conversion algorithm as implemented into a software applica-

tion/tool. 

The software tool’s compiled executable (.exe-file) is also distributed via the digital 

platform GitHub [107]. 

4.2.3 Specified CAD/DEM data requirements 

For enabling a proper conversion from CAD to DEM, as introduced in the preceding 

Chapter, several general requirements concern the input and the output data. Espe-

cially from the perspective of the developed conversion algorithm as embedded in 

the software tool BeltConverter (see Chapter 4.2.5), those input/output data specifi-

cations are explicitly defined as described below. 
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4.2.3.1 Input data (CAD) 

Specifically prepared CAD data is most fundamentally required to allow further data 

processing. In general, these preparations are concerning the definition of a belt as a 

middle surface model in quadrilateral-meshed form. Such a meshed belt-representing 

surface already indicates the grid that corresponds to the bonded-particle structure of 

the resulting BP belt, into which the initial CAD belt model is intended to be con-

verted. An introduction highlighting the initial purpose of this grid-representation of 

given CAD belt models was already shown in Chapter 4.2.2.2. 

Besides these specifications relating to the belt model per se, a supported input file 

format is also specified to enable importing of data files containing these CAD belt 

models for further conversion. 

In summary, the input data contains/provides specifically prepared CAD belt models 

in a file format, which enables further processing/computation. Details in those re-

gards are correspondingly given in the following subchapters. 

4.2.3.1.1 Supported belt shapes 

As already described in Chapter 4.2.2.1, a CAD belt geometry provided for conver-

sion is fundamentally required to show belt-typical characteristics, such as forming 

a relatively flat object with almost constant belt width and no sharp edges within the 

surface of the belt. 

Furthermore, the model is required to either correspond to a finite or an endless belt, 

as already illustrated previously in Chapter 4.2.2.2. The general characterising as-

pects for those two supported belt model types are as follows: 

The finite belt model type shows one continuous outer belt edge with four corners, 

which are typically approximately rectangular, resulting in four distinctive belt 

edges. Furthermore, every two opposite belt edges correspond to each other and are 

thus about the same length. Also, the belt model is required to respect the above 

mentioned belt-typical characteristics, specifically concerning the distances between 

opposite belt edges, e.g. as representing belt width. An exemplary finite belt structure 

is illustrated in the previous Figure 4-18. 
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The endless belt model type corresponds to an endless-joint finite belt, further char-

acterised by two continuous outer belt edges (and no corners along these edges). As 

with finite belt models, the distances between those two opposite belt edges represent 

the belt width (again, with respect to the belt-width criteria regarding belt-typical 

characteristics). In the previous Figure 4-19, an exemplary endless belt structure is 

illustrated. 

Note regarding Möbius belts: A Möbius belt model type is not supported to be con-

verted as such, but an easy-to-use process is proposed to allow this special type of 

belt geometry to be initialised as well. Basically, a Möbius belt is also an endless belt 

geometry, but with only one continuous outer belt edge (see, e.g. [165]). Its geometry 

can be described as resulting from endless-connecting a finite belt model, but in a 

turned form by bringing together opposite edges (diagonal corners) to form one sin-

gle continuous belt edge, as indicated in Figure 4-20. This form of connecting a finite 

belt model is also proposed as the basis to model such a Möbius belt: By removing a 

single row of grid lines (ref. bondings) through the width of a meshed Möbius belt, 

a finite belt model is resulting that allows being used for conversion. After the con-

version, the removed area can be manually closed to result in the intended endless 

Möbius belt geometry. In this context, it is advisable to select a location at which 

directly adjacent elements can be transferred to close the belt geometry (respecting 

the 180° orientation difference of the opposite particles). This principle is schemati-

cally illustrated in Figure 4-20, with the first removed and then manually set endless-

connection indicated. 

 

Figure 4-20: Möbius belt modelling approach (converted as a finite belt, with the endless joint 

indicated in the middle of the bottom strand) 
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4.2.3.1.2 CAD model preparation 

As introduced in Chapter 4.2.2.2, a CAD belt model intended for conversion is re-

quired to provide a grid structure that represents the (typically deformed) belt geom-

etry. The preparation of a common CAD belt model into such a grid structure is de-

scribed in this chapter. 

Middle surface model 

As an essential requirement, a belt model for import is defined only by its middle 

surface. This middle surface representation of a belt is further explained with Fig-

ure 4-21, where a section of a voluminous belt model with a distinctive belt thickness 

(tB) is shown from the side (thus looking at a belt edge). The required (middle sur-

face) belt model is indicated as an offset surface in the middle between the two outer 

surfaces of the voluminous belt model (hence with an offset distance of half the belt 

thickness, as also illustrated). 

 

Figure 4-21: Side view on the edge of a voluminous belt model (with a belt thickness tB) 

illustrating its middle surface between top and bottom side 

Further, one input data file is supposed to contain one single belt-representing object 

in the form of such a described surface model only. Therefore, other model data than 

this required middle surface belt model, such as the voluminous belt model, must not 

be included in the input data file. 

Meshed model 

For the conversion process, a belt model must contain specific grid information. This 

grid is required as an essential basis, as it allows the converter to detect the intended 

bonded-particle structure. For that purpose, grid lines are referring to bondings, and 
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grid cross points are referring to positions of particles (that are consequently bonded 

according to the given grid structure). 

To extend a prepared (middle surface) belt model into such a grid model, it is pro-

posed to discretize the original surface model by using meshing techniques. Such 

meshing allows applying a specific mesh (in this case, the required grid) onto the 

surface model; as by using mesh generator software, such as Gmsh [104] (free soft-

ware), which allows user-friendly and relatively fast meshing. Also, various software 

with other main purposes, such as Abaqus [44], allow effectively and, in some cases, 

more specific meshing. Also, various CAD software may be used to create a meshed 

belt model. (Note in that regard: As the developed algorithm allows specific rounding 

of input data values (specifically regarding grid positions), even a multi-surface 

model with small gaps to form the grid structure can be used. In such a model, mul-

tiple quadrilateral surfaces (already referring to quads; see next paragraph) are ar-

ranged to form the final belt surface – with small gaps between them, which are 

closed when imported for conversion due to the rounding of input values as men-

tioned.) 

As described in Chapter 4.1, a BP belt in its undeformed state – as it is generally 

addressed in this chapter – shows a plane and perfectly rectangular (single-layered) 

bonded-particle structure. Therefore, the meshing of the deformed belt model must 

be done by using quadrilateral elements (as commonly termed quad elements or 

simply quads) only. Those quads are then correspondingly representing the deformed 

rectangles in the deformed state of the belt as given by the provided CAD geometry. 

Furthermore, it is vital to define the meshing settings/rules with respect to the general 

structural belt setup (Chapter 4.1) to create a proper mesh, as intended for the con-

version into a specific BP belt. Such mesh-generation specific settings concern espe-

cially the quad dimension/arrangement controls and related definitions, which influ-

ences the size characteristics of the mesh/grid. 

In this regard, and as already indicated in Chapter 4.1.2.1 (for example, in Fig-

ure 4-7), the characteristics of a BP belt describe the underlying grid structure to start 

with an offset to the outer belt edges, as furthermore visualised in Figure 4-22. 
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Figure 4-22: Grid underlying a BP belt model, illustrating the offset between the belt edges and 

the grid 

The offset from a belt edge to its corresponding grid edge is equal to half the defined 

particle dimension in the respective direction, as evident from Figure 4-23, which 

shows a representative cross-section of a belt model to explain this aspect (as relating 

to the transverse direction (by representing the offset at both longitudinally oriented 

edges) for finite and endless belts; and for finite belts additionally also to the longi-

tudinal direction (representing the offset at both transverse oriented belt ends/edges) 

accordingly). 

 

Figure 4-23: Cross-sectional view of a BP belt with its grid indicated, showing the edge offset 

and further relevant dimensions 

As further already indicated in this figure, the grid dimensions are typically smaller 

than the particle dimensions (due to the introduced overlapping, see Chapter 4.1.1.2); 

thus, grid sizes are not representing the offsets directly. The geometric relationships 

in this context are further addressed on this representative cross-sectional view of a 

BP belt with its underlying grid structure. 

This described edge offset is to be included when preparing the model (e.g. in the 

course of the middle surface creation by use of suitable methods as conveniently 

available in CAD). 
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An illustrative example conforming to the descriptions given above is further shown 

in Figure 4-24, in which detailed views on the edge of the belt indicate the details 

addressed before. The figure shows a voluminous belt model, further prepared into a 

middle surface model, which is quadrilateral meshed, and finally converted into a BP 

belt (top to bottom). This specific belt model is created/prepared by using Autodesk 

Inventor [9] and is meshed by using Abaqus [44]. It furthermore corresponds to the 

exemplary application of a conventional belt conveyor shown in Chapter 5.2. 

 

Figure 4-24: Belt model to BP belt, with a detailed view on a belt edge; voluminous belt model, 

middle surface model, quadrilateral meshed model, BP belt (from top) 
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The following list summarises major aspects/considerations to be taken into account 

when creating a grid (meshed) belt model: 

• The resulting model contains one single continuous grid only, either: 

○ in finite form, or 

○ in endless form. 

• The grid is made of quadrilateral elements (quads) only, which are arranged 

on the belt’s middle surface in a (deformed) rectangular pattern. 

○ Therefore, the arrangement shows parallel rows of quads containing 

the same number of quads (applies for the longitudinal and the trans-

verse direction).13 

• The quads should be within the same size range (about the same length/width) 

• The grid represents a bonded-particle structure, typically in an already de-

formed state, therefore containing local deformations given by the grid. 

• Those deformations result in grid distortions and further deviations between 

the quads, which in general should be kept low; concerning: 

○ Overall length deviations, and 

○ Local angle deviations. 

• The quads ideally show an almost rectangular form, as relatively low distorted 

rectangles (with only minor deviations from rectangular vertex angles). 

Those mentioned characteristics can already be seen in the preceding Figure 4-24, 

and also in Figure 4-14, illustrating belt initialisation in almost-final state. Further, 

such grid-structured belt models are the basis for conversion and initialisation of BP 

belts, such as used in all the exemplary applications in Chapter 5. 

4.2.3.1.3 File format 

As a suitable file format to allow the import of prepared CAD belt model data for 

conversion, STL14 file format in ASCII15 encoded form is set as input format. 

 

13 As with quads, this applies accordingly also to links and points forming the grid. 

14 Standard Triangle/Tessellation Language; originally documented by 3D Systems, Inc. [1, 2]. 

15 American Standard Code for Information Interchange; cf. ISO/IEC 646 [127]. 
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The use of STL fulfils essential prerequisites: Most basically, this file format is able 

to contain grid-like belt models (as STL files contain triangulated 3D model data; 

and the required quadrilaterals can be formed with two triangles each; cf. Fig-

ure 4-26). Furthermore, STL is a commonly supported and widespread export for-

mat. Almost all 3D data software (CAD, but also meshing/simulation software) allow 

STL export. In that regard, STL is also established as a kind of generally supported 

default format for (triangulated) 3D model data, such as to import part models into 

DEM applications (typically in rigid form; see also Chapter 2.1.2.5). 

An ASCII encoded STL file contains human-readable text data, as shown in Fig-

ure 4-25. For the developed conversion software tool BeltConverter, ASCII encoded 

STL is preferred to be used as input format so far. This is based on two main aspects: 

The human-readable format allows visual data checks as well as manual modifica-

tions to the input file, which is especially beneficial during software development. 

Furthermore, even if a specific 3D software does not support an ASCII encoded STL 

export per se, subsequent format translation/conversion is generally possible such as 

with the help of various additional software. 

Figure 4-25 explains the main structure/syntax of a general ASCII encoded STL file. 

The keywords and separating characters (line breaks, spaces/tabulators) are manda-

tory. Each numerical value (ni…, vi…) allows signed (positive/negative) values in 

floating-point number, or also exponent format (with e-sign; e.g. 1.234564e-002). 

(Note: Dimensional unit information (metre/millimetre/inch etc.) is not explicitly 

given within STL data, but numerical values are consistent within a file.) 

As shown in Figure 4-25, a united object (solid) is defined (optionally with a name, 

indicated with s) containing any number of facets as planar surfaces (further defined 

as polygons, more specifically triangles). One facet subelement (indicated with index 

i) is representatively shown within the solid (s). Facets are explicitly defined as tri-

angles, each with three respective vertex points and a side-defining surface normal 

vector. In this regard, the vertex values (vi…) set the three-dimensional positions of 

each of the three vertices, and the facet normal values (ni…) the (normalised) facet 

normal vector (as direction information), pointing orthogonally on one side of the 

corresponding triangle’s surface. (As indicated, each n and v contains x,y,z values, 

thus corresponding to 3D vectors.) 
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solid s solid object (with s as an optional name), 
  containing triangles, each defined as: 
facet normal nix niy niz  triangle (i) with facet normal vector (ni) 
   outer loop  an the three vertices (vi): 
      vertex viAx viAy viAz   1st vertex point (A) 
      vertex viBx viBy viBz   2nd vertex point (B) 
      vertex viCx viCy viCz   3rd vertex point (C) 
   endloop 

endfacet 

  

facet normal … 

   … 

endfacet 

  

endsolid s 

Figure 4-25: Structure/syntax of a STL file (ASCII encoded) 

As previously described in Chapter 4.2.3.1.2, a belt model for conversion is consist-

ing of multiple quads forming the grid. In triangulated form, as required for STL 

data, each of those quads is represented by two triangles, as exemplarily illustrated 

in Figure 4-26. 

 

         

         

Figure 4-26: Representation of a quad in triangulated form, as for STL, consisting of two plane-

parallel triangles (1 and 2) 

This triangulation of quads, and thus of a quad-structured grid, is further to be re-

spected in the conversion algorithm, as each quad within the grid of a belt model is 

represented by two associated triangles. (Further descriptions in that regard are given 

in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2, specifically as part of the pairing of associated triangles in the 

preparation step after the import of an STL file for conversion). 

Additional comments – regarding binary STL, point clouds, and mesh-data 

Besides the described STL in ASCII encoded form, also binary encoded STL exists, 

which basically contains the same information of triangulated 3D model data, but in 

32-bit floating-point number format (which is indecipherable to a human; but results 
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in smaller file sizes at the same amount of information). Enabling import of binary 

STL would be principally feasible for future implementation but is (due to the aspects 

previously described) of minor importance; hence this is not yet supported. 

In principle, it would also be an alternative approach to use point-only data that 

simply contains three-dimensional point definitions of multiple points, such as 

(x,y,z) point cloud data. But as such point-only data does not clearly define a grid 

structure, i.e. defining which points are linked, deeper analysations in that regard 

would be necessary at the import/preparation step (ref. Chapter 4.2.4.1) when such 

data is prepared to be used for the conversion algorithm (still bearing the risk of 

misinterpretation of links). 

Another quite promising alternative would be the use of data formats capable of con-

taining mesh information (specifically quad-meshed structures), such as the Abaqus 

[44] input file format. Using such a format would principally be a suitable approach, 

especially for lowering the preparation effort required when using the proposed STL 

format to consider a quad grid in a triangulated STL model (which, however, is 

within reasonable limits; see Chapter 4.2.4.1.2, pairing of associated triangles). Nev-

ertheless, as such mesh-relating formats are more or less application-specific (e.g. 

Abaqus input format for FEM purposes), and as STL is generally more common, 

highly supported for export, and overall widespread in 3D engineering, STL is still 

preferred as the basic import data format. (Expanding the supported input data to-

wards such formats, especially the Abaqus input format, would principally be a pos-

sible future implementation but is not prioritised due to its minor importance.) 

4.2.3.2 Output data (DEM) 

The final result of the conversion algorithm is the computed BP belt written into an 

output file which enables further use, specifically: the initialisation of the converted 

BP belt in a DEM simulation application. 

The file format specified for this purpose is the keyword file (INP) format of 

ThreeParticle/CAE (.inp-file), which allows convenient usage by loading (importing) 

and thus initialising a computed BP belt. (In this context, and as covered in the pre-

ceding Chapter 4.1, the presented belt modelling technique generally relates to 
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ThreeParticle/CAE, which has been proven suitable, and for which specific imple-

mentations are made correspondingly (e.g. regarding the enhanced bonding model to 

allow belt-typical behaviour; cf. Chapter 4.1.2.2); thus, generally allowing a BP belt 

to be initialised as intended.) 

Also, the INP format reveals to be beneficial in general, as it fundamentally allows 

containing all the required data for defining a BP belt computed by the conversion 

algorithm (also including pre-deformation states of bondings), and furthermore 

shows a human-readable format. Due to these aspects, it is principally also possible 

to further translate the output data into related formats, readable by other modern 

DEM software environments that support this type of BP belt initialisation accord-

ingly. Especially, the human-readable format is advantageous, as it allows manual 

adaption of the converted BP belt data, such as to change certain properties of the 

computed model (e.g. for local belt structuring, cf. Chapter 4.1.2.3, as applied to de-

fine the area of belt breakage in the example in Chapter 5.7). 

Relevant aspects in terms of INP file usage, specifically for BP belt initialisation, are 

closer described in the following. In the respective Keywords Guide by Becker 

(2019) [12], full descriptions can further be found. 

INP – keyword file syntax 

Basically, an INP file can be loaded – at any time (time step) – to append or change 

the current simulation setup. Therefore, such an INP file contains command lines 

based on keyword syntax. 

In terms of BP belt modelling, those command lines and the respective keywords 

specifically concern the initialisation of the two elements that form a BP belt: parti-

cles and bondings. In this context, the content of an exemplary INP file is shown in 

Figure 4-27 (shown in Notepad++ [118] using a User Defined Language, enabling 

the colouring style as shown: indicating major keywords in green (as defining the 

general subject of each keyword line, starting with “*”), followed by parameter-de-

fining keywords in blue, string (name) definitions in red, and comment lines (starting 
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with “//”) in light grey); with the general syntax16 as evident (further details, see 

Keywords Guide [12]). 

 

Figure 4-27: INP keyword file syntax for bonded-particle initialisation 

As shown, the relevant keywords concern, on the one hand, the initialisation of par-

ticles that are intended for bonding (“*manualBondingGeneration”), and on the other 

hand, the initialisation of the bondings connecting those particles (“*addBonding”). 

Furthermore, several parameter definitions are shown, each for particles and bond-

ings, for specifying their details. 

As an essential parameter, the particle “ID” defines each particle with a unique num-

ber. Those IDs are then also used to define the initialisation of a bonding, which 

connects two specific particles (by referring to them via their IDs, with “IDA” and 

“IDB”). As can be seen, the bondings in the exemplary INP file are initialised to 

connect the three (prior to the bondings initialised) particles in an ascending row, 

connecting ID 1 with ID 2 and ID 2 with ID 3 (forming the bonded particle line of 

1-2-3). 

Regarding the initialisation of a particle: 

• “particle” defines the particle type (e.g. as a certain cuboidal particle (cf. 

Chapter 4.1.1.3), optionally corresponding to a specific contact group (cf. 

Chapter 4.1.2.3), with a defined material, etc.), 

• “ID defines a unique identifier 

• “position” defines the three-dimensional position and 

• “quaternion” defines its spatial orientation; 

• “transVelocity” optionally defines translational velocity17. 

 

16 such as the separation of sequential keywords with a comma, the separation of multiple values set to a 

parameter by using brackets divided by a semicolon, and the decimal delimiter as a dot 

17 In similar form, “rotVelocity” optionally defines rotational velocity. 
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And regarding the initialisation of a bonding: the parameters “positionA0”, “posi-

tionB0”, “quaternionA0”, “quaternionB0” define the initial bonding condition as the 

virtual relative arrangement of particle A (IDA) and particle B (IDB) at which the 

bonding between them is in its undeformed (zero) state. This concept is also sche-

matised in Figure 4-28. 

 

Figure 4-28: Schematic to define an initialised bonding in a pre-deformed state, based on virtual 

particles forming a virtual bonding that defines the bonding’s zero-state (each particle defined 

as common, with position and orientation) 

As illustrated in this figure, by setting these zero-state parameters, it is possible to 

initialise the bonding between two particles in an already (pre-)deformed state. This 

deformed bonding state results from the relative difference between the state at which 

the two particles are initialised (acc. particle initialisation) and their (virtual) zero-

state definition (acc. bonding initialisation). Deformed bonding initialisation, such as 

enabled with this principle of zero-state definition, is indispensable for BP belt ini-

tialisation, as introduced in Chapter 4.2.2.2 before. 

(According to the INP format, values regarding units refer to metre, as the length 

unit, and respectively, metres per second, as the translational velocity unit.) 

Looking at the example given in Figure 4-27, the particles are initialised in a line 

along the x-axis at a distance of 0.1 m (which results from the difference between the 

particle positions; from the values 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4). The initial bonding conditions 

further define a virtual arrangement of each two bonded particles in a shorter dis-

tance, specifically at 0.08 m, resulting from the differences between each positionA0 
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and positionB0 (from the values 0.2 and 0.28, and 0.3 and 0.38). Therefore, as the 

initialised particle distances (0.1 m) are larger than those defined zero-state distances 

(0.8 m), the bondings are initialised with this corresponding elongated condition, 

specifically lengthened by 0.02 m (from 0.08 m lengthened to 0.1 m; which corre-

sponds to 125% relative elongation). Furthermore, as there are obviously no differ-

ences in terms of quaternions between initialised and zero-state, the initial bonding 

condition in this shown case does not include rotational deformations. Basically, the 

definition of rotational deformation for an initial bonding condition is similar to those 

for elongation, as resulting from the differences in the quaternions between the ini-

tialised state and the zero-state (cf. relative orientations in Figure 4-28). 

(Side note: As mentioned before, several approaches that emerged during the devel-

opment of the presented methodology were applied for implementation as supported 

features to be available in ThreeParticle/CAE18, as also this principle for bonding 

initialisation including a deformed condition, or generally also the definition of spa-

tial orientations with using quaternions (as an alternative to using default Euler an-

gles); as particularly relating the BP belt initialisation as presented. Overall, such 

enhancing features provide general added value in the sense of extending and im-

proving the scope of applicability in the field of advanced/complex DEM simula-

tion.) 

Furthermore, also regarding the parameter definitions, some of the particle/bonding 

parameters are principally optional; such as the particle velocity, which is set to zero 

if not explicitly defined. In that regard, initial bonding conditions are also optional: 

If an initial bonding condition is not explicitly defined, the bonding is initialised at 

zero-state with the particle arrangements as it is initialised (according to the defini-

tions from the particle initialisation; as no virtual zero-state is given); i.e., posi-

tionA0/quaternionA0 equals the position/quaternion of particle A as initialised; the 

same applies for particle B. 

More details regarding keywords/parameters according to the INP format can also 

be found in the respective guides ([12, 13]) associated with ThreeParticle/CAE. 

 

18 e.g. see Chapter 4.1.2.2, the adapted bonding model implemented in ThreeParticle/CAE. 
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In Chapter 4.2.4.4, as the final step of the conversion algorithm, relevant details for 

writing computed data of a BP belt into an output file conform to this specified INP 

format are furthermore given. 

4.2.4 Essential modules of the conversion algorithm 

In the following, the main modules of the developed conversion algorithm are de-

scribed in detail – which were further implemented (in accordingly programmed 

form) as the core modules in the software tool BeltConverter, presented in Chapter 

4.2.5. These main modules concern the central computation mechanisms for belt con-

version from 3D-CAD- into DEM-data, as generally introduced in the preceding 

chapters, and as specifically already outlined in the algorithm overview in Chapter 

4.2.2.3. 

In addition to these main modules as described in the following, several additional 

modules/methods/functions are also implemented in the developed software tool, as 

to allow the resulting conversion software to run properly. Such further modules are 

generally of common nature and are thus not addressed in more detail. They concern, 

for example, typical data handling operations or the GUI that is added to allow intu-

itive operability (for using the conversion algorithm as embedded in an executable 

software tool; see Chapter 4.2.5). 

4.2.4.1 CAD data import and preparation 

Initially, an imported CAD file (containing the belt geometry intended for conver-

sion) is translated into processable data. This translated data is furthermore prepared 

to conform to a specific scheme, fundamentally enabling the subsequent computa-

tions to be made. In addition, several data checks allow early evaluation in terms of 

data suitability as part of these initial steps. 

The result from this import/preparation procedure is a specific data set that contains 

numerical information representing the grid-like structure of the imported belt ge-

ometry, which is furthermore conforming to enable the computation of particles and 

bondings that follow as described in the next Chapter 4.2.4.2. Especially the ad-

dressed preparation steps are in this regard of crucial importance. 
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4.2.4.1.1 Translation 

As specified in Chapter 4.2.3.1.3, a CAD input file intended for conversion contains 

the geometry in ASCII encoded STL format. To enable further processing, the con-

tents provided by such a CAD input file, containing text data in multi-line string 

format (cf. Figure 4-25), need to be translated into computable data. Therefore, sev-

eral trivial string operations/functions are applied for raw text data parsing and trans-

lation into computable data. With general reference to Figure 4-25, this mainly con-

cerns the splitting of loaded text (initially given as non-computable string data) into 

fragments which are further converted into numerical data type format suitable for 

computation. Accordingly, every triangle-defining block within the STL file (indi-

cated as facet in the aforementioned figure) is processed to result as computable data, 

correspondingly as one facet normal vector (ni) and three vertices (viA, viB, viC) per 

triangle. 

As a result, the translated data contains a list of (typically many) triangles, each de-

fined by its three vertices as points in 3D vector format and additionally its facet 

normal also in 3D vector format. (3D vectors with x,y,z decimal values.) 

4.2.4.1.2 Preparation 

In preparatory steps, the imported triangles, which are intended to form the 3D ge-

ometry of a belt model (according to the specifications as described in Chapter 

4.2.3.1.2, as a middle surface model in meshed form), are further processed to result 

in a data set that forms the basis for the subsequently performed computation of par-

ticles and bondings. In essence, these preparatory steps generally comprise the fol-

lowing listed issues, which are further discussed below; and which are generally also 

evident when comparing Figure 4-29 and Figure 4-30, showing a section of a belt-

representing structure before and after preparation: 

• Pairing of associated triangles (combining every two triangles to a quad) 

• Forming a point and link structure (corresponding to a grid of linked points) 

○ Systematically numbering/sorting the points that form this grid 

○ Systematically assigning link references at each point 
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Figure 4-29: Imported grid – consisting of triangles (T), each with three vertices (.1-.3) (the left 

side ((Tn) and (Tn-1)) only applies for endless belts) 

 

Figure 4-30: Prepared grid – consisting of quads, further showing a systematic point numbering 

scheme (the left side ((n) and (n-1)) only applies for endless belts) 

These issues are not to be considered in a full-sequential order (such as listed) but in 

a cross-related form, as several aspects are fundamentally relating to each other, 

which is also evident from the descriptions given in the following subsections. These 

descriptions basically relate to the list given above, beginning with an explanation of 

the basic point/link data structure (including point numbering), providing insights 

into the pairing of associated triangles, and finally, explaining the link assignment 

systematics applied to each point. 

After an outline on checking this prepared data in terms of general data suitability 

(in Chapter 4.2.4.1.3), an overview of the data as resulting from these preparation 

steps is furthermore given in the conclusive Chapter 4.2.4.1.4 – also summarising the 

terminology as evolved through the following sections in a summarising overview in 
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Figure 4-51 (see this figure for further illustrative clarification of various terms, e.g. 

points, links, longitudinal/transverse directions, fibres/rows, etc.). 

Point and link data structure 

The previously shown Figure 4-29 shows a representative section of a belt model 

formed by the imported triangles, with each triangle (t) containing the position data 

of its three vertices (A, B, C). Obviously, multiple redundant entries for point posi-

tions are resulting due to the shared vertices of adjacent triangles. By transferring the 

triangle data into point and link data (with the omission of redundant entries), as 

illustrated in Figure 4-30, the amount of data that represents the grid-like belt struc-

ture is significantly reduced. In this context, the prepared data essentially corresponds 

to a point list and a link list, both of which are in relation to each other; further with 

points in the point list giving information of their positions in 3D vector format, and 

with the links in the link list giving information of the point-point connections that 

ultimately form the grid (i.e. which pairs of points are linked with each other). 

Fundamentally, the created point list is sorted in order to apply a numbering scheme 

to the grid structure, as shown in Figure 4-30. The point sorting/numbering scheme 

is set as follows: (With the numbering starting at zero, as is customary in numerics19.) 

• Starting from a corner (finite belt) or from an edge point (endless belt) 

• Ascending in the transverse belt direction in first-order 

• Ascending in longitudinal belt direction in second-order 

• Until every particle is considered (numbered/sorted) 

Note regarding belt directions: For endless belts, the longitudinal direction is defined 

by the orientation of the (two opposite) belt edges; but for finite belt models, the 

orientation (longitudinal/transverse) is not unambiguously evident, as both pairs of 

opposite belt edges are principally possible to correspond to either the longitudinal 

or the transverse direction. Thus, the option to switch directions is added in the algo-

rithm at this preparatory stage, specifically regarding finite belt models. 

 

19 general software-related details regarding the implementation of the presented algorithm into a software 

program, see Chapter 4.2.2.4.2 (cf. also .NET [172]) 
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Also, the endless joint in an endless belt obviously concerns the linking of the last 

(transverse) row of points with the first (transverse) row of points (see also Chapter 

4.2.4.1.4, specifically Figure 4-50). 

Furthermore, it would actually be possible to sort the link list in a similar ascending 

order, but this is not necessary because the links are referenced from the point list 

anyway and can thus be retrieved as sorted via this sorted point list (cf. following 

paragraph). 

The point list and the link list are fundamentally interconnected via cross-references. 

Therefore, every point comprises the information which links are connected to it – 

as a reference to the corresponding links (in the link list). Also, the reference gives 

the information in which direction a link is oriented in relation to this specific point 

(positive/negative longitudinal/transverse direction), which is specified as described 

in the section after next (regarding systematic link assignment). Every link, on the 

other hand, contains the information which two points are linked by it – given in 

similar form via reference to the corresponding points (in the point list). This inter-

connection between the two lists is later illustrated in Figure 4-48, in Chapter 

4.2.4.1.4, showing the prepared data structure (also including the specific link as-

signment as discussed in the section after next). 

Pairing of associated triangles 

The above-mentioned preparations are basically parallelised with the following pro-

cess, which is furthermore performed to respect every pair of associated triangles20 

that represent each quad-element (corresponding to the quad-based mesh as origi-

nally applied to the belt model, according to Chapter 4.2.3.1.2; cf. also Fig-

ure 4-29/Figure 4-30). This (back-)transformation into a quad-based grid is required 

for the subsequent computation of the bonded-particle network and basically corre-

sponds to a combination of every two associated triangles. It is performed by analys-

ing the grid and further by removing the diagonal link that triangulates each quad (as 

indicated with the dashed lines in the previous Figure 4-30). The remaining link 

structure shows a quadrilateral network as the originally applied quad-based mesh. 

 

20 As described in the paragraph corresponding to Figure 4-26, a belt model provided in STL format is given 

in triangulated form, thus with two associated triangles for each quad. 
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Finding the pairs of associated triangles for removing the diagonal links is principally 

straightforward, as shortly outlined in the following. 

At first, the analysis is started by focusing on the belt edges (in longitudinal direction) 

because when one pair of associated triangles is found on such an edge, the next 

neighbouring pairs of triangles (on this edge) are resulting trivially, as illustrated in 

Figure 4-31. Therefore, the triangles connected to points at such an edge are consid-

ered for combination – as closer addressed subsequently. 

 

       

       

Figure 4-31: Pairing of associated triangles to quads along the edge 

Also, this process is consequently progressive along the longitudinal direction, as 

combining triangles until the edge is finished (either by reaching the corner(s) (finite 

belt) or when the two progressing fronts converge (endless belt)). After finishing this 

first row of points, the next row, as adjacent to this completed one, is performed the 

same way; and the process is correspondingly repeated until the opposite end of the 

belt (the opposite edge) is reached. This process is schematically illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-32. 

 

     

     

     

     

Figure 4-32: Pairing of triangles along the edge; when the row is finished (middle), starting with 

the next row following (right) (and so on) 
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Principally, this described procedure of sequentially pairing triangles, thus proceed-

ing progressively through the grid, allows being used for sorting purposes (as ex-

plained in the previous section) in parallel to this pairing. 

The following paragraphs regard the finding of initial triangles to start the pairing: 

As stated before, it is required to find an initial pair of two associated triangles, spe-

cifically at an edge, to start a sequential pairing process. Basically, there are some 

specific triangle arrangements that allow clearly determinable allocations, such as 

when exactly one or four triangles are connected to an edge point (corresponding to 

two or five links connected to this point), as illustrated in Figure 4-33 and Fig-

ure 4-34. 

 

         

         

Figure 4-33: Point at one triangle (two links) – pairing is explicit (represents a corner point) 

 

         

         

Figure 4-34: Point at four triangles (five links) – pairing is explicit 

In case no edge point with such a clearly determinable allocation exists, further con-

siderations are required. Obviously, those further cases concern arrangements when 

two or three triangles are connected to an edge point (corresponding to three or four 

links connected to this point), at which a clear triangle assignment is not readily pos-

sible, as illustrated in Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36. In these cases, only looking at the 

number of elements (triangles/links) that are connected to a point does not give the 

final information about which triangles are associated to form the intended quad-

structure. 
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        OR 

         

Figure 4-35: Point at two triangles (three links) – pairing is not explicit 

 

        OR 

         

Figure 4-36: Point at three triangles (four links) – pairing is not explicit 

In the case of two triangles (Figure 4-35), those two can either be associated to each 

other (forming a corner, as shown on the left), but also not (forming two separate 

quads, as when arranged along an edge, as shown on the right). And in the case of 

three triangles (Figure 4-36), the middle triangle can either be connected with one or 

the other additional triangle (with the left one, as shown on the left; or with the right 

one, as shown on the right). 

Two further approaches are feasible to determine the associated triangles in such 

cases: on the one hand, considering the angles between links, and further, using facet 

normals. 

The angle consideration is generally feasible, as the quads are principally envisaged 

to correspond to rather slightly distorted rectangles. Accordingly, triangles can be 

associated in order to form such rather small distorted rectangles with link angles 

closer to rectangular, which is outlined in Figure 4-37. This figure illustrates the case 

from the previous Figure 4-36 on the left, with the two principally possible options 

for associating the triangles in focus: either resulting in slightly distorted rectangles 

(as shown on the top), as intended accordingly with angles closer to 90°, in compar-

ison to the alternative option which is resulting in strongly distorted rectangles (as 

shown on the bottom, with angles strongly different to 90°). 
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Figure 4-37: The two principally possible pairing forms for a point at three triangles – the first 

returns quads with smaller deviations from a rectangle (the second one returns a stronger 

distorted quad structure, which is not intended) 

Also, the consideration of facet normals (n) is principally feasible because their di-

rections are required to be parallel for two associated triangles. This condition can 

be useful in general – as to check the correspondence of two as-associated-found 

triangles (e.g. with the principles as described before) – but moreover, it can also be 

of use for identification purposes in the context of triangle association. Therefore, 

differences between two adjacent facet normals indicate that those two adjacent tri-

angles are not associated (but the alternative two triangles consequently are, which 

are furthermore required to show parallel facet normals). This circumstance occurs 

specifically in bent belt geometries, as facet normal differences basically indicate a 

bend-line in the transverse belt direction. In Figure 4-38, the determination principle 

in such a case (as basically corresponding to Figure 4-37) is illustrated, with the high-

lighted triangles in focus and their found association as resulting when considering 

differences of facet normals as described. (The alternative option, similar to Fig-

ure 4-37 on the bottom, is not set due to the differences in their facet normals; hence 

the other option is resultingly found and set for triangle association, as indicated; and 

as comparable to Figure 4-37 on the top.) 
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Figure 4-38: Pairing using facet normal directions for a point at three triangles at a bent area – 

where two facet normals are parallel (which are thus paired) and the third is not (facet normal 

directions indicated with arrows) 

At the end of the described preparation step, the initially imported belt data (which 

is comprising a multitude of triangles) is prepared as a grid of linked points in quad-

rilateral form. The result at the end of this step is a list of the points (and correspond-

ing of the links between them) that define the grid structure, furthermore sorted in 

ascending order as described (first in transverse, then in longitudinal direction), and 

with only those links remaining to form a quadrilateral grid as required. (Further 

details see the section following after, summarising the result of the CAD data im-

port, which is further passed on to the subsequent computation of particles and bond-

ings.) 

Systematic link assignment 

Each point within the grid must be attached to either two, three, or four links – with 

these three cases indicating specific locations in the grid, as further illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-39, with: 

• Two links as a corner point 

• Three links as an edge point 

• Four links as a (common) surface point 
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Corner 

(2 links) 

 Edge 

(3 links) 

 Surface 

(4 links) 

Figure 4-39: Number of links connected to a point indicating its location in the grid 

According to the maximum number of links attached to a point, each point has four 

reference slots available that allow link references to be assigned (to refer to entries 

in the link list); further with the option to leave unused slots blank, thus allowing to 

set only two or three references as well. 

This basic setup with four reference slots per point is additionally extended with a 

scheme that allows respecting the direction of assigned link references. Therefore, 

each of the four slots represents a specific direction: (Again, starting the numbering 

at zero, as is customary in numerics.) 

Slot 0 – Positive longitudinal 

Slot 1 – Positive transverse 

Slot 2 – Negative longitudinal 

Slot 3 – Negative transverse 

With longitudinal/transverse direction in relation to the grid (as stated before); and 

with positive/negative direction in relation to the respective point (to which those 

links are correspondingly assigned to). This scheme is also illustrated in Figure 4-40 

on a common grid point with four links attached. 

 

Figure 4-40: Link (L0-L3) assignment in slots (table) respecting grid directions 
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If fewer than these four links are attached, the slots that do not apply are correspond-

ingly left out (and are thus not assigned with a link reference). With this scheme, 

common surface points (with four links), edges (with three links), and corners (with 

two links) are possible to be depicted, further including information of different link 

orientations, which is of importance for subsequent computations (given in Chapter 

4.2.4.2). Besides the common case shown in Figure 4-40, in which all slots are filled 

with references, further different cases of edges and corners are shown in Figure 4-41 

and Figure 4-42, also indicating which slots are not assigned with a link reference. 

                        

         

Figure 4-41: Link assignment for corner points 

                       

         

Figure 4-42: Link assignment for edge points 

To determine the slot assignment as introduced, the numbering scheme already ap-

plied to the point list is useful (with points ascending at first in transverse and then 

in longitudinal direction). Thereby, this systematic assignment basically corresponds 

to reconsidering the points within the point list one after another, specifically in terms 

of the links that are attached to each point, as this information is already given from 

the grid structure (in correspondence with the link list), but the specific link refer-

ences are at this stage not assigned to envisaged slots as introduced above. To per-

form this assignment, each point with its attached links is considered individually, as 

a point of focus, further analysed as below. 

The systematic link assignment is based on considering the differences between point 

numbers (in the following also referred to as (point) IDs) of two linked points: ac-

cordingly, the point ID differences (∆PID) are determined, which are each relating to 
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one of the (up to four) links connected to the specific point of focus. These point ID 

differences are trivially resulting from the IDs of two linked points: 

 ∆PID =  PID –  PID focus (30) 

with PID focus as the ID of the point of focus, and PID as the ID of a point connected 

to this point of focus via a link; performed respectively for every link attached to the 

point of focus, giving either two, three, or four ∆PIDs, each corresponding to a re-

spective link. Thus, by analysing these ∆PIDs, the assignment of the corresponding 

links into the slots is made possible, as described in the following paragraphs. 

In the transverse direction, the point IDs follow a one-step order; thus, if an ID dif-

ference magnitude is exactly one, an orientation in that direction is determined, spe-

cifically according to the following conditions: 

   If   ∆PID =  + 1 the cor. link is in positive transverse direction (slot 1) 

   If   ∆PID =  − 1 the cor. link is in negative transverse direction (slot 3) 

Condition set (31) 

This aspect is obvious, as when looking at the initial example clarifying the number-

ing scheme in Figure 4-30, and is furthermore also evident in various next figures 

regarding longitudinal determination. Additionally, Figure 4-43 shows this determi-

nation principle on a common section within the grid. 

 

Figure 4-43: Link determination in transverse direction (cf. Condition set (31); grid ref. 

Figure 4-49) 

Consequently, in contrast to the transverse direction, which is resulting from an ID 

difference magnitude equal to one, an ID difference magnitudes unequal to one cor-
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respondingly indicates a longitudinal orientation. But these cases require further con-

siderations, specifically to respect effects from endless belt types (as further de-

scribed in the section after next). 

With only one ID difference magnitude unequal to one, the determination is accord-

ing to the following conditions: 

   If exactly one link conforms to the condition   |∆PID| >  1   then: 

      If   ∆PID >  1 the cor. link is in positive longitudinal direction (slot 0) 

      Else   (∆PID <  1) the cor. link is in negative longitudinal direction (slot 2) 

Condition set (32) 

This condition furthermore corresponds to points along the ends of a finite grid (the 

first and the last row of points, which only contain one longitudinal link), as exem-

plarily shown in Figure 4-44. 

 

Figure 4-44: Link determination in longitudinal direction at the ends of a finite grid (cf. 

Condition set (32); grid ref. Figure 4-49) 

With the common case of two ID differences conform to this condition of magnitudes 

unequal to one, the determination must respect a specific case that occurs in endless-

joint grids, in which the endless-joining links are interrupting the common ascending 

point order at these points (as in these area the first and last row are correspondingly 

linked; cf. the numbering scheme in the bottom left in Figure 4-30). This is respected 

as follows: 
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   If exactly two links conform to the condition as previous (|∆PID| >  1) 

   with two ∆PIDs (∆PID1, ∆PID2) brought into the order to fulfil   ∆PID1 >   ∆PID2 

   conform to the conditions as before   |∆PID1| >  1   and   |∆PID2| >  1   then: 

      If   𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(∆PID1) ≠  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(∆PID2) (common case) 

 the link cor. to ∆PID1 is in positive longitudinal direction (slot 0) 

 the link cor. to ∆PID2 is in negative longitudinal direction (slot 2) 

      Else   (𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(∆PID1) =  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(∆PID2)) (case at endless joint) 

 the link cor. to ∆PID1 is in negative longitudinal direction (slot 2) 

 the link cor. to ∆PID2 is in positive longitudinal direction (slot 0) 

Condition set (33) 

These cases are illustrated in Figure 4-45 at different points, one in a common section 

(top; conforming to the common case) and at both rows at the endless-joint (first/last 

row as linked together), which further give the result as indicated (middle and bot-

tom). 

 

Figure 4-45: Link determination in longitudinal direction at a common surface point (top) and at 

the endless joint of an endless grid (middle/bottom) (cf. Condition set (33); grid ref. 

Figure 4-50) 

According to this determination scheme, each link reference is assigned to one of the 

four slots, thus representing a specific direction of each link in reference to the point 
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of focus – which is, as giving essential orientation information, important for the 

following computations (see Chapter 4.2.4.2). 

In parallel to this link assignment at points as described, also the links are reconsid-

ered in a similar form in order to contain point references in a certain order. For that 

purpose of point assignment, the two referenced points at each link are assigned to 

point in positive grid direction (either in positive longitudinal or positive transverse 

direction) when following from the first to the second referenced point. This assign-

ment is trivial, as a simple switch of the order of the two referenced points is required 

when the order is determined as not conform. This principle is schematically also 

illustrated in Figure 4-46, showing a transverse link (top), a common longitudinal 

link (middle), and a longitudinal link at an endless joint (bottom). 

 

Figure 4-46: Sorting scheme for the referenced points in the link list (sorted following the 

positive direction; as indicated in the tables) (grid ref. Figure 4-50) 

(Note: This point assignment is principally not necessarily required for computa-

tional reasons, but adds further systematics through the uniformly structured result, 

which is generally favourable, e.g. with regard to correspondingly structured data 

(ref. computing/writing of bondings cf. Chapter 4.2.4.2.3/Chapter 4.2.4.4.) 

4.2.4.1.3 Data check 

In the course of the precedingly described data translation and data preparation, sev-

eral validity/comprehensibility checks can be performed: 
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• The loaded data must contain only one solid – as only one single and contin-

uous belt-representing object is allowed. 

• The number of triangles must be even – as two triangles form each quad, and 

the grid is required purely quadrilateral; thus, no single triangle is allowed. 

• Relative length deviations of all the links are not exceeding certain limits, 

respectively in longitudinal/transverse direction (as links refer to DEM bond-

ings, which are supposed to be within a manageable length range. I.e., devia-

tions in terms of link (bonding) length differences are intended to be rel. low.) 

• Angle deviations between links at each point are not exceeding certain limits: 

○ two adjacent links: angle to be about 90° (+/- permissible deviation) 

○ two opposite links: angle to be about 180° (+/- permissible deviation) 

(I.e., distortions in terms of local angle deviations are intended to be rel. low. 

See also Figure 4-47.) 

(Note: These described checks fundamentally refer to the CAD belt model charac-

teristics specified in Chapter 4.2.3.1.2, specifically to the section (and the conclusive 

list) regarding meshing to apply a quadrilateral grid on a middle surface model.) 

                 

Figure 4-47: Angular ranges between adjacent (left) and opposite (right) links, shown as linked 

at a common grid point; generally indicating relatively low local angular distortions from a 

rectangular grid 

4.2.4.1.4 Resulting data 

The resulting data, which forms the basis for the computation of particles and bond-

ings following in the next Chapter 4.2.4.2, basically represents a grid structure con-

sisting of linked points. Therefore, this data is provided by a sorted list of points and 

a list of links, both of which are related to each other. The list of points is sorted in 

systematically ascending order, as previously described and as again indicated in the 

later shown figures; first in transverse, and then in longitudinal direction. The link 
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assignment made to each point furthermore gives the directions in which attached 

links are oriented in relation to each specific point. An illustrative example of the 

structure, also showing the point-link relation, is given in Figure 4-48 on a section of 

the exemplary grid from Figure 4-49 – with the corresponding lists of points and 

links further indicating their relations as cross-references between points and links. 

 

Figure 4-48: Structure of the two lists, point list (middle) and link list (right), for the first section 

of a finite grid; cross-references indicated (with links in colour) 

(Note: As already implied, each list begins at zero, as common in numerics.) 

Furthermore, resulting data corresponds to one of the two basic belt types, either 

representing a grid of a finite or of an endless belt model, as shown exemplarily in 

the following figures – with Figure 4-49 showing a finite grid consisting of 5x10 

points and Figure 4-50 showing an endless grid consisting of 5x40 points, each with 

their grid-forming links. 

 

Figure 4-49: Representative example of a finite grid 
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Figure 4-50: Representative example of an endless grid 

In these figures, typical characteristics of resulting point/link data forming such grid 

structures are shown; with the major difference between these two types evident, as 

an endless belt shows additional links between the first and the last row of particles, 

thus resulting in only two instead of four belt edges. 

Ultimately, the resulting data (as a point list and a link list) indicates a BP belt struc-

ture – with the points corresponding to particles and the links corresponding to their 

bondings. This data is further transferred to compute the particles and bondings, ac-

cordingly including local conditions to form the BP belt in the given (pre-deformed) 

state. This computation is covered in the following module, as described in the next 

chapter. 

In concluding addition, Figure 4-51 gives an overview of the essential terminology 

used in context with the (prepared) grid structure, whereby reference is generally 

made to terms already mentioned previously (points, links, etc.) but furthermore in-

dicates the major variable names (particle/bonding) used in the following computa-

tions. 
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Figure 4-51: Grid structure terminology – general section (left) / ends of a finite grid (top right) 

/ endless joint of an endless grid (bottom right) 

4.2.4.2 Particle and bonding computation 

The core data for the final output, as computed by this presented conversion algo-

rithm, contains the definitions to allow the initialisation of a BP belt to represent a 

specifically deformed belt model as intended (see also Chapter 4.2.1 in that regard). 

For this purpose, the computed data comprises the following major information21, 

with their detailed computation as described in the chapters after next: 

• Particle states: Placement of each particle  (position & spatial orientation) 

• Bonding states: Condition of each bonding, defined by: 

○ Particle A, zero-state (position & spatial orientation) 

○ Particle B, zero-state (position & spatial orientation) 

Whereby, in computational terms, each particle’s position & spatial orientation is 

represented as a 3D vector & a quaternion (with the corresponding data types and 

their specific properties, operators, methods, etc., acc. System.Numerics [173].) 

Generally, the imported and prepared data (in the form of the proceeding described 

point and link list) is used to compute BP belt data, comprising a particle and a bond-

ing list as explained in the chapters after next. 

 

21 at least; which refers to further include additional data, e.g. initial belt velocity, see Chapter 4.2.4.3. 
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4.2.4.2.1 Deformed-to-undeformed grid state considerations 

For the computation of the core data, it is fundamentally necessary to analyse the 

deformed grid information and consider local differences to its undeformed state, as 

in principle already introduced in Chapter 4.2.2.2. As obvious, the deformed grid is 

corresponding to the distorted grid structure provided by the imported and prepared 

CAD data (acc. previous Chapter 4.2.4.1). The undeformed grid, on the other hand, 

is corresponding to a (virtually considered) undeformed state of a BP belt grid; in 

this context, additionally defining a BP belt at zero-state. 

Zero-state grid and belt-tensioning definitions 

The zero-state of a grid is specified to show a perfectly flat rectangular form (see 

general belt modelling technique in Chapter 4.1). The grid dimensions (i.e. the link 

lengths) of this zero-state affect the elongation state at which a given and thus de-

formed grid is initialised. (As the links further correspond to the bondings of the BP 

belt.) 

Resulting from this context, belt pre-tensioning is allowed to be included at BP belt 

initialisation, particularly by defining a zero-state link (bonding) length with a certain 

amount shorter than the imported/given and thus to-be-initialised link (bonding) 

length. This circumstance is furthermore illustrated on a representative example: 

With a zero-state length defined with 40 mm and a length in the imported grid of 

44 mm, the resulting bonding gets correspondingly initialised in lengthened form 

(lengthened as from 40 mm to 44 mm, thus corresponding to a 110% strained state; 

cf. paragraph after next). Furthermore, zero-state link lengths are generally required 

to be defined for both belt directions separately; commonly to initialise a certain belt 

pre-tensioned state in the longitudinal direction, but no such pre-tensioning in the 

transverse belt direction. These addressed aspects are schematically illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-52, with a grid indicating a (virtual) zero-state (which is defined with the two 

zero-state lengths as shown) on the left, and a deformed grid as imported (thus as to 

be initialised) on the right (with the lengths also as shown, as resulting from the im-

ported data). 
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Figure 4-52: A grid with its defined zero-state (left) and its given/imported state (right), pre-

deformed in long. dir. (L...L; 44 mm/40 mm), not pre-deformed in transv. dir. (L...T; 

35 mm/35 mm) (indices in brackets indicate linked points) 

In this illustrative example, the imported grid, and therefore the correspondingly in-

itialised BP belt, is meant to contain pre-tensioned bondings in the longitudinal grid 

direction. This reveals from the link/bonding lengths differences between the zero-

state and the initialised state, as differences are apparent in longitudinal 

(40 mm/44 mm) but not in transverse (35 mm/35 mm) direction. 

Accordingly, to define the zero-state of a grid, both zero-state lengths (Lb0Land Lb0T; 

correspondingly regarding the longitudinal and the transverse belt direction) are re-

quired to be defined by the user. This definition is either possible by providing these 

two values directly, as typical (with absolute values, i.e. in units of length) – but is 

alternatively also possible by providing relative values. In this context, relative val-

ues are meant to define the elongation state with which the BP belt is to be initialised, 

specifically as each a factor that defines the strained state in longitudinal (1 + εbL) 

and in transverse (1 + εbT) direction. According to common strain relation (strain 

equals to change in length divided by original length), the zero-state lengths follow 

(for both directions) with 

 Lb0L =  
LbmL

1 +  εbL

 (34) 

 Lb0T =  
LbmT

1 +  εbT

 (35) 
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with LbmL and LbmT as mean lengths resulting from the given grid (trivially as the 

sum of the lengths divided by the amount of these summed lengths; respectively for 

each direction). Furthermore, with Figure 4-52 in mind, relative value definition is 

further illustrated: the imported grid is meant to be initialised with longitudinal elon-

gation (from 40 mm to 44 mm), but with no elongation in transverse direction (with 

35 mm remaining 35 mm). To define this state with relative instead of these absolute 

values, equivalent strained states are required to be set accordingly, specifically with 

110% in longitudinal (1 + εbL) and 100% in transverse direction (1 + εbT). 

Further relating aspects in regards to considering link/bonding lengths are covered in 

the next chapters, as particularly relevant to the computation of the initialisation 

states of particles and bondings (further, with specific zero-state lengths specifically 

relating to determining zero-states of bondings, which correspondingly includes the 

consideration of zero-bonding-lengths as described above). 

4.2.4.2.2 Particle state computation 

As already mentioned, each particle’s state – as its position and its spatial orientation 

– is required to be computed accordingly to form the resulting BP belt as intended. 

Whereas position determination is rather trivial (as addressed in the following sub-

section), especially spatial orientation computation requires closer consideration, as 

in detail described in the subsections after next. 

Transferring the positions, IDs, and link references (and extending the 

point list into a particle list) 

The positions of particles are trivially resulting as equal to the positions of points as 

provided in the prepared point list (cf. previous Chapter 4.2.4.1.4). 

Due to this fundamental correlation, the prepared point list is directly transferred 

(extended) to form the base data of the particle list, which contains each particle 

forming the resulting BP belt. In this context, each particle in the particle list is de-

fined with: 

• its position (𝐩) as a 3D vector, 

• its ID (as the list number; acc. grid numbering scheme; cf. Chapter 4.2.4.1.2), 
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• and furthermore contains the references to its attached links (as later trans-

ferred into bondings, accordingly described in the next Chapter 4.2.4.2.3), 

thus giving the information which particles are linked to this particle; 

but further data are additionally required to be computed, as each particle is funda-

mentally also defined with: 

• its spatial orientation (𝐪) as a quaternion, which is covered in the following 

section (and generally results from the linked points), 

• and optionally its velocity (𝐯p; see Chapter 4.2.4.3). 

(Note: Point data is extended to particle data specifically by adding these last two 

properties, which are consequently required to be computed per point/particle. Also, 

this set of data for defining a particle is generally also evident when looking at the 

particle initialising keyword line in Figure 4-27, in Chapter 4.2.3.2, regarding the 

DEM output data format. In this regard, the particle type22 is principally also relevant 

to particle data but not explicitly included at this point, as it is considered as related 

to the particle ID, which is further explained in Chapter 4.2.4.4 (cf. also fibred struc-

turing in Chapter 4.1.2.3).) 

Spatial orientation determination (as a rotated coordinate system) 

For the following computation processes, the preparation of the imported data as 

given in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2 is fundamentally relevant; specifically regarding the num-

bering scheme and the systematic link assignment applied to the point (thus particle) 

data. 

Spatial orientation computation is performed systematically for each particle in the 

particle list, further by considering each particle’s local grid condition (by including 

its attached links). Thereby, a particle of focus (with its position 𝐩focus) is considered 

with its linked particles (and their positions 𝐩0…𝐩3), as illustrated in Figure 4-53. 

The order of these linked particles further follows the link assignment systematics 

specified in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2 (see reference slots), and are thus also indicating grid 

directions (positive/negative longitudinal/transverse) as shown. 

 

22 see the corresponding bullet point following Figure 4-27 in Chapter 4.2.3.2 
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Figure 4-53: A common point/particle in focus (𝐩focus) with its four linked points (𝐩0…𝐩3); 

illustrating the distance vectors (𝐝0…𝐝3) (cf. Eq. (36)) 

The distance vectors (𝐝0…𝐝3), pointing from the point of focus to the linked points, 

are determined accordingly with: 

 𝐝i =  {
 𝐩i –  𝐩focus 
 𝟎 

     
if 𝐩i exists
otherwise

 (36) 

with 𝐩i resulting from a reference slot i; thus, with no 𝐩i resulting/existing when a 

slot i is blank (cf. systematic link assignment in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2; Note in that re-

gard: different schemes with blank slots indicate different cases of edges (one blank 

slot) or corners (two blank slots), accordingly shown in Figure 4-41 and Figure 4-42). 

(Also, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}; which applies in general also to related contents as below). 

The distance vectors are furthermore set in relation to the respective zero-state 

lengths (Lb0Land Lb0T), giving length-related23 distance vectors 𝐝i
′ as: 

 𝐝i
′ =  {

 𝐝i Lb0L⁄  

 𝐝i Lb0T⁄  
     

if i ∈ {0, 2}

otherwise (i ∈ {1, 3})
 (37) 

(with the first condition regarding links in longitudinal direction (i = 0 and/or i = 2), 

and the second condition regarding links in transverse direction (i = 1 and/or i = 3)). 

In order to determine the spatial orientation of the particle of focus, a local particle 

coordinate system is used. This coordinate system is specified on the zero-state of 

the grid, which shows as a perfectly flat-rectangular setup without elongation (thus 

representing the undeformed grid state, as also described/shown in the previous 

 

23 indicated with “  
′ “ (e.g. 𝐝0

′ ); as length-related correspondingly representing a dimensionless quantity 
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Chapter 4.2.4.2.1). In this zero-state, the particle coordinate system is specified to be 

oriented in line with the grid, as illustrated in Figure 4-54 (with the local particle 

coordinate system at zero-state formed with u0,v0,w0). 

 

Figure 4-54: Local zero-state particle coordinate system (u0,v0,w0) in the undeformed grid (u0 in 

longitudinal, v0 in transverse direction) (vectors not scaled) 

In a general state, on the other hand, the particle coordinate system (u,v,w) is oriented 

accordingly, depending on the grid distortions in contrast to the zero-state. I.e., if a 

grid is brought from zero-state into such a general (and typically deformed) state, the 

orientation of the particle’s coordinate system of focus is changed as a result of the 

re-arrangement of the other particles linked to it. And, vice versa, when reversing 

this procedure back to zero-state, the initial zero-state orientation is reached again. 

Figure 4-55 illustrates a generally oriented particle coordinate system in a typically 

deformed grid state, as given via (length-related) distance vectors. 

 

Figure 4-55: Local particle coordinate system (u,v,w) in the deformed grid (with the local zero-

state grid shown for reference) (u,v,w not scaled) 

As indicated, the particle coordinates are referring to the major (particle-local) belt 

directions: 

• u – longitudinal, 

• v – transverse, 

• w – thickness (surface-normal). 
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For illustration purposes, this distortion-depending orientation change can be ob-

served on an equivalent mechanical system, in which the links (thus bondings) are 

represented as spring-like elements attached to a central particle. In the zero-state, all 

the elements are meant to be at rest (not tensioned) and oriented in flat-rectangular 

form, as in Figure 4-56 and Figure 4-57 on the left. If the attachment points are 

moved to distort the system, the particle’s orientation is changed correspondingly, 

such as illustrated each on the right. The resulting orientation is thereby dependent 

on the change of each element, comprising its change of angle and its change of 

length. In this context, Figure 4-56 illustrates an example seen from the top (i.e. look-

ing at the grid’s surface, orthogonal to the longitudinal and transverse direction), and 

Figure 4-57 another example seen from the side (i.e. looking in transverse direction; 

thus parallel to the grid’s surface), both to highlight the resulting orientation of the 

particle coordinate system. (Note: The computation principle in the following can 

also be seen as basically relating to this outlined system.) 

                 

Figure 4-56: A distortion example of a rectangular cross-network (mid-point rotatable) – 

initial/distorted state (left/right) (cf. grid in top view; negative w-dir.) 

 

                

Figure 4-57: A distortion example of a linear network (mid-point rotatable) – initial/distorted 

state (left/right) (cf. grid in side view; positive y-dir.) 

In regard to computing the particle orientation as a (u,v,w) coordinate system, the 

following procedure is proposed: 
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(Anticipatory note on normalised/non-normalised vectors: The in the following ad-

dressed direction-pointing vectors are determined in a general, and thus non-normal-

ised form (e.g. represented as 𝐰) – not directly normalised for numerical reasons (as 

referring to the aspect that each computational process may affect accuracy). (See, 

e.g., Eq. (40), in which normalised forms of the direction(-pointing) vectors are not 

necessarily required.) The normalised form of a vector (as a unit vector) is explicitly 

indicated with “    ̂ “ (e.g., �̂�, as shown in Eq. (39); and further also relating to vectors 

resulting from operations, e.g. as applied to the cross-product shown in Eq. (42)), 

accordingly referring to common vector normalisation (as with, e.g., �̂� = 𝐰 |𝐰|⁄ ). 

(Further note: This indication further regards the actual direction vectors as corre-

sponding to non-normalised direction-pointing vectors; see also paragraph following 

Eq. (41).)) 

By Equation (38), the direction-pointing vector 𝐰 is determined as the sum of the 

cross products of each pair of adjacent links, specifically by using the respective 

(length-related) distance vectors as shown in the equation. Accordingly, each cross 

product gives a normal vector to each link-pair, further including a weighting from 

the length and angle between the links, which is contributing respectively to the total 

w-direction. 

 𝐰 =  (𝐝0
′ × 𝐝1

′ ) +  (𝐝1
′ × 𝐝2

′ ) +  (𝐝2
′ × 𝐝3

′ ) +  (𝐝3
′ × 𝐝0

′ ) (38) 

(As cross products with 𝟎 result in 𝟎, specific cases with fewer than four attached 

links/points, such as representing edges or corners, are considered accordingly, as 

correspondingly non-existing links/points are not influencing the w-direction.) 

Fundamentally, as the order of the attached links/points is explicitly defined (acc. 

systematic link assignment, Chapter 4.2.4.1.2), the w-direction is oriented as con-

forming to this scheme. (It is thus pointing to the same side of the grid as a fictitious 

cross product of the local longitudinal and transverse direction at this point of focus; 

see Figure 4-58. And due to the systematic link assignment, this w-orientation is also 

consistent for each particle in the grid; i.e., pointing on the same side of the grid/belt; 

see also the last section in this chapter, giving an overview of the resulting orientation 

scheme, specifically Figure 4-66 and Figure 4-67.) Due to this context, the w-direc-

tion is basically representing the positive (local) thickness direction of the BP belt. 
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Figure 4-58visualises and explains this first step of the proposed procedure, illustrat-

ing the three different cases (common surface, edge, corner) with 𝐰 resulting from 

the sum of the cross products (acc. Eq. (38)). 

                       

Figure 4-58: Determination of 𝐰 via the sum of the cross products (visualised as 

forming/underlying 𝐰) according to Eq. (38) 

In the next steps, a second direction is determined to define the rotational alignment 

of the particle coordinate system around this already determined w-axis. 

Therefore, an auxiliary vector 𝐮∗ is computed according to Equation (39). This vector 

lies in the plane formed by 𝐰 and 𝐮 (with 𝐮∗ generally not congruent to 𝐮; however, 

pointing on the same side, as also indicated in Figure 4-59). 

 𝐮∗ =  ∑(𝐯Transform (𝐝i
′ ,  𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle (�̂� ,  −  i 

π

2
)))

3

i=0

 (39) 

Where 𝐯Transform( ) represents a function returning a vector by transforming (spe-

cifically rotating) a vector (parameter 1) to a new spatial orientation using a quater-

nion (parameter 2). And where 𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle( ) represents a function re-

turning a quaternion created from an axis given by a vector (parameter 1) with the 

rotation given as a scalar value (parameter 2; in radiant). (Those functions are com-

monly available within numerical libraries capable of handling vectors/quaternions; 

in this context specifically relating to the library System.Numerics [173].) 

This computation step gives the sum of the (length-related) distance vectors, each 

individually rotated by a multiple of 90° (π 2⁄ ) around w to each point towards the 

positive longitudinal direction. (The principle underlying this rotation is the fact that 

in zero-state each link is 90° offset to its next adjacent link; cf. Figure 4-54. Further-

more, a conventional vector sum (without the individual rotation of each distance 
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vector) is not possible to be used, as for arrangements with 𝐝0
′ = −𝐝2

′  and 𝐝1
′ = −𝐝3

′ , 

this would result in 𝟎 (which is not suitable for further computation, as regarding the 

following cross product). (In this regard, results close to 𝟎 are also problematic, par-

ticularly in a numerical context.) The computation principle proposed resolves this 

issue with the principle that each distance vector adds to the orientation of 𝐮, with 

correspondingly respecting each offset of i ∙ 90° around 𝐰 (specifically in negative 

rotation direction).) Figure 4-59 further visualises and further explains this step of 

determining 𝐮∗. 

(Similar to the preceding computation step (ref. the sum of cross products; Eq. (38)), 

specific cases with fewer than four attached links/points are again considered accord-

ingly, as non-existing links/points are not adding to the sum (as by adding 𝟎).) 

 

     

 

       
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-59: Determination of 𝐮∗ via the sum of the (individually) rotated length-related 

distance vectors (around 𝐰; sequence at the bottom) according to Eq. (39) 

By using this auxiliary vector 𝐮∗, the direction-pointing vector 𝐯 results according to 

Equation (40) (as the cross product, which returns the normal vector on the plane 

formed by 𝐰 and 𝐮∗; which is further also illustrated in Figure 4-60, also indicating 

the relation of the u-direction, as accordingly addressed after). 

 𝐯 =  𝐰 × 𝐮∗ (40) 
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Figure 4-60: Determination of 𝐯 via the cross product according to Eq. (40); also with 𝐮 

indicated as following from Eq. (41) 

After successfully determining 𝐰 and 𝐯, the orientation of the particle coordinate 

system is principally fully defined. 

The last direction-pointing vector 𝐮 is trivially resulting with: 

 𝐮 =  𝐯 × 𝐰 (41) 

These three direction-pointing vectors 𝐮, 𝐯, 𝐰, typically provided in normalised form 

as the actual direction vectors (�̂�, 𝐯, �̂�), give the spatial orientation of the particle of 

focus in this form as a rotated coordinate system, as initially illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-55. 

Translation of spatial orientation (into quaternion data) 

As stated in the overview in the superordinate chapter and as introduced in Chapter 

4.2.3.2 regarding the output data format, the spatial orientation of a particle is re-

quired as a quaternion. Correspondingly, a translation of the spatial orientation for-

mat – from the previously determined form as a rotated coordinate system with its 

corresponding vectors (𝐮, 𝐯, 𝐰) into a quaternion (𝐪) – is required. 

This translation regards a function that returns a quaternion containing the orientation 

of a given coordinate system, more precisely with respect to an initial (unrotated) 

coordinate system (that forms the base reference to which the rotated coordinate sys-

tem is oriented to). For the particular case regarding particle orientation in terms of 

the BP belt computation, the initial coordinate system of the particle is trivially set 

as equal with the global coordinate system (x,y,z), as later shown in Figure 4-65. 

Before this particular case is discussed, the general principle that forms the underly-

ing basis of the addressed function is outlined, as regarding the determination of the 

quaternion between two coordinate systems both with general orientation (and thus, 
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with the initial coordinate system not necessarily equal to the global coordinate sys-

tem, cf. Figure 4-61). This general principle is subsequently concretised to the rele-

vant case where the initial coordinate system equals the global coordinate system. 

As illustratively explained in Figure 4-61, the addressed quaternion basically de-

scribes a relationship in terms of spatial orientations between an original and a rotated 

coordinate system. The figure indicates this relationship, as the rotated orientation 

state (represented by the coordinate system 𝐮rot, 𝐯rot, 𝐰rot) is resulting from apply-

ing the quaternion 𝐪ini.rot onto the initial orientation state (represented by the coor-

dinate system (𝐮ini, 𝐯ini, 𝐰ini)). 

 

          𝐪ini.rot  

            

           

Figure 4-61: A rotated orientation state (𝐮rot, 𝐯rot, 𝐰rot) resulting from applying a quaternion 

𝐪ini.rot to an initial orientation state (𝐮ini, 𝐯ini, 𝐰ini) 

In order to determine this quaternion 𝐪ini.rot a computation scheme based on using 

two successive angular rotations is explained in the following. (Side note: In princi-

ple, also other schemes are conceivable for this purpose, with general reference to 

some common mathematical principles, e.g. Euler angles or rotation matrix determi-

nation/transformation; cf. also System.Numerics [173] in these regards.) 

At first, a quaternion 𝐪I is determined that corresponds to the (first) rotation, by 

which the initial coordinate system is rotated so that one initial coordinate coincides 

with its corresponding rotated coordinate. In the shown case in Figure 4-62, this re-

gards the coordinate u (by rotating the initial coordinate system so that 𝐮ini coincides 

with 𝐮rot); which is further described in Equation (42) (with the statements as shown, 

as the axis of rotation is required to be orthogonal to both involved coordinates and 

is thus resulting as their cross product; and the angle of rotation follows as the angle 

between two vectors commonly with the arccosine of their dot product). 
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Figure 4-62: First rot. step – coinciding 𝐮ini with 𝐮rot; axis/angle determination, applying the 

rotation on 𝐮ini,𝐯ini,𝐰ini, and the result 𝐮rot,𝐯t,𝐰t (from left to right) 

 𝐪I =  𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle((𝐮ini × 𝐮rot)̂  ,  cos−1(�̂�ini ⋅ �̂�rot)) (42) 

This further gives a transitional orientation state, accordingly with the transitional 

coordinate system (𝐮t, 𝐯t, 𝐰t), from this described rotation of the initial coordinate 

system (𝐮ini, 𝐯ini, 𝐰ini) by the determined quaternion 𝐪I : 

 

( 𝐮t =  𝐯Transform(𝐮ini ,  𝐪I) =  𝐮rot ) 

𝐯t =  𝐯Transform(𝐯ini ,  𝐪I) 

𝐰t =  𝐯Transform(𝐰ini ,  𝐪I) 

(43) 

Following this first rotational step, a second quaternion 𝐪II is determined, which cor-

responds to a further rotation of this transitional coordinate system to coincide the 

remaining two coordinates respectively. This can be done with one of the remaining 

coordinates, as the other correspondingly follows (cf. Figure 4-63). The principle be-

hind this second rotational step is the same as for the first step; whereby 𝐯t is rotated 

to coincide with 𝐯rot, as illustrated in the example in Figure 4-63 (following the pre-

viously shown case from Figure 4-62) and as further described in Equation (44). 
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Figure 4-63: Second rot. step – coinciding 𝐯t with 𝐯rot; axis/angle determination, applying the 

rotation on (𝐮ini),𝐯ini,𝐰ini, and the result 𝐮rot,𝐯rot,𝐰rot (from left to right) 

 𝐪II =  𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle((𝐯t × 𝐯rot)̂  ,  cos−1(𝐯t ⋅ 𝐯rot)) (44) 

Also, the vector that defines the rotational axis is either resulting in the positive or 

the negative direction of the coordinate that was coincided in the first rotational step 

(further defining the direction of rotation). (E.g., in the specific case as shown in 

Figure 4-63, the rotational vector as the respective cross product is corresponding to 

negative 𝐮rot). 

The condition – that by applying the second rotational step (represented by 𝐪II) on 

the transitional coordinate system (𝐮t, 𝐯t, 𝐰t) the rotated coordinate system (𝐮rot, 

𝐯rot, 𝐰rot) is resulting – is to be fulfilled; which is furthermore described with: 

 ( 𝐯Transform(𝐯t ,  𝐪II) =  𝐯rot ) 

( 𝐯Transform(𝐰t ,  𝐪II) =  𝐰rot ) 

(45) 

(𝐮t is correspondingly not influenced by 𝐪II, since it coincides with the rotational 

axis and is already equal to 𝐮rot; cf. paragraph before and especially Eq. (43).) 

As shown with (43) and (44), the sequence of applying both determined quaternions 

(𝐪I and 𝐪II) on the initial coordinate system (𝐮ini, 𝐯ini, 𝐰ini) gives the rotated coor-

dinate system (𝐮rot, 𝐯rot, 𝐰rot) – which is basically intended as introduced above (cf. 

Figure 4-61; where the sequence of 𝐪I and 𝐪II basically forms 𝐪ini.rot). By combining 

this quaternion sequence as a corresponding concatenation of 𝐪I and 𝐪II, the final 

quaternion 𝐪ini.rot, which is in this course also normalised (to a unit quaternion), is 

resulting: 
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 𝐪ini→rot =  𝐪Normalize(𝐪Concatenate(𝐪I ,  𝐪II)) (46) 

(with 𝐪Concatenate() returning the concatenated quaternion of two given quaterni-

ons as the parameters (with respecting their sequence), and 𝐪Normalize() returning 

a normalised (thus unit) quaternion from any quaternion given as the parameter; cf. 

System.Numerics [173].) 

Additional relevant notes: 

I. As already indicated, also other sequences of coinciding coordinates than the 

one shown are principally possible (with u followed by v as shown; e.g. w fol-

lowed by u, etc.). 

II. In addition, special cases need to be identified and considered individually, par-

ticularly when the two vectors for coinciding are already parallel, as this would 

give a zero vector from their cross product (which is not allowed to be used as 

a rotation axis vector). These cases represent 0° or 180°, with the quaternion 

trivially following from the rotation axis set to either one of the two other co-

ordinates and a rotation angle of 0° (0) or 180° (π) respectively. (E.g., referring 

to (and more specifically replacing) Eq. (42): if 𝐮ini = −𝐮rot then 

𝐪I = 𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle(𝐯rot ,  π).) 

III. Also, nearly parallel vectors are problematic, specifically in numerical terms, 

and are thus addressed as special cases to overcome numerical inaccuracies 

occurring from vector operations with almost parallel vectors. In this regard, 

prior to the quaternion determination, a pre-rotation is applied to the rotated 

coordinate system, specifically with 90° (π 2⁄ ) around a different coordinate 

vector than of focus for coinciding. Resultingly, a quaternion determination as 

according to the proposed rotational steps for common cases, as stated previ-

ously, is made possible under favourable circumstances (as the angle between 

the two vectors for coinciding is accordingly around 90°); and to determine the 

originally apparent quaternion (of the almost parallel coordinate setup), the pre-

rotation has to be considered accordingly, by concatenating the pre-rotation in 

reverse form. This procedure is schematically also described in Figure 4-64. 
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Figure 4-64: Addressing the computation issue with nearly parallel vectors (𝐮rot and 𝐮ini; left) – 

90° pre-rotation of 𝐮rot around 𝐯rot to form 𝐮rot
∗  (middle) – resulting with an angle between 

𝐮rot
∗  and 𝐮ini of about 90° (right) 

For this illustrated case in which �̂�ini ≈ �̂�rot, the computation of 𝐪I is correspond-

ingly extended as follows: (based on the descriptions given before) 

 

𝐮rot
∗  =  𝐯Transform(𝐮rot ,  𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle (𝐯rot ,  

π

2
)) 

𝐪I
∗ =  𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle((𝐮t × 𝐮rot

∗ )̂  ,  cos−1(�̂�t ⋅ �̂�rot
∗ )) 

𝐪I =  𝐪Concatenate (𝐪I
∗ ,  𝐪CreateFromAxisAngle (𝐯rot ,  −

π

2
)) 

(47) 

(Applies accordingly also if �̂�ini ≈ −�̂�rot.) 

As introductory already mentioned, this computation principle generally described 

in the previous steps (comprising the two rotational steps and the special cases han-

dling) is further concretised to the particular case related to particle orientations 

where the initial coordinate system is set as equal to the global coordinate system, 

thus with 𝐮ini = 𝐱, 𝐯ini = 𝐲, 𝐰ini = 𝐳. In this regard, Figure 4-65 shows a particle 

with its initial coordinates as in accordance with the global coordinate system (x,y,z), 

on which a determined quaternion (𝐪) is applied to bring this particle into orientation 

as intended – as coinciding with the oriented coordinate system (u,v,w), which was 

determined in the previous section of spatial particle determination. 
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          𝐪 

            

           

Figure 4-65: A quaternion 𝐪 applied on the default particle orientation (𝐮ini,𝐯ini,𝐰ini = 𝐱,𝐲,𝐳) 

resulting a computed particle orientation (𝐮,𝐯,𝐰) 

Furthermore, as already stated at the end of this previous section, a coordinate system 

is fully defined by two vectors giving two defined coordinate directions (as the third 

correspondingly follows; see also Eq. (41)). This condition is also evident from the 

just described rotational steps to coincide coordinates sequentially, where actually 

only two coordinates per coordinate system are required. With considering these as-

pects, a function 𝐪GetQuaternionFromXYtoUV() is specifically implemented that 

returns the quaternion 𝐪 from two vectors defining the rotated coordinate system as 

𝐮 and 𝐯 (given as the two parameters), which further correspond to the initial coor-

dinates of x and y: 

 𝐪 =  𝐪GetQuaternionFromXYtoUV(𝐮 ,  𝐯) (48) 

This implemented function accordingly comprises the previously described compu-

tational steps, further respecting the conditions mentioned above (whereby 𝐮rot = 𝐮 

and 𝐯rot = 𝐯). 

Overview of the resulting orientation scheme 

The determination principles described constitute the particle orientations following 

the systematic scheme defined in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2 – specifically relating to the as-

cending numbering scheme of points, and thus particles, and further relating to the 

systematic link assignment indicating major belt directions. Consequently, all the 

particles that form a BP belt are oriented according to these systematics, with the 

intended result to show a consistent orientation scheme when looking at the total BP 

belt structure. This consistent scheme is illustrated in Figure 4-66 on a simple repre-

sentative endless belt model seen in isometric view (top) and from the side (bottom), 
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with the individual particle orientations indicating the major directions as it is in-

tended. 

 

 

Figure 4-66: Particle orientation scheme illustrated on a simple (endless) BP belt 

Additionally, the orientation differences between every two linked particles are also 

intended to be relatively small, which is basically resulting as the local angular devi-

ations in a given grid are to be kept relatively low (as specified in Chapter 4.2.4.1.3 

and respectively Chapter 4.2.3.1.2). Such minor orientation deviations are also visi-

ble in Figure 4-66, at the left and at the right where the belt is bent to go around 

pulleys (correspondingly resulting in local angular deviations in the grid), with par-

ticle orientations varying rather slightly from one particle to the next (e.g. by looking 

at w-axes, showing relatively small angular deviations (≪90°)). 

(Note regarding an additional check: As an additional extension based on these con-

ditions described, a simple feasibility check of the determined particle orientations is 

possible to be added – by considering the relative orientation differences between 

every two linked particles that form the BP belt in total; which are intended to fulfil 

the above-introduced conditions.) 
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A specific example of a computed particle setup is further shown in Figure 4-67, at 

a section of a converted BP belt in its initialised state – with the presented/resulting 

orientation scheme clearly evident from the particle’s orientations, as additionally 

visualised with local particle coordinate systems. 

 

Figure 4-67: Particle orientations in a deformed section of a converted BP belt 

4.2.4.2.3 Bonding state computation 

Within a computed BP belt, the bondings are required to give information about the 

local deformation states, which specifically refers to deformation information that 

results from considering the deformed grid state in relation to the undeformed grid 

state (as described in Chapter 4.2.2.2). For this purpose, each bonding is capable of 

containing this type of information, specifically as the zero-states of the two bonded 

particles, accordingly described in Chapter 4.2.4.2.1. The determination of these 

zero-states (individually per bonding) is thus required to define each bonding’s state 

and further the total BP belt as intended. 

Transferring the particle IDs that represent pairs of bonded particles (and 

extending the link list into a bonding list) 

Similar to the point list being transferred into the particle list (cf. first section in the 

previous Chapter 4.2.4.2.2), the link list is also transferred into the bonding list by 

extending link data to represent bondings. Thereby, each bonding in the bonding list 

is resulting with: 

• the ID of the first particle to be bonded (particle A), and 
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• the ID of the second particle to be bonded (particle B) 

(with referencing the IDs of the particles in the particle list); and with additional data 

(required to be computed) defining the zero-states of the two bonded particles with: 

• the zero-state position of the first particle (𝐩A0), and 

• the zero-state orientation of the first particle (𝐪A0), 

• the zero-state position of the second particle (𝐩B0), and 

• the zero-state orientation of the second particle (𝐪B0). 

(Note: Link data is extended to bonding data specifically by adding these last four 

properties, which are consequently required to be computed per link/bonding. Also, 

this set of data for defining a bonding is generally also evident when looking at the 

bonding initialising keyword line in Figure 4-27, in Chapter 4.2.3.2, regarding the 

DEM output data format.) 

In the following, each bonding is principally considered individually, with the indi-

ces A and B indicating the two bonded particles (as referencing to the particle list), 

each with their determined properties. (I.e., comprising each position (𝐩A/𝐩B) and 

orientation (quaternion 𝐪A/𝐪B / particle coordinate systems 𝐮A,𝐯A,𝐰A/𝐮B,𝐯B,𝐰B) as 

resulting from the previous computations, given in Chapter 4.2.4.2.2). 

Note: According to the systematic assignment described in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2 (in the 

paragraph corresponding to Figure 4-46), the sequence from first to second bonded 

particle (A-to-B) is assigned to correspond to a positive grid direction (either in pos-

itive longitudinal or positive transverse direction). 

Bonding orientation determination (longitudinal/transverse bondings) 

Basically, each bonding represents a local section of the grid, oriented either in the 

longitudinal or in the transverse direction, which follows from the IDs of the two 

bonded particles (see the following Condition set (50), which is further based on the 

numbering scheme specified in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2). Thereby, the particle ID differ-

ence of a bonding results from the IDs of the two linked/bonded points/particles (PIDA 

and PIDB; as generally similar to Eq. (30)): 
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 ∆PID =  PIDA –  PIDB (49) 

This difference is further relevant for the determination of the direction in which the 

bonding is oriented (longitudinal/transverse). The condition in this context derives 

relatively simple, according to the point/particle numbering scheme (cf. Chapter 

4.2.4.1.2/Figure 4-30), in which the transverse direction corresponds to a single-step 

ascending order; thus, this transverse direction shows an ID difference of exactly 

one; hence, the following condition set applies: 

   If   |∆PID| >  1 the cor. bonding is in longitudinal direction (Lb0L applies) 

   Else   ( |∆PID| =  1 ) the cor. Bonding is in transverse direction (Lb0T applies) 

Condition set (50) 

With these conditions, the consideration of each bonding – as oriented in longitudinal 

or in transverse direction – is allowed, which is correspondingly further applied in 

the following (e.g. in Equation (51)). 

Generally, it is required as a fundamental prerequisite that the distance between the 

two zero-state particle positions is equal to the zero-state length of the bonding, re-

spectively for longitudinal/transverse cases, as further described by the condition: 

 ‖𝐩B0 − 𝐩A0‖ =  {
 Lb0L  
 Lb0T 

     
if |∆PID| > 1 (longitudinal)

otherwise (|∆PID| = 1; transverse)
 (51) 

Accordingly, the zero-state length of a currently focused bonding is corresponding 

to either the longitudinal zero-state length or the transverse zero-state length (Lb0L or 

Lb0T; as introduced in Chapter 4.2.4.2.1). 

The considered zero-state setup / determining initial zero-state values 

The zero-state coordinate systems of two bonded particles are fundamentally re-

quired to be equally oriented. Furthermore, their positions are also required to be set 

with coinciding coordinate directions, either regarding the longitudinal- or the trans-

verse-oriented coordinates (which generally refers to coinciding u/v coordinates). 

This derives basically from the undeformed grid (cf. Figure 4-52, Figure 4-54, etc.) 

and is further illustrated in Figure 4-68, in which two longitudinally-bonded particles 
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are shown in coordinate system representation (as introduced in the preceding Chap-

ter 4.2.4.2.2: as u,v,w coordinate systems), further comprising the general conditions 

to set the zero-states accordingly (as it is furthermore summarised in the list follow-

ing below, as corresponding to Eq. (54)). Besides the zero-states of both particles (as 

indicated with index 0), which is of focus in this chapter’s context, the figure also 

shows a general lengthened and also bent bonding state (indicated in transparent vis-

ualisation), correspondingly referring to the particle states as already determined (in 

Chapter 4.2.4.2.2). 

 

Figure 4-68: Zero-state definition of bonding between two points A0/B0; and the pre-deformed 

initialised bonding between the two points A/B indicated additionally 

This shown figure specifically concerns a longitudinal bonding case, thus regarding 

the coinciding alignment of the u coordinates as shown; accordingly, similar applies 

for the case of a transverse bonding, in which the v coordinates are coincidingly 

aligned instead. 

According to this presented setup, the first particle (A) is considered fixed; thus, the 

second particle (B) is the particle relevant in terms of defining the bonding state. By 

using this relatively simple approach, the zero-state of the first particle results di-

rectly with its position: 

 𝐩A0 =  𝐩A (52) 

and its orientation in quaternion form: 

 𝐪A0 =  𝐪A (53) 

Furthermore, the zero-state position of the second particle (B) follows – with respect-

ing the orientation of the bonding (cf. Eq. (51)) – with: 
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 𝐩B0 =  𝐩A +  {
 Lb0L �̂�A 
 Lb0T 𝐯A 

     
if |∆PID| > 1 (longitudinal)

otherwise (|∆PID| = 1; transverse)
 (54) 

as can be derived from Figure 4-68 (specifically regarding longitudinal cases, and 

respectively transferred for transverse cases by applying direction v instead of u) – 

and as generally derived from the following considerations (as fundamentally also 

referring to the setup presented): 

• 𝐩A equals 𝐩A0 as the fixed start point, 

• condition (51) to be fulfilled, regarding either Lb0L or Lb0T, whichever applies 

• considering the aspect that A-to-B follows a positive direction, thus also from 

A0 to B0, and more specifically with a coinciding arrangement of: 

○ 𝐮A0 and 𝐮B0 (thus: �̂�A) in the case of a longitudinal bonding, and 

○ 𝐯A0 and 𝐯B0 (thus: 𝐯A) in the case of a transverse bonding. 

The last data to be computed is the orientation of the second particle (B) in quaternion 

form (𝐪B0), which in most cases follows as equal to the quaternion of the first particle 

(𝐪A0). However, certain special cases require a closer consideration in this context, 

as described in the next section. 

Special cases with somersaulting difference quaternions / determining the 

remaining zero-state values 

As just outlined, in general cases, the zero-state quaternion of the second particle 

results as equal to the first particle’s zero-state quaternion – but for certain special 

cases, more specific consideration/computation is required. In particular, such spe-

cial cases concern particle arrangements that give a somersaulting difference quater-

nion between the two bonded particles. The occurrence, the resulting effects, and 

further the handling of such special cases with somersaulting difference quaternions 

is schematically explained in the following figures; starting with Figure 4-69, show-

ing the side view of a relatively simple bonded particle arrangement representing an 

endless BP belt in which such a special case occurs as highlighted. 

For reasons of comprehensible illustration, the following figures show particle ar-

rangements in an orthogonal (2D-based) perspective, hence with particles aligned 
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orthogonally to the view plane. Such a perspective consequently allows the illustra-

tion of quaternion rotations in a comprehensible angular format. Thereby, as also 

indicated, these angles relate to the respective rotation axis vector (around which the 

angles are shown) as according to the quaternions (these vectors are due to the per-

spective orthogonal (positive/negative) to the view plane). 

The case given in Figure 4-69 specifically shows a view plane equivalent to the 

global x-z-plane, correspondingly with the particles aligned in this plane, and further 

with the rotation axis vectors of the quaternions parallel (positive/negative) to the 

global y-coordinate. 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4-69: A special case with a somersaulting difference quaternion (indicated with Δαq ≈ 

360°), in contrast to a general case (showing Δαq ≪ 90°) 

As can be seen in the figure, in most of the shown cases, the difference quaternion 

between two bonded particles returns a relatively small rotational difference (≪90°); 

but in one special case shown, which is highlighted in the upper area, the difference 

quaternion returns almost one full rotation (≈360° but <360°). (Correspondingly, 

such a special case is referred to as giving a somersaulting difference quaternion.) 
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As with quaternions capable of containing more complex 3D orientation data, the 

principles visualised correspondingly apply to general 3D particle arrangements as 

well (cf. also subsequent descriptions and computations). Correspondingly, such an 

almost full rotation is possible to occur in a general spatial arrangement, as further 

schematically illustrated with Figure 4-70 (in this case regarding the transverse di-

rection), in which another particle arrangement is shown (in the same orthogonal 

perspective as introduced before, but in this case in a more general view plane, not 

necessarily equivalent to planes formed by main-axis). In this shown setup, the ad-

dressed special case occurs in the lower area, as highlighted, where the difference 

quaternion again returns almost one full rotation (≈360° but <360°); furthermore, 

following the same scheme as before, which is evident when looking at the rotational 

axis of the quaternions of focus in such special cases. 

 

  

 

Figure 4-70: Another special case with a somersaulting difference quaternion (Δαq ≈ 360°) 

occurring in a general spatial arrangement (in transverse direction) 

As evident from these figures, special cases with such somersaulting difference qua-

ternions occur in bondings where the quaternions of the two bonded particles are 

defined with rotations in opposite directions, thus returning a difference quaternion 

which is one full rotation deviating from the actual rotational difference as intended. 

This circumstance basically results from the computation of the particle orientation 

as given in the previous Chapter 4.2.4.2.2, according to which each particle orienta-

tion is determined in relation to the global coordinate system, further with returning 

the simplest (thus shortest) form of orientation (as also indicated in the two previous 

figures, Figure 4-69 and Figure 4-70, by showing angles not exceeding a magnitude 

of 180°). 
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Consequently, related aspects must be considered when determining the zero-state 

of a bonding that corresponds to such a special case, as described subsequently. For 

every other (general) case, the zero-state quaternion of the second particle is rela-

tively simple determined as equal to the first particle’s zero-state quaternion, which 

has already been shown/introduced (cf. Figure 4-68). 

If a special case is not explicitly considered further (thus, only considered as a general 

case, consequently with both zero-state quaternions set as equal), the bonding state 

that gets initialised contains a high rotational deformation state, as it is added one full 

rotation to the rotational deformation that is actually intended to be initialised. (This 

circumstance again refers to the term somersaulting as corresponding to a rotational 

deformation state which is relatively close to one full rotation; cf. initialised bonding 

state in the following figures.) This effect that would result without further consider-

ation of special cases is schematically illustrated in Figure 4-71, relating specifically 

to the special case highlighted in Figure 4-69 (which, however, applies to special 

cases in general – for example, as to the special case from Figure 4-70). At the bottom 

of Figure 4-71, the highly rotationally deformed bonding that would result at initial-

isation, as resulting from the relatively large somersaulting difference quaternion oc-

curring between the zero-state and the initialised state of the particle’s orientation, is 

indicated schematically (with Δαq ≈ 360° ). 
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Figure 4-71: Bonding initialisation without considering the somersaulting difference quaternion 

– resulting in a strongly pre-deformed (bent) state of the initialised bonding (schematically 

shown, as indicating almost one full rotation) 

Obviously, when such a somersaulting quaternion is detected, the zero-state quater-

nion of the second particle cannot be set simply as equal to the quaternion of the first 

particle – but further requires a full rotation to be superimposed. Figure 4-72 illus-

trates this resolving inclusion of such a full-rotation-quaternion (again, specifically 

regarding the case as dealt with above). 
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Figure 4-72: Bonding initialisation with considering the somersaulting difference quaternion (by 

superimposing a full rotation (360°) at B0) – resulting in a slightly pre-deformed (bent) state of 

the initialised bonding 

As illustrated, the zero-state quaternion of the second particle (𝐪B0) is determined by 

superimposing an additional full rotation to the quaternion of the first particle; spe-

cifically by superimposing one full rotation (360°) in the negative rotational direction 

(relating to the rotation axis of the first particle’s quaternion; cf. Figure 4-72, particle 

A/A0). By applying this principle, the difference quaternion that results (between 

this resulting quaternion (𝐪B0) and the initialised state quaternion of the second par-

ticle (𝐪B)) is further intended to give a relatively small difference quaternion (indi-

cated with Δαq ≪ 90° ), which is generally intended as corresponding to the rela-

tively small rotational deformation as to be represented by a bonding within a BP 

belt. 
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This described operation of superimposing a negative full rotation furthermore 

equals to negating the quaternion in question. This conformity applies, as the nega-

tion of a unit (thus normalised) quaternion gives the alternative form to represent a 

specific spatial orientation; i.e., changing the “way to reach the spatial orientation” 

from “the short way around” to “the long way around”, and vice versa (cf. Fig-

ure 4-72, at B0, the initial quaternion 𝐪A0 and its negated form giving 𝐪B0 as indi-

cated). 

(Note: This aspect generally relates to using quaternions in terms of enhanced spatial 

orientation handling (such as in contrast to Euler angles), as it allows this extended 

form of orientation representation; and furthermore offers the (already mentioned) 

operations to apply computations as introduced.) 

(Further side note for basic clarification: A negated unit quaternion generally corre-

sponds to the same spatial orientation as its original quaternion, but the “(rotational) 

way” to reach this orientation is either in the one or in the other rotational direction 

around the quaternion’s rotation axis. Some further details in this context are also 

addressed in the closing paragraph on quaternion handling in the following section 

on supplementary considerations. For more details, see also pertinent literature re-

garding quaternion basics.) 

Accordingly, in such special cases, detected as by containing a somersaulting differ-

ence quaternion, the zero-state orientation of the second particle is further determined 

as the negated quaternion of the first particle, which is essentially stated in Fig-

ure 4-72 and further covered in the following computational statements. 

In conclusion, the determination scheme for the second particle’s zero-state quater-

nion (𝐪B0) follows from these considerations, as summarised with: If no somersault-

ing difference quaternion is detected (common case), the quaternion of question is 

set as equal to the first particle’s quaternion (as 𝐪A0 = 𝐪A, as set in Eq. (53)); other-

wise (special case), it follows as the negated first particle’s quaternion. In computa-

tional terms resulting with: 

 𝐪B0 =  {
 𝐪A 

 𝐪Negate(𝐪A) 
     

if bIsSmallDiffQ(𝐪A ,  𝐪B) = true

otherwise (bIsSmallDiffQ(𝐪A ,  𝐪B) = false)
 (55) 
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whereby bIsSmallDiffQ() corresponds to a customised function, returning a boolean 

value (true/false) from comparing two quaternions in terms of their rotational differ-

ences, as further outlined in the following considerations regarding quaternion dif-

ferences. 𝐪Negate() represents a standard function to return the negated quaternion 

of a given quaternion, as addressed before (which in more detail concerns the nega-

tion of each entry in the quaternion data)24. 

(Supplementary note: The quaternion negation (𝐪Negate()) in Eq. (55) is basically 

applied with further fulfilling the condition that the resulting difference quaternion 

(respectively between this resulting quaternion (𝐪B0) and the initial state quaternion 

(𝐪B)) results as a relatively small quaternion (as fundamentally intended; cf. also 

Figure 4-66, etc.), which can further be expressed as the condition 

bIsSmallDiffQ(𝐪B0 ,  𝐪B) = true.) 

The explained computation finally allows the last remaining zero-state data, the ori-

entation of the second particle (B) in quaternion form (𝐪B0), to be determined, as by 

specifically considering special cases as described. 

Supplementary considerations in terms of quaternion differences 

As defined in Chapter 4.2.4.1.3 (and as respectively introduced in Chapter 4.2.3.1.2), 

the local angular deviations in a prepared belt model are required to be kept relatively 

low; more specifically, as described by Figure 4-47, this concerns the link/bonding 

orientations at each point/particle to show either an angular difference of about 90° 

or correspondingly 180° (with 90° between differently oriented bondings (longitudi-

nal/transverse) and 180° between equally oriented bondings (longitudinal/longitudi-

nal or transverse/transverse)). Conformingly, these aspects are generally evident in 

all the related previous figures shown, e.g. in Figure 4-69, as distinctive when com-

paring each adjacent pair of bondings in this regard. Furthermore, as described in 

Chapter 4.2.4.2.2, the orientation of each particle results basically from its local 

link/bonding orientations. Therefore, the particle orientation differences, which are 

of interest for the bonding state computation (as generally dealt with in the previous 

 

24 three coordinate values forming the rotation axis vector and a rotation-representing value (.W); cf. qua-

ternion basics, and also the following section on supplementary considerations 
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sections) are basically following from the angular deviations in the original grid 

structure as provided for conversion. 

In order to discuss limits in terms of quaternion differences, as more specifically 

relating to the previously introduced function bIsSmallDiffQ(), a certain exceptional 

case of a grid structure – that should actually not occur due to the previously men-

tioned restrictions – is illustrated in Figure 4-73. 

 
            

Figure 4-73: Exceptional sharp edge in a grid structure returning an exceedingly large difference 

quaternion (indicated with Δαq ≈ 90°) 

The figure shows an unintended case in which not only one but two directly adjacent 

relatively sharp edges occur in the meshed belt model provided, thus in the corre-

sponding grid structure. As illustrated, both edges show an angle of about 90°, which 

are actually intended to be about 180° according to the aforementioned conditions 

(as relating to two longitudinally oriented bondings).) As is further evident, this grid 

structure results in particle orientations determined that show an exceedingly large 

orientation difference between them. This case is outlined to highlight this occurring 

quaternion difference (as the orientation difference) in this exceptional case, which 

explicitly shows an angular difference of about 90°, as illustrated in the figure. In 

terms of common/special case determination, this orientation difference is princi-

pally conceivable to be considered as a (rather high) angular limit (αqLimit). This 

angular limit consideration also applies similarly to special cases with somersaulting 

difference quaternions, as illustrated in Figure 4-74. Thereby, with the same excep-

tional base setup, but this time concerning a somersaulting difference quaternion, 

thus with the angular difference correspondingly about 270° (resulting as the differ-

ence between one full rotation and the just-introduced angular limit (αqLimit)). 
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Figure 4-74: Exceptional sharp edge in a grid structure returning an exceedingly large difference 

quaternion at a special case (somersaulting difference quaternion) (indicated with Δαq ≈ 270°) 

In conclusion, the angular ranges as addressed basically form the condition set for 

detecting the case resulting from a given angle (α∆q) of a corresponding (difference) 

quaternion (Δ𝐪), consequently with: 

   If   0° ≤  α∆q <  αqLimit common case 

  (as the cor. Quaternion represents a relatively small quaternion) 

   Else If   (360° − αqLimit) <  α∆q <  360 special case 

  (as the cor. Quaternion represents a somersaulting quaternion) 

   Else   ( αqLimit ≤  α∆q ≤  (360° − αqLimit) ) unintended exception 

  (as the cor. Quaternion represents a not intended case) 

Condition set (56) 

(e.g., with αqLimit set to 90°, or even below, as acc. The previously addressed as-

pects). 

Accordingly, this condition set shows a potential scheme to be implemented in the 

customised function bIsSmallDiffQ(), specifically to return a boolean value 

(true/false) from analysing two quaternions (as the provided parameters), more pre-

cisely, their difference quaternion (from the first to the second quaternion). After the 

Condition set (56), a common case is correspondingly detected from a relatively 

small difference quaternion, thus returning true; with the special case returning false; 

and the unintended exception further throwing a stop exception, thus aborting the 

computation process, as an unintended case (with too sharp edges) is detected (more 
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specifically, this exception consideration refers to a supplementary check of the im-

ported mesh/grid structure). For specific implementation, this function may also be 

customised/tuned further, such as regarding the conditions/limits for returning true 

or false. 

(More on related quaternion handling: In general terms, a difference quaternion (Δ𝐪) 

between two quaternions (𝐪a and 𝐪b) can be determined with 

Δ𝐪 = 𝐪Normalize(𝐪Multiply(𝐪Inverse(𝐪a),  𝐪b)), where 𝐪Multiply() and 

𝐪Inverse() correspond to functions regarding/returning quaternion data types (mul-

tiplication and inverse function; cf. System.Numerics [173]). Further, 

αq = 2 ∙ cos−1(𝐪.W) can be used to return the angle (αq) of a quaternion 𝐪 (which 

is specifically required as a unit (thus normalised) quaternion); with .W as the value 

corresponding to the angular rotation of the quaternion. In unit quaternions .W ranges 

from -1 to 1, which correspondingly gives angles in the range from 0° to 360° (0 to 

2π) around the positive rotation axis vector of the quaternion. Thus, with additionally 

considering the possibility to invert this rotation axis vector of the quaternion, angu-

lar orientations of up to 360° are enabled in both directions, which basically relates 

to the previously introduced negation of a quaternion (by inversion of the rotational 

axis, on the one hand, the rotational direction is changed; and by negating the .W 

value, on the other hand, the angle is correspondingly changed to the opposite side 

(with reference to one full rotation, see also Figure 4-72 top-left; and cf. arccos func-

tion as applied for determining αq as stated before). Further details on quaternions 

can also be found in pertinent literature.) 

Excursus: Outlook and theoretical considerations on further adaptions 

As mentioned in the previous section, the circumstances that give such special cases 

with somersaulting difference quaternions basically result from the type of quater-

nion computation of particle orientations (as presented in the translation section in 

the previous Chapter 4.2.4.2.2). Theoretically, these initially determined particle 

quaternions may thus be adapted further in an intermediate step (before the bonding 

state computation), with the purpose to omit somersaulting difference quaternions in 

most areas: These adaptions would specifically apply a scheme to the particle qua-

ternions of the particle list, according to which (almost) all difference quaternions at 

bondings would correspond to a relatively small difference quaternion. Thus, after 
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this principle, not the zero-state quaternions regarding the bonding initialisation are 

adapted (as addressed in the previous section regarding the special case handling), 

but the particle quaternions in the particle list. This scheme is schematically illus-

trated in Figure 4-75, showing a certain form of an endless arrangement of bonded 

particles to highlight related effects (also: ref. same orthogonal perspective principles 

as introduced in the last section). 

 

Figure 4-75: Alternative scheme giving small difference quaternions; with two particles 

showing more than one full rotation as their orientation (P360°+), and with the endless joint 

evident (as resulting a full rotation as the difference quaternion) 

As indicated, the particle quaternions are adjusted to fulfil the previous introduced 

condition of resulting small difference quaternions – in almost every section, as ex-

cept at endless joints, such as illustrated in the figure as occurring between particle 

P0 and Pend (cf. principles described in Figure 4-27). Beneficial in this context is that 

these areas are already known due to the sorted particle list, which allows proper 

handling of them (by applying the special case determination of 𝐪B0, as stated as the 

second case in Eq. (55)), accordingly only for these bondings that form such endless 

joints. Moreover, when looking at the figure, it is also evident that quaternions are 

required to represent rotations of even more than 360° (as indicated explicitly at par-

ticle P360°+), which exceeds the limit of unit quaternions and which are consequently 

not applicable anymore. (Side note: Would another full round follow to particle P360+, 

e.g. when forming a spiral-shaped finite belt, or similar, the angle would correspond-

ingly increase, even up to more than 720°, etc.) 
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Due to the additional intermediate step for applying this scheme on the determined 

particle quaternions, which would typically regard the recomputation of a consider-

able amount of particle data, and further, due to the aspect that unit quaternions (thus 

normalisation) are not applicable anymore (which basically affects quaternion han-

dling), this approach is not followed further; although it is mentioned for complete-

ness. 

As another option, supplementary data adaptation/translation may be applied on the 

determined zero-state data after their computation (thus, subsequently added after 

determining the zero-state data with Eq.(52)-(55)), typically with the purpose to bring 

the already determined zero-state data in a different format; thus, such adapta-

tion/translation is principally not necessarily required. As a fundamental condition 

for applying such optional adaptations/translation, the generally required relations 

(in this context especially referring to the determined content per bonding in terms 

of their inner relative setups) are not to be changed/affected. This means that it is 

principally possible to relocate/realign each bonding individually, but with the con-

dition to handle each bonding as a complete setup (comprising the quaternion and 

position data of both bonded particles), respectively. Such a process applied on a 

general bonding (considered accordingly as a complete setup) is outlined in Fig-

ure 4-76, adapting the bonded particle setup A0/B0 into A0’/B0’, accordingly with-

out changing their inner-bonding relations/conditions. 

 

Figure 4-76: Alternative adaptation of relocating and realigning a bonding’s zero-state 

definition (from A0/B0 into A0’/B0’; without affecting the bonding) 

This figure further addresses the mentioned purposes, more specifically, the option 

to apply a certain (and furthermore uniform) scheme to the computed zero-state data: 
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As indicated in the figure, each bonding may be relocated/realigned to conform to a 

certain uniform format, according to which each bonding is rotated to coincide along 

a global coordinate axis (e.g. longitudinal bondings along global x, such as shown, 

and transverse bondings along global y correspondingly; or similar), and further re-

positioned to global zero (e.g. with the first particle (A) coinciding with global zero). 

This scheme outlined would accordingly give a uniform data set, furthermore in a 

more or less cleaned-up format, in which only the x/y values of the second particle’s 

position data are different from zero, with values further corresponding (uniformly) 

to the zero-state lengths of the bondings in longitudinal/transverse direction (defined 

prior to the computation process; cf. Chapter 4.2.4.2.1). 

As principally possible but not necessarily required (as mentioned, and as the actual 

result – the represented BP belt – is not (to be) affected), this approach is not further 

implemented as an additional module; hence, is in this excursus only mentioned as a 

further theoretically applicable extension; further to give an outlook on such aspects 

regarding possible supplementary data adaptation/translation. 

4.2.4.3 Additionally applying initial belt velocity 

As an extending option, belt velocity can additionally be applied to the determined 

BP belt. This basically allows to not only initialise the converted BP belt in an al-

most-final state (as based on the CAD belt geometry provided for conversion) but 

further to initialise this BP belt in an already running state. For enabling this extended 

form of initialisation, suitable velocity information is required to be applied to each 

particle in the BP belt structure. 

In this context of BP belt initialisation in a running state (and more specifically: in a 

longitudinally running state), it is explicitly the translational particle velocity infor-

mation that is of interest. This can be concluded as each local belt particle in such a 

longitudinally running BP belt model is primarily required to represent a longitudinal 

belt movement, which accordingly corresponds to translational velocity. A relatively 

simple and expedient scheme to apply this form of longitudinal particle velocity for 

each particle in a respective BP belt is in more detail covered in the following sub-

section. 
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Particle velocity determination 

From the previously stated condition, that each belt particle is required to represent 

a longitudinally-oriented belt movement, the translational particle velocity (𝐯p) for 

each particle (of the particle list, as containing the particles of the BP belt including 

their states) follows with: 

 𝐯p =  vbelt �̂� (57) 

This applies as each particle’s u-direction is determined to conform to the local lon-

gitudinal direction (cf. Chapter 4.2.4.2.2/Figure 4-55), on which the belt velocity 

(vbelt), which is optionally defined by the user, is correspondingly applied. 

Related notes: 

• If no specific belt velocity is defined, no particle velocity is resulting accord-

ingly (thus, returns as 𝟎). 

• Negative values are also allowed for vbelt, correspondingly inverting the di-

rection in which the BP belt is running at initialisation (in relation to the de-

termined longitudinal direction; cf. Chapter 4.2.4.2.2). 

• Concerning finite belts: The additional option to switch the major belt direc-

tions (longitudinal with transverse; as introduced in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2) is par-

ticularly useful in this context of applying a belt velocity in the longitudinal 

direction. 

Furthermore – as relating to the overall context of this Chapter (4.2), belt initialisa-

tion in almost-final state – it is relevant to consider the effects that express as a tran-

sient oscillation when applying an initialised BP belt for simulation, as described 

before in Chapter 4.2.1. During this (commonly rather short) pre-simulation, the re-

spectively initialised BP belt, which in this context is also defined to comprise trans-

lational particle velocity information (acc. Eq. (57)), gets formed into its steady-
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state25. Thereby, imbalances in the particle velocities are compensated locally, re-

sulting each from local conditions, further referring to: 

• Transient oscillation of translational velocities (which expresses with typi-

cally relatively small, locally varying deviations from the initialised state). 

• Transient oscillation of rotational velocities (which results particularly from 

local conditions in combination with the applied translational velocities). 

(This forming of rotational velocity without pre-determined values during 

pre-simulation further indicates that focusing on longitudinal velocity deter-

mination is sufficient, as introductory addressed and as further outlined in the 

considerations given in the following section.) 

An exemplary visualisation of translational particle velocities, accordingly applied 

on a BP belt as determined after the presented scheme (Eq. (57)), is further shown in 

Figure 4-77 (showing a section of the conventional belt conveyor example from 

Chapter 5.2). The figure specifically indicates local particle velocities at the initial-

ised (thus computed) state in vector visualisation, further expressing each particle’s 

translational velocity as its direction and its value (correspondingly, showing a con-

sistent velocity value, equal to vbelt, at each particle pointing in the computed longi-

tudinal direction). 

 

Figure 4-77: Particle velocities applied to the particles of the BP belt, pointing in longitudinal 

direction, for initialising a running BP belt (with a given belt velocity) 

 

25 With steady-state especially in context with an already running belt, thus with belt velocity included; in 

contrast to transient oscillation into an assembled state, which regards non-running belts, thus without belt 

velocity. 
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Supplementary considerations regarding rotational particle velocities 

As already stated, the application of translational velocity is generally sufficient for 

applying a (longitudinal) belt velocity to a BP belt. But in addition to that, it is theo-

retically also possible to determine and further apply a rotational particle velocity, 

which is fundamentally only relevant to particles in (rather strongly) bent areas – 

more specifically, bent in respect to the longitudinal direction, such as around pul-

leys. This generally follows from the commonly known context regarding rotational 

velocities, as it is in the addressed case of belt particles specifically expressable with: 

𝐮p = 𝛚p × 𝐫rot, in which 𝛚p forms the rotational velocity of the particle of focus, 

and 𝐫rot corresponds to a radius-representing vector, basically indicating the bending 

around which this particle is moved. This bending is further in relation to the given 

grid at the particle of focus (in this regard, see also particle state computations in 

Chapter 4.2.4.2.2). (E.g., around a pulley, this radius would correspond to the dis-

tance from the particle to the pulleys centre axis (typically: pulley radius plus half 

the particle thickness).) 

With this context in mind, general areas of typical belt models do not require to con-

sider rotational velocities, as showing no or only minor levels of bending. Even at 

intended bendings, such as at pulleys, these can commonly also be considered as 

minor, basically due to the predominance of translatory velocity; and as furthermore, 

only a relatively minor amount of particles is typically affected (as relatively flat 

areas commonly predominate over bent areas in common belt applications). (Also, 

too sharp belt deflections, which relate to relatively sharp edges in a provided belt 

model, are generally not intended neither supported; cf. Chapter 4.2.4.1.3/Chapter 

4.2.3.1.2). Due to these aspects, and as introduced, rotational particle velocity is thus 

not determined explicitly – furthermore, as it generally results in any case also during 

pre-simulation, the transient oscillation of an initialised BP belt, as stated before. 

(Although not explicitly included in the current version of the presented conversion 

algorithm (thus, not available in the corresponding software tool BeltConverter), the 

consideration of such rotational velocities, such as by following the principles de-

scribed in the paragraph before the previous one, is principally conceivable to be 

added as another extending option in future adaptations of the algorithm.) 
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4.2.4.4 DEM data export 

In the last essential step of the conversion algorithm, the computed data is brought 

into the required format to conform to the DEM output data as specified in Chapter 

4.2.3.2 (.inp) – and is in this form correspondingly written, thus exported, into the 

resulting output file for further use. Such an exported output file thus contains the 

data of the BP belt that is converted from the given CAD belt model according to the 

before-given modules/steps, comprising: 

• CAD data import and preparation (Chapter 4.2.4.1), 

• particle and bonding computation (Chapter 4.2.4.2), and 

• additionally (optionally) applying initial belt velocity (Chapter 4.2.4.3). 

The further use of such an output file specifically implies its import into the respec-

tive DEM software environment, thus initialising the BP belt, as already explained 

in Chapter 4.2.1 regarding the use of a CAD-to-DEM conversion algorithm such as 

presented. (Corresponding to the INP format, this regards specifically the DEM soft-

ware ThreeParticle/CAE.) In conclusion, by initialising a converted BP belt via im-

porting the output data file, dynamic belt simulation as intended is fundamentally 

enabled – explicitly by enabling BP belt initialisation in almost-final, and optionally 

also in additionally running state. 

In the following subsections, the process to form the final output data is correspond-

ingly described. This essentially involves bringing the particle and bonding data from 

the raw-computed form, as resulting from the computation steps given before, into 

the specific output data syntax required (INP format). 

Basic exporting scheme – transferring particle and bonding data 

According to the INP syntax, each particle and bonding is required in a particular 

single-line string format, as already described in Chapter 4.2.3.2, specifically in Fig-

ure 4-27. The computed data, comprising such particles and bondings in raw-com-

puted format, is correspondingly transferred to conform to this type of format, spe-

cifically by bringing every particle from the particle list and every bonding from the 

bonding list into a representative text line with respecting the required syntax. 
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Figure 4-78 illustrates the scheme for transferring computed particle data into INP 

syntax. 

 

 

Figure 4-78: Transferring computed particle data into INP syntax 

As illustrated, the following assignments are made for each computed particle in the 

particle list: (with the values to be assigned described in Chapter 4.2.4.2.2/Chapter 

4.2.4.3) 

• ID:   the particle’s ID, which equals its number in/from the particle list 

• position:   the particle’s position (𝐩) 

• quaternion:   the particle’s spatial orientation (𝐪) 

• transVelocity:   the particle’s translational velocity (𝐯p) 

(specifically, with vectors expressed by their three respective vector-forming scalar 

values (. X; . Y; . Z), and with quaternions expressed by their four respective quater-

nion-forming scalar values (. X; . Y; . Z; .W).) 

Details regarding the particle type property (indicated with belt_ptc) are covered in 

the next section as of relevance to fibred belt structuring. 

Similarly, Figure 4-79 illustrates the scheme for transferring computed bonding data 

into INP syntax. 

 

 

Figure 4-79: Transferring computed bonding data into INP syntax 

As illustrated, the following assignments are made for each computed bonding in the 

bonding list: : (with the values to be assigned described in Chapter 4.2.4.2.3) 

• IDA:   the first (bonded) particle’s ID (referencing to a spec. particle ID) 

• IDB:   the second (bonded) particle’s ID (referencing to a spec. particle ID) 

• positionA0:   the first particle’s zero-state position (𝐩A0) 

• positionB0:   the second particle’s zero-state position (𝐩B0) 

𝐩 ID 𝐪 𝐯p 

𝐩A0 IDA 𝐪A0 IDB 𝐩A0 𝐪A0 
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• quaternionA0:   the first particle’s zero-state spatial orientation (𝐪A0) 

• quaternionB0:   the second particle’s zero-state spatial orientation (𝐪B0) 

(again, with vectors and quaternions expressed respectively, as explained before.) 

These determined INP syntax lines are further accordingly written into the exported 

output data file. Thereby, a systematic scheme can be applied in order to achieve a 

clearer file structure and thus improve usability and convenience. This refers to writ-

ing the particle lines in a first block, followed by the bonding lines, which can further 

be blocked into two parts, containing the longitudinally oriented bondings in the one 

and the transversely oriented bondings in the other. Furthermore, each block itself 

can also show a systematic structure, such as by containing an ascending order (as 

referring to the particle ID, essentially resulting when the particle list is processed in 

ascending order.) 

Fibred belt structuring via systematic particle type definition 

With the default scheme of applying the same particle type to every particle (belt_ptc; 

as shown in Figure 4-78), no specific structuring is applied to the BP belt. 

To further apply a fibred belt structuring, as in detail explained in Chapter 4.1.2.3, 

the differentiation of adjacent fibres is required, which is explicitly done by defining 

such fibres with different particle types. Therefore, each particle type definition is 

added a fibre numbering index, further indicating to which fibre the respective parti-

cle belongs. 

For applying an alternating fibre pattern, exactly two particle types (belt_ptc_1 and 

belt_ptc_2) are required; furthermore, forming a structure with the suffixes as sche-

matically illustrated in Figure 4-80. 

 

Figure 4-80: Alternating fibres (indicating suffixes following belt_ptc) 
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Accordingly, a fibre pattern with all individual fibres is resulting when each fibre 

shows an individual particle type (correspondingly: belt_ptc_1, belt_ptc_2, 

belt_ptc_3, …), thus forming a structure with the suffixes as indicated in Figure 4-81. 

 

Figure 4-81: Individual (all different) fibres (indicating suffixes following belt_ptc) 

The addressed fibre numbering index is trivially determinable due to the systematic 

numbering scheme initially applied on the grid structure as described in Chapter 

4.2.4.1.2 (see specifically Figure 4-30). (In detail, the fibre numbering index (FID) 

for each particle follows from a modulo operation (mod), with each particle’s ID 

(PID) as the dividend, and the number of particles in a (transverse oriented particle) 

row (npT) as the divisor. (With npT obviously also representing the number of fibres.) 

This determination is specifically expressable with: FID = (PID mod npT) + 1, 

where +1 is further added to start the fibre numbering at one instead of zero. Fur-

thermore, by determining even/odd, these all-individual-representing indices can fur-

ther be transferred trivially to represent an alternating fibre pattern.) 

Adding supplementary information 

In addition to the essential data as covered before, which is fundamentally relevant 

to enable the initialisation of the computed BP belt, further informational-only data 

is supplementary written into the created output file, specifically at the beginning, in 

order to give an overview of the performed conversion process. This informational 

data comprises two major parts: settings information and conversion-process-related 

information. 

The settings information include which specific settings were made to result in the 

BP belt data as given by the respective output file; e.g. regarding the zero-state bond-

ing length definitions made (cf. Chapter 4.2.4.2.1); and generally refers to all the 

settings possible to be made in the GUI of the conversion tool BeltConverter (see 
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next Chapter 4.2.5, i.e. Figure 4-83). (Furthermore, this information is written in a 

syntax that allows the reloading of settings from such an output file back into the 

developed software tool BeltConverter.) 

The conversion-process-related information contains some general information (pro-

gram information, filename of the imported CAD belt model, date) – and essentially 

gives information about the resulting BP belt, by comprising: 

• Belt type (endless or finite) 

• Particle-related information 

○ Amounts (total and in longitudinal/transverse direction) 

○ Dimensions (min./max. x/y/z) 

○ IDs (first/last particle ID) 

• Bonding-related information 

○ Amounts (total and in longitudinal/transverse direction) 

○ Lengths (avg./min./max., in longitudinal/transverse direction) 

○ Longitudinal lengths in sum (as the belt length; at edges/in the middle) 

Thus, this information gives insights into relevant characteristics of the converted BP 

belt. Furthermore, it is essential that such informational data is written to the output 

file in the appropriate command line format, as further shown in Figure 4-82 in the 

next section. 

Resulting output file 

Figure 4-82 gives an overview of such a resulting DEM output file as created accord-

ing to the descriptions given before; showing the informational data at the beginning, 

followed by the major blocks containing the particle and the longitudinal/transverse 

bonding data. (This shown example corresponds in particular to the conventional belt 

conveyor application from Chapter 5.2.) Furthermore, as human-readable and thus 

editable, manual modifications on this data are principally possible, such as regard-

ing changing certain particle types as to create inhomogeneities or also certain forms 

of belt joints (cf. also Chapter 4.1.2.3). 
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Figure 4-82: Exported INP file containing the computed BP belt data in a structured/blocked 

form 

As ultimately containing the converted BP belt data, such an output file forms the 

final result of applying the presented conversion algorithm. 

Thus, this conversion algorithm, comprising the essential modules given in the pre-

ceding chapters, fundamentally enables the initialisation of a BP belt in an almost-

final state, furthermore optionally also in an already running state, and therefore 

forms a core element of the developed methodology as presented in this thesis. 
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4.2.5 BeltConverter 

The presented conversion algorithm is implemented into a software program, 

BeltConverter [94], that correspondingly includes the essential modules/computa-

tions as described in the previous Chapter 4.2.4 as its core modules. (Details regard-

ing the implementation in software-related terms were already stated in Chapter 

4.2.2.4.2.) Moreover, to allow convenient use, more specifically regarding perform-

ing belt conversion processes as introduced, this software program is also added a 

graphical user interface (GUI). This GUI is shown in Figure 4-83, representing the 

developed software tool to allow CAD-to-DEM belt conversion according to the 

principles/schemes as presented in this methodology/thesis. 

  

Figure 4-83: GUI of the developed software tool BeltConverter 
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As evident, this GUI allows users to perform the introduced belt conversion in an 

intuitive and user-friendly way. The shown main form therefore contains several el-

ements, which are explained in more detail below26. (Note: Most of these elements 

further refer to aspects already covered within the previous chapters; corresponding 

references are thus given respectively.) 

A – File handling 

The file handling section regards the location of the STL input file to be loaded, and 

the INP output file to be exported as a result of a conversion process. In this context, 

relevant aspects concerning the associated data are in detail given in Chapter 4.2.3; 

such as specifying the STL input file (in ASCII encoded STL format), containing a 

quadrilateral-meshed middle surface model of the belt, furthermore fulfilling geo-

metrical conditions, such as with no large angular deviations and no sharp edges. The 

INP output file, on the other hand, is specified to result in INP (ThreeParticle/CAE 

keyword file) file format, which also shows human-readable content, as in previous 

chapters described. 

Specific module parts that relate to this file-regarding context are especially Chapter 

4.2.4.1.1 (translation of data), concerning the loaded STL input file, and Chapter 

4.2.4.4 (DEM data export), regarding the writing of computed data into the INP out-

put file. (Side note: Drag-and-drop of files is supported for more convenient usage.) 

B/C – Starting a conversion process / regarding settings in general 

Via the respective button (B), a conversion process can be started, which in this con-

text correspondingly relates to the underlying conversion algorithm – with its essen-

tial modules as covered in Chapter 4.2.4. Thereby, the specific settings made in the 

container below are accordingly respected (D and following). In the case of a first 

program start, these settings are set to typical default values. Furthermore, regarding 

those settings in a whole perspective, those are also written to the output file in a 

specific comment-line format as described in Chapter 4.2.4.4, in the DEM data ex-

port module. This concerns two purposes: giving information on which settings were 

 

26 The basic purpose of several elements is also indicated in the GUI, such as in additional info blocks next 

to certain input fields. 
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made to result in the BP belt data that is included in a respective output file, and 

furthermore, allowing to reload these settings from such an output file (C) (where, 

again, drag-and-drop is also supported for more convenience). Also, when a conver-

sion process is started, the made settings are additionally stored in the Microsoft 

Windows Registry [174] to enable reloading of them when the program is restarted. 

D – Units 

As described in Chapter 4.2.3.1.3, STL data does not explicitly contain unit infor-

mation. The settings option to change the units in which a belt model is provided in 

a given STL file to either meter (m) or millimetre (mm) addresses this aspect. This 

option is particularly added, as millimetre models are relatively common (and its 

implementation into the algorithm is rather trivial, as regarding the inclusion of a 

corresponding scaling factor (1/1000, for bringing millimetre to metre values) in the 

import module (Chapter 4.2.4.1).) Principally, separate scaling can be applied prior 

to loading the STL file in order to bring the content of a certain STL file into metre 

format (as is basically required for the output data format (inp); cf. Chapter 4.2.3.2). 

E – Direction switching 

The check box to switch length and width directions regards explicitly finite belt 

models, as each of the two pairs of opposite belt edges is in principle able to represent 

the longitudinal belt direction. This direction switching is typically activated as a 

reaction from the user when the initial conversion of a specific belt model returns a 

BP belt with inverted direction characteristics. As shown in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2, these 

characteristics relate to the numbering scheme of particles (which more specifically 

corresponds to their IDs), which indicates determined directions. Thus, this scheme 

is accordingly changed when such direction switching is activated, as already intro-

duced in the beforementioned chapter, and as schematically further illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-84. (Note: Setting the directions as it is intended is particularly relevant, e.g. in 

terms of the subsequently described definitions, as regarding elongation states (G), 

belt velocity (which follows the longitudinal direction) (H), or fibred structuring 

(K).) 
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Figure 4-84: Effect of direction switching 

F – Rope conversion 

As an additional extension, a rope creation feature is further implemented in the soft-

ware tool. By activating this feature, a single fibre is created as the resulting bonded-

particle structure (referred to as BP rope). The number of this fibre is set by the user 

(ref. rope axis). (In terms of fibred structuring, see also Chapter 4.1.2.3; and also the 

section on fibred belt structuring in Chapter 4.2.4.4.) Such a BP rope is correspond-

ingly following a specific three-dimensional course, as given by the CAD geometry 

– also including rotations around its axis, as resulting from the transversely oriented 

grid-links in the initial model. From this context derives that it is sufficient that the 

CAD model provided for conversion contains only a single-line quad structure, thus 

with a width of only one quad in the transverse direction, as illustrated in Figure 4-85 

(top). In this figure, a BP rope conversion from CAD data is illustrated with one 

specific fibre set as the rope axis (as indicated in the middle figure); correspondingly, 

the transverse grid-links, pointing to the second fibre, are responsible for the rota-

tional orientation of the BP rope around its axis (with the final BP rope resulting as 

shown on the bottom). (Note: If the other (or with more than two fibres, generally 

any other) fibre is meant to form the rope axis, this other fibre must accordingly be 

set as the rope axis number. And, regarding unintended longitudinal/transverse di-

rections, see the respective section on direction switching given before.) 
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Figure 4-85: Conversion with the option to give a BP rope (pre-deformed BP fibre) 

It is important to note that such BP ropes conform to the same principles as BP belts, 

such as especially in terms of their initialisation (as further referring to de-

formed/elongated state or velocity definition, etc., which are thus also concerning to 

such BP ropes). 

(Further note regarding adaptations towards rope-like structures: As such BP ropes 

generally relate to bonded-particle fibres, as described in the basics in Chapter 

3.1.2.2.1, there are typically further considerations to be made, such as using differ-

ent types of particle geometries (for example, using cylindrical or capsule-shaped 

particles).) 

The applications for which such a BP rope conversion may apply reach from typical 

fibre-related applications, as shown in the basics chapter mentioned above (in this 

regard comprising part-related as well as handled-material-related models), further 

to complex structures made from/with such fibres, for example, braided/woven or 

similar entangled structures. 

G – Elongation states (zero-bonding-lengths) 

The settings for belt elongation relate to the state in which the converted BP belt is 

initialised – specifically in terms of initialised pre-deformation (see Chapter 4.2.2.2). 

For defining such a pre-deformation state, the respective zero-bonding-lengths (in 

both major directions, longitudinal and transverse) are required to be set, which can 

be made either via using absolute or alternatively relative values as covered in more 

detail in Chapter 4.2.4.2.1 (see also the informative description next to the two re-
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spective options in the GUI, as shown in Figure 4-83). (In general outline, these val-

ues define a zero-state into which a pre-deformed-initialised belt is attempting to 

deform.) 

The additional alternative option to define no specific pre-deformation state results 

consequently in a BP belt being initialised without certain pre-deformation infor-

mation, which thus attempts to stay in this initialised form. (Note: This option allows 

application for certain non-flat objects to be initialised, such as non-flat but deform-

able wall objects, e.g. shields, or also specific cylindrical objects, e.g. tubes or bel-

lows, etc.) 

H – Belt velocity 

By setting a belt velocity unequal to zero, a running BP belt can be initialised – as 

typically applicable for skipping a more extensive start-up process of a belt system. 

Thereby, each particle in the initialised BP belt is correspondingly applied an addi-

tional initial velocity. Further details in this regard are also covered in Chapter 

4.2.4.3. 

(Relevant notes: As regarding common belt systems, the belt velocity explicitly re-

lates to the longitudinal direction (for direction switching, see previous section E). 

Furthermore, the direction can also be inverted, as negative values are allowed.) 

I – Starting ID 

The starting ID option adds an offset to the IDs of the particles in the BP belt (gen-

erally following from the numbering scheme as introduced in Chapter 4.2.4.1.2). 

Such an offset is particularly useful to prevent multiple particles from being assigned 

the same ID, which would occur if other pre-defined particles are already in the sim-

ulation. Such other pre-existing particles may occur due to: 

• bulk particles already in the simulation, 

• parts that are represented by (complex) particles, such as idlers (cf. smooth-

surfaced cylinders in Chapter 4.4), and 

• other initialised BP belts, which correspondingly contain a multitude of par-

ticles (e.g. see the example of the sandwich conveyor in Chapter 5.4, which 

contains two BP belts in one simulation setup). 
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J – Superimposed particle orientation 

An extending option allows to additionally rotate the zero-state orientation of the belt 

particles used. This is specifically relevant when using particle geometries that re-

quire a certain non-default alignment at zero-state (with default referring to coincide 

with x,y,z, as basically illustrated in Figure 4-65 on the left). 

This regards, for example, the previously addressed BP ropes (F), when intended to 

contain cylindrical particles oriented with their cylinder axes in the longitudinal di-

rection: As a cylindrical particle would initially be oriented with its cylinder axis in 

the y-direction, but the longitudinal (rope) axis actually corresponds to the x-axis (cf. 

u-direction in the reference given before), an additional rotation of 90° around the z-

axis is correspondingly required – which relates to this addressed superimposed par-

ticle rotation. 

K – Fibred structuring 

The structuring of BP belts with a fibred setup was introduced and accordingly de-

scribed in Chapter 4.1.2.3 – regarding its implementation and also its purpose. Fur-

ther corresponding details were also addressed in the last module of the conversion 

algorithm, DEM data export, in Chapter 4.2.4.4. According to the descriptions made 

in these chapters, fibred structuring fundamentally requires a BP belt to be made from 

different particle types – which also refers to the three different options available to 

be set for a conversion process: (in the GUI, Figure 4-83, K, from left to right) 

• without specific fibre structuring   (all particles of the same type), 

• with alternating fibres   (every second particle of the same type), 

• with all different fibres   (every particle type of a different type), 

(with particle type differences only regarding the transverse direction, as particle 

types within each fibre, thus in longitudinal direction, are required to be consistent). 

L – Additional settings 

The additional settings regard more specific computational/numerical aspects, such 

as in terms of numerical data handling, e.g. regarding accuracy (rounding) of values, 

etc. 
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4.3 Illustration & Verification 

In this supplementary chapter, the initialisation of BP belts according to the presented 

methodology is illustrated; thus, specifically regarding BP belts initialised in pre-

deformed states, as regarding the belt initialisation method described in Chapter 4.2 

– further with BP belts correspondingly modelled, comprising a structural belt setup 

as introduced in Chapter 4.1. 

In this course, a verification principle, specifically regarding such pre-deformed-ini-

tialised BP belts in terms of belt-like behaviour as intended, is also introduced. In 

particular, this principle refers to the fundamental characteristics that a pre-deformed 

initialised BP belt is required to deform into its state-of-rest when applied in a simu-

lation in which no external loads or boundaries are affecting the deforming of the 

belt. Aspects in these terms were already explicitly stated in Chapter 4.2.2.2 and were 

further also dealt with in Chapter 4.2.4.2.1. Thereby, the (undeformed) zero-state of 

a BP belt was described as showing a perfectly flat rectangular particle arrangement 

(with bonding lengths correspondingly equal to defined zero-bonding-lengths); and 

with this mentioned state generally referring to the belt modelling principles given 

in Chapter 4.1. These deformed-to-undeformed conditions were explicitly introduced 

as an underlying basis for the developed conversion algorithm/process. 

As already presented, such as specifically with Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19 (in 

Chapter 4.2.2.2), the two forms of state-of-rest into which an initialised BP belt is 

required to deform/relax – when correctly initialised – are: 

• perfectly flat rectangular – regarding finite BP belts (cf. Figure 4-18), and 

• perfectly circular-cylindrical – regarding endless BP belts (cf. Figure 4-19). 

Consequently, a generally initialised BP belt (typically with a complex pre-deformed 

belt geometry) can be proven as suitable in this essential regard by fulfilling this 

described required condition to deform/relax into the respective state-of-rest as in-

tended. (For this reason, the principle introduced is further referred to as relaxation-

into-state-of-rest principle.) 

In the following subsection, a few relatively simple belt geometries – accordingly 

converted and initialised as BP belts – are analysed in this regard of deforming/re-

laxing into their state-of-rest. Similarly, this is also applied on rather large, hence 
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application-oriented, belt models in the subsection following after; particularly with 

reference to the exemplary applications later shown in Chapter 5. Also, the developed 

conversion algorithm/process (and thus specifically the developed software tool 

BeltConverter presented in the previous chapter) can be evaluated in this context as 

well, as concludingly outlined in the last subsection. 

In the demonstrations presented in the following, certain distorted (pre-deformed) 

belt geometries are analysed regarding the introduced verification principle of de-

forming/relaxing into a correct state-of-rest (relaxation-into-state-of-rest). Therefore, 

those belt geometries are converted into BP belts, which are further initialised and 

simulated accordingly without additional loads or boundaries. In these performed 

simulations, the BP belts each deform into their state-of-rest, resulting from the re-

laxation process of the pre-deformed initialised bondings (cf. also Chapter 4.2.4.2.3, 

section bonding state computation). For each specifically analysed belt geometry 

given in the following, a BP belt’s initialised (thus converted) form is shown at first, 

with its resulting final form, as the state-of-rest into which the respective BP belt 

oscillates during the described (relaxation) simulation, correspondingly shown at 

last; (additionally, with a deformation-process-illustrating state shown in the mid-

dle). 

The addressed final state-of-rest can be analysed in two terms: regarding the bond-

ings and regarding the particles. Thereby, the bondings are required to show a uni-

form, rectangular grid structure (see Chapters 4.1.2.1/4.2.2.2/4.2.4.2.1), and the par-

ticles are required to show appropriate orientations (see Chapters 4.1.1.3/4.2.4.2.2). 

In this regard, the particles are generally required to follow a uniform pattern, gener-

ally giving a smooth surface. More specifically, the particles are required to be ori-

ented as corresponding to a particle arrangement in either a rectangular or cylindrical 

pattern (ref. flat or endless belts). (These described aspects are also clearly evident 

when looking at the BP belt’s state-of-rest shown in the following figures, each on 

the right.) 

If a BP belt deforms/relaxes correctly, according to the above-mentioned aspects, 

thus showing a final state-of-rest geometry as required/intended and as described, 

proof can consequently be stated (ref. relaxation-into-state-of-rest). 
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Simple/illustrative belt geometries 

Figure 4-86 and Figure 4-8727 show a case of a relatively small finite BP belt, initial-

ised in a flat-distorted form with relatively large angular grid deviations (20° dis-

torted in relation to perfect rectangles, also including an elongated bonding state 

along the short edge).28 As can be seen from the figures on the right, the resulting 

state-of-rest, into which this finite BP belt deforms/relaxes, shows a correct geome-

try: a perfectly flat shape with an undistorted rectangular bonding grid. 

             

Figure 4-86: Relaxation of a finite flat-distorted BP belt 

             

Figure 4-87: Relaxation of a finite flat-distorted BP belt (bonding grid) 

In Figure 4-88/Figure 4-89, a different deformation state of a finite BP belt is con-

sidered; in this case, pre-deformed in terms of bending as showing a u-shaped geom-

etry. Again, the resulting state-of-rest, into which this pre-deformed BP belt correctly 

deforms/relaxes, is shown in the figures on the right. 

 

 

 

27 The two associated figures illustrate the addressed case first in full particle visualisation and then in bond-

ing visualisation with transparent particles. This also applies to the following cases. 

28 Note: For scope-extending reasons, the belt model is oriented in a general spatial orientation, i.e. with its 

grid structure not (necessarily) parallel to a main plane of the global coordinate system. This general ori-

entation aspect also applies to the following cases correspondingly. 
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Figure 4-88: Relaxation of a finite u-deformed BP belt 

 
                      

Figure 4-89: Relaxation of a finite u-deformed BP belt (bonding grid) 

Another finite BP belt, specifically with an initialised pre-deformed state that com-

bines the two previous ones, is further shown in Figure 4-90/Figure 4-91. Again, the 

state-of-rest that is reached shows a correct result. 

            
           

Figure 4-90: Relaxation of a finite u-deformed and distorted BP belt 

            
           

Figure 4-91: Relaxation of a finite u-deformed and distorted BP belt (bonding grid) 

Besides these shown examples of finite belts, the deformation/relaxation of an end-

less BP belt is illustrated in Figure 4-92/Figure 4-93. This endless BP belt is specifi-

cally initialised in an elliptically pre-deformed state, furthermore containing an ir-

regular distorted grid structure, further with locally-varying elongation states (as can 

be seen in the figures on the left). As evident from the figures on the right, the result-

ing state-of-rest, into which this endless BP belt correspondingly deforms/relaxes, 

shows a correct geometry: a perfectly circular-cylindrical ring with an undistorted 

rectangular bonding grid. 
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Figure 4-92: Relaxation of an endless elliptically distorted BP belt 

                                           

Figure 4-93: Relaxation of an endless elliptically distorted BP belt (bonding grid) 

On a closer look, the bondings in the circumferential direction (ref. longitudinal 

direction) still contain (bending) stresses, due to which the BP belt would further 

deform/relax into a perfectly flat geometry when cut open – which is further 

demonstrated in Figure 4-94/Figure 4-95, particularly regarding a subsequent 

opening of the endless BP belt from above. As distinctive, the opening of such an 

endless BP belt results in a finite BP belt with its respective behaviour (cf. u-shape 

finite belt illustrated previously, Figure 4-88/Figure 4-89). (Further aspects in this 

regard were also already introduced before, in Chapter 3.2.1 and Chapter 4.2.2.2.) 

 
              

              

Figure 4-94: Relaxation of the ring-shaped BP belt when cut-open 

 
              

              

Figure 4-95: Relaxation of the ring-shaped BP belt when cut-open (bonding grid) 
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Application-related belt geometries 

The relaxation-into-state-of-rest principle, introduced before and explained with the 

previously illustrated relatively simple cases of BP belts, is further applied on appli-

cation-related, and thus typically relatively complex BP belt geometries – specifi-

cally relating to some of the exemplary applications from Chapter 5. As correspond-

ing to such particular applications, the initialised BP belts, as shown in the following, 

each present an almost-final state geometry that conforms to a respective belt system 

design. In this regard, appropriately modelled and prepared CAD belt models are 

each applied for a CAD-to-DEM conversion process from which each initialised BP 

belt correspondingly results (see Chapter 4.2). 

The following figures show steps of the addressed relaxation process, from the ini-

tialisation (left) towards a state-of-rest (right) of a respective BP belt. Thereby, these 

BP belts are typically29 allowed to interpenetrate themselves due to deactivated belt 

particle contact (which refers to particle overlapping characteristics, in detail ex-

plained in Chapter 4.1.1.2). 

In Figure 4-96, the belt of the conventional belt conveyor system from Chapter 5.2 

is applied to deform/relax according to the introduced relaxation-into-state-of-rest 

principle. The final, and above all, correct state-of-rest, into which this almost-final-

state-initialised BP belt deforms/relaxes, is evident (on the right, showing a state-of-

rest as required for such an endless BP belt). 

        

       

Figure 4-96: Relaxation of the BP belt of the conventional belt conveyor system 

 

29 Except the BP belt regarding the pipe conveyor (Figure 4-98), which allows self-contact between opposite 

belt edges; see Chapter 4.1.1.2 (specifically Figure 4-3) and also Chapter 5.5. 
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Furthermore, Figure 4-97 shows this addressed relaxation process of the upper belt 

of the sandwich conveyor system from Chapter 5.4. Again, the forming of a correct 

state-of-rest can be noticed. 

 

                                

Figure 4-97: Relaxation of the (upper) BP belt of the sandwich conveyor system 

As a final illustration of this relaxation-into-state-of-rest principle with application-

oriented belt models, the BP belt of the pipe conveyor system from Chapter 5.5 is 

correspondingly applied, as shown in Figure 4-98 – also with the correct state-of-rest 

resulting as evident. 

        

       

Figure 4-98: Relaxation of the BP belt of the pipe conveyor system 

Moreover, it is pointed out that this introduced relaxation-into-state-of-rest principle 

can correspondingly be applied for any BP belt converted from a given (CAD) ge-

ometry by using the CAD-to-DEM conversion process presented in Chapter 4.2 (fur-

ther accordingly relating to Chapter 4.1, as regarding the structural setup of such a 

converted BP belt). 
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Proofing the conversion algorithm as suitable 

In further conclusion, the presented CAD-to-DEM process with the addressed belt 

initialisation method in a pre-deformed (almost-final) state, and in this context spe-

cifically the developed conversion algorithm/process, thus furthermore the corre-

sponding software program implemented in the software tool BeltConverter, is gen-

erally evaluated as suitable/proven. This is furthermore concluded from the intro-

duced relaxation-into-state-of-rest principle returning correct results for several dif-

ferent (and also highly complex) geometries of BP belts30, which was illustrated in 

the previous figures, and which was also confirmed in several additional (even more 

complex and also special-case-forming) geometries that were analysed in this regard. 

4.4 Extension: Smooth-surfaced cylinders 

The extending method presented in this chapter introduces an enhancing technique 

by using numerically smooth cylinders in DEM simulation setups, especially for the 

modelling of cylindrical parts. Accordingly, this method is particularly useful for the 

modelling of idlers and pulleys in belt (conveyor) systems comprising BP belts, as 

introduced in the previous chapters. As regarding the modelling of idlers and pulleys, 

which in addition to the belts also form major system components (as addressed in 

the basics in Chapter 2.2.2), this method forms an essential extending part of the 

methodology presented in this thesis, as an enhancing addition to the presented belt 

model setup and its initialisation (which form the core of this methodology). How-

ever, the principles described in the following may also find application in other, not 

necessarily belt related, setups as well. 

In contrast to the conventional belt modelling technique based on rigid belt models 

(described in Chapter 2.2.3), simulations with dynamic BP belt models require those 

system components that affect the BP belt’s behaviour to be modelled accordingly – 

 

30 with the specified restrictions considered; see Chapter 4.2.3.1.2/4.2.4.1.3 (e.g. with the CAD belt model 

corresponding to a finite/endless belt model, further without sharp edges, etc.) 
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more specifically to allow corresponding interactions with the BP belt (in detail, with 

its comprising belt particles). This requirement relates especially to the modelling of 

idlers and pulleys, for which corresponding aspects are described in the following 

(regarding cylindrically-shaped objects to be used in DEM simulation setups). 

The final outcome of the method presented in this chapter, and thus of the develop-

ments made respectively, is a supportive software program, PartConverter [95], 

whose functionalities are explicitly presented in Chapter 4.4.3, and by means of 

which also further essential and general method-related aspects regarding the use of 

smooth-surface cylinders are accordingly described. 

4.4.1 Smooth instead of common triangulated cylinders 

As described in the DEM basics in Chapter 2.1.2.5, in the section relating to parts, 

system components in DEM simulation setups are typically represented as triangu-

lated parts (commonly via import of STL files). The surfaces that are represented on 

such triangulated parts are consequently formed by a multitude of triangular ele-

ments, which – particularly regarding curved/complex surfaces – correspondingly 

results in an approximated form of the part’s original shape. Furthermore, due to this 

triangulation, edges result on curved (originally smooth) surfaces. To address these 

issues, the resolution of a triangulated surface can be increased by reducing the tri-

angle size – which in turn leads to an increase of the number of triangular surfaces 

(which has a negative impact in terms of contact handling and accordingly on the 

computation in total). In this regard, a compromise for an adequate resolution must 

be made, as the number of triangles and their corresponding edges influence the sim-

ulation in terms of computational effort, stability and accuracy. (cf. Fimbinger [88]) 

Especially in terms of BP belt simulations, cylindrical parts that represent idlers and 

pulleys pose problematic effects when modelled according to these introduced prin-

ciples with triangulated surfaces. An obvious problematic effect, in addition to the 

aspects addressed above, corresponds to the polygonal effect that results on such a 

triangulated cylinder. (A finer resolution, which would be beneficial in terms of this 

effect, on the other hand, results with smaller and typically relatively long and narrow 

triangles, which are again influencing the stability and furthermore the overall simu-
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lation process unfavourably.) Figure 4-100 shows several examples of different tri-

angulation schemes generally conceivable for approximating a cylindrical part, fur-

ther highlighting the mentioned characteristic of comprising relatively long and nar-

row triangles. The original (CAD) cylinder part that corresponds to these triangulated 

cylinder-representing DEM parts is further shown in Figure 4-99. 

 

Figure 4-99: Original CAD cylinder part to be represented 

a          b          c 

d          e           f 

 a … with 16 triangulated rectangles d … different form of top/bottom triangulation 

 b … with 24 triangulated rectangles e … unstructured top/bottom triangulation 

 c … with 2 times 24 triang. rectangles f … no top/bottom surface (no voluminous part) 

Figure 4-100: Representing the cylinder by using various triangulation schemes 

As also already addressed in Chapter 2.1.2.5 (section on parts), modern DEM soft-

ware, in this specific case regarding ThreeParticle/CAE, further supports the use of 

several mathematically primitive shapes – especially also including primitive cylin-

ders, which promise to be particularly advantageous in this respective regard of 

idler/pulley modelling as featuring a continuous, thus smooth surface. Especially in 

combination with BP belts, where the particles of the belt model are required to get 

in contact with those idlers and pulleys, this method is promising to be exceptionally 

suitable 
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Overall, such primitive cylindrical shapes can further also be used in relation to the 

two fundamental object types regarding a DEM simulation setup (as of 

ThreeParticle/CAE): 

• obviously, in the form of cylindrical parts (see also Chapter 2.1.2.5, parts), 

• but also in the form of cylindrical particles (see also Chapter 2.1.2.1). 

Both those types are illustrated in Figure 4-101, also relating to the cylindrical part 

to be represented as introduced before. 

           

Figure 4-101: Representing the cylinder by using a cylindrical part (left) / a cylindrical particle 

(optionally with rounded edges) (right) – both based on a primitive shape (primitive cylinder) 

As clearly evident, the surface (particularly the circumferential surface) of both these 

model types show a smooth continuous surface, which is generally beneficial regard-

ing the problematic aspects beforementioned in terms of triangulated cylinders. Both 

introduced types (parts and particles) are generally feasible to represent cylindrical 

parts in DEM simulation setups, with their individual characteristics/differences de-

scribed further below in the subchapter after next (Chapter 4.4.1.2). 

4.4.1.1 Implementing smooth cylinders / necessity for a 

supportive tool 

Fundamentally, the specific implementation of smooth cylinders (as parts/particles) 

into a DEM simulation setup generally requires extensive manual definitions to be 

made, which particularly regards not only the cylinders dimensions (radius/length) 

but especially their individual positions and spatial orientations. This specific aspect 

is further associated with a disproportionately high modelling effort, especially for 

large (belt/conveyor) systems with many, and especially complexly arranged 

idlers/pulleys, which is further the reason why this form of modelling using primi-

tive-cylindrically shaped parts/particles is usually not applied for such applications. 
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In order to address this issue of manual cylinder definition, an algorithm was devel-

oped specifically to support this modelling of complex system setups made from a 

large number of primitive-cylindrically shaped parts/particles; which basically cor-

responds to typical belt (conveyor) systems as further also required in context with 

the presented BP belt simulation. As specifically implemented in the software pro-

gram PartConverter – as a supportive tool allowing convenient and intuitive use, as 

further shown in Chapter 4.4.3 – this algorithm is described in an overview in the 

following Chapter 4.4.2.2, as fundamentally representing the core of the conversion 

process. In a short anticipatory outline: This addressed algorithm/process basically 

detects cylindrical objects (parts) within a given CAD model and translates/converts 

this information into DEM readable data. This resulting DEM data thus contains 

these cylindrical objects in the form of smooth (primitive) cylinders, further allowing 

their initialisation in a DEM simulation setup accordingly for further use, such as 

typically in DEM simulations with BP belts. (This process is also referred to as part 

conversion as it allows cylindrical CAD parts to be converted into primitive cylin-

drical DEM parts/particles.) 

4.4.1.2 Characteristics of cylindrical parts / cylindrical particles 

Generally, both types – parts and particles – allow essential cylindrical-part-repre-

senting characteristics to be set, such as comprising: 

• Dimensions (radius and length) 

• Position and spatial orientation 

• Interactions regarding the general contact handling (with a BP belt) 

• Further behaviour, such as related to specific aspects in context with: 

○ Resistance (friction/damping) 

○ Mass (moment of inertia) 

(The following descriptions specifically relate to ThreeParticle/CAE as the DEM 

software program of focus.) 

As generally revealed by their nature, cylindrical parts are meant to be the standard 

means of choice to represent smooth cylinders in DEM simulation setups. However, 

it is also meant that such parts are only used in smaller quantities (basically, as each 

part only initialises as a single instance; cf. program characteristics of 
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ThreeParticle/CAE). In contrast to that, particles allow multiple instances to be ini-

tialised.31 Correspondingly, it is possible to place (initialise) a certain type of cylin-

drical particle multiple times, as to represent a large number of idlers (accordingly of 

the same type; with the same dimensions, interaction model, etc.). This multi-instanc-

ing of such a defined particle type is particularly useful in computational terms. 

Furthermore, and explicitly for such cylindrical particles, rounded edges are option-

ally possible to be defined, as already illustrated in Figure 4-101 on the right. This 

option may come useful for cylinders at which contact can occur on their edges (with 

the purpose to influence the simulation advantageously, as particle contacts with such 

numerically rounded instead of sharp edges typically act positively, as in terms of 

stability; cf. also cuboidal (belt) particles with rounded edges described in Chapter 

4.1.1.3). 

On the other hand, cylindrical particles, in contrast to cylindrical parts, do not allow 

enhanced part-only features, such as applying multibody dynamics (MBD), as intro-

duced in the basics within Chapter 2.1.2.6.2. (Such a specific MBD setup is further 

shown in the exemplary application of the round hay baler system in Chapter 5.6, 

correspondingly modelled with using cylindrical parts.) 

Regarding the application of movements: this is generally possible for both – parts 

and particles – specifically due to a recent update in these terms. In this context, it 

needs to be considered that defined particle movements apply for each instance of 

this particle type correspondingly. 

Summarising conclusion 

Cylindrical parts may typically be used to model cylindrical system components that 

occur in minor numbers, such as more specifically relating to pulleys or certain indi-

vidual idlers (such as more-or-less unique guiding idlers, etc.), which correspond-

ingly occur singly or in very small numbers. Also, such cylindrical parts are required 

when belonging to MBD setups. 

 

31 which is a fundamental characteristic of particles in DEM simulations, basically regarding the generation 

of a multitude of particles of the same type; cf. basics in Chapter 2.1.2.1/2.1.2.4 
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For other system components that consequently occur in larger quantities, as it is 

common for idlers (see also Chapter 2.2.2.2), the modelling of cylindrical particles 

is suitable. 

Furthermore, cylinders with rounded edges also require the modelling of particles, 

which specifically regards applications in which contacts at such cylinder edges (with 

a BP belt) are to be considered in advanced form. (General note: In typical belt (con-

veyor) applications, such belt-cylinder-edge-contacts are generally not intended to 

occur (those are intended to be omitted, as for belt wear reasons; probably except for 

certain unconventional exceptional cases). In this regard of typical belt-idler/pulley-

contact, see also Chapter 2.2.2, generally illustrating this as mentioned.) 

Overall, the use of smooth cylinders generally contributes as a major enhancement 

to the developed methodology in total, as a further method in addition to the directly 

BP belt related methods (modelling a BP belt in general and its initialisation in al-

most-final state; cf. Chapter 4.1 and Chapter 4.2), and is thus also included as such 

an extending method into the framework of the methodology presented in this thesis. 

4.4.2 Essentials of the developed software tool for 

cylindrical part conversion 

In the following, essentials of the software tool PartConverter, specifically developed 

to allow convenient initialisation of relatively large numbers of smooth (primitive) 

cylindrical parts/particles – especially in complex arrangements – into DEM simula-

tion setups, are presented. This supportive tool is further also described in terms of 

its usage via its GUI in the following Chapter 4.4.3. 

The major issue which is addressed by this developed tool was previously already 

outlined in Chapter 4.4.1, highlighting a disproportionally high modelling effort re-

quired for conventional, thus manual placing/defining of such cylindrical parts/par-

ticles in DEM simulation setups, particularly in context with belt (conveyor) systems. 

This effort results as such systems commonly contain a relatively large amount of 

furthermore typically complex-arranged cylindrical parts (idlers/pulleys), which are 

correspondingly each required to be manually placed/defined (in terms of their indi-

vidual position, spatial orientation, dimensions, etc.). 
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As also outlined specifically in Chapter 4.4.1.1, this tool is based on using a CAD 

file containing the essential cylindrical data, specifically multiple 3D geometries, 

further to be translated/converted into a DEM data file that ultimately allows the 

initialisation of them as smooth cylindrical parts/particles – accordingly considering 

their individual characteristics. 

Major details – regarding the prerequisites of this CAD file, the steps underlying the 

conversion process to determine the cylindrical parts/particles, as well as the result-

ing DEM data that is exported at the end of this process – are outlined in the following 

subsections. Further additional aspects/features that are also implemented in the de-

veloped tool are subsequently addressed in the descriptions regarding the final re-

sulting software tool as presented with its GUI in the subsequent Chapter 4.4.3. 

4.4.2.1 Regarding the CAD input data 

Similar to the CAD belt model data in terms of BP belt initialisation in almost-final 

state, as covered in Chapter 4.2, the required CAD cylinder model data is typically 

also available from the corresponding CAD design process, as derivable from com-

mon 3D CAD system models. 

Regarding the data format of this CAD file, Standard ACIS Text (SAT) [227] was 

evaluated as useful as specifically capable of containing multiple cylindrical geom-

etries as individual parts in one single file – with these cylinders furthermore 

smooth/primitive (which forms a fundamental prerequisite, and which contrasts to 

triangulated data as when using STL files; cf. Chapter 4.2.3.1.3). Furthermore, this 

proposed SAT file format is also a commonly supported CAD export format; thus, 

relatively easy to be achieved (even if a direct export is not possible, converting such 

as via a different exchange format using an alternative software is generally feasible). 

A specific SAT format supported by the developed software tool PartConverter is 

SAT Out Version 7.0 as exported from Autodesk Inventor [9]. 

Such a cylinder-containing CAD data file is fundamentally required to be prepared 

according to the following principles in order to allow conversion into DEM cylin-

ders, as introduced in the next subsection. In this regard, such data is explicitly re-
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quired to contain each cylinder as an individual part, further representing an assem-

bly of a multitude of cylindrical parts.32 In this cylindrical-parts-only assembly, those 

cylinders can be placed individually, as common, but furthermore also as multiple 

instances and therefore also in patterned form as well (relating specifically to patterns 

of idlers along the conveyor line, which is thus allowed/supported). Furthermore, 

each cylindrical part is required to contain only one single perfectly shaped cylinder 

element – formed only by its mantle and its two parallel and equally sized circular 

surfaces that form the top and bottom of the cylinder. Thus, rounded edges or any 

additional elements (such as additional surfaces inside, as forming a hollow-cylinder, 

etc.) are accordingly not to be included. These modelling principles resulting in a 

corresponding SAT file are fundamental, as the detection algorithm (outlined in the 

following section) detects such perfectly shaped single cylinders only. 

Such assemblies containing perfectly cylindrically shaped parts are further shown in 

Chapter 5 as relating to various exemplary applications, for example, in Figure 5-12 

on the left. 

4.4.2.2 The conversion process in an overview / cylinder data 

determination 

As already mentioned, the conversion process starts by detecting each cylindrical 

part that contains one single perfectly shaped cylinder geometry. (In this specific 

regard, the introduced SAT file is particularly convenient.33) 

From this detection, each part’s cylinder axis results from the two midpoints on the 

top and bottom circles, and the cylinder radius follows correspondingly from the cir-

cle radius (radii). (Additionally, further data such as original part names and part 

colour information are also derivable from an STL data file provided; see also corre-

sponding sections in the subsequent Chapter 4.4.3.) 

Accordingly, a list results that contains each detected cylinder with its respective 

information. This list is furthermore sorted, with the radius as the first order and the 

length as the second order. 

 

32 I.e., multiple cylindrical elements modelled within one part are consequently not allowed. 

33 With cylinders given as special cases of truncated cone objects, resulting with/by two equally sized circles 
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Some trivial computations are furthermore required, especially regarding bringing 

the detected axis data (detected as two points, more specifically two 3D vectors) into 

a corresponding format (further relating to the DEM output file; see next subsection). 

In this context, each cylinder is considered as follows: 

• The axis (as the difference vector between these two axis points) is translated 

into its scalar value, which gives the length of the cylinder of focus; 

• The midpoint of the axis (i.e., between the two axis points) gives the position 

as a 3D vector of the cylinder of focus; 

• The spatial orientation of the axis (again, as the difference vector between the 

two axis points) is determined, which gives the cylinders’ orientation specif-

ically as Euler angles. 

(Note regarding spatial orientations of cylindrical parts/particles: This addressed spa-

tial orientation determination generally relates to the principles described in Chapter 

4.2.4.2.2, in the section on the translation of spatial orientation; but as cylindrical 

objects do not necessarily require an additional orientation around their cylinder axis 

to be defined, only one rotational step (ref. to the referenced chapter) is required in 

order to determine the quaternion of question accordingly. Furthermore, quaternion 

to Euler angles translation regards a common method and is accordingly provided 

by/described in pertinent literature. And generally, the use of Euler angles is the base 

form for aligning parts (and also particles) in a spatial orientation, which is funda-

mentally sufficient for this purpose, and above all required for particle orientation 

definition (see following subsection on DEM output data). This is in contrast to BP 

belt initialisation, for which such Euler angles are not sufficient, and quaternions are 

thus required.) 

In summary, each cylinder in the sorted list is detected with its: 

• radius (scalar), 

• length (scalar), 

• position (vector), 

• orientation (Euler angles), 

• and some supplementary data (original part name, colour in RGB34). 

 

34 common red green blue colour model 
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This determined data is correspondingly exported in DEM data format, as covered in 

the next subsection. 

4.4.2.3 Regarding the DEM output data 

According to the same aspects and principles already described in the context of BP 

belt initialisation, ThreeParticle/CAE input data format (inp; as specifically intro-

duced in Chapter 4.2.3.2 and as accordingly used in Chapter 4.2.4.4) is set as the 

output data file format into which the determined cylinder data is brought. 

The details regarding the relevant keywords, such as to add and define cylindrical 

parts (*addCylinder and *setCylinder), as well as to add, define and initialise in-

stances of cylindrical parts (*addParticles, *setParticles and *manualGeneration), are 

not explicitly described further as their details can be found in the Keywords Guide 

[12] corresponding to ThreeParticle/CAE. 

However, a differentiation principle regarding either exporting a cylinder as a cylin-

drical part or as a cylindrical particle is already worth mentioning, which is in more 

detail covered in the next Chapter 4.4.3, as outlined by means of the respective set-

tings available to be made in the GUI of the developed software tool PartConverter 

(see specifically section E). 

In this regard, and basically similar to the structured INP file for exported BP belts 

(as illustrated in Figure 4-82), the cylindrical parts and the cylindrical particles are 

blocked in two consecutive sections within the INP file; comprising the particles in 

the first block and the parts in the second. Additionally, due to the sorted cylinder 

list in terms of their size, those exported data shows the cylinders in a correspond-

ingly sorted order. 

Additionally, and also similar to the created BP belt (INP) file described in Chapter 

4.2.4.4, supplementary information is also added at the beginning of the exported 

INP file containing cylindrical data. In this informational block, also comparable to 

BP belt INP files, settings followed by conversion information is written; with the 

conversion information summarising details about the numbers and dimensions of 

the determined cylinders and whether those are created as parts or particles. 
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Insights into an INP file containing such cylindrical objects (parts/particles) are given 

in Figure 4-102, furthermore highlighting the well-structured (blocked and ascending 

sorted) contents (with this shown data specifically relating to the exemplary applica-

tion of the pipe conveyor system shown in Chapter 5.5). 

 

Figure 4-102: Exported INP file containing the computed cylindrical parts/particles in a 

structured/blocked form 

A resulting INP file containing cylindrical parts/particles (thus as smooth cylinders) 

can further be imported into the DEM software environment (of ThreeParticle/CAE) 

to initialise those parts/particles accordingly to the given CAD file; thus, correspond-

ingly omitting complex manual implementation procedures, and therefore signifi-

cantly enhancing the modelling efficiency by reducing the efforts in these terms to a 

minor level – whilst enabling the use of smooth-surfaced cylinders and the ad-

vantages associated with it. 
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4.4.3 PartConverter 

The introduced process to enable the initialisation/implementation of smooth cylin-

ders (as cylindrical parts/particles) into DEM simulation setups based on prepared 

CAD files (as described in the chapter before (Chapter 4.4.2.1)) is implemented into 

a software program, PartConverter [95]. This software program is moreover added a 

GUI to allow convenient use, and more specifically, to allow enhanced, easy-to-use, 

and above all, fast/instant conversion of CAD cylinder parts into respective DEM 

cylinder parts/particles as smooth-surfaced cylinders (made from primitive cylindri-

cal shapes, and therefore without triangulated surfaces; cf. Chapter 4.4.1). This GUI 

of the software program is shown in Figure 4-103, by means of which several addi-

tionally implemented features are explained below. The fundamental essentials, such 

as particularly the determination of required cylinder data from given CAD data 

(which correspondingly forms the core of this presented program), were already de-

scribed in the previous Chapter 4.4.2. 

 

Figure 4-103: GUI of the developed software tool PartConverter 

This presented GUI allows users to perform the introduced cylindrical part conver-

sion in an intuitive and user-friendly way. As evident, the major appearance and thus 

the general usability via the GUI of the tool PartConverter further relates to the pre-

viously presented tool for belt conversion, BeltConverter, explained in Chapter 4.2.5 

and shown explicitly in Figure 4-83. 
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The main form of the developed software tool PartConverter, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4-103, contains elements that allow several settings to be made for cylindrical 

part conversion processes, which are explained in more detail below (with basic pur-

poses as also already indicated/outlined in the GUI itself). 

A-D – File handling / starting / settings in general / units 

The first main elements – regarding file handling (A), starting a conversion process 

(B), settings in general (C), and also units of the input (SAT) file (D) – fundamentally 

correspond to their equivalents in the previously presented software tool 

BeltConverter. Therefore, the descriptions as already given in this regard in Chapter 

4.2.5 further also apply in a respective form35 to the corresponding elements embed-

ded in the tool PartConverter. 

E – Conditions to return either parts or particles 

As described in Chapter 4.4.1, the cylindrical geometries given within a CAD data 

file can either be converted to be initialised as cylindrical parts or also as cylindrical 

particles. The addressed aspects further describe the use of cylindrical parts for cyl-

inders that occur in relatively low numbers, such as typical for pulleys. Based on this 

general conclusion, two criteria are implemented that can further be set to allow a 

certain form of differentiation of cylinders into either parts or particles. This rela-

tively simple differentiation scheme forms as follows: 

Two limit values are allowed to be set – regarding the diameter of a particle and 

further the amount, how often a specific cylinder geometry (with the same dimen-

sions) occurs. These two limits specifically address the differentiation between idlers 

and pulleys, as generally described in the basics of belt conveyor systems in Chapter 

2.2.2.2, according to which pulleys are, on the one hand, typically larger in diameter 

than idlers, and on the other hand, idlers typically occur in relatively large numbers, 

thus more often than pulleys. These two aspects are further transferred into the crite-

ria forming the differentiation scheme addressed: 

 

35 such as concerning SAT input files (instead of STL) 
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• if a certain cylinder is equal or larger in diameter than the defined diameter 

limit, it is considered as a part (thus: larger cylinders result as parts / smaller 

as particles), 

• and additionally, if a certain cylinder geometry (with a specific dimension) 

occurs in a quantity that is equal or smaller than the defined amount limit, all 

cylinders with this respective dimension are considered as parts (thus: cylin-

ders occurring relatively often result as particles / rather unique cylinders cor-

respondingly as parts). 

(Whereby the second criteria, the amount consideration, is weighted higher, thus as 

overriding the diameter criteria; i.e., if the first criterion gives a part and the second 

a particle, a particle finally results.) 

To address special cases, such as to return all cylinders as parts or also as particles 

only, specific boundary values can further be set (as also mentioned in the GUI, next 

to the input boxes): 

• setting the diameter limit to 0 returns all cylinders as parts 

• setting the diameter limit to -1 ignores this first criterion (equals to infinite 

diameter) 

• setting the amount limit to 1 returns all cylinders as particles (as can be con-

cluded from the descriptions above) 

• setting the amount limit to 0 ignores this second criterion 

F – Starting ID 

Similar to the elements A-D, this concerns similar aspects as for BP belts. Setting a 

starting ID is furthermore explicit relevant to cylindrical particles, as particles are 

required to be applied an individual particle ID each. The start ID with which the 

first cylindrical particle is assigned can be set to a certain value, especially to omit 

ID collisions (double definitions of particle IDs) with other particles in a simulation 

setup (e.g. the particles of a BP belt). 
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G – Further settings: colouring / naming / single/multiple particle instances 

The colouring of cylindrical parts is supported to be either derived from the given 

CAD data file; or, alternatively, a customised colour specified with RGB values can 

also be set. 

Furthermore, the cylinder names can be set as the original part names, as derived 

from the CAD data file, but can also be overridden, whereby a meaningful naming 

scheme is applied, which reveals the height and also the radius (and regarding parts 

also the instance number) of each cylinder. 

In addition, a certain pre- or suffix can also be added to each cylinders’ name. (This 

option may be used in larger systems as to group cylinders, or also in certain special 

cases, as when multiple converted INP files are intended to be used/initialised, more 

specifically when those contain identical cylinder dimensions (to omit cylinder name 

conflicts).) 

Per default, cylindrical particles are meant to be initialised in a grouped form, which 

relates to initialisation in multiple instances (according to which a certain cylindrical 

particle is defined once with multiple instances of it initialised; which further relates 

to the general characteristics in terms of using particles instead of parts, as addressed 

in Chapter 4.4.1.2). Optionally, this grouping may be suppressed in certain special 

cases, such as when individual cylindrical particles with the same cylinder dimen-

sions are required to be defined with different properties, e.g. with individual move-

ment conditions. (Resultingly, each particle is defined individually and also initial-

ised only once; thus, similar to parts – further to be used when particles are explicitly 

required, such as due to their edge-rounding capabilities, which is not supported with 

parts; see also next section). 

H – Additional settings 

Besides additional settings in numerical terms, which are generally similar to the 

ones for the software tool BeltConverter, as described in Chapter 4.2.5 in the corre-

sponding section (L) (thus, generally regarding accuracy settings, such as the round-

ing of numerical values), also supplementary general settings are added/enabled to 

be adjusted. These are embedded in the respective GUI-extending subform, as shown 

in Figure 4-104. 
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Figure 4-104: Additional settings for cylindrical part conversion 

The additional settings possible to be made in this shown subform further regard: 

(with default values as shown) 

H1: Material and collision group assignment (parts and particles). (Regarding colli-

sion groups: The contact between cylinders is per default deactivated via a corre-

sponding collision group definition which is written into the resulting INP file; see 

Figure 4-102. If this contact-off condition is explicitly not intended, this respective 

collision group definition is to be removed accordingly.) 

H2: Appearance options (explicit for cylindrical parts) – including the visibility 

(shown/hidden) and the number of rectangular surfaces each cylindrical part is visu-

alised with (which only affects the visualisation, not the actual interactional behav-

iour, which is accordingly considered as numerically smooth). (Note regarding visi-

bility: Hiding cylindrical parts may be used when total system structures are addi-

tionally imported for visualisation-only purposes, and especially when those visual-

ising structures contain the cylindrical parts as well, which are already initialised as 

smooth cylinders, further to avoid them from being shown double.) 

H3: Option to set rounded cylinder edges (explicit for cylindrical particles; see Chap-

ter 4.4.1.2) – which is implemented to be set either with an absolute radius (thus 

equal for each cylinder) or with relative radii (thus individual, as relating to each 

cylinder’s respective radius; e.g., when set to 100% a capsule-like shape would re-

sult). 

H4: Options regarding rotational capabilities of cylinders. Thereby, the first option 

concerns the cylinders to be either locked or unlocked in terms of rotational capabil-

ities around their cylinder axes – which further relates to the two basic approaches of 

either using fully locked or rotatable cylinders as described in more detail in the fol-

lowing Chapter 4.4.4. The aspects described in this context in the respective sections 

H1 

H2 

H3 

H4 
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of this following chapter are of utmost importance to be considered. (From these 

descriptions, it is furthermore evident why this option is embedded as an additional 

setting which is per default set to fully locked cylinders; specifically, as the more 

complex modelling method with using rotatable cylinders forms a comprehensive 

extending option). The additional option that is only available with rotatable cylin-

ders further regards the possibility to include initial (rotational) velocities, specifi-

cally by setting a circumferential velocity from which each cylindrical part/particle’s 

rotational velocity is resulting (trivially via considering their individual cylinder ra-

dii). Especially in terms of adding such an initial velocity, further aspects need to be 

considered, as given in the corresponding section in the next Chapter 4.4.4, which 

further outlines why this seemingly handy option is not necessarily required to be set 

– and, correspondingly, the use of this specific extending setting is particularly in-

tended for comprehensive/exceptional applications. 

4.4.4 Supplementary aspects/considerations 

In order to use the initialised cylindrical parts/particles properly, as for representing 

certain idler/pulley-system characteristics, further definitions are additionally re-

quired to be made to the simulation model – generally depending on the actual scope 

of the simulation and the specific purposes that are intended. 

Furthermore, combinations of the addressed approaches and modelling aspects given 

in the following are allowed in general, such as using locked cylinders (following 

subsection) for certain idlers whilst using rotatable cylinders (subsection after next) 

for certain pulleys or for cylinders relating to MBD (last subsection), etc. 

Simple approach of using fully locked cylinders 

Setting the addressed cylindrical parts/particles as fully locked – in terms of transla-

tion as well as rotation – forms a basic and relatively simple approach, which may 

be applied specifically if comprehensive idler/pulley effects are not required to be 

included and are thus of a minor level, more or less neglected in terms of detailed 

consideration. As consequently also rotations around cylinder axes are locked, cer-

tain effects, specifically relating to contact with a BP belt, are required to be included 
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in the respective interaction model properly – which may also be set to (almost) fric-

tionless behaviour if the aforementioned aspect of minor idler/pulley consideration 

applies, and the respective cylinders are accordingly only modelled to form/guide a 

BP belt without further purpose (such as referring to mass-related effects, as covered 

in the following approach of using rotatable cylinders). 

Driven cylinders, as in more detail addressed in the corresponding section following, 

furthermore require a corresponding (non-frictionless) interaction model; evidently, 

as to allow a BP belt to be driven by such cylinders. 

Enhanced approach with (dynamically) rotatable cylinders 

Extending the previous approach of fully locked cylinders by enabling them to rotate 

around their axes (deactivating this specific locked condition to allow rotation around 

the respective cylinder axis) forms a more enhanced approach, which accordingly 

requires more detailed aspects to be considered and further definitions to be made. 

A fundamental aspect that is to be considered is that these addressed axes of question 

regard 

• a cylindrical part’s local z-axis, and 

• a cylindrical particle’s local y-axis, 

as resulting from the specifications of the DEM software program of focus, 

ThreeParticle/CAE. Thus, when the required rotation capabilities are enabled, defi-

nitions regarding these respective axes are added/adjusted – more specifically, by: 

• adding 6DoF36 to each respective part, further with all its DoFs locked except 

rotation around z (thus, with translational x,y,z and rotational x,y locked), and 

• unlocking the (per default set as locked) particle definitions regarding rotation 

around y. 

Furthermore, as such rotatable cylinders show dynamic behaviour, corresponding 

mass-related properties are required to be set accordingly – in particular, the mass 

moment of inertia around each cylinder’s axis. These definitions are fundamental to 

 

36 six degrees of freedom; see also Chapter 2.1.2.6.2 
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be set manually after the conversion process / initialisation of the cylinders – indi-

vidually for each part/particle in order to represent the behaviour of a certain type of 

idler/pulley.37 

In terms of cylindrical parts, this mass moment of inertia definition is relatively triv-

ial to be set by adjusting the corresponding properties in the 6DoF settings accord-

ingly. (Note: The other mass-related aspects generally show no influence (in com-

mon cases; as except when MBD applies, see following section in that regard), but 

in order to pass the feasibility check to start the simulation, values in this context are 

additionally required (such as by defining a certain mass, and also mass moments of 

inertia around x and y; whereby these values, as stated, show actually no influence).) 

In terms of cylindrical particles, on the other hand, two different options may apply 

to achieve a specific mass moment of inertia: 

• either via adjusting the density of the material assigned to a certain particle 

type, as this affects the mass moment of inertia (of an as a solid cylinder con-

sidered cylindrical particle), 

• or via manually overriding the mass moment of inertia of a cylindrical parti-

cle, which is possible by changing the particle type to a compound particle 

containing the respective cylindrical shape – as such compound particles al-

low a manual definition of mass-related properties (which is not allowed for 

primitive-shaped particles per se). 

(General note: It is to be considered that the contact characteristics between cylinders 

and BP belt particles are required to be defined accordingly (referring to considering 

frictional characteristics) in order to allow dynamic interactions, especially in context 

with the enabled rotational behaviour of the cylinders.) 

Another topic that is generally also made possible to be addressed closer from using 

rotatable cylinders regards characteristics in terms of rotational resistance/friction or 

damping behaviour. In this regard, ThreeParticle/CAE allows the definition of a ro-

tational damping factor by using keywords (rotDamping), which basically addresses 

 

37 Such mass-related values are typically either available from respective documents associated with the 

idlers/pulleys intended to be represented or can also be derived alternatively from corresponding CAD 

models. 
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this aspect in a rather simple form (see also the Keywords Guide [12]). In order to 

integrate more specific/complex models in these terms, it is furthermore also possible 

to set up such by using the API38 and integrate them accordingly (for example, to 

apply a particular resistance behaviour model for idlers/pulleys; in this regard of us-

ing the API, see also the API Guide [10]). 

Regarding initialising the cylinders with rotational velocities39 

Fundamentally, it is crucial to consider that the rotational directions of cylinders are 

not explicitly determined in the conversion process40, which is thus required to be 

further evaluated/set accordingly after the conversion process – more specifically, by 

checking each cylinder’s rotational direction with respect to the total system. This is 

proposed to be done conveniently via import into DEM software and visualisation of 

rotational velocities. If a cylinder is defined with rotational direction opposite as in-

tended, inversion of this respective cylinder’s rotational velocity is easy to be made 

(via negation of the respective rotational velocity value). A convenient method for 

this purpose is furthermore proposed: by splitting the resulting INP file into two 

parts, with the first part containing not-to-be-inverted cylinders and the second part 

containing the rest, thus the cylinders for which inversion is required. An inversion 

of all the rotational velocities in this second part is then relatively easy to be applied 

(such as via using common find/replace features available in typical text editors, e.g. 

Notepad++ [118]). Resultingly, both parts contain rotational velocities as it is in-

tended, resolving the addressed issue. 

Generally, this implemented option to include initial rotational velocities based on a 

given circumferential velocity indicates particular usefulness in combination with 

initialising an already running BP belt (see Chapter 4.2, and especially Chapter 

4.2.4.3), whereby the circumferential velocity correspondingly relates to the BP 

belt’s translational velocity (belt velocity). By using this option, it is consequently 

 

38 Application Programming Interface; for programming user-defined plugins 

39 specifically via defining a circumferential velocity (see previous Chapter 4.4.3, section H(4)) 

40 as provided CAD data, containing only cylindrical geometries (cf. Chapter 4.4.2.1), does not give addi-

tional information on rotational directions; adaptations towards adding such were considered and evaluated 

in principle, but were not further followed/included, as the relatively simple and thus convenient method 

described in this section presents to be useful in this context. 
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possible to initialise already running (rotating) cylindrical system components in ad-

dition to the already running BP belt. (Which particularly addresses rotational accel-

eration effects of those cylinders, further relating to specific mass-related behaviour 

to be defined correspondingly (in this regard, see also the previous section on rotat-

able cylinders.) 

However, this effort can also be omitted entirely by initialising cylindrical parts/par-

ticles without a specific rotational velocity and using the pre-simulation of the BP 

belt (transient oscillation process; see Chapter 4.2.1) to accelerate these cylindrical 

components correspondingly via belt-cylinder-contacts. In this regard, another con-

venient method is also proposed: by using reduced mass-related values (mass mo-

ments of inertia) for the cylindrical parts, specifically set only during the pre-simu-

lation.41 This would correspondingly affect the acceleration of cylinders, further to 

reach their final rotational velocities, in a beneficial form. 

Due to these aspects (as rotational velocities must be evaluated/manually inverted, 

and as the method by using adjusted mass-related values in the pre-simulation pro-

poses a relatively simple and promising approach), this option of adding rotational 

velocities is thus implemented to be used as described for comprehensive/exceptional 

applications. 

Rotational movements and MBD setups 

Another more general but fundamental consideration regards driven pulleys (or prin-

cipally also driven idlers), for which the respective cylinders are correspondingly 

applied a rotational movement – either in the common form of typical part/particle 

movements, but also with using virtual movements42 (explicitly applicable to cylin-

drical parts). In this regard, the virtual movement specifically relates to the use of 

fully locked cylinders (see section before the previous one). 

Translational movements, for example, for belt tensioning purposes, are also appli-

cable in equivalent form (as, e.g., applied in the application shown in Chapter 5.7, in 

 

41 Due to reduced mass-related values, higher rotational damping (see previous section on rotatable cylin-

ders) would typically be beneficial (for reasons of numerical stability). 

42 which conforms to a rotational form of the virtual translational movement (as used for the modelling of 

moving belts according to the rigid belt modelling technique, described in Chapter 2.2.3.) 
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which the BP belt is tensioned until its breakage by using such a translational pulley 

movement). 

Furthermore, if a system shows an MBD setup, appropriate definitions (such as 

joints, constraints, or also further mass-related properties) are required to be made to 

the respective cylindrical parts (as particles do not allow such an MBD use; cf. Chap-

ter 4.4.1.2). As is furthermore obvious, such MBD setups cannot be used with fully 

locked cylinders. (Additionally, see also the round hay baler system given in the ex-

amples in Chapter 5.6, which contains such an MBD setup.) 
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Exemplary Applications 

The simulation examples shown in this chapter are applied specifically to illustrate 

the broad spectrum of enabled capabilities and the overall potential of the developed 

methodology for belt simulation presented in this thesis. 

After the introductory chapter, which covers basic relevant information (applicable 

to each example shown in the following; e.g., regarding a summarising workflow 

overview, hardware/software aspects, etc.), six selected applications as simulation 

examples are presented in this matter of demonstrating the belt simulation method-

ology – primarily by giving insights into relevant modelling/simulation/analyses as-

pects, characteristics, and capabilities with illustrative figures. 

5.1 Overview and relevant information 

The following informative contents relate to the subsequently shown simulation ex-

amples/applications in general. 

Fundamentally, the applications covered in the simulation examples relate to prac-

tise/industry-related belt (conveyor) systems already introduced as relevant to dy-

namic belt simulation in Chapter 2.2.5. Accordingly, these examples also show cer-
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tain aspects in these related terms (referring to the overall necessity to consider dy-

namic belt behaviour for such specific applications/simulations, as generally de-

scribed in Chapter 2.2.4), and are thus focused on comprising dynamically deforma-

ble belt models with corresponding interactional behaviour (which furthermore spe-

cifically refers to the developed methodology covered in Chapter 4; for an overview 

on applying this methodology on these exemplary applications, see also the next 

Chapter 5.1.1). 

Furthermore, each simulation example regards specific modelling aspects/character-

istics, which are explicitly stated at the beginning of each respective chapter. Simi-

larly, several different analysis capabilities are also highlighted. 

The examples/applications are further ordered in ascending form in respect to their 

level of complexity, particularly in terms of belt (system) behaviour to be consid-

ered/modelled/simulated. 

Also, further insights into the simulation examples shown in the following have al-

ready been given in several prior publications, as accordingly referenced (cf. also 

Chapter 1.5). 

In several following figures, the common rainbow colouring scheme43 is used to in-

dicate various characteristics (as stated in the corresponding captions, e.g. particle 

velocities, bonding deformations, etc.). 

5.1.1 Overview for applying the methodology 

Applying the developed methodology is principally based on the descriptions given 

in Chapter 4. In a short reviewing summary, this refers to: 

• Belt model characteristics, as referring to details of the structural belt setup – 

presented in Chapter 4.1 (which specifically regards the modelling of a BP 

belt, i.e. with cuboidal particles in a rectangular bonding arrangement, fur-

thermore applied an adjusted bonding model to allow belt-typical flexibility, 

or also a fibred structure as to enable anisotropic belt behaviour, etc.); 

 

43 as common: relatively low to relatively high with colours from blue (over green, yellow) to red 
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• Belt initialisation, specifically to initialise a certain BP belt in a given (pre-

deformed) geometry, accordingly following the almost-final state initialisa-

tion principle – presented in Chapter 4.2 (which specifically regards using the 

developed software tool BeltConverter to convert a given CAD belt model 

into a corresponding BP belt, which can further also be evaluated according 

to the principles described in Chapter 4.3); 

• Using smooth-surfaced cylinders – presented in Chapter 4.4 (as an extending 

method for the initialisation of numerically smooth cylindrical parts/particles, 

as to represent pulleys/idlers specifically interacting with particles of a BP 

belt; furthermore by using the developed software tool PartConverter as in-

troduced). 

Furthermore, the related workflow for using the developed methodology is based on 

the descriptions given in the chapters mentioned above – which is additionally also 

summarised in the following overview: 

As a general prerequisite, a 3D CAD model of the belt system intended to be applied 

for dynamic belt simulation is required as a basis, or otherwise, required to be set up 

(in at least a reduced form). 

1. General system considerations and preparations 

1.1. Identifying/specifying relevant properties and assumptions, 

especially regarding the BP belt setup intended to be used, and thereby spe-

cifically its dimension-related characteristics (such as particle size and over-

lap, further relating to the required/applied grid dimensions, which are fun-

damentally relevant for the following step). (These characteristics are further 

related to the BP belt’s resolution; thus, the number of particles and bondings 

with which a certain BP belt is ultimately formed.) 

Relevant chapters in this regard are Chapter 4.1.1 (particles), Chapter 4.1.2 

(bondings), and also Chapter 4.2.4.2.1 (grid dimension definition). 

1.2. CAD preparation of the belt(s), 

according to the definitions given in Chapter 4.2.3.1. (Which regards deriv-

ing a mid-surface model of the belt(s) in quadrilateral-meshed form, whereby 

the applied mesh represents the bonding network that is intended; further re-

specting the introduced restrictions, and finally providing one continuous 

belt model each within a CAD file in ASCII encoded STL format.) 
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1.3. CAD preparation of belt-relevant (typically cylindrical) components, 

referring to system components that are interacting with the belt(s), and 

which are thus required to be modelled/imported in the DEM environment. 

Especially for idlers and pulleys, the aforementioned method to use smooth-

surfaced cylinders is proposed, for which preparations are required to be 

made according to the descriptions given in Chapter 4.4.2.1 (which specifi-

cally regards providing idlers/pulleys as perfectly cylindrically shaped parts 

in an SAT assembly file). 

(Also, DEM-common part modelling (acc. Chapter 2.1.2.5) can be used, such 

as proposed for other belt-relevant parts with non-cylindrical shape; cf. the 

impact bed in the conventional belt conveyor application in Chapter 5.2.) 

1.4. Optionally: Preparing additional visualising CAD models, 

only for visualisation purposes to indicate the total system structure, such as 

applied for the sandwich conveyor application in Chapter 5.4. 

2. Using the developed software tools for conversion from CAD to DEM data 

2.1. BeltConverter, 

as described in Chapter 4.2.5. 

2.2. PartConverter, 

as described in Chapter 4.4.3. 

3. Setting up the DEM simulation and importing the converted DEM data 

3.1. Preparing the DEM setup, 

as before importing the converted BP belt(s), the belt particles must be de-

fined according to the particle types in the created INP file (“belt_ptc”, or 

“belt_ptc_1”, “belt_ptc_2”, …, if in fibred structure); see Chapter 4.2.4.4. 

Similar, before importing converted cylinders (as cylindrical parts/particles), 

their assigned material must be defined as well (which is per default set to 

“cyl_mat”); see Chapter 4.4.3. 

3.2. Initialising the DEM models, 

via importing the (INP) keyword files created from the conversion processes 

(as the BP belt(s) and idlers/pulleys; following from steps 2.1 and 2.2); and 

furthermore, if applicable, also importing other system parts (cf. step 1.3); or 

even further, also importing additional visualising models (cf. step 1.4) 
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3.3. Defining further DEM setup details, 

as required to perform the simulation as intended, which typically regards 

common DEM modelling aspects as introduced in the basics in Chapter 2.1.2, 

such as concerning the definition of gravity, interactional/material-related 

properties, bulk particles and their generation, but furthermore also part 

movements such as typical for driven pulleys, details regarding multibody 

dynamics (MBD), etc. 

4. If of interest: performing a test-simulation for evaluation purposes, 

for example, according to the relaxation-into-state-of-rest principle, as intro-

duced in Chapter 4.3 (with a belt in isolated form; i.e., with disabled and 

hidden or even removed system parts, further with deactivated gravity, etc.). 

5. Performing the pre-simulation – the transient oscillation into steady-state, 

as described in Chapter 4.2.1; by performing the relatively short (almost to a 

minimum reduced) pre-simulation in which the belt system oscillates into its 

final (steady/stable) state as it is intended for the actual simulation of interest 

that correspondingly follows. 

6. Performing the simulation that is of interest, 

which typically includes applying a bulk material (particle) flow to be pro-

cessed from the belt system, or further also various system adjustments/op-

erations, such as controlling pulley movements. Such specific simulations 

are shown in the following exemplary applications. 

 

This outlined methodology workflow can be seen as the general basis for the simu-

lations of the exemplary applications following. 

5.1.2 Hardware/software 

The computing time details given for each simulation example relate specifically to 

the hardware details as follows. Subsequently, associated/used software is listed. 
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5.1.2.1 Hardware 

The presented simulations were performed on a typical desktop workstation using 

the CPU44 Intel® Core™ i7-4770K Processor [122] of the 4th Generation Intel® 

Core™ i7 Processors, comprising four cores at 3.50 GHz base frequency – which 

was released in 2013, further intended for desktops; hence, by now, rather below 

average standards, especially for simulation purposes. From this perspective: The 

results achieved with this non-high-end hardware furthermore highlight positive ef-

ficiency aspects in computational terms and further the overall potential thus revealed 

by the presented methodology. Especially in simulation-effort-related terms, with 

particular reference to practice/industry-related use, the methodology proves that su-

percomputers are not a basic requirement to perform this kind of belt simulation. 

5.1.2.2 Software 

In accordance with the methodology presented in Chapter 4, the simulations shown 

are set up, performed, and furthermore also analysed with ThreeParticle/CAE [17]. 

Furthermore, the developed software tools, as a major outcome of the methodology 

presented, are applied – regarding the initialisation of BP belts (in almost-final state; 

BeltConverter [94], see Chapter 4.2.5) and the initialisation of cylindrical parts (as 

smooth-surfaced cylinders; PartConverter [95], see Chapter 4.4.3). (Another supple-

mentary software tool (ParticleGenerator [99]) is further applied explicitly in the hay 

baler application in Chapter 5.6, as developed to enable dense-packed generation of 

flexible fibres as bonded-particles (cf. also fibre-model-related content in Chapter 

3.1.2.2.1)). 

In addition, a text editor (more specifically Notepad++ [118], further with a User 

Defined Language corresponding to the keyword syntax of ThreeParticle/CAE ena-

bled) is used as a supportive tool allowing convenient adjusting of simulation setups 

with keywords, and especially of relevant INP files (see Chapter 4.2.3.2; cf. also 

Keywords Guide [12]). 

 

44 Central Processing Unit (processor) 
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5.2 Conventional belt conveyor 

In the following figures, the application of the developed methodology is illustrated 

as applied on a relatively short conventional belt conveyor system. An overview of 

the DEM simulation setup of this system is given in Figure 5-1, showing the simula-

tion-relevant structure comprising the therefore required elements (representing ma-

jor components of such common belt conveyor systems as introduced in the respec-

tive basics in Chapter 2.2.2, and as especially shown in Figure 2-13): 45 

• the belt (yellow) as the central element of the system, 

• the idlers/idler stations (smaller grey cylindrical parts), forming 

○ a troughed belt in the carry (upper) strand, and 

○ a flat belt in the return (lower) strand, 

• the two pulleys (larger grey cylindrical parts; with the head pulley driven), 

• the bulk material particles (green), which are loaded on the belt in the feed-

ing area, and which are discharged over the head pulley (on the right).46 

 

Figure 5-1: The DEM setup of the conventional belt conveyor system applied for dynamic belt 

simulation, already in operation, showing bulk material particles conveyed on the BP belt 

 

45 Several details regarding this belt conveyor system were already given previously, such as especially in 

Figure 4-24, illustrating the BP belt modelling procedure according to the presented methodology. Fur-

thermore, this representative belt conveyor also corresponds to the system shown in the context of rigid 

belt modelling (in Chapter 2.2.3) and in the general belt initialisation approaches (in Chapter 3.2). 

46 This basic colouring scheme generally also applies to the examples presented in the following chapters. 
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This specific belt conveyor example also comprises an additional impact bed, which 

is placed underneath the belt in the feeding area. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 5-2, the conveyor system is inclined so that the bulk material is conveyed up-

wards (with an inclination angle of 7°, modelled by a respectively set gravity direc-

tion). 

 

Figure 5-2: Side view of the belt conveyor system illustrating its inclination 

A summary of relevant data regarding the performed simulation of this example is 

given in Table 5-1, especially revealing required computational efforts (of about 17 

minutes computation time required per second simulated time at full operation). 

System overview  

Conveyor length [m] 5.0 

Belt length (assembled) [m] 10.9 

Belt width [m] 1.2 

Conveying/belt velocity 2.65 
  

Amount of DEM elements  

BP belt particles 9 400 

BP belt bondings 18 500 

Bulk material particles at full operation 6 300 

Interacting idlers/pulleys 13 
  

Simulation/computation effort* Simulated time [s] Computation time [h] 

Filling 1.5 0.25 

Full operation 7.0 2.0 

Total 8.5 2.25 

(approximated/rounded values) (*: using an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K; see also Chapter 5.1.2.1) 

Table 5-1: Conventional belt conveyor – system and simulation summary 

After performing the simulation, various analysis options are possible, as shown and 

outlined by means of the following figures. 

Figure 5-3 illustrates the belt sag at full operation of the system, highlighted via vis-

ualisation of local belt deformations, which are basically influenced by: 
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• the bulk material particles (i.e. loads on the belt due to the bulk material), 

• the BP belt (as consisting of particles; i.e. due to the belt’s own mass), 

• the belt tensioning, and 

• the belt-to-idler/component interactions. 

 

Figure 5-3: Belt sag, indicated via the z-position of belt particles 

Another insight into this effect is shown in a cross-sectional side view in Figure 5-4, 

in which the addressed belt sag is furthermore evident (as in the sections without belt 

support, e.g. between the two shown idlers, further indicated in blue). 

 

Figure 5-4: Belt sag, indicated via the z-position of belt particles; in cross-sectional side view 

(with the driven pulley on the right) 

As a retroactive effect from the belt deforming under the bulk material load, the bulk 

material particles express relative (inner-bulk) particle movements whilst conveying 

(due to their transportation on the dynamically deforming belt surface).47 This effect 

 

47 Bulk material rolling/milling and separation are typical physical effects further associated with such inner-

bulk movements. 
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is illustrated in Figure 5-5 by showing the raising and lowering of bulk material par-

ticles at the section of an idler station in the cross-sectional side-view (with the rais-

ing of the bulk material particles shown just before reaching the idler, indicated in 

red on the idler’s left side, and with their lowering shown just after going over this 

idler, further indicated in blue). Additionally, the bulk material flow in this section is 

illustrated in vector visualisation of the bulk material particles, as shown on the right. 

  

Figure 5-5: Inner movements of bulk material particles on the BP belt (at the idler station before 

the head pulley), indicated via translational particle velocities in z-direction (in cross-sectional 

side view; and also in vector visualisation, highlighting particle directions, shown on the right) 

In the next two analyses, the focus is set on the bonding structure of the BP belt, 

which is shown in Figure 5-6, indicating the longitudinal and the transverse bondings 

in different colours (as the belt is modelled using alternating fibres; cf. Chapter 

4.1.2.3). 

 

Figure 5-6: Bonding structure underlying the BP belt, with the detailed view showing the 

longitudinal and the transverse bondings (green and orange) 

Longitudinal bondings can be analysed in isolated form, such as to illustrate diverg-

ing belt elongations as shown in Figure 5-7, which specifically gives insights into 
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local bonding elongations occurring during operation (which furthermore corre-

sponds to local belt tensioning and further also to local axial stresses occurring in the 

belt). Especially the increase of the belt’s elongation/tension along its run through 

the system is revealed from this analysis, as the belt shows relatively low tensioned 

bondings just after the head pulley (on the right; indicated in blue), which are suc-

cessively increasing (due to various resistances) along the belt’s run towards the up-

per side of the head pulley (on the top right; indicated in green). Also evident are the 

higher tensioned belt edges in areas where the belt is formed from flat to troughed 

and vice versa (indicated in orange/red). 

 

Figure 5-7: Elongational deformations of the BP belt in the longitudinal direction, indicated via 

translational bonding deformations 

Transverse bondings can also be analysed in isolated form, as shown in Figure 5-8, 

in which these bondings are analysed regarding their rotational deformations. As this 

form of analysis further provides information on the level of local bending defor-

mation of the belt, those areas in which the belt is bent to certain degrees can be 

highlighted; such as shown in the figure, in which it is revealed that the belt is bent 

stronger (respectively in the transverse direction) in troughed sections which are sup-

ported by idlers or the impact bed, particularly where this support causes a strong 

deflection of the belt (as indicated in orange/red). 
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Figure 5-8: Bending deformations of the BP belt in the transverse direction, indicated via 

rotational bonding deformations 

5.3 Belt turnover station 

The belt turnover station applied for dynamic belt simulation illustrates the use of a 

BP belt without bulk material particles but with idlers interacting with the belt. 48 

A general introduction into belt turnovers was already given in Chapter 3.1.1.1, in 

which specifically the use of (uncoupled) FEM simulation was discussed. The meth-

odology presented in this thesis, which in contrast to this FEM-based approach bases 

on the DEM (by using a BP belt), presents an ideally suited alternative for this pur-

pose, as it is illustrated in Figure 5-9. 

In this mentioned figure, the DEM simulation setup at the section of a belt turnover 

station is illustrated on top, furthermore indicating the alternating-fibred structure of 

the BP belt (which is illustrated with the yellow/orange coloured belt particles indi-

cating the two different fibres, and which moreover helps to visualise the turnover 

process). In this application, the belt runs from left to right. Below this illustrated 

simulation setup, two analyses of the BP belt regarding its bonding structure are 

 

48 The shown example of the turnover station was initially published by Fimbinger in 2019 (in the brochure 

of the Chair of Mining Engineering (...) at the University of Leoben 2019) [85]. 
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shown: on the one hand, in the longitudinal, and on the other hand, in the transverse 

direction (as basically similar to the principles described at the end of the previous 

exemplary application of the conventional belt conveyor in Chapter 5.2), indicating 

differences in local belt elongations/tensions (shown in the middle) and in rotational 

deformations (i.e. belt bending; shown on the bottom). 

 

Figure 5-9: The DEM setup of the belt turnover applied for dynamic belt simulation (top), with 

analyses of the BP belt: elongational deformations in longitudinal direction, indicated via 

translational bonding deformations (middle), and bending deformations in transverse direction, 

indicated via rotational bonding deformations (bottom) 

In more detail, this simulation comprises a finite BP belt, which is pulled through the 

turnover section. Therefore, this BP belt is modelled longer than the actual turnover 

section; and it is initialised with its right end aligned with the pulleys on the right 

side of the system. During the simulation, the belt is pulled through the system with 

a constant velocity applied at both ends of the belt (to maintain the belt’s intended 
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tension). After a relatively short transient oscillation of the BP belt, a steady-state 

can be achieved, which can be analysed, as shown in the figure outlined before. 

Table 5-2 further gives a summary of relevant data for the performed simulation. 

System overview  

Length of the turnover section [m] 10.0 

Belt length (finite belt) [m] 13.5 

Belt width [m] 0.8 

Belt velocity [m/s] 2.0 
  

Amount of DEM elements  

BP belt particles 3 600 

BP belt bondings 6 900 

Interacting idlers/pulleys 9 
  

Simulation/computation effort* Simulated time [s] Computation time [h] 

Initial forming stage 0.75 0.25 

Operation 0.75 0.25 

Total 1.5 0.5 

(approximated/rounded values) (*: using an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K; see also Chapter 5.1.2.1) 

Table 5-2: Belt turnover – system and simulation summary 

As an alternative, and especially to model an endless running belt turnover station 

with a BP belt, using an endless Möbius instead of the finite belt geometry would 

also be suitable (as described in Chapter 4.2.3.1.1/as shown in Figure 4-20). 

5.4 Sandwich conveyor 

As a particular characteristic, the application of the methodology on a sandwich con-

veyor comprises two BP belts that are required to contact each other. Relevant basics 

of such sandwich conveyor systems were already explained in Chapter 2.2.5.1. 49 

 

49 The shown example of the sandwich conveyor was initially published by Fimbinger in 2019 (NAFEMS 

2019, Quebec City/ICBMH 2019, Gold Coast) [88, 97, 86, 98], and was further shown/discussed in later 

publications (see also Chapter 1.5); further details/insights can accordingly be found in these publications. 
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The general system overview of the sandwich conveyor applied for dynamic belt 

simulation is shown in Figure 5-10, showing the full DEM simulation setup (also 

with a visualising system structure included) on the left, and an inside-view into the 

system with the upper belt hidden on the right, thus showing the bulk material flow 

(in green) as transported between the two belts (upper belt in darker, lower belt in 

brighter yellow). 

 

Figure 5-10: The DEM setup of the sandwich conveyor system applied for dynamic belt 

simulation, already in operation showing bulk material particles conveyed between the two belts 

(with the upper belt in hidden view on the right, showing the vertical bulk material flow) 

The components/element groups of this simulation setup are separately illustrated: 

in Figure 5-11, showing the two BP belts, and in Figure 5-12, showing the cylindrical 

system components modelled to interact with these BP belts (on the right) and the 
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visualising system structure (which does not influence the actual simulation, but 

serves the purpose of system visualisation). 

 

           

Figure 5-11: The two BP belts of the sandwich conveyor 

 
      

Figure 5-12: Cylindrical system components (idlers/pulleys) on the left; and further system 

components for visualisation purposes only on the right 
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A summary of the relevant data regarding the performed simulation of this sandwich 

conveyor is given in Table 5-3. 

System overview  

Conveying height [m] 10.0 

Belt length, lower belt (assembled) [m] 35.4 

Belt length, upper belt (assembled) [m] 27.1 

Belt widths [m] 1.2 

Conveying/belt velocity [m/s] 2.1 
  

Amount of DEM elements  

BP belt particles (sum of both belts) 68 100 

BP belt bondings (sum of both belts) 134 300 

Bulk material particles at full operation 50 000 

Interacting idlers/pulleys 166 
  

Simulation/computation effort* Simulated time [s] Computation time [h] 

Pre-simulation and initial idle mode 1 0.5 

Filling 11 9.0 

Full operation 2 2.0 

Total 14 11.5 

(approximated/rounded values) (*: using an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K; see also Chapter 5.1.2.1) 

Table 5-3: Sandwich conveyor – system and simulation summary 

Figure 5-13 gives insights into the conveyor system during its operation, showing the 

deformation of the two belts as evident in two different cross-sectional views. 

                    

Figure 5-13: Cross-sectional views; showing the conveyor cross-section formed by the bulk 

material particles resulting from interactions with the two BP belts (left), and the vertical curve 

after the feeding point where the belts (with bulk material within) are guided by a series of 

idlers from horizontal into vertical conveying direction 
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Furthermore, the visualisation of particle velocities of the bulk material particles, as 

shown in Figure 5-14, allows an analysis of bulk material flow characteristics; in this 

shown case, highlighting inhomogeneities in certain areas, thereby more specifically 

revealing accumulating bulk material particles at the intake section (in the area where 

the bulk material particles are drawn between the two belts, at the beginning of the 

bottom curve), and further also indicating back-flowing material in certain sections, 

such ass at the beginning of the top curve, as it is shown in detail in the zoomed-in 

view of this section. 

 

Figure 5-14: Bulk material flow characteristics indicated via translational particle velocities, 

highlighting differences/inhomogeneities in certain areas (as at the curve sections; further 

revealing back-flowing bulk material particles as in the section shown in the detailed view) 
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5.5 Pipe conveyor 

As a particular characteristic, the application of the presented methodology on a pipe 

conveyor system requires the BP belt to allow self-contact (as according to the prin-

ciples already given in Chapter 4.1.1.2). Relevant basics of such pipe conveyor sys-

tems were already explained in Chapter 2.2.5.2. 50 

Figure 5-15 shows the pipe conveyor applied for dynamic belt simulation in opera-

tion, with the bulk material (green) conveyed within the pipe-formed belt (yellow). 

 

Figure 5-15: The DEM setup of the pipe conveyor system applied for dynamic belt simulation, 

already in operation showing bulk material particles conveyed within the pipe-formed BP belt 

The conveyor line furthermore follows a slightly curved track, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 5-16 (with an angle of 10° between the left and right pulley axes). 

   

Figure 5-16: Side view of the pipe conveyor system from diagonal-top showing the slightly 

curved conveyor line 

 

50 The shown pipe conveyor example was initially published by Fimbinger in 2018 (Conference on Bulk 

Material Handling (Fachtagung Schüttgutfördertechnik) 2018, Garching) [82, 93], and was also shown in 

later publications (cf. Chapter 1.5); further details/insights can accordingly be found in these publications. 
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The setup of the BP belt using contact groups to allow belt self contact at its edges is 

illustrated in Figure 5-17, indicating the three applied contact groups in different col-

ours. (This setup basically relates to the principles already described in Chapter 

4.1.1.2, particularly regarding Figure 4-3.) 

 

Figure 5-17: Cross-sectional view of the BP belt in the carry (upper) strand; colours indicating 

contact groups, which are applied to enable belt self contact at the edge areas for pipe forming 

as shown (with contact between green and blue enabled) 

Table 5-4 summarises the relevant data for the simulation and computation of this 

pipe conveyor system as shown. 

System overview  

Conveyor length [m] 19.5 

Belt length (assembled) [m] 40.0 

Belt width [m] 2.0 

Pipe diameter [m] 0.55 

Conveying/belt velocity [m/s] 2.1 
  

Amount of DEM elements  

BP belt particles 50 700 

BP belt bondings 100 400 

Bulk material particles at full operation 25 000 

Interacting idlers/pulleys 161 
  

Simulation/computation effort* Simulated time [s] Computation time [h] 

Pre-simulation and initial idle mode 1.0 0.5 

Filling 8.75 4.5 

Full operation 4.0 2.0 

Emptying 8.75 4.5 

Empty/idle operation 1.5 0.5 

Total 24.0 12.0 

(approximated/rounded values) (*: using an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K; see also Chapter 5.1.2.1) 

Table 5-4: Pipe conveyor – system and simulation summary 
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Figure 5-18 illustrates the belt sag occurring between idler stations in the carry (up-

per) strand. 

 

Figure 5-18: Belt sag between idler stations in the carry strand, indicated via the z-position of 

belt particles (view from diagonal-bottom) during full operation 

Due to this shown deformability of the BP belt, similar inner-bulk movement effects 

as already addressed in the example of the conventional belt conveyor (in Chapter 

5.2, and as made visible in Figure 5-5) also occur in this application of the pipe con-

veyor. Those effects are further visualised in Figure 5-19, highlighting appearing dif-

ferences in the bulk material particle velocities, which are again especially evident at 

idler stations, such as shown in the detailed view. 

 

Figure 5-19: Bulk material movement characteristics occurring due to the deformed BP belt, 

indicated via particle velocities – especially highlighted at idler stations 

A further analysis option that reveals these effects associated with inner-bulk move-

ments is the visualisation of the kinetic energy of bulk material particles, as shown 

in Figure 5-20. In this figure, only bulk material particles above a certain level of 

kinetic energy are shown. This level is therefore set slightly above the kinetic energy 
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of bulk material particles in common motion (which corresponds to the kinetic en-

ergy apparent from the intended conveying velocity). 

This analysis reveals the effect that bulk material particles show an increase of kinetic 

energy shortly after going through an idler station (see figure). This effect refers to 

energy inducements into the bulk material basically enabled due to the deformation 

capabilities of the BP belt; and as the bulk material particles are slightly compressed 

when going through an idler station, as this compression is again released after these 

particles pass the idler station and which expresses as the illustrated increase in ki-

netic energy (which is further dissipated relatively quickly due to friction and damp-

ing between particles). 

 

 

Figure 5-20: View from diagonal-top with bulk material particles below a minimum level of 

kinetic energy hidden, highlighting a kinetic energy increase of bulk material particles at idler 

stations 

Furthermore, an analysis of the longitudinal bonding elongations shown in Fig-

ure 5-21 shows belt elongation/tension effects, especially revealing the differences 

between the outer and the inner side of the curved conveyor section evident, with the 

outer belt fibres tensioned stronger than the inner ones. 

 

 

Figure 5-21: Elongational deformations in the longitudinal direction, indicated via translational 

bonding deformations (especially showing differences at the curve) 
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5.6 Belt system of a round hay baler 

As a particular characteristic, the application of the methodology on such a belt sys-

tem of a round hay baler comprises multibody dynamics (MBD) for considering/en-

abling the idler system as a complex-interacting, dynamic system – interacting with 

the BP belt and thus further with the baled hay/straw-representing particles (in the 

following termed stalk material particles), which are gathered/baled by this system. 

In Chapter 2.2.5.5, relevant basics regarding the belt systems used in round hay balers 

are generally explained. 51 

The principle setup of a BP belt assembled in a hay baler is illustrated in the overview 

shown in Figure 5-22; showing the BP belt in isolated view – at rest (on the left) and 

during operation (on the right, further also illustrating the belt’s deformation during 

the baling process). 

        

Figure 5-22: The belt visualised within a round hay baler, showing the BP belt at rest 

(undeformed; left) and in operation/during baling (deformed; right) [90] 

Since the increasing amount of baled stalk material particles disproportionally affects 

the computation time negatively, the simulation up to larger bale diameters (as shown 

in the figures following) is performed with a partial-section model of the full system. 

Therefore, the simulation setup is reduced to a one-eight width of the full system 

(with boundaries defined correspondingly), representing a cut-out middle-section of 

the complete system, as illustrated in Figure 5-23. 

 

51 The shown application of the hay baler belt system was initially presented by Fimbinger in 2020 (Simu-

Land 2020) [90]; further details/insights can accordingly be found in this publication. 
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Figure 5-23: The DEM setup of the belt system of the round hay baler applied for dynamic belt 

simulation; the complete system (left) and the reduced partial-section model (right) 

In Figure 5-24, the multibody dynamic setup applied to the idler system is visualised, 

with the symbols shown in green illustrating MBD elements as follows: 

• the cross-points indicating markers 

• the two triangles with the circular symbol on top indicating fixed pivot points, 

• the solid lines indicating fixed-distance connections of markers (thus forming 

two rocker arms, each rotatable around its pivot point), and 

• the dashed line indicating a tensioning element (tensioned spring-damper). 

Furthermore, the idlers are each rotatable around their cylinder axes; and the idler on 

the top left is driven, thus driving the belt during the baler’s operation (in the clock-

wise direction). 

 

Figure 5-24: The MBD setup of the idler system of the round hay baler, enabling certain idlers 

to interact dynamically (symbols illustrating MBD marker/joints) 
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This setup allows an enhanced dynamic interaction of the idlers with the dynamically 

deformable BP belt, especially expressed during the system’s operation, as illustrated 

in Figure 5-25, showing the baling process and thus the dynamics of the idler system. 

                 

 

  

Figure 5-25: Steps of the baling process (from top left to bottom right); with the belt tensioning/ 

buffering system (top-right idlers) dynamically yielding belt, thus allowing the bale to increase 

Besides the forming of the bale, these steps furthermore illustrate the movements of 

the idlers due to their interactions with the BP belt, and thus furthermore due to the 

increase of the bale: On the one hand, showing the yielding of the BP belt from the 

belt tensioning/buffering system that is formed by the upper rocker arm (and more 

specifically by the four idlers in the top-right section of the system, which guide the 

BP belt in a zig-zag line, its length decreasing dynamically as the baling process 

progresses (thus yielding buffered belt length)), and on the other hand, showing the 

deflection of the lower rocker arm on the left side of the system, which rotates coun-

terclockwise with the two idlers connected to it. 

Additionally, the baled stalk material particles are modelled as complex-acting (de-

formable/flexible) bonded-particle fibres, set up according to the principles described 
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in the approaches in Chapter 3.1.2.2.1 (as particularly illustrated in Figure 3-16/Fig-

ure 3-17; with each stalk modelled as a fibre consisting of linear arranged bonded 

particles, as principally recognisable on closer inspection of certain figures shown 

subsequently, e.g. Figure 5-26.). Moreover, a software tool (ParticleGenerator [99]) 

was developed and applied that specifically enables the generation of dense-packed 

bonded particle fibres (to implement a dense-packed generation of stalk material par-

ticles at the intake of the hay baler system as also evident in the shown figures).52 

A summary of the relevant data regarding the performed simulation of this hay baler 

system is given in Table 5-5, in which especially the disproportional increase of re-

quired computation time (set in relation to the simulated time) is evident, which is 

attributable to the increasing number of particles and bondings of the baled material. 

System overview  

Belt length (assembled) [m] 8.1 

Belt width (1/8-section model) [m] 0.125 

Conveying/belt velocity (average) [m/s] 3.0 
  

Amount of DEM elements  

BP belt particles 1 200 

BP belt bondings 2 000 

Baled material particles (in the full bale) 120 600 

Baled material bondings (in the full bale) 107 200 

Interacting idlers/pulleys 15 
  

Simulation/computation effort* Simulated time [s] Computation time [h] 

Pre-simulation and initial idle mode 1.0 0.1 

Filling up to 1/4 (volume) 4.5 1.9 

Filling up to 2/4 (volume) 4.5 4.5 

Filling up to 3/4 (volume) 4.5 6.5 

Filling up to 4/4 (volume) 4.5 12.5 

Operation without filling (full bale turning) 1.0 4.5 

Total 20.0 30.0 

(approximated/rounded values) (*: using an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K; see also Chapter 5.1.2.1) 

Table 5-5: Belt system of the round hay baler – system and simulation summary 

In the following figures, several analysis capabilities regarding this simulated system 

of the round hay baler using a dynamically interacting BP belt are illustrated. 

 

52 This software tool was furthermore developed to enable dense-packed bonded-particle fibre generation 

for any DEM simulation, and is further outlined in the respective publication by Fimbinger (2020) [90]. 
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Figure 5-26 illustrates the belt elongation, thus highlighting the increase of belt ten-

sion along the belt run (starting with the lowest tension after and ending with the 

highest tension before the driven pulley on the top left side of the system). 

 

Figure 5-26: Elongational deformations of the BP belt, indicated via translational bonding 

deformations, highlighting the increase of belt tension along the belt run 

In Figure 5-27, the particle velocities are illustrated at the beginning of the bale-

forming, showing the formation of a circular movement of the baled particles, which 

further form the centre of the bale (illustrated in vector visualisation). 

 

Figure 5-27: Baling process dynamics, indicated via particle velocities (shown at the beginning 

of the bale-forming) 
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Figure 5-28 shows the bale’s composition in terms of earliest to latest picked 

up/baled material (indicated via the particle ID), and Figure 5-29 illustrates further 

capabilities in terms of load-analyses of the baled structure, such as by illustrating 

compressive effects on the particles forming the bale. 

 

Figure 5-28: Inner setup of the bale in terms of the time of material intake, indicated via the 

particle IDs (early particles in blue, latest particles in red) 

 

Figure 5-29: Compressive effects on the bulk material baled, indicated via compressive forces 

on bulk material particles 
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5.7 Belt breakage 

In this exemplary application, an enhanced capability that allows belt breakage is 

implemented into the BP belt of a belt conveyor system. Therefore, a relatively sim-

ple flat belt conveyor system is set up, as shown in an overview in Figure 5-30 on 

top (showing a typical operating state, such as conveying bulk material from left to 

right). To induce belt breakage, the BP belt in this system is continuously tensioned 

via a constant movement of the left pulley, which successively increases the belt 

tension until a critical tensioning/stress level in the bondings of the BP belt is 

reached/exceeded, and the belt breaks accordingly (correspondingly, this critical 

level represents the belt breakage criterion). This breakage, or more specifically a 

time step shortly after it occurs, is also illustrated in the figure (at the bottom), with 

the breakage area evident in the middle of the conveyor system. 53 

 

Figure 5-30: The DEM setup of the flat belt conveyor system applied for dynamic belt 

simulation extended to allow belt breakage; the system during typical operation (top), further 

tensioned via pulley movement (of the left pulley) until the breakage of the BP belt (bottom) 

Side notes on this shown DEM simulation setup: To reduce pre-simulation effort, an 

already fully-filled conveyor system, thus in full operation, is initialised, for which 

the bulk material particles are initialised on the BP belt with their initial velocity 

equal to the belt velocity. Furthermore, to reduce dynamic effects associated with 

common bulk material particle loading on a BP belt at a feeding point (such as their 

 

53 Further work related to this shown application of belt breakage was also published by Markut in 2020 

[167], which applied the presented belt simulation methodology for his Master’s thesis, furthermore in 

cooperation with/under supervision of Fimbinger; details/insights are accordingly provided in this refer-

enced thesis. 
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acceleration by the BP belt), the bulk material particles in this application are loaded 

on the BP belt at the left pulley in an already accelerated form (specifically with their 

velocities equal to the belt velocity in the carry strand; thus, additional dynamic ef-

fects from common loading of bulk material particles onto the BP belt are sup-

pressed. 

The addressed belt breakage capability is implemented into the BP belt at a selected 

belt section, as highlighted in Figure 5-31. As generally related to the principles ad-

dressed in Chapter 4.1.2.3, this breakage section is modelled explicitly by changing 

the belt particle types of two adjacent particle rows, as indicated in the figure, which 

further gives a row of parallel (longitudinally oriented) bondings between them. 

These specific bondings are further applied with the aforementioned breakage crite-

ria, thus enabling the capability of BP belt breakage to occur in this specified section 

(whilst every other bonding in the BP belt is set without the capability to break). 

This modelling technique allows controlling the BP belt’s breakage in terms of the 

location at which it is intended to occur. In this context, the breakage section’s pro-

gression along the conveyor line (due to the BP belt’s movement associated with the 

system’s operation) must also be taken into account. In the shown example, the 

breakage was intended to occur approximately in the middle of the conveyor system, 

which was achieved by modelling the breakage section with a defined offset before 

the actual middle position of the conveyor. This offset was further determined via 

the belt velocity and the time to reach the breakage criterion in the BP belt (theoret-

ically), which furthermore stands in context with the velocity of the pulley that in-

creasingly tensions the belt and with the BP belt’s initialised pre-deformation state. 

 

Figure 5-31: The section at which the BP belt is intended to break (highlighted in the middle), 

modelled with two rows of individual particles giving a row of parallel bondings for which a 

breakage criterion is set 
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Table 5-6 summarises relevant data for the simulation and computation of this sys-

tem illustrating belt breakage. The simulation comprises a tensioning phase until the 

breakage of the BP belt is reached and a short period following the breakage. From 

the beginning of the breakage, the save interval (of saved time steps) is required to 

be reduced in order to allow proper analysis during this phase (which is furthermore 

the main reason that the computational effort is slightly increased during this second 

phase of the simulation). Moreover notable is the methodology-related positive as-

pect/effect that the pre-simulation phase at the very beginning of the simulation (dur-

ing which the system oscillates from the almost-final into final steady-state) is sig-

nificantly reduced to a minor level, especially compared to the conventional tech-

nique of assembling the belt after initialisation in state-of-rest (cf. Chapter 3.2.1), and 

furthermore filling it with bulk material particles before performing the actual break-

age simulation that is of interest. 

System overview  

Conveyor length (initially) [m] 19.4 

Belt length (assembled; initially) [m] 39.2 

Belt width [m] 0.5 

Conveying/belt velocity [m/s] 2.6 
  

Amount of DEM elements  

BP belt particles 31 400 

BP belt bondings 61 300 

Bulk material particles at full operation 14 500 

Interacting idlers/pulleys 29 
  

Simulation/computation effort* Simulated time [s] Computation time [h] 

Operation before breakage 1.6 1.2 

Operation from breakage 0.1 0.1 

Total 1.7 1.3 

(approximated/rounded values) (*: using an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K; see also Chapter 5.1.2.1) 

Table 5-6: Conveyor system for belt breakage – system and simulation summary 

Ultimately, the effects of a breaking BP belt is illustrated in Figure 5-32, particularly 

showing the release of the energy that corresponds initially to the belt’s pre-tension-

ing, and which expresses as kinetic energy affecting/accelerating the belt (particles), 

the bulk material (particles), and furthermore also the idlers. 
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Figure 5-32: The dynamic effects shortly after the BP belt breaks, indicated via particle 

velocities (bulk and belt); also showing interactions between the BP belt and bulk material 

particles, as well as the BP belt and idlers 

Besides the BP belt itself, especially the bulk material, and furthermore also the idlers 

– as set up as dynamically interacting components (thus correspondingly comprising 

mass (inertia) characteristics) – are furthermore influencing the result/behaviour that 

is revealed by such a belt breakage simulation as shown. 

Concluding remark on the examples presented 

These representative examples shown before distinctly demonstrated the application 

of the methodology for dynamic belt simulation presented in this thesis. 

Besides insights into various modelling details, such as regarding the use of fibred 

BP belts or moveable (MBD) idler systems, also computation-related details were 

stated, which particularly revealed beneficial aspects of using the presented method-

ology, such as especially the BP belt initialisation in almost-final state, as pre-simu-

lation phases resulted as significantly minor for each simulation example. 

In addition, the comprehensive overview given in terms of system analysis methods 

showed a broad range of enhanced analysis opportunities that are enabled explicitly 

by the application of this presented belt simulation methodology. 

More application potentials of the presented methodology, also beyond the so-far 

covered scope, are outlined in the outlook following in the next chapter. 
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Outlook 

To provide a structured overview of the following outlook, potential follow-up work 

associated with the presented methodology is categorised into five major groups, 

which relate to different perspectives considered: 

• Developer’s perspective: Development of additional advancements and meth-

ods that further extend the methodology 

• Calibration-related perspective: Performing parameter determinations of spe-

cifically given types of belts, and also possible development of methods for 

this purpose 

• Engineer’s perspective: Application of the methodology on various types of 

belt systems, further with the purpose to achieve insights into specific systems 

(virtual prototyping) 

• Innovative perspective: Applying/adopting the methodology or certain parts 

of it to other areas outside of the scope covered in this thesis 

• Software developer’s perspective: Implementation of developed algorithms 

by third-party software developers 

The following sections describe the outlook in the order of the bullet points men-

tioned above. 
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Advancements and methods 

Two selected advancements/methods with significant potential for enhancing the 

presented methodology are outlined in the following. 

The first of these potential enhancements concern the initialisation of bulk material 

particles to form a bulk material flow in motion. With a corresponding initialisation 

method, it would be possible to not only initialise an already running belt conveyor 

system (as with the BP belt initialised in almost-final state with additional belt ve-

locity applied) but an already running and also filled conveyor system, thus a system 

in (almost) operating state. General approaches for this purpose were principally al-

ready dealt with, such as also addressed in previous publications (e.g. Fimbinger 

(2019) [86]) and as basically also applied in the simulation setup for the simulation 

of belt breakage (Chapter 5.7). However, a supportive method allowing convenient 

initialisation of already moving bulk material particles would be beneficial (e.g., 

based on using a CAD model containing a bulk material volume representing geom-

etry). 

The second potential enhancement regards modelling additional elements to a con-

verted BP belt, such as to extend the belt model to represent a cleated belt. This is 

principally possible with manual adaptations, specifically by replacing belt particles 

within a converted BP belt (e.g. the particles along a transverse row, as to achieve a 

transversely oriented cleat) with specific cleat-representing particles. Such cleat-rep-

resenting particles can be made as compound particles, with the initial cuboid as the 

base element, to which another cleat-representing cuboid is added (i.e. forming a T-

shaped compound of two cuboids). 

Several further developments may also relate to extending DEM model adaptations, 

such as regarding particle contact or bonding behaviour, e.g. the implementation of 

a specifically adopted bonding breakage model for belt breakage simulations. 

Parameter determination 

In order to depict a specific type of physical belt that is intended to be represented as 

a digitally modelled BP belt, another major follow-up relates accordingly to the de-

termination/calibration of the parameters that define such a BP belt’s behaviour. 
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Several aspects in this regard were already outlined previously in corresponding sec-

tions of the presented thesis, such as specifically in Chapter 4.1.1.4, regarding parti-

cle-related parameters, and in Chapter 4.1.2.4, regarding bonding-related parameters. 

Virtual prototyping 

The general intention of the methodology provided is its application on belt systems 

to allow their virtual analysis, especially by enabling the dynamically interacting/de-

forming BP belt as introduced. 

This relates, for example, to virtual prototype analyses of novel and especially com-

plex belt conveyor systems, furthermore to design studies for comparing different 

system variants in terms of certain effects, or also for optimisation purposes as in 

terms of particular effects (e.g. to (re)position belt-guiding idlers beneficially). 

Application for alternative purposes 

Several alternatives for applying the presented methodology were already addressed 

throughout this thesis, such as regarding the modelling of BP ropes, as addressed in 

Chapter 4.2.5, section F, which returns only a single bonded particle fibre from a BP 

belt conversion (a BP rope), correspondingly in a pre-deformed state. This further 

relates to applications with deformable (and furthermore pre-deformed) 

ropes/cords/cables, etc., and further to the modelling of complex woven structures 

(e.g. to set up fences/nets or similar structures by using such BP ropes). 

Nets and similar open-surface structures were initially introduced in basic modelling 

approaches in Chapter 3.1.2.3.2, for which bonded-particle modelling was described 

as already well-established. For such applications, especially the initialisation 

method (almost-final state initialisation) shows potential benefits, as generally allow-

ing the initialisation of such bonded-particle structures in complex shapes, also with 

considering pre-deformations correspondingly (i.e., relating to the capability of al-

most-final state initialisation of BP nets). In this context, a relatively simple principle 

for transforming a BP belt into an open-structured model is proposed: By (systemat-

ically) deleting specific particles from a converted BP belt model, this initially 

closed-structured model can be turned into an open-structured bonded-particle setup, 

further for representing a (rectangular) net. 
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Furthermore, the presented method of CAD-to-DEM conversion principally also 

suggests application on various other components than belts, which would further 

extend the applicational spectrum of the introduced conversion method fundamen-

tally (and which generally also relates to the modelling of structures related to con-

tinuous mechanics by using the proposed approaches of the presented methodology). 

Relatively trivial applications with models differing from conventionally intended 

belt structures were already addressed in terms of conversion/initialisation without 

including a pre-deformation state in Chapter 4.2.5, section G (e.g. regarding shields, 

tubes, bellows, etc.). Accordingly, it is generally also possible to use the developed 

software tool to convert objects of belt-like form (i.e. finite/endless geometries) into 

bonded-particle structures without additional pre-deformation conditions included. 

Moreover, combining more than one belt-like sub-elements into a unified bonded-

particle structure is principally also possible, specifically by merging the sub-ele-

ments after their individual conversion (from CAD to BP models). Therefore, the 

individual BP models (each created by using the software tool BeltConverter) are 

merged by adding bondings to connect those models to form one large BP model. If 

no additional pre-deformations are required to be included, the creation of these ad-

ditional bondings only requires the IDs of each two opposing particles to be bonded. 

A simple example for such a combined setup is a box or a box-shaped bag, which 

would be modelled by four outer sides and one bottom, converted each as a BP 

model, and which are further connected at the edges to result in a closed box. Due to 

the bonded-particle setup, such a model then allows reactions/deformations when 

filled with particles or also due to other loads (e.g. during its handling). 

Implementation of the algorithms by third-party software developers 

A further increase in the convenience of using the methodology would be the avail-

ability of the presented algorithm(s), thus their associated capabilities, directly within 

DEM simulation software. This specifically addresses the conversion algorithm to 

create a BP belt from a respective CAD model (STL file) and further the algorithm 

to create cylindrical primitives (parts/particles) from another respective CAD model 

(SAT file). With this perspective already in mind, the relevant numerics are provided 

in this thesis with a corresponding level of detail. 
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Summary & Conclusion 

This thesis presented a methodology for enabling dynamically interacting belt mod-

els in Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations, opposed to conventional DEM 

simulations with belts modelled as rigid surfaces. 

Basics of the DEM and of belt conveyor systems, particularly with respect to systems 

related to dynamic belt behaviour, were given at the beginning, followed by a com-

prehensive elaboration on general approaches for modelling dynamically interac-

tive/flexible (i.e. dynamically deformable) belt-like objects for DEM simulation ap-

plications. These general modelling approaches were further supplemented by prin-

ciples for initialising and assembling deformable belt models into specific DEM sim-

ulation setups. Based on these considerations, the approaches that fundamentally 

form the basis of the present methodology were specified: 

• DEM-based belt modelling using a bonded-particle belt model (BP belt), and 

• belt initialisation in almost-final state; i.e. initialising a BP belt in a pre-de-

formed state – with a shape approximated to the assembled form of a belt, as 

estimated to occur within a specific system – generally with the intention to 

omit complex, and above all, effortful (virtual) processes for assembling such 

belt models into DEM simulation setups (pre-simulation). 

As forming the core elements of the developed methodology, these two areas (struc-

tural belt setup and belt initialisation) were accordingly described in detail. 
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The structural belt setup presented the modelling systematics for setting up BP belts 

in general. Thereby, such belt models were defined as consisting of a single layer of 

rectangularly arranged, cuboidal-shaped bonded (belt) particles with rounded edges, 

further with inner-belt contacts deactivated, thus allowing these belt particles to over-

lap without contact effects resulting between them. This setup was specifically intro-

duced to allow the representation of a smoothened belt surface. Furthermore, inner-

belt contacts were also specified to support adaptations as to enable specific belt-

self-contact, such as for pipe-forming of the belt in pipe conveyor systems. The bond-

ings connecting the belt particles were defined using an enhanced bonding model, 

specifically for representing belt-typical flexibility characteristics (stiff at tension 

whilst flexible at bending), and also, modelling of anisotropic/inhomogeneous belt 

characteristics were made possible by using fibred BP belt structuring (enabling the 

definition of varying bondings within a BP belt). 

For belt initialisation, more precisely for almost-final state BP belt initialisation, a 

developed algorithm that enables CAD-to-DEM belt conversion was presented. To 

allow convenient use, this algorithm was further implemented into a software tool, 

BeltConverter. The addressed CAD-to-DEM belt conversion describes the conver-

sion of a given CAD belt into a DEM (BP) belt model, with the CAD belt model (as 

an STL file) providing a certain belt geometry intended to be initialised as a BP belt; 

thus, typically representing a specific near-assembled belt shape. The developed con-

version algorithm accordingly considers and includes pre-deformation information 

so that a correspondingly pre-deformed BP belt is computed in the shape of the pro-

vided CAD belt model. Moreover, the definition of specific belt pre-tensioning and 

adding of initial belt velocity was implemented to be considered/included. Ulti-

mately, the computed BP belt is exported in INP data format, allowing the initialisa-

tion of the BP belt into a specific simulation setup of a belt system; further, enabling 

dynamic belt simulation with an accordingly pre-deformed and already running BP 

belt. 

The developed conversion algorithm was described in detail, with the general inten-

tion to enable its reproduction or also use/adaption of certain parts. 

The main essential modules of this algorithm for CAD-to-DEM belt conversion were 

described as basically comprising: import and preparation of CAD data, computation 
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of particle and bonding states, applying additional initial belt velocity, and export as 

further usable DEM data (INP file). 

Furthermore, the usage of the developed software tool BeltConverter was explained; 

moreover, including several enhancing options/features that were additionally devel-

oped, such as allowing BP rope conversion. 

With relation to these two core parts of the methodology (structural setup and almost-

final initialisation of BP belts), relaxation-simulation examples were performed, 

which generally proofed BP belt initialisation successfully, as those examples each 

illustrated a correct relaxation of a specifically (complex-shaped) initialised BP belt 

into a corresponding state-of-rest. 

In addition to the two core parts, a further methodology-extending method for using 

smooth-surfaced cylinders was also introduced. This extending method explains the 

use of numerically smooth parts/particles for cylindrical components, such as idlers 

or pulleys, which is thus particularly beneficial for belt (conveyor) system simulation 

with BP belt models that interact with those components accordingly. The use of 

such numerically smooth cylinders, generally represented as mathematical primitive 

cylinders, supplants the use of triangulated cylinders for such system components, 

thus manifesting significant benefits. To support the process of modelling such 

smooth-surfaced cylinders in DEM simulation setups, especially in larger quantities, 

a software tool, PartConverter, for the conversion of CAD models containing cylin-

drical geometries (i.e. representing idlers/pulleys; provided via an assembly (SAT) 

file) into corresponding DEM data (INP file, allowing initialisation of those provided 

geometries as (smooth-surfaced) cylindrical parts/particles) was developed and pre-

sented. 

The effectiveness of the methodology developed was underlined by several different 

exemplary, industry-relating applications for dynamic belt simulation, covering: a 

conventional belt conveyor, a belt turnover station, a sandwich conveyor, a pipe con-

veyor, the belt system of a round hay baler, and belt breakage. 

These exemplary applications particularly highlighted the benefits associated with 

the methodology, such as in terms of enabling convenient modelling or in terms of 
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the computational efforts required, and ultimately revealed the methodology’s fa-

vourable suitability for DEM simulations with dynamically interacting/deformable 

belt models. 

The developed methodology proved several advantages, especially in terms of: 

• modelling, simulation, and analysis of belt-like objects as dynamically de-

formable/interacting models in DEM simulations, 

• enabling dynamic belt simulation for application-oriented, i.e., relatively 

complex and furthermore relatively large/application-scaled, belt systems, 

• reducing related efforts significantly, as basically associated with: 

○ using a BP belt (thus staying within the DEM simulation environment, 

which is generally positive in terms of modelling and software/solver-

related aspects, in terms of usability in general, and which furthermore 

revealed positive results in terms of computational efforts required, 

○ using belt initialisation in almost-final state (which significantly re-

duces pre-simulation efforts, generally to almost imperceptible levels), 

○ using smooth-surfaced cylinders (which positively affects computa-

tional efforts), 

○ using the developed software tools, BeltConverter and PartConverter, 

as supportive tools for the modelling of DEM simulation setups with 

dynamically deformable belt models as BP belts. 

In final conclusion, the developed methodology presented in this thesis is not only 

very promising for application in the development of belt conveyors systems using 

DEM simulation comprising dynamically interacting/deformable belt models, but 

also for applications far beyond this scope of conveyor belts. 
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Directories 

Abbreviations 

1/2/3D one/two/three-dimensional 

6DoF six degrees of freedom 

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 

BP bonded-particle 

BP belt bonded-particle belt (model) 

BPM bonded-particle model 

CAD computer-aided design 

CAE computer-aided engineering 

cf. compare (to) (confer) 

DE discrete elements (particles) 

DEM Discrete Element Method (also Distinct Element Method) 

dir. direction(s) 

e.g. for example (exempli gratia) 

Eq. Equation(s) 

FDEM Finite-Discrete Element Method 

FEA Finite Element Analysis 

FEM Finite Element Method 

GUI graphical user interface 

i.e. which means/in other words (id est) 

INP ThreeParticle/CAE input (file format) 
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long. longitudinal 

MBD multibody dynamics 

MD Molecular Dynamics 

PFEM Particle Finite Element Method 

ref. referring (to) 

RGB red green blue (colour model) 

rlt. relating (to) 

SAT ACIS Standard Text (file format) 

SPH Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics 

STL Standard Triangle/Tessellation Language (file format) 

TBBM Timoshenko beam bond model 

transv. transverse 

XDEM a specific extended form of the DEM 
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